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A REAL GO-GETTER 
Chases gas to make 
Du Mont picture tubes 
sharper and to assure 
longer life 

Another positive fact about Du Mont positive quality ... 
Du Mont picture tubes are 400% better when it comes to gas, and 
the less gas, the better the tube. 

A gassy picture tube produces a "soft" picture, lacking the snap 
and sparkle customers like. Furthermore, gas in a tube greatly 
reduces its life. 

So, for the sake of your service and profits -make t at next picture 
tube a Du Mont! 

OUR HERO! 
The famous Du Mont Electron Gun, heart of 

the picture gun, crowned with the most ad- 

vanced "getter" in the industry. In the pro- 
duction of the tube, the "getter" is flashed 
to coat the inside of the envelope with mate- 

rials that absorb gases in the tube. The Du 

Mont "getter" is unsurpassed for efficiency 
in this operation. 

* Based on Quality Control figures i Pict 

MONí 
N 

ure -Tubes 

TELEVISION TUBE DIVISION, ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIF ON N. J. 
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NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 8CF, Washington 16. D. C. 

Mail me Sample Lesson and 64 -Page catalog, 
FREE. (No Salesman will call. Please write plainly.) 

Name Age__ 

Address. 

City Zc ne_ 
ACCREDITED MEMBER, N1ITIONAL HOME 51ÚD! COUNCIL, 

YOU BUILD 
Broadcasting 
Transmitter 
As part of N.R.I. Communi- 
cations Course you build this 
low power Transmitter; use 
it to learn methods required 

of commercial broadcasting 
operators, train 

for FCC 
liceie. 

I YOU BUILD 
I Signal 

Generator 
N.R.I. sends kits of parts 
to build this Signal Gen- 
erator. You get practical 
experience, conduct tests to 
compensate Radio frequency amplifiers, 
practice aligning a typical I.F. video ampli- 
fier in TV circuit, many other experimerts. 

YOU BUILD Vacuum 
Tube Voltmeter 

Use it to get practical e= perience, earn 
extra cash fixing ieight o-s' sets in spare 
tim3, gain knowledge to help you work 
in Radio, Televs.on, :73lor TV. With 
N.R.I. training you wc.rk on circuits 
conomon to both F:adic and TV. Equip- 
ment you build "brings to life" things 
yot learn in N.R.I.'s easy-to-under- 
stand lessons. 64 page Catalog FREE, 
shows all equipment yve get. 

YOU BUILD AC -DC 
Superhet Receiver 
N.R.I. servicing training 
supplies all parts, every- 
thing is yours to keep. 
Nothing takes the place 
of practical experience. 
You get actual servicing 
experience by practicing 
with this modern receiver; 
you learn-by- doing. 

WHAT GRADUATES DO AND SAY 

Chief Engineer 
"I am Chief Engineer 
of Station KGCU in 
Mandan, N. D. I also 
have my own spare time 
business servicing high 
frequency two -way com- 
munications systems." 
R. BARNETT, Bis- 
marck, North Dakota. 
Paid for 
Instruments 
"I am doing very well 
in spare time TV and 
Radio. Sometimes have 
three TV jobs waiting 
and also fix car Radios 
for garages. I paid for 
instruments out of earn- 
ings."' G. F. SEAMAN, 
New York, N. Y. 
Has Own 
TV Business 

We have an appliance 
store with our Radio 
and TV servicing, and 
get TV repairs. During 
my Army service, NRI 
training helped get me 
a top rated job." W.M. 
WEIDNER, Fairfax, 
South Dakota. 

MARCH, 1958 

by Practicing at Home 

NEED FOR TECHNICIANS INCREASING 
fast Growing field Offers Good Pay, Bright future 
Today's OPPORTUNITY field is Radio- Televi- 
sion. Over 125 million home Radios plus 30 
million sets in cars and 40,000,000 Television 
sets mean big money for trained Radio -TV 
Technicians. More than 4,000 Radio and TV 
Broadcasting stations offer interesting and im- 
portant positions for technicians, operators. 
Color television, portable TV sets, Hi -Fi, other 
developments assure future growth. 

It's the trained man who gets ahead. The fellow 
who uses his spare time to develop knowledge and 
skill gets the better lob, drives a better car, lives 
in a better home, is respected for what he knows 

Send for 
LESSON 

and CATALOG 

FREE 
VETERANS 
Available under 

G.I. Bills 

and can do. So plan now to get into Radio -TV. 
Keep your job while training with N.R.I. You 

learn at home in your spare time. N.R.I. is 
oldest and largest home study Radio -TV School. 
Our methods have proved successful for more 
than 40 years, provide practical experience. 

Soon after enrol ing, many N.R.I.studentsstart 
to earn $10, $15 a week extra in spare time 
fixing sets. Many open their own full time 
Radio -TV shops after getting N.R.I. Diploma. 
Find out more. Mail Coupon. Cost is low, terms 
easy; includes all equipment. Address. National 
Radiolnstitute,Dept. 8CF, Washington 16, D.C. 

The ABC's of 
SERVICING 

Job asa ta.`!" 

OPpottunittt 
(or 

: TECHNCAH` 

L 
3 
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MARCH, 1958 

[Rad b-Electronics 
Formerly RADIO -CRAFT Incorporating SHORT WAVE CRAFT TELEVISION NEWS RADIO & TELEVISION 

EDITORIAL 
33 Satellite Electronics -Hugo Gernsback 

AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 
34 
36 
39 

r 41 
42 
46 

Induction Pickups and the Drive -In Movie -Aaron Nadell 
New Developments in Audio -Herman Burstein 
Stereo Speakers -Where Do They Go- George L. Augspurger 
New Discs and Stereo Tapes- Reviewed by Chester Santon 
Getting Feedback Straight -Norman H. Crowhurst 
The Seeing -Eye Pickup- Albert H. Taylor 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
47 

51 
54 
57 

Five New Transistor Checkers -John T. Frye 
For the Shop -An Amplified Wheatstone Bridge -Ronald L. Ives 
Master Control Unit for Audio Tests -Dr. L. B. Hedge 
Economy Test Tube -Daniel Meyer 

WHAT'S NEW 

ON THE COVER 

(Story on page 50) 

Using the overhead pro- 
jector is A /3C Janet F. 

Streib, Aircraft Control and 
Warning Operator at the 
North American Air Defense 
Combat Operations Center 
in Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Rack -mounted tape record- 
ers can be seen in the 
background through the 
transparent map board. 

Color original by 
Claude W. Treece, 

M /Sgt., USAF 

58 Pictorial Report of New Developments 

ELECTRONICS 
50 Heart of North American Air Defense (Cover Feature) 
60 New Power Source -Harold C. Hubbard 

c` 62 Transistor Locator Finds Metal Fast -Edwin Bohr 
¡ 82 Electronics and the IGY, Part II- Jordan McQuay 

TELEVISION 
86 Servicing Stacked B- Supply Systems -James A. McRoberts 
87 The Television Analyst- Robert G. Middleton 
92 Watch Out for These Jokers! -H. M. Layden 
95 TV Dx- Robert B. Cooper, Jr. 
96 TV Service Clinic- Conducted by Robert G. Middleton 

RADIO 
107 2- Transistor Superregenerator for FM and Ham Bands -I. Queen 

(u 109 4- Transistor Radio -Control Receiver -Charles Dewey 
117 Humless Preamp Heater Supply- Leonard E. Geisler 

Hugo Gernsback 
Editor and Publisher 

M. Harvey Gernsback 
Editorial Director 

Fred Shunaman 
.....................Managing Editor 

Robert F. Scott 
W2PWG, Technical Editor 

Larry Steckler 
Assistant Editor 

L Queen 
Editorial Associate 

Robert G. Middleton 
Television Consultant 

Elizabeth Stalcup 
Production Manager 

Cathy Coccozza 
Advertising Production 

Wm. Lyon McLaughlin 
....Tech. Illustration Director 

Sol Ehrlich 
Art Director 

Fred Neinast 
Staff Artist 

Lee Robinson 
General Manager 

John J. Lamson 
Sales Manager 

G. Aliquo 
Circulation Manager 

148 Books 130 Patents Adam J. Smith 
....Director, Newsstand Sales 

142 Business and People 132 Radio- Electronic Circuits Robert Fallath 
136 Correction 134 Technical Literature ................Promotion Manager 

14 Correspondence 123 Technicians' News 
137 New Devices 120 Technotes 
146 New Tubes and Semiconductors 126 Try This One 

6 News Briefs 145 35 Years Ago 

Average Paid Circulation 
Over 195,000 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS is Indexed in Applied Science & Technology Index (Formerly Industrial Arts Index) Associate Member Institute of High Fidelity Mfrs., Inc. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS, March, 1958, Vol. XXIX, No. 3. Published monthly at Mt. 91m riss. ill. , by Gernsback l'nblicat ion,, Irle. Second-class mail privileges authorized f Mr. Mol ri<. III. Copyright 1958 by Gernsback Publications, Inc. All rights reserved under Universal, international and Pan- American Copyright Conventions. SUBSCRIPTION RATES: U. S., U. S. possessions and Canada, $4.00 for one year; $7.00 for two years; $9.00 for three years; single copies 35c, Pan -American countries $4.50 for one year; 58.0(1 for two years; $10.50 for three years. All other countries $5.00 a year; $9.00 for two years; $12.00 for three years. SUBSCRIPTIONS: Address correspondence to Radio -Electronics, Subscription Dept., 404 N. Wesley Ave., Mt. Morris, Ill., or 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. When requesting a change of address, please furnish an address label from a recent issue. Allow one month for change of address. GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC., Executive. Editorial and Advertising Offices. 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. Telephone Algonquin 5 -7755. Hugo Gernsback, Chairman of the Board; M. Harvey Gernsback, President; G. Aliquo, Secretary. BRANCH ADVERTISING OFFICES and FOREIGN AGENTS listed on page 152. POSTMASTER: If undeliverable, send Forni 3578 to: RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. *Trademark registered U. S. Pat. Office. 
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.a,. Y... GET I NTO 

O N -RADIO 
earn ALL 8 PHASES in ONE MODERN HOME -STUDY C 

At Home - In S are Time 

YOU GET ALL THIS NEWEST 

PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT 

Parts to build a modern TV set, including 
all tuhes plus a large screen Picture Tube 

Parts to build a powerful Superhet Receiver. 
standard broadcast and short wave 

Parts to conduct many experiments and build 
Continuity Checker, RF Ocillator, TV Circuits, 
Audio Oscillator, TRF Receiver, Signal Generator 

A Valuable Professional Multitester 

L 

YOUR NATIONAL SCHOOLS TELERAMA COURSE COVERS ALL 8 PHASES 
1. TELEVISION, INCLUDING COLOR TV 
2 RADIO, FM AND AM 
3. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
4. SOUND RECORDING AND HI FIDELITY 

5. PREPARATION FOR FCC LICENSE 
6. AUTOMATION 
7. RADAR AND MICRO WAVES 
8. COMMUNICATIONS 

YOU ARE NEEDED IN THE TELEVISION -ELECTRONICS -RADIO INDUSTRY! 
You can build a secure future for yourself if you get into Elec- 
tronics NOW ! Today's shortage of trained technicians creates 
tremendous opportunities. National Schools Shop- Method trained 
technicians are in constant and growing demand for high -pay jobs 
in Broadcasting and Communications, Electronic Research, Serv- 
icing and Repair, and many other branches. 

Let National Schools, a Resident 
Technical School for over 50 years 
train you for today's unlimited op- 
portunities in electronics! Our Shop 
Method trains you to be a MASTER - 
TECHNICIAN. Completely up to 
date, developed by experienced in- 
structors and engineers, your Tele- 
rama Course will teach you all phases 
of the industry quickly, clearly and 
correctly. You can master the most 
modern projects, such as Color TV, 
printed circuits - even prepare for 
FCC License without taking a special 

course. You can handle sales, servic- 
ing, manufacturing, or make good 
money in your own business. SEND 
FOR FACTS TODAY! 
EARN AS YOU LEARN. Many of our 
students earn their entire tuition and 
more in Spare Time jobs we show 
them how to do while learning. 
YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED - 
Clear, profusely illustrated lessons, 
shop- tested manuals, modern circuit 
diagrams, practical job projects - all 
the valuable equipment shown above 

- many other mate-ials and services - consultation pri, ilege with our 
qualified staff, and Graduate Em- 
ployment Service. EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED for outstanding success 
in Electronics 

RESIDENT 
TRAINING A LOS ANGELES 

If you wish to take your training 
in 

our Resident Schcal at Los Angeles, 

the world's TV ca 'tai, start 
NO in 

our big, modern Shops, 
and 

Radio -TV Studios. F ere you work wo r ¡ with 

latest Electronic E 
quipme p 

l 
t 

mo com- 

plete f cIties altered by any school 

Expert, friendly Icstructors. 
Persona, 

t 

attention. 
Graduate E hy neat 

Service. help in finding home 

school -ar.d part time job while you 

learn. Check tax in coupon for fell 

information. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 

Fully illustrated "Career" Book in 

TV- Radio -E ectronics. PLUS actual sample 
lesson -yours at no cost, no obligation. 

CLIP COUPON NOW ... MAIL IT TODAY! 

APPROVED FOR G.I. TRAINING 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. 

MARCH, 1958 

I 

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA 

/GET FAST SERVICE -MAIL NOW TO 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT. RG -38 
I 4000 S. FIGUEROA ST 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. 
Rush free TV- Radio "Opportunity" Book and sample I 
lesson. No salesman will call. 

NAME 

I 
I 
I 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZON E STATE 

OHO If Interested ONLY In Resident School training at Los Angeles. 

` VETERANS. Give dote of 0.scharge 

I 
ACE 

I 

MIN MA ME iND DM 
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BEST BUILT ' - -- 
YET 

6 

BEST FOR 
EVERY SET 

All Tung -Sol Tubes are engi- 
neered to one standard of 
quality -Blue Chip Quality. 
Whether they're for famous 
set makers or leading service 
dealers, Tung -Sol Tubes are 
identical in design and per- 
formance. Tell your supplier 
you'd rather have Tung -Sol! 

TUNG-SOL 
MAGIC MIRROR ALUMINIZED 

PICTURE TUBES 
RECEIVING TUBES 
TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales 
Offices: Atlanta, Ga., Columbus, Ohio, Culver 
City, Calif., Dallas, Tex., Denver, Colo.,tDetroit, 
Mich., Irvington, N. J., Melrose Park, Ill., Newark, 
N. J., Seattle, Wash. 

TUNG -SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, 
Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers,,D Lure Tubes, 
Rodio, TV and Special Purpose Electron Tubes 
and Semiconductor Products. 

T 

ews 

Briefs 
USE FM TUNERS in television receivers, 
is the request the FM Committee of the 
National Association of Broadcasters 
(NAB) has made of television receiver 
manufacturers. b 

The request is based on the commit- 
tee's belief that the recent growth in 
FM stations, set sales and audiences 
indicates public demand for such a 
move. The sale of adapters which enable 
TV sets to receive the FM band backs 
up this stand. It was pointed out that 
building FM tuners into new TV sets 
could boost TV receiver sales. The com- 
mittee also considered ways to promote 
the installation of FM receivers in cars. 

SAFER PORTABLE TV SETS are being 
made this year. All receivers in G -E's 
line of portables for 1958 are equipped 
with a polarized power plug for use 
in modern polarized electric outlets. 
"Death Rides the Hot Chassis" (RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, October, 1957) gave de- 
tails on the protection offered by this 
type of plug. The new portables are 
covered with a vinyl plastic, further 
reducing any possible shock hazard. 

ANNUAL FRENCH RADIO Exhibition, 
customarily held in Paris each spring, 
will in 1958 break away from a long- 
standing tradition. Instead of being 
reserved only for national products, 
the 1958 show will be international 
and open to foreign manufacturers. 
This change reflects the new European 
attitude toward tighter international 
relationships on the technical level. It 
has been enthusiastically welcomed in 
other countries, and already more than 
20 nations well be present, including a 
sizable number of American firms. 

The 1958 French Radio show will be 
held in Paris, from June 20 to 26. 

8 NEW TV STATIONS have come in with 
the March winds: 
WBLN, Bloomington, Ill 15 
WMBD -TV, Peoria, Ill 31 
KXLJ -TV, Helena, Mont 12 
KMOT, Minot, N. D 10 
KUED, Salt Lake City, Utah 7 
WIPR -TV, San Juan, P. R 6 
KVII, Amarillo, Tex 7 
KWRB -TV, Riverton, Wyo 10 

Tñree stations have closed down: 
WPAG -TV, Ann Arbor, Mich 20 
WNAO -TV, Raleigh, N. C 28 
KSWO -TV, Lawton, Okla 7 

Both WPAG -TV and KSWO -TV, 
however, anticipate early returns. 
WPAG -TV's shutdown, they promise, 
is for only 6 months, pending allocation 
of channel 12 to Ann Arbor. KSWO -TV 
had the misfortune of a serious fire, 

and we wish them luck and haste in 
their rehabilitation. 

Changes in call letters were but two: 
WNEP -TV, Scranton, Pa 16 

(formerly WARM -TV) 
KZTV, Corpus Christi, Tex 10 

(formerly KSIX -TV) 
Our total of operating US stations 

has zoomed to 530 (438 vhf and 92 
uhf), 30 of which are noncommercial 
(6 uhf). 

Canada is getting there, too, what 
with two new starters lengthening her 
list to 49 last month: 
CHCA -TV, Red Deer, Alta 6 
CFCL -TV, Kapuskasing, Ont 3 

Two letters have come in correcting 
our January TV Station List. Earl E. 
Dippner, of Strasburg, Pa., writes us 
that WCMB -TV, Harrisburg, Pa., 
channel 71, has suspended operations. 
CHBC -TV, of Kelowna, B. C., calls our 
attention to its channel listing -3 when 
it should be 2 -and its two satellite 
stations, CHBC -TV -1 at Penticton on 
channel 13 and CHBC -TV -2 at Vernon 
on channel 7. 

DR. WILLIS R. WHITNEY. dean of indus- 
trial research in America, died Jan. 9, 
1957. He was 89 years old. Dr. Whitney 
was best known for establishing the 
General Electric Research Laboratory 
in 1900 and for its development under 
his direction for the next 32 years. 

During the time he headed the Re- 
search Laboratory many important dis- 

coveries were made. On the list are 
fundamental discoveries in radio tubes, 
harnessing the cathode ray for radar 
and television use, the inductotherm 
which applied heat electronically to the 
human body, and development of high - 
voltage X -ray apparatus. 

For many years Dr. Whitney served 
as trustee of the Albany Medical Col- 
lege and the Dudly Observatory in Al- 
bany, N.Y. He was a life member of 
the corporation of the Massachusetts 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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12" 
ANY a 

of these superb High -Fidelity 

COLUMBIA 
OAiTE PARISIENNE 

LES SYLPHIDE$ 

THE 

PHIUIDEtPHü 
ORCHESTRA 

ORMAMOY 
conclurra 

- 

Two delightful and ro- 
mantic ballet scores by 
Offenbach and Chopin 

7 exciting new jazz im 
provisations by two 
great modern combos 

RECORDS 
if you join the Columbia ()Record Club now -and agree to 

purchase 4 selections during the coming 12 months 

RUDOLF SEREIN 
BEETHOVEN 

"MOONLIGHT" Scutt ,- "PATNETIGUE" Sonata 

"APPASSIONATA" 

Definitive performances 
of three best -loved 
Beethoven sonatas 

FRANK SINATRÀ i 
ADVENTURES 
OF THE HEART 

12 Sinatra favorites - 
Mad About You, Love 
Me, Nevertheless, etc. 

JOHNNY MATHIS 

WONDERFUL 
WONDERFUL 
WONDER 
WOND 
WO 
W 

EASY TO REM 
NORMAN LUBOFF 

Johnny Mathis sings 12 
avorites - Day In Day 

Out, Old Black Magic, etc. 

Suave arrangements of 
Embraceable You, Some- 
body Loves Me -12 more 

Doris Day sings The Song 
Is You, But Not For Me, 
Autumn Leaves -9 more 

12 inimitable Elgart 
arrangements - ideal 
for listening or dancing 

BRUNO WALTER 

Emperor Waltz ,Blue Dan 
ube, Vienna Life, Gypsy 
Baron Overture -2 more 

P 'LAMP aecxeslaA. UAM.MO 

1ML ORLAT A4IKODM OF 

TCHAIK,; YSKY 

RoMANIIc MELODIES FROM 

ROMEO AND lut lET, SLEEPING BEAUTY, 

STH SYMPHONY. NUTCRACKER SUITE. 

QUART! IN D. SYMPHONY PAIHETHAL_ 

MARCHE SI AV, SERENADE FOR STRINGS 

Eight of the best -loved 
melodies of all time - 
magnificently performed 

A S 

-fly.. 
ORIGINAL DUCHIN RECORDINGS 

Duchin plays The Man I 

Love, April Showers, Am 
I Blue ?, Brazil -11 more 

SUDDENLY 
IT'S 

You receive, at once, any 3 of these records -FREE. 
One is your gift for joining, and the other two are 
your Bonus records in advance" 

After you have purchased only four records, you re- 
ceive a 12" Columbia OP Bonus record of your choice 
FREE for every two additional selections you purchase 
from the Club. In this way your record purchases earn 
a 50% dividend 

Erroll Garner plays Car- 
avan, No Greater Love, 
Memories of You, etc. 

Lure of the Tropics 

Andre 

Kostelanetz 
and Hp Orchestra 

The Moon of Manakoora 
Lotus Land, Poinciana 
Jamaican 'Rhumba, etc. 

PORTS OF CALL 
RAVEL. BOLERt, LA VALSE, PAVANE 

CHARRIER' ESPANA IBERT ESCALES 

Roussi- CLAIR DE LUNE 

Tenderly, Deep Purple 
Soon, Laura, Sep'' ember 
In The Rain, 7 others 

AMBASSADOR SATCH 

LOUIS 

ARMSTRONG 

Armstrong and his All. 
Stars. 10 numbers from 
triumphant tour abroad 

Oklahoma! 
Nelson Eddy 
Complete Score 

Complete score! I Could 
Have Danced All Night, 
The Rain In Spain, etc. 

STRAVINSKY: 

FIREBIRD SUITE 

TCHAIKOVSKY: 

ROMEO AND JULIET e 
LEONARD BERNSTEIN 

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 

Stunning hi -fi perform 
antes of the "Firebird' 
and "Romeo and Juliet' 

A romantic musical tour 
-Ormandy and The Phil- 
adelphia Orchestra 

THE KING OF SWING 

America's favorite guar- Benny Goodman and his 
tet sings Love Walked Original Orchestra, Trio 
In and 11 others and Quartet. 11 numbers 

y You enroll in any one of the four Club Divisions: 
Classical; Jazz; Listening and Dancing; Broadway, 
Movies, Television and Musical Comedies 

Every month you receive, FREE, a new issue of the 
Y1 Columbia LP Record Club Magazine - which describes 

all forthcoming selections 

You may accept or reject the selection for your Divi- 
sion, take records from other Divisions or take NO 
records in any particular month 

J Your only membership obligation is to buy four selec- 
tions from the more than 100 to be offered in the 
coming 12 months. You may cancel membership any 
time thereafter 

The records you want are mailed and billed to you 
at only $3.98 (original cast Musical Shows somewhat 
higher), plus small mailing charge 

You must be delighted with membership or you may 
cancel it by returning the free records within 10 days 

COLUMBIA Lp RECORD CLUB 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 

MARCH, 1958 

Rodgers & Hammer - 
stein's fabulous hit, with 
Nelson Eddy as Curly 

S: 
Stanan 
Dances 

WALT 
NEW YORK PHILHAR RL 

6 works: Symphony No. 3, 
Academic Festivi I Over 
ture, 4 Hungarian Dances 

3 Gershwin works -Con 
certo in F, Rhapsody in 
Blue, American in Paris 

Y, 

iLl 
Dorothy Kirsten 

Robert Rounseville 9 

The complete score of 
Lehar's operetta -Vilia, 
Maxim's, Women, etc- 

r - ---I FREE - ANY 3 -MAIL ENTIRE COUPON NOW! i- - -1 
CIRCLE 3 NUMBERS BELOW: 

COLUMBIA CI RECORD CLUB, Dept. 245 -2 'll. Eddy Duchin Story 
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA ,t. Beethoven: 3 piano sonatas 

Please send me as my FREE gift the 3 records whose 
CI. Erroll Garner ( "Caravan ") 

numbers I have circled at the right - and enroll me in 
4. Gatti Parisienne; Les Sylphides the following Division of the Club: 

(check one box only) 5. Easy To Remember -Luboff Choir 

D Classical D Listening and Dancing D bass 6. My Fair Lady -Orig. Broadway Cast 

7. Brubeck and Jay 8 Kai 
D Broadway. Movies, Television and Musical Comedies 8. Gershwin Hits -Percy Faith 

I agree to purchase four selections from the more than 9. Sinatra- Adventures of the Heart 
100 to be offered during the coming 12 months . . at 

11). Ambassador Sotch regular list price, plus small mailing charge. For every 
two additional selections I accept, I am to receive a 12" 1'I. Firebird; Romeo and Juliet 
Columbia O Bonus record of my choice FREE. 12. Day By Day -Doris Day 

Name 13. Johann Strauss -Waltzes 
(Please Print) Id. Lure of the Tropics -Kostelanetz 
Address 15. Ports Of Call 

1:6. Oklahoma! 
City ZONE State 1'7, Levant Plays Gershwin 
CANADA' Prices slightly higher, address 11 -13 Soho St., Toronto 2B 18. The Elgart Touch 

Ir you wish to have this membership credited to an estab- 
lished Columbia Records dealer, authorized to accept 19. The Great Melodies of Tchaikovsky 
subscriptions, please fill in the following information: 20. Suddenly It's the Hi -Lds 

Dealer's Name 

Dealer's Address 
L® Columbia Records Sales Corp., 1958 

21. King of Swing -Benny Goodman 

22. Brahms: Symphony No. 3 

85.4 23. The Merry Widow 

24. Wonderful, Wonderful- Mathis L -12 
J 
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Trish 
ferro -sheen 
recording 

tape 

That's not the reason 
why you should use 

Here's why you should use 

It's the best -engineered tape 
in the world... 

...gives you better highs...better lows... 
better sound all around! Saves your tape 
recorder, too - because the irish FERRO - 
SHEEN process results in smoother tape 
...tape that can't sand down your mag- 
netic heads or shed oxide powder into your 
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape! 

Available wherever quality tape is sollt. 
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama 
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., New York, N. Y, Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

8 

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued) 

Institute of Technology, and was also 
on the US Naval Consulting Board 
established during World War I. He 
was a member of the National Academy 
of Sciences, National Research Council, 
American Electrochemical Society (its 
president in 1912) and many other 
learned societies. 

Over the years Dr. Whitney had re- 
ceived a number of American and for- 
eign awards, too numerous to list here. 
He is survived by his wife, the former 
Evelyn Jones, and a daughter, Mrs. Van 
Alstyne Schermerhorn of Glenville, 
N.Y. 

STEREO DISC IS NOT COMPATIBLE ac- 
cording to a report by RCA Victor 
covering a series of exhaustive tests 
performed at its Indianapolis plant. 

The report states : "A stereo disc, 
playing monaurally, will disseminate 
a sound of music. But the net result 
is comparable to that of a worn pre - 
high- fidelity record. Even with the 
best high -fidelity pickups now avail- 
able some stereo records played 
monaurally also exhibit considerable 
distortion on the first play. Another 
problem is that music from the two 
channels of a stereo recording does not 
always combine properly to give a 
satisfactory output." 

The report concluded, "We are defi- 
nitely convinced the stereo disc is not 
a replacement for the present -day fine - 
groove record as far as high -fidelity 
monaural sound is concerned. However, 
played on proper stereo equipment 
which is not yet on the market, the 
stereo disc will give full -dimensional 
sound presently found only on tape." 
The question of cartridge compatibility 
was apparently not taken up by the 
committee. Some mention of it appears 
in the item "Low -Cost Stereo Pickup" 
in this department. 

HENRY W. McCANDLESS, the man who 
made the first vacuum tube, died Dec. 
24, 1957, at the age of 91. 

When de Forest first started enclos- 
ing his early (two -element) audions in 
a glass envelope, he approached Mc- 
Candless, owner of a specialty electric 
company in New York City, to make 
the models of the new devices. Many 
of McCandless' suggestions -based on 
his lamp experience -were embodied in 
the bulbs, and he continued to make the 
experimental models up to and includ- 
ing the three -element audion. After- 
ward he manufactured audions for 
de Forest commercially. (See "How 
Audions Were Built" in the January, 
1947, issue of RADIO- CRAFT, a story 
about McCandless.) 

McCandless sold his firm to Westing- 
house in 1914, continuing with that 
company as head of its special lamp 
department until 1919, then as con- 
sultant till his retirement in 1935. 

A LOW -COST STEREO PICKUP has been 
announced by Electro- Voice. Twin ce- 
ramic elements and an 0.7 -mil diamond 
stylus form the working heart of the 
cartridge which is expected to cost only 

for 

LOWEST 
hum ... noise ... 
microphonics .. . 

in a Iow-u 

dual triode . . . 

the 

Am perex 
E C C 8 2 A PLUG -IN 
REPLACEMENT FOR THE 12AÚ7 

MICRO PHONICS: 

Negligible in amplifiers requiring an 
input voltage of at least 100 mv for an 
output of 5 watts. No special 
precautions against microphonics 
necessary even though the tube is 
mounted in the near vicinity of a loud- 
speaker with 5% acoustical efficiency. 

HUM AND NOISE LEVEL: 

Better than -60 db relative to 100 mv 
when the grid circuit impedance is no 
greater than 0.3 megohms (at 60 cps), 
the center tap of the heater is 
grounded and the cathode resistor is 
by- passed by a capacitor of 
at least 100 mfd. 

OTHER Amperex TUBES FOR 

HIGH -FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS: 

EL84 /6BP5 9 -pin power pentode; 17 W PP 
6CA7 /EL34 High -power pentode; 100 W PP 
EF86/6267 Low -noise high -A pentode 
ECC81 /12AT7 Low -noise medium -A dual triode 
ECC83 /12AX7 Low -noise high -A dual triode 
GZ34 Cathode -type rectifier; 250 ma. 
EZ80/6V4 9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 90 ma. 
EZ81 /6CA4 9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 150 mo. 

At All Leading Electronic 
Parts Distributors 

vATa Amperex 
ELECTRONIC CORP. 
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y. 
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NO 

RCVI0!/S 
TfCHNICAt 

EXPERIENCE 

RFQUIREP/ 

NO 

ADUANCFD 
EDUCATION 

NEEDED! MEN 55 
Prepare now to enter one of the 
many profitable branches of 

ELECTRONICS 
SEND FOR FREE FACTS! 

The day SPUTNIK spiraled into outer space w II ce known to thousands cf men 
throug -to3t the United States aid Cancda 'Oppor L nity Day" - because it 
brought to light the tremendo.n. possib liti 9s that the field of Electronics ho ds 
for the man aho seeks a bettat job or a bu it ess of is own. 
One of the great things about tie g ant fie! A of Electronics is the Fact 
that eN en a man who does not have an ochrtsncec education or previ- 
ous technical experience can f repare for 
many profita3le opportunities ji hi spare 
time at home . . . or, if he iesires, he 
may attend air well- equipped Chicagc or 
Toront, laboratories. 
If you seek a better job or c business of 
your awn, whw don't you fill i i the :ouaor 
below for FREE facts? 

Make "SPUTtI1K Day" your 'Oppertu ijts 
Day,'' too! 

Draft Age? 
We ha'e va luck e information for every mar or 

draft ale; so it you are subject to niliarir service- 
be sure to chec< the coupon. 

Live -Wire Employment Service 
Through long -est rh lished contacts with '..ell -krown em 
plcyers, DeVry Ted's Placement Deparsrnarrk has helpea 
many linen to -o d better jobs in Csrnmunications. 
Guided Missile Control, Radar, Automation, 1-elev sion, 
rnstrumentotion, e'.c. The service is frae to çtaduate <_ 

Will Not 

Interfere with 
Your Present 

Job! 

Part Time 

Income Pot,sible 

While Learning! 

Get in 

One of Today 

Fastest Growl 

Fields! 
In Your Spare 

Time at Home or 
in Or Chicago or 

Toronto Laboratories 
SEND For FREE BOOKLET 
We'll give you a free copy of an moeresti s Eooke,. ':!ec- 
tranics -3nd YOU." See for yourself hive you ma) take aiiisr 
tage of the op sc rtunities in this fart- growin Eeld. 

DeVR `,7e41N' NSTITUTE 
ï 

Chicago 41, Illinois 
Formerly DeForest's -rainjrg, Inc. 

Acaedited Member of National .toms St,Uy Ccencil 

"One of North 
Americc's Foremost 
Electrorks 
Training Centers" 

i 

3eVry Technical Institute 
1141 Be mont Ave., Chiceço 41, III., Dept. RE -3 -O 

'lease give me your MEE boot let, "Electronics and 
You," card tell me how I inay prepare to enter one 
r more branches of Eltcronics. 

`Jame 
(PLEASE PR AST) 

Age 

Street Apt. 

City Zone State 
D Check here if subject to Military Training. 

DeVry Tech's Canadian Training Center is located at 
2038 626 Roselawn Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario. 
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NEWS BRIEFS (Continued) 

$19.50. Thi new unit is completely 
compatible -it can be used to play the 
Westrex system 45/45 stereo disc or 
any standard hi -fi disc. First produc- 
tion of the new unit is being routed 
to phonograph manufacturers. Later, 
when stereo discs reach the market, 
owners of hi -fi equipment can adapt 
to stereo by adding a second amplifier 
and speaker system to their existing 
setup and replacing their present car- 
tridge with this new stereo pickup 
cartridge. 

Calendar of Events 
In-titute oI High Fidelity Manufac- 
turers Show, Feb. 26 -Mar. 2, Hotel 
Biltmore, Los Angeles, Calif. RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS and the Gernsback Li- 
brary will exhibit in Room 2325. 
Hi -Fi Music Show, Mar. 7 -9, Penn - 
Sheraton Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
High- Fidelity Music Show, Mar. 14 -16, 
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C. 
Hi -Fi Music Show, Mar. 21 -23, Hotel 
Robert Treat, Newark, N. J. 
IRE Show, Mar. 24 -27, New York Coli- 
seum, New York, N. Y. 
Hi -Fi Music Show, Mar. 28 -30, Lord 
Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore, Md. 
Electronic Waveguide Symposium, Apr. 
8 -10, Engineering Societies Building, 
New York, N. Y. 
Conference on Automatic Techniques, 
Apr. 14 -16, Statler Hotel, Detroit, Mich. 
Radio Component Show, Apr. 14 -17, 
Grosvenor House and Park Lane House, 
London, England. 
Instruments Electronics and Automa- 
tion Exhibition, Apr. 16 -25, Olympia, 
London, England. 
London Audio Fair, Apr. 18 -22, Waldorf 
Hotel, London, England. 
83rd Convention of Society of Motion 
Picture & Television Engineers, Apr. 
20-26, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
Electronic Components Conference, 
Apr. 22 -24, Hotel Ambassador, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 
Spring Meeting of International Scien- 
tific Radio Union, (URSI) Apr. 24 -26, 
Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C. 

FM AIDS AM as part of a plan to add 
250 stations to the Mutual Broadcast- 
ing System's 460 existing AM outlets. 
Spread throughout the country, the 
new AM stations will receive their 
program material via a network of 80 
FM relay stations. Each AM station 
will pick up the FM signals and re- 
broadcast them for local listeners. 
Most stations now use telephone lines 
to carry the program to the trans- 
mitter. The FM network will in many 
cases make possible a higher quality 
of sound reproduction than could be 
obtained with the low -grade wires 
available at some of the sites. END 
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H ow to Pass 

An FCC License can be 

Get Your FCC License 
We Guarantee 

to train you until you receive 

Your FCC License 
Completion of the Master Course (both Sections) will prepare you for a 
First Class Commercial FCC License with a radar endorsement. Com- 
pletion -of Section I only of the Master Course will prepare you for a 
Second Class Commercial FCC License. We guarantee to train and coach 
you, without any additional cost, until you receive the FCC License as 
indicated above. This guarantee is valid for the entire period of your 
enrollment agreement. 

Cleveland Institute Training Results in success with com- 
mercial FCC examinations ... easily ... and quickly. 

every month our trainees get jobs like these: 

Boyd Daugherty: 
"I recently secured a position as Test Engineer with Melpar, 
Inc. A substantial salary increase was involved. My Cleveland 
Institute training played a major role in qualifying me for 
this position." 

Boyd Daugherty 
105 Goodwin Ct., Apt. C 
Falls Church, Va. 

Bendix 

Philco: 

Top Grade Employers Like These Look 

Radio: 

Westinghouse: 

"We shall look forward to receiving completed 
applications from your students." 
"We have employed a great number of well quali- 
fied electronics personnel who were graduates of 
Cleveland Institute." 
"We would appreciate your listing our current 
openings in your monthly Job Opportunities." 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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HOW TO 
PASS 

FCI 
LICENSE 

EXAMINATIONS! 

FCC License Exams 

your Guarantee of Success in Electronics 

in a Minimum of Time 

here's proof .. 
Name and Address 

Walter Eggers, Pacific Grove 

Paul Reichert, West Salem, Ohio 

Harold Phipps, La Porte, Indiana 

John H. Johnson, Boise City, Okla. 

James Faint, Johnstown, Pa. 

License Time 

1st 12 weeks 

2nd 10 weeks 

1st 28 weeks 

2nd 12 weeks 

1st 26 weeks 

James Glen: 
When Jim enrolled, he was a tem- 
porary employee of the City of 
Tacoma, Washington. In the space 
of 14 months, he completed the 
Master Course and received his 
first class license. He is now in- 
stalling and maintaining mobile 
and microwave equipment. 

James S. Glen, Jr. 
2920 Knob ,fill Road 
Tacoma, Washington 

To Cleveland Institute 
Aerojet- General 
American Airlines 
American Telephone & 

Telegraph Co. 
Bendix Radio 
Braniff Airways 
Burroughs Corp. 
Capital Airlines 
Continental 

Air Lines, Inc. 
Convair 
General Electric 
Glenn L. Martin Co. 

MARCH. 1958 

Goodyear Atomic Corp. 
IBM 
International Telephone 

& Telegraph Co. 
Mohawk Airlines 
Motorola 
North American 

Aviation, Inc. 
Northwest Airlines 
Philco 
RCA 
Ryan Aeronautical Co. 
',Plus many others 

G et Both R'EE 
;CCSSfUl 
Electronics 
Training 

Accredited by National Home Study Council 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 

Desk RE -15. 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio 
es.. e 0.00 Now - 

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help 
me get ahead in Electronics. I have had 
training or experience in Electronics as in- 
dicated below: 

Military Broadcasting 
Radio -TV Servicing Home Experimenting 
Manufacturing Telephone Company 
Amateur Radio Other 

In what kind of work are you In wl-at branch of Electronics 

now engaged? are ycu interested? I 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zane State 

Special Tuition Rates to Members of Armed Forces Desk RE -IS 
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Mr. Service Dealer: 

Helps you to maintain a 

profitable, INDEPENDENT position 

in the Servicing Industry 

Raytheon makes available to you all the 
Technical Data, Shop Helps, Signs, Sales 
Builders, and Advertising Aids you need for a 
successful TV -Radio Service operation. This, 
plus a most complete line of finest quality TV 
and Radio Tubes, makes Raytheon first choice 
of Independent Service Dealers. 

I 

1958 Edition of the Raytheon Receiv- 

NEW 
ing Tube Data book. 1000 types - 600 
individual basing diagrams - all you 
need to know about Receiving Tubes. 

DISPLAYS 

TVRadioTUBES 
gel TESTED HERE BY EXPERTS 

FAST 
SERVICE 

FAIR 
CHARGES 

Displays - Counter, Window, Transparent 
Banners, and Window Streamers, Decals. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

Technical Data - Receiving Tube Data 
Book; Semiconductor Products Books; Picture 
Tube Books 

SHOP AIDS 

Shop Aids - Uniforms, Tube Carrying 
Cases, TriplicatelnvoiceSets and Pocket Cases, 
lob Repair Tags, Clocks, Tape and Dispensers, 
Stationery, Matches, Labels and Holders, 
Rubber Stamps and Pads, Drop Cloths, TV 
Screen Polishing Cloths, Tube Shelf Labels, 
Phone Call Registers. 

All these profit building items are available through 
your Raytheon Tube Distributor. Ask him for a free 
copy of Raytheon Business Builders booklet that de- 

writ, scribes them in detail. 
r,ÿß A 
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Fi 

AND SE 

.. 

SIGNS 

<iI 
g2. 

9 3 

4 

DEALERS NAME 
TELEVISION t, RADIO SERVICE 

RAYINEOR TEESVISIOM APR I 

- RADIO TUeLS 

GUARANTEED 

TELEVISION 
and RADIO 

SERVICE 
AY1NEo 

Signs - Indoor, outdoor, illuminated, metal, 
thermometers, "Will Return" Signs, clocks. 

IAYTHtI 

IAMBI .- 
EAYTHtOE 

-. 
^' 

EAST SERVKE- 

ry...Do SOS 

. 
® 

OD. RHONE MDMEE. NAM AMD ADDRESS 

Advertising Helps - Advertising Mats and 
Post Card Mailers - Television and Radio 
Spots, Dummy Tube Cartons, Door Knob 
Hangers. 

RAYTH EON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations 

NEWTON 58, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. ATLANTA 6, GA. LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF. 

55 Chapel Street 9501 Grand Ave. (Franklin Park) 1150 Zonolite Rd. N.E. 2419 So. Grand Ave. 

Raytheon makes Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes, 

all these Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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RCA`/ICTOR and Book-of-the-Month Club 

AS THE HEART AND CORE OF A 
LIFETIME RECORD LIBRARY 

BEGINNING MEMBERS WHO AGREE 
TO BUY SIX RCA VICTOR RED SEAL 

RECORDS FROM THE SOCIETY DURING 
THE NEXT YEAR WILL RECEIVE 

The Nine Beethoven 
Symphonies 

o 

1 

,A rturoToscAnini 
CONDUCTING THE NBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

IN AN ALBUM OF SEVEN 12 -INCH 
LONG -PLAYING RECORDS FOR 

$398 
-plus a small charge for mailing 

Nationally advertised price $34.98 

MARCH, 1958 

ANNOUNCE THE FORMATION OF 

Joie .Rfa T/i cte r 
Vociety,of reat [Music 

... its common -sense purpose is to help seri- 
ous lovers of music build up a fine record 
library systematically instead of haphazardly. 
By doing so, they can save ALMOST ONE 

THIRD of what they would pay otherwise for 
the same RCA VICTOR Red Seal Records. 

OST MUSIC-LOVERS, in the 
back of their minds, cer- 

tainly intend to build up for them- 
selves a representative record 
library of the World's Great 
Music. Unfortunately, almost al- 
ways they are haphazard in carry- 
ing out this aspiration. The new 
Society is designed to meet this 
common situation, sensibly, by 
making collection more systematic 
than it now is in most cases. 

* Because of more systematic col- 
lection, operating costs can be 
greatly reduced, thus permitting 
extraordinary economies for the 
record collector. The remarkable 

Introductory Offer at the left is a 
dramatic demonstration. It repre- 
sents a 45% saving the first year. 

* Thereafter, continuing mem- 
bers can build their record library 
at almost a ONE -THIRD SAVING. 
For every two records purchased 
(from a group of at least fifty made 
available annually by the Society) 
members will receive a third RCA 

VICTOlt Red Seal Record free. 

ajc A cardinal feature of the plan 
is GUIDANCE. The Society has a 
Selection Panel whose sole business 
it is to determine "must- have" 
works for members. Members of 
the panel are as follows: 

DEEMS TAYLOR, composer and commentator, Chairman 
SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF, General Music Director, Nac 

JACQUES BARZUN, author anc music critic 
JOHN M. CONLY, editor of J-Yigh Fidelity 

AARON COPLAND, composer 
ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN, music critic of San Francisco Chronicle 

DOUGLAS MOORE, composer and Professor of Music, Columbia University 
WILLIAM SCHUMAN, composer and president of Juilliard School of Music 
CARLETON SPRAGUE SMITH, chief of Music Division, N. Y. Public Library 

G. WALLACE WOODWORTH, Professor of Music, Harvard University 

HOW THE SOCIETY OPERATES 
EACH month, three or more RCA 

j VICTOR Red Seal Records will be 
announced to members. One will al- 
ways be singled out as the record - 
of- the -month, and unless the Society 
is otherwise instructed (on a simple 
form always provided), this record 
will be sent to the member. If the 

member does not want the work he 
may specify an alternate, or instruct 
the Society to send him nothing. 
For every record purchased, mem- 
bers will pay only $4.98, the nation- 
ally acvertised price of RCA VICTOR 

Red Seal Records (plus a small 
charge for postage and handling). 

RCA VICTOR Society of Great Music, t/o Book -of -the -Month Club, Inc., 345 Hudson St., New York 14, N. Y. 
Please register me as a member and send two records I purchase from the Society, 
me the seven -record Toscanini- Beethoven I will receive a third RCA VICTOR Record, 
Album under the conditions stated at the free. To maintain membership after the 
left billing me $3.98, plus postage. If I first year, I need buy only four records 
continue, after buying six records, for every from the Society in any 12 -month period. 
MR. 
MRS. 
MISS (Please print plainly) 
ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
NOTE: If you wish to enroll through an authorized RCA VICTOR dealer, please fill in here: 

DEALER'S NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE V165-3 
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ACTUAL 
SIZE 

1 

(and a whole lot more) 

with this new mike! 
* Selective Recording, (editing sound as you 
record), is easy with American's new TRC model. 
Push -button control at the mike can be locked "on" 
whenever wanted. You'd expect to pay much more 
for SR* and other superb engineering features that 
let you take full advantage of your tape recorder range 
-wide frequency response, omnidirectional pickup, 
faithful audio reproduction. Note the sleek styling in 
polished chromeplate. Weighs a mere 9 oz. 

Choose from three types: Dynamic -80 -8500 c.p.s., 
low or high impedance, Ceramic -80 -7500 c.p.s., high 
impedance, Crystal -80 -9500 c.p.s., high impedance. 

Use three ways -as a hand mike, table mike (stand 
included), or wear as a lavalier for p.a. use. You get 
a lot of microphone at low cost in American's TRC 
... complete specifications on request. 

Choose the mike with SR* Lists from $11.50 to $ 17.85 

I A DEPARTMENT OF ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY 
366 BLUFF CITY BOULEVARD, ELGIN, ILLINOIS 
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C orres p ondence ' 
CORRECTION PLEASE 

Dear Editor: 
I would like to make a correction in 

the article "Hi -Fi Pickups Arms" by 
Julian D. Hirsch, which appeared in 
the December issue. 

Mr. Hirsch says that the Pickering 
190D pickup arm is available only in a 
16 -inch model. The actual length of 
this arm is 12 inches. The original 
model 190, produced some dozen years 
ago, was 16 inches long. The 4 -inch 
overhang on this arm was eliminated 
to bring it to its present size. 

Kudos to Mr. Hirsch for his lucid 
presentation of the complex subject of 
pickup arms, a topic that can give the 
prospective buyer gray hair. 

ARTHUR Z. ADELMAN 
(Pickering & Co. Representative, New 
York, N. Y.) 

CHECK THE CHECKER 
Dear Editor: 

I have built the rotator checker 
described in "Fix That Rotator" in the 
January issue. I have not yet had the 
opportunity to try it on an actual 
repair job, but it works fine with new 
motors I have in the shop. 

I have found an incorrect value given 
for the pilot -lamp dropping resistance 
(Rl and R2). The proper resistance 
for a 24 -volt drop at .06 amp is 400 
ohms. As the power dissipated by the 
resistor is only 1.5 watts, a 5 -watt unit 
is sufficient. The 275 ohms shown in the 
article applies too much voltage to the 
lamp and will cause frequent lamp 
replacement. 

W. J. STILES 
Keytesville, Mo. 

(Mr. Stiles is right. In the author's 
original version an 18 -volt transformer 
was used and 275 ohms was the correct 
value. To make it more universal we 
changed this to a 24 -volt unit but in- 
advertently forgot to change the drop- 
ping resistance. Thanks for spotting the 
error, Mr. Stiles. Editor) 

CAN WE HEAR DOPPLER? 
Dear Editor: 

Paul W. Klipsch's article "Loud- 
speaker and Acoustic Fundamentals" 
in the October, 1957, issue of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS should not, I feel, go un- 
answered. 

Mr. Klipsch attempts to show that a 
direct -radiator loudspeaker (a speaker 
using no horn or similar coupling de- 
vice) inherently exceeds the limits for 
tolerable distortion. This distortion, he 
claims, is due to Doppler effect asso- 

(Continued on page 18) 
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ALLIED'S Nsy CATALOG 

the oily COMPLETE catalog 

for everything in electronics 

Get ALLIED'S 1958 Catalog -it's 
complete, up-to-date-404 pages 
packed with the world's largest selec- 
tion of quality electronic equipment 
at lowest, money- saving prices. Get 
every buying advantage at ALLIED: 
fastest shipment, expert personal 
help, lowest prices, guaranteed 
satisfaction... 

EASY -PAY 
TERMS: 

Only 10% down. 

Available on orders 
over $45. 

Fast handling - 
no red tape. 

featuring: 
s 

EST STOCKS 

Lat3st Hi -Fi Systems and 
Components 

Money- Saving, Build -Your- 
Own KNIGHT -KITS 

Recorders and Supplies 

Public Address Systems and 
Accessories 

TV Tubes, Antennas and 
Ac:essories 

Amateur Receivers, 
Transmitters, Station Gear 

Test & Lab Instruments 

Specialized Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 

Huge Listings of Parts, Tubes, 
Transistors, Tools, Books 

ALLIED'S money- saving knight -kits: 
Finest electronic equipment in money- saving kit form. 
Over 50 quality kits available -Hi -Fi amplifier, tuner 
and speaker kits, Hobby kits, Test Instruments, Ham 
kits (see our KNIGHT -KIT values elsewhere in this pub- 
lication). ALLIED KNIGHT -KITS are easiest to build and 
they SAVE YOU MORE. 

EVERYTHING IN HI -FI 
World's largest selection of quality Hi -Fi com- 
ponents and complete music systems -available for 
immediate shipment from stock. Save on exclusive 
ALLIED- Recommended complete systems. Own the 
best in Hi -Fi for less! 

om.37ti, cam. 

ALLIED RADIO 
World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

send for the leading 
electronic suppl guide 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 2 -C8 

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

Fi 
Send FREE 404 -Page 1958 ALLIED Catalog 

Name 

Address 

ICity Zone State L-- - - - - -- moo -- - --I 
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ROHN TOWER 
cover 3 fields 

0P fr 
Rohn Manufacturing Company is the largest exclusive manufacturer 

of home television towers! Thousands of distributors, dealers and servicemen 

have handled, sold and installed Rohn Towers for years! They've proved 

to themselves that there's more money in Rohn Towers and accessories than any other 

liner Rohn Towers now dominate the field and profits for those handling 
this line are better than ever. Why? Because Rohn offers profits 

in all 3 major tower fields: 

i 
HOME TV 
By far the biggest 
usage of Rohn 
products has been 
and still is for 
home TV installa- 
tions. In addition 
to finest of self - 
supporting towers, 
the Rohn line 
includes telescop- 
ing masts, tubing, 
roof towers and all 
other types of 
accessories for 
installations of all 
kinds. Wise dealers 
and servicemen 
rely entirely on the 
Rohn line for all 
installation require 
ments. This means 
BIGGER 
PROFITS. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

16 

3 AMATEUR USE 

Another major field of usage for Rohn 
Towers is in the field of amateurs and ex- 
perimenters. The especially designed "fold - 
over" tower is the best in the field for the 
amateur because it allows working on the 
antenna on the ground. Thousands of ama- 
teurs use Rohn Towers with a tremendous 
demand still to be sold. You can supply this 
demand in your area and capture BIG 
PROFITS for yourself. 

Many distributors, 
dealers and service- 
men are making 
EXTRA PROFITS 
by stocking or 
handling the 
heavier type Rohn 
Towers that are 
suitable for 
communications 
purposes. There is 
a demand in every 
el-ea for radio 
communications 
towers, micro -wave 
towers, radio tele- 
phone towers and 
industrial towers. 
You can supply 
this need in your 
area. Special new 
literature is 
available for your 
use. 

Send the coupon or write or phone today for the field that you 
are neglecting or those that interest you the most. 

ROHN Manufacturing Company 
I116 LIMESTONE, BELLEVUE 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS Phone 4 -9156 

look at these 
ROHN exclusives 

e HOT DIPPED 
GALVANIZED 

'Ie finish is avail- 
able for R(il IA E and acceesories 

all done entirely on the ROHN 
premises uttdercareful ROHN super 
S'151 on. 

UNEQUALLED DESIGN 
AND ENGINEERING 

ROHN Is the only design that has stood 
up Ter ilk years. ROHN has been tint 
and foremost and always the 
in nc, products to mecs the changing 
demands. 

e MASS PRODUCTION 
FOR LOW COSTS 

ROHN was the first to utilize mass 
production techniques to build a sape. 
rior totter at the most cornpc tit ive 
prie This means no sacrifice to quaI- 
itc tir greater I`r rtt, for you. 

e UNIVERSAL CUSTOMER 
ACCEPTANCE 

"1- housands and thousands of installa- 
tions prove the ROHN line first in 
Customer satisfaction. 

e. PIONEER 
MANUFACTURERS 

Pioneers in tower manufacturing -and 
today one of the world's largest manu- 
facturers of this type equipment. The 
ROHN Company was built on satisfac- 
tion on the part of distributor, dealer 
and customer alike. 

e COMPLETE LINE 
Only ROHN offers a full line -one de- 
pendable one -stop source for all TV in- 
stallation equipment. Save headaches, 
save shipping costs, save time ...use 
ROHN unequalled service e.vc /utrrely. 

ROHN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
116 Limestone, Bellevue 
Peoria, Illinois 
GENTLEMEN: Please send me the catalog and in- 
formation on the following: 

TV Towers Amateur Towers 
Communications Towers Full line 

of Rohn products 
NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRFSS 

CITY STATE 
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RCA INSTITUTES offers you the 
finest of home study training. The equipment 
illustrated and text material you get with each 
course is yours to keep. Practical work with very 
first lesson. Courses for the beginner and the 
advanced student. Pay -as- you -learn. You need pay 
for only one study group at a time. 

Send for this 
FREE Book Now' 

RESIDENT SCHOOL courses in New York City offer com- 
prehensive training in Television and Electronics. Day and 
evening classes start four times each year. 

Detailed information on request 

MARCH, 1958 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. Home Study Dept. RE -38 

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation, send me FREE 52 page CATALOG on Home 
Study Courses in Radio, Television and Color TV. No salesman 
will can. 

Name 
please print 

Address . 

City Zone State 

Korean Vets! Enter discharge date 

In Canada - RCA Victor Co., Ltd. 
5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Que. 

To save time, paste coupon on postcard. 
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THE CARTRIDGE THAT'S 

eahg kai 
If you always insist upon the very best, here is the one phono pickup for you: 
the superlative new ESL C -6o Series electrodynamic cartridge. 

Your ears will soon tell you of the C -6o Series perfection in record reproduction: 

unmatched clarity, smoothness, and naturalness. No other pickup is so 

truly musical. 

The reasons why are many, including a response which is inherently linear, 

unlike the inherently non -linear response of most pickups. The C -6o Series is 

distinguished, too, by complete absence of system damping. Only an undamped 

cartridge can actually have the extraordinarily small dynamic mass of the 

C -6o Series (only one one -thousandth of one gram), its superb transient 

response, and its ability greatly to increase the life of records and styli. 

Frequency response of the C -6o Series is flat within one db from i 8 cps to 

20,000 cps (Elektra 35 test record), and response extends well beyond 

3o,000 cps. No need to change the input resistor of your preamplifier for the 

C -6o Series, because its magnificent performance is completely unaffected by 

load resistance. And no transformer is required with modern preamplifiers. 

Complete details of C -6o Series superiority may be obtained without cost from ESL. 

Meanwhile, visit your record dealer's, and hear this cartridge that's years ahead! 

T H E 

údma/ic 
R E C O R D C L E A N E R 

If you always insist upon the very best, here is the one record cleaner for you: 

the unique new ESL Dust Bug. 

Experts the world over acclaim the Dust Bug as the surest, safest way to clean 

records and eliminate surface static. They acclaim its convenience, too, 

because the Dust Bug cleans records automatically while they are being played. 

The Dust Bug for record changers (above) is easily slipped onto the arm of your 

changer. Special Dust Bug fluid is provided in a dispenser. After a wipe 

with the dispenser across the Dust Bug bristles and plush pad, the changer is 

operated as usual. The Dust Bug sweeps each groove scrupulously clean just 

before it is played by the stylus, and eliminates the record static which 

would attract more dust. 

Extend the life of your valuable records and styli with the ESL Dust Bug. 

The changer model, with fluid in dispenser, costs only $4.75. If yours is 

a manual player, the regular model Dust Bug is only $5.75 complete. 

Try it at your dealer's today. 
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FOR LISTENING AT ITS BEST 

Electro -Sonic Laboratories, hic. 
Dept. E. 3 5-5 4 Thirty -sixth Street Long Island City 6, N.Y. 

I CORRESPONDENCE (Con'd from caae 14) 

ciated with the necessarily large cone 
excursions, and would exist even if the 
speaker mechanism itself were ideal. 

Three kinds of proof are used in the 
article: references to technical liter - 
ture, a mathematical derivation and 
analogy to flutter in tape machines. I 
would like to comment briefly on all 
three. 

With regard to the technical litera- 
ture cited: 

1. An unfortunate placement of the 
footnote mark in Mr. Klipsch's first let- 
ter might lead readers to think that 
Frank L. Massa's "Acoustic Design 
Charts" included data on excursion 
limits for tolerable distortion. Massa's 
book contains no reference to diaphragm 
excursion limits, Doppler effect or fre- 
quency modulation. 

2. E. W. Kellogg, as reported, pur- 
posely limited the excursions of his fl- 
inch speakers (vintage 1931) to 0.2 cm, 
but this fact cannot be used to support 
the significance of Doppler effect or to 
indicate Kellogg's awareness of it. The 
sole reason for the 0.2 -cm limitation 
was clearly stated in the paper- "With- 
out special construction, hitting (of the 
voice coils) would occur" -and Kellogg 
specifically discussed the desirability of 
constructing a special speaker that 
would permit large voice -coil excur- 
sions. 

3. Beers and Belar, also as reported, 
gave an equation for Doppler distortion 
in speakers. They took pains, however, 
to point out that they were discussing 
laboratory test tones only and that 
studies had yet to be made to determine 
what constituted significant frequency 
modulation in speakers from the point 
of view of musical reproduction. With 
reference to the practical effects of FM 
distortion in actual speaker perform- 
ance they wrote: ". . . it is probable 
that this form of distortion is usually 
masked by distortion from other sources 
...," although they felt that even such 
a minor factor should be considered in 
the quest for fidelity. In considering it, 
they indicated that several entirely 
effective antidotes were available. 

Their mathematical analysis showed 
that FM speaker distortion -whose 
seriousness from a listening point of 
view was questionable to begin with - 
could be reduced by a factor of as high 
as 33 through the simple expedient of 
using separate bass and treble speakers. 

Mr. Klipsch's own mathematical der- 
ivations are based upon the assumption 
that there is a direct correspondence 
between flutter in tape machines and 
FM in speakers. Profound differences 
that actually exist between the two 
are: 

1. In a tape machine the entire fre- 
quency spectrum is subject to frequency 
modulation at the low- frequency flutter 
rate. In any speaker system employing 
a separate bass unit the treble range 
is not subject to FM by the woofer. 

2. It is now known that the percepti- 
bility of frequency modulation of an 
audio signal (flutter) is a function of 
flutter rate; that is, the rate at which 
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NOW -A Faster Way to Reach 
the Top in TV SERVICING 

N.R.I. SENDS YOU 17" Picture Tube, Com- 

ponents for a TV Receiver, 5" Oscilloscope and Signal 
Generator . . . all parts for these 4 complete units. 

N. R. I. All- Practice Method Trains You at Home in 

Spare Time to Fix TV Sets, Quickly, with Confidence 
The man who knows the answers -the 
Professional TV Technician enjoys the 
prestige, gets the better jobs, the high- 
er pay. Here is the learn -by- nractice 
training to be a Profession.,1 TV Tech- 
nician. It shows you the way to be the 
boss, to earn top pay. Television Serv- 
icing needs more than well trained men. 
If you have a basic knowledge of radio 
and electronics you can make some 
Television repairs simply by trial and 
error. But sooner or later you will face 
TV Service problems you can not solve. 
And you can't get the training you need 
while customers wait. 

N. R. I. Is Oldest and Largest 
Home Study Radio -TV School 

Over forty years experience and the 
record and reput?tion of NRI back up 
this learn -by -doing Professional TV 
Servicing Course. Instead of just read- 
ing about TV problems, you build and 
conduct experiments on circuits in a TV 
receiver. You learn methods, "Tricks 
of the trade" proved by top TV Service- 
men. You learn to fix any set, any 
model with confidence. 

You Get COLOR TV Textbooks 
Early 

The day you enroll, N.R.I. sends you 
special Color -TV books to speed your 
knowledge and understanding of this 
vast, growing phase of Television. 

MARCH, 1958 

Many full color pictures and diagrams 
help you recognize defects and help 
you learn how to correct them quickly 
and properly. To cash in on the coming 
Color TV boom, you'll need the kind of 
knowledge and experience this NRI 
training gives. 
This is 100% learn -by- doing, practical 
training. Here is a course for men 
who know basic theory, either from 
Radio or TV Servicing experience or 
planned training but realize the need 
for more knowledge to forge ahead. Here 
is what one graduate, G. G. Stethem 
of Belpre, Ohio, says, "I can not praise 
N.R.I.'s Professional TV Course highly 
enough. I have my own spare time 

"Ow TO 

REACH THE 
I 

_TOP 

IN TV 
SERVICING 

Send for 
FREE 
BOOK 

shop and all the Radio -TV work I can 
handle." 
Another graduate, Edward Ravitsky of 
Northumberland, Pa., says, "I have 
taken your course in Professional TV 
Servicing. It takes the kind of experi- 
ence you offer to really learn." If you 
want to go places faster in TV Serv- 
icing, make your future more secure 
as the industry develops, we invite you 
to find out what you get, what you 
practice, what you learn from NRI's 
Course in Professional TV Servicing. 
Mail the coupon now. There is no 
obligation. NATIONAL RADIO IN- 
STITUTE, Dept. 8CFT, Washington 
16, D. C. 

rNATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 8CFT, Washington 16, D. C. 

Please send FREE copy of "How to Reach the Top in TV 
Servicing." I understand no salesman will call. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State. L ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 
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CBS tubes are mechanically transferred from the aging conveyor (left) to the automated tester 
(right) wherce they undergo up to 27 characteristics tests controlled by adjustable plug -in units. 

Quality is Automatic with CBS 
LET IT CUT YOUR CALL- BACKS AUTOMATICALLY 

20 

These automated test stations are part of a plan that makes quality 
automatic with CBS. They check CBS tubes and semiconductors 
more precisely, more completely. And they eliminate human error. 
To you, this advanced engineering means quality you can depend 
upon to cut your call -backs ... automatically. Start using CBS 

tubes and semiconductors. Prove to yourself that automation does 

make a difference. 

Reliable products 
through Advanced- Engineering 

FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT TUNE TO CBS 

CBS 

IN SEMICONDUCTORS, TOO! Matched 
to CBS mechanized diode production, 
this meterless test station doublle- checs 
automatically the quality built in by CBS 
automation. 

tubes semiconductors 
CBS -HYTRON, Danvers, Massachusetts 
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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CORRESPONDENCE (Continued) 

the frequency variation takes place. 
This is spelled out in American Stand- 
ard Z57.1- 1954,' and further elaborated 
in subsequent studies at the US Naval 
Material Laboratory' and at MIT'. 

Maximum flutter perceptibility is at 
a flutter rate of 2-3 cycles, a common 
one for tape transports or turntables. 
At 30 cycles the lowest FM rate under 
question for speakers, flutter percepti- 
bility is reduced by a factor of about 4. 

For an extreme case of 1/2-inch ex- 
cursions at 30 cycles, in a 2 -way 1,000 - 
cycle crossover speaker system, per- 
ceptible FM distortion is far less than 
that allowed in a tape transport or 
turntable mechanism meeting current 
NARTB standards for professional re- 
cording turntables (0.1', peak instan- 
taneous flutter, no statement of flutter 
rate or of modulated frequency). Al- 
though the speaker's peak "flutter" is 
about 0.351,ß -0.25! rms -the high 
fluter rate keeps us out of danger, and 
we are further protected by the fact 
that the woofer does not handle the 
treble spectrum. 

When the Audio League staged a 
demonstration of live organ vs stereo - 
tape playback at St. Mark's Church in 
Mt. Kisco, N.Y., only direct -radiator 
speakers were used (including four 
AR -1's, the speaker I strongly sus- 
pect Mr. Klipsch had in mind when he 
spoke disparagingly of "little speak- 
ers") and the burden placed on each 
was at least as great as the burden it 
would bear if operating alone in a 
living room. Reports in Audio, Audio - 
craft, Hi -Fi Music at Home, The New 
York Post and the Saturday Review, 
each by a different ear- witness, were 
unanimous in stating that the differ- 
ence between the live and recorded 
sound was usually undetectable. Yet 
organ music, with its large component 
of fundamental bass energy -this 
particular organ has a solid pedal 
down to 32 cycles- constitutes the 
most severe test of a speaker from 
the point of view of large diaphragm 
excursions. The subjective results here 
bear out the objective data. 

EDGAR VILLCHUR 
Acoustic Research, Inc. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

'"American Standard Method for Determining 
Flutter Content Of Sound Recorders and Repro- 
ducers," sponsored by IRE and published by the 
ASA. 1954. 

F. A. Comerci, "Perceptibility of Flutter in 
Speech and Music." Jour. SMPTF, e4, page 117, 
March, 1955. 

Ibid. 

LICENSING OPPOSED 
Dear Editor: 

I am opposed to licensing the tele- 
vision technician. A move like this 
will encourage unethical practices 
among technicians, using their licenses 
as a shield -or should we say a badge. 
Let's be honest with each other! 

I am also opposed to pay TV. I was 
always under the impression that the 
airways were as free as the air we 
breathe, unless someone gets the idea 
of taxes for that too. Let's all get 
together and kill any such move. 

NICHOLAS LELLA 
Brooklyn, N. Y. END 
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The only quality AM -FM Tuner designed for 

EREO 
There's no such thing as obsolescence with H. H. Scott's new 

AM -FM Stereo tuner, Model 330 -C. Use it as an AM tuner; as an FM 
tuner; or use both sections together for simultaneous AM -FM stereo 
reception. Top quality reception is assured on both FM and AM by 
H. H. Scott's unique wide -band FM circuitry and wide range AM 
circuitry. 

That's why if you're planning to buy a tuner there is only one logical 
choice ... the tuner that's designed for the future ... the H. H. Scott 
Stereo Tuner. 

Famous musicians like guitarist Andrís Segovia 
choose H. H. Scott components for their own homes. 

For FM -only installations choose the H. H. Scott 
FM tuner, Model 310C . . the most sena:tive, most 
selective tuner you can buy today. $189.95. 

Technical Specifications: 
330C AM -FM Stereophonic Tuner: 

FM Section: Sensitivity 2 microvolts for 
20 db. of quieting; 2 megacycle wide -band 
detector; wide band circuits assure freedom 
from drift and high selectivity; 2!§ db. 
capture radio; automatic gain control. 

AM Section: Wide rarge AM circuitry 
for reception of high fidelity AM broadcasts; 
adjustable band -width including wide -range, 
normal, and distant positions; sharply tuned 
10 kc.whistle filter. 

Tuning meter on both FM and AM; out- 
puts include: stereophonic, FM and AM 
monaural outputs, multiplex output, and 
tape recorder; dimensions in accessory 
mahogany case 15Mw x 5h x 123d. $224.95 
Choice of handsome cases at $9.95 and 
$19.95. 

Prices slightly higher west of Rockies 

The H. H. Scott 330e Sierra tuner is shown below in a Stereo system with Illo II. II. Scott 99 comphIe amplifier 

H.. H. Scatt, 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 
Export Dept: Telesco International Corp.. 38 West 40th St.. New York City 

"RUSH me free copy of your completely new catalog E -3." 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
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USE QUALITY 

CIRCUIT TUBES FOR 

Maximum Performance 
AND 

Zen/MS quark), reputation 
wi /h your customers is an asset to you when you use Zenífh,oarfs 

fo service Ze nhih rV 
HERE'S WHY: 

At Zenith, quality is the keynote ... in circuit tubes, this 
means uniform, long -life performance! 

To insure the highest standard of performance, Zenith cir- 

cuit tubes are tested under all operating conditions, using the 
most modern laboratory equipment and techniques. 

Rigid manufacturing specifications, production quality con- 

trols and performance tests insure dependability and customer 
satisfaction. That's why you should- 

USE ZENITH QUALITY CIRCUIT TUBES 
FOR ALL YOUR SERVICE WORK 

SEE YOUR ZENITH DISTRIBUTOR 

FN ¡Tif Qvasirr 
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION PARTS AND ACCESSORIES DIVISION 

6001 W: Dickens, Chicago 39, Illinois 
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Just for Examining 
COYNE'S E S ., 

Aidd írc`íc/eeoTleísion 

Now! The most liberal "get- acquainted" offer you've ever 
seen! Think of it -Coyne gives you this big, brand new 
book, "150 Radio -Television P eture Pa -terns and Dia- 
grams Explained," ABSOLUTELY FREE. This up -to- 
the- minute, easy -to -use practical book gives you com- 
plete 11" x 22" Schematic Diagrams covering 170 models 
Radio and Television Sets. Also anal sis of TV Serv- 

icing with picture tube patterns. This valuable 
book is a FREE GIFT to you, for just asking 
to see the great new Coyne 7 -book set, "Applies 
Practical Radio -Television "! 

AT LAST! MONEY- MAKING "KNOW -HOW" ON 
TRANSISTORS, COLOR TV AND SERVICING 

OVER 2850 PAGE OF FACTS AT YOUR FINGER TIPS 
/o . 1. APPLICATION OF TELEVISION -RADIO PRINCIPLES: 300 pages; 
to *ers resonance and tun-ng, amplifiers, oscillators, etc. , 

/o. 2. RADIO, TELEVISICN & FM RECEIVERS: 403 pages; covers rectifiers, 
-ii h frequency, short wae, FM, antennas, etc. 
/o . 3. RADIO -TELEVISION CIRCUITS: 336 pages ; covers power tubes, 
iecoupling, distortion, ph.3to- tubes, phase inverters, etc. 
/o . 4. LATEST INSTRUMENTS FOR SERVICING RADIO -TELEVISION: 368 
)ages ; covers all types of testing instruments. 
dol. 5. TELEVISION SERV CING & TROUBLE -SHOOTING MANUA_: 437 
naves; covers all tyre; TV sets, 'UHF, boosters, color TV, etc. 
/o . 6. TV CYCLOPEDIA: 368 pages; a must for TV servicemen. Quick 
answers to all TV problems in A -B -C order, cross- indexed, fully illus- 
trated. Covers hundreds of facts on servicing, installation, color TV, 
transistors, much more. 
Vol. 7. TECHNICAL DICTIONARY: 152 pages ; over 4,000 definitions of 
terms, symbols, abbreviations used in Radio -TV, Electronics, b 
Electricity. 

FREE' 
New Supplements. You also get Coyre's annual 
Supplement Service FREE for 5 years with your 

1 

You get all the right answers quickly to today's TV -RADIO 
servicing problems in Coyne s great new 7- volume set. 
Right at your finger -tips is the TV -Radio knowledge tha. 
makes you worth more money ! Over 6,000 practical facts 
and date. are fully covered in easy -to- understand fashiot 
in volumes 1 through 6. Every step is completely explainer 
-from principles of radio and television to installing. 
servicing, trouble -shooting, and aligning including full facts 
on COLOR TV and TRANSISTORS. Hundreds of photos, 
illustrations, charts and diagrams help you understand 
quicker. Volume 7 -NEW Coyne Techowril Dictionary helps 
you quickly understand latest terms, symbols and abbrevia- 
tions. Fcr speedy on- the -job use, we als3 include Volume 6: 
famous 868 pas-e Coyne TELEVISION SERVICING 
CYCLOPEDIA -- covering today's te'evision problems it 
easy -to -find alphabetical order. Use thi; complete 7- volume 
TV -RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 days. 

ACT NOW -SEND NO MONEY! 
Just ma 1 the coupon for Coyne's 7 -volume set on 7 days 
free trial. I'll include the book of 150 V -RADIO Patterns 
& Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay 52 in 7 days and $2 
per month until $24.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price, 
$22.95) Or you can return the library at our expense is 
7 days and owe nothing. Either way, the book of TV -Radi 
Patterns in yours to keep FREE! Take advantage of thi 
offer AT ONCE! 

set, Keeps you up -to -date on latest rad 
Th developments. Yours FREE, 1f you oct nowt 

1 

io & 
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Mr. Ray Snvder, Manager, 
NOOducational 

COYNE ELECTRICAL 
SC 

500 S. Paulina Sf., Dept. 38.71, 
O.IC Jir. 
on . tl¡1 rkal Ir,IntaÇ,hlCa9ai Inclue ude " VIZ .11)Ip 
Nume_ l'ittteru 't9iun 

Book Publishing 
Division 
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Where does progress begin? 

Kendall Preston Jr., S.M. in engineering from Harvard University ... 
graduate of the Laboratories' Communications Development Training Program. 

Progress begins in the mind -in the perception and 
appreciation of new ideas. In the past the ideas that 
sparked progress too often had to wait on the random 
interest of genius. Today more and more new ideas come 
from men trained to an awareness of that which is yet 
to be accomplished. 

At Bell Laboratories, communications science is 
entering upon its most challenging era in history. As 
never before, progress will depend upon men who have 
acquired the special training needed to think creatively 
in this exciting field. 

Bell Laboratories provides the young college grad- 
uate with unique opportunities to develop his creative 

24 

abilities. During his first two years, he spends two or 
three days a week as part of his job, taking postgraduate 
courses in basic mathematics, physics and electronics. 
This he does at a graduate study center which has been 
established at the Laboratories by New York University. 
As he gathers a broad fundamental knowledge which will 
enable him to tackle every type of communications prob- 
lem, he also gathers credits toward advanced degrees. To 
round out his education, he spends a third year on special 
phases of communications technology. 

By helping scientists and engineers to reach their top 
development, Bell Laboratories has helped to make your 
telephone system the world's best -and will keep it so. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Learn 

with 

Clip and Mail the Coupon Below -Now! 

Train in Spare Hours at Home 

for the Best Jobs and Big Pay in 

25 BI I(ITS. 
send 

h me ... for valuable 
penence .. . 

Radio -Television 

aG}DEMV Oi eaten 

my new, faster way! 

Want Proof? Send for my 
big FREE CATALOG and 

Sample Lesson. Let the facts 
speak for themselves! 

Why wait -get into Radio -Television fast! 
I will train you in as little as 10 months 
to step into the top paying Radio -Tele- 
vision field as a much - needed Service 
Technician! You will train entirely at 
home in your spare time ...which means 
you can train as fast or as slowly as you 
like. You have a choice of THREE Sprayberry Training Plans . 

one exactly suited to your needs. My easier -than -ever payment terms 
make it possible for you to get set for the good jobs in Radio -Tele- 
vision without the slightest strain on your budget! Get the true facts 
. .. just mail the coupon for my big new 56 page fact -filled catalog 
plus actual sample lesson -both FREE. 

REALLY PRACTICAL TRAINING -NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED 

My students do better because I train both the mind and the hands. 
Sprayberry Training is offered in 25 individual training units, each includes 
a practice giving kit of parts and equipment ... all yours to keep. You 
will gain priceless practical experience building the specially engineered 
Sprayberry Television Training Receiver, Two -Band Radio Set, Signal 
Generator, Audio Tester and the new Sprayberry 18 range Multi- Tester, 
plus other test units. You will have a complete set of Radio -TV test equip- 
ment to start your own shop. My lessons are regularly revised and every 
important new development is covered. My graduates are completely 
trained Radio -Television Service Technicians. 

Frank L. Sprayberry 
Educational Director 

NEWEST 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Your training 
covers U H F, Color 

Television, F M, 
Oscilloscope 

Servicing, High 
Fidelity Sound 

cud Transistors. 

MAIL THE COUPON -See what's ahead in 
Radio -TV ... No Salesman Will Call On You! 
The coupon below brings you my big new catalog 
plus an actual sample Sprayberry Lesson. I invite 
you to read the facts ... to see that I actually illus- 
trate every item in my training. With the facts in 
your hands, you will be able to decide. No salesman 
will call on you. The coupon places you under no 
obligation. Mail it now, today, and get ready for 
your place in Radio -Television. 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO- TELEVISION 
1512 Jarvis Avenue, Dept. 20 -E, Chicago 26, Illinois 

Mail This Coupon For Free Facts and Sample Lesson 

Average cost per lesson 

ONLY $3.42 
Including kits and Equipment 

MARCH, 1958 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO -TELEVISION 
1512 Jarvis Ave., Dept.20 -E, Chicago 26, III. 

Please rush all information on your ALL -NEW Radio -Tele- 

vision Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me 

and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Cata- 
log and Sample Lesson FREE. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Tore State 
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Do you WISH you 
were EMPLOYED 
in ELECTRONICS? 

F.C.C. License - the Key to Better Jobs 
An FCC commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket 
to higher pay and more interesting employment. This 
license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifica- 
tions in electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed 
technicians. 

Which License for Which Jobs 
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value 
primarily in that it qualifies you to take the second class 
examination. The scope of authority covered by a third 
class license is extremely limited. 

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies 
you to install, maintain, and operate most all radiotele- 
phone equipment except commercial broadcast station 
equipment. 

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies 
you to install, maintain, and operate every type of radio- 
telephone equipment (except amateur, of course) includ- 
ing all radio and television stations in the United States, 
its Territories and Possessions. This is the highest class 
of radiotelephone license available. 

The Grantham 
Communications Electronics Course 

prepares you for a FIRST CLASS FCC license, and it 
does this by TEACHING you electronics. Each point is 
covered simply and in detail, with emphasis on making 
the subject easy to understand. 

OUR GUARANTEE 
If you should fail the FCC exam 
after finishing our course, we 
guarantee to give you addi- 
tional training at NO ADDITION- 
AL COST. Read details in our 
free booklet. 

FCC -TYPE EXAMS 
FCC -type tests are used 
throughout the Grantham 
course. Constant practice with 
these FCC -type tests helps you 
prepare for the actual FCC 

examination. 

TWO COMPLETE SCHOOLS: To better serve our many 
students throughout the entire country, Grantham School 
of Electronics maintains two complete schools - one in 
Hollywood, California and one in Washington, D. C. 
Both schools offer the same rapid courses in FCC license 
preparation, either home study or resident classes. 

Ge t 
Your First Class Commercial 

F.C.C. LICENSE 
in 

12 Weeks! 
Learn by Correspondence or in Resident Classes 
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students 
to pass FCC examinations. Correspondence training is conducted 
from Washington and Hollywood; resident DAY and EVENING 
classes are held in both cities. Either way, we train you quickly 
and well-NO previous training required. 

This booklet 
FREE! 

This free booklet gives 
details of our training 
and explains what an 
F.C.C. license can do for 
your future. Send for 
your copy today. 

fT e'Le d Pzeta6, . 

that Grantham Students prepare for FCC examinations in a minimum of 
time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates, the class of 
license they got, and how long it took them: 

License 

James M. Farish, 926 Cardone Ave., Reno, Nev 1st 
Francis Krug, Station WNCC, Barnesboro, Pa 1st 
Steve Galvan, 1911 Brockwell, Monterey Park, Calif 1st 
Douglas Moore, 5102 Flambeau Rd., Madison, Wisc. 1st 
Bernard Kirschner, 504 E. Fifth, New York, N.Y. 1st 
Richard Meelan, 166 Jerome St., Brooklyn, N.Y 1st 
Charles Page, General Delivery, Yuma, Ariz. 1st 
Edwin Harman, 6162 Bonner, North Hollywood, Calif Ist 
Albert D. Meeleib, Box 136, Elrama, Pa. 1st 
Guido Elias, 66 S. Elliott Pl., Brooklyn, N.Y. 1st 

Çrctniham School OF ELECTRONICS 

Hollywood 

Division 

1505 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood 27, Calif. 
Phone: HO 2 -1411 

Washington D. C. 

Division 

821 - 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D. C. 

Phone: ST 3 -3614 

for FREE Booklet CLIP COUPON and 
mail in envelope or paste on postal card. 

MAIL COUPON TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU 

Grantham Schools, Desk 84 -C 
821 - 19th Street N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. 

OR 1505 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood 27, Calif. 

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get 
my commercial F. C. C. license quickly. I understand there 
is no obligation and no salesman will call. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
I am interested in: E Home Study, Resident Classes 

Age 

Weeks 

12 

14 

13 

11 

12 

10 

16 

12 

12 

12 

i 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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FREE! HOWARD W. SAMS... 

these valuable all -steel file cabinets with your purchase of 

PHOTOFACT the world's finest TV -Radio Service Data 

NOW -FOR PHOT 

UBSCRIBERS ou can get these File 

UTELY FREE from 

Howard W. Sams if you are a regular 

subscriber to PHOTOFACT and buy each 

Set as issued monthly... 

You can get FREE 

File Cabinets as you complete your 

PHOTOFACT Library. What's more, 

you can own the PHOTOFACT Library 

th 

There s no in eres ieres no 

carrying charge. And Howard W. Sams 

will give you 

all the steel file cabinets you'll need 

for your Library. 

ABSOLUTELY FREE 

Take advantage of this money -saving 

opportunity. See your Sams Distributor 

today, or write to Howard W. Sams 

for full details... 

FREE fite cab 

easy -buy plan 

i 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
2205 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana 

Send me full details on your FREE File cabinet offer and 

EASY -BUY Plan. 

I'm a Service Technician: full time; part time 

My Distributor is 

Shop Name 

Attn. 

Address 

City Zone -State 
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MAN! T 

Scotch Stamps Are Worth 

Money to , ̀ `,.,'! 
{ t Free 

Anten-os, 

rgtU able r 

WIRCt,.rD ro.. BJRII ryr,_ TD 

The thrity way to buy your 

merchaadIse! With every 

Scotchrran antenna you buy, 

you get valuable Scotch 

Stamps which you can turn in 

for usef_ premiums or for 

more ar enna!! Start saving 

Scotch ; amps now! Ask 

your dirributcr for 

free Scc ch Stcmp Saver. 

There's a Winegard Scotchman antenna for every signal area ... for 
tch- 

every installation ... for every budget! With 
can now sole is S o about 

models (priced as low as $6.95 list) you 

any reception problem you run into. 

In most of your installations, you will find that one or a stack of the four 

basic antennas is all you need. But for those tough reception problems, 

where you need more gain -or have severe interference 
the new 

, you can 
plug-in 

ta 
-il attach- 

a special Scotchman as needed, simply by using 

ments shown on the opposite page. And you can do this at no more cost 

than your competitors charge for ordinary, less effective antennas. 

and adaptability are not all you get in the Scotchman! You 

Economy proud to point out 

get quality, too ...the kind of quality features you are p 

to your customer ... like: unbreakable 
loed element llM sand bsn s 

insulators, 
elimi- 

nate 

e ia 

fatigue- resisting aluminum tubing, features 
windwhistle and vibration, precision die -cut elements . 

usually found only in the highest priced antennas. 
completely factory pre- 

assembled. 
And, of course, all Winegard Scotchmen are comp 

assembled. Elements lock into place automatically when you unfold them. 

Absolutely no antenna installs easier or quicker ... and they're wonderfully 

compact and rugged. 

On your next installation, do this: Try a Scotchman antenna in the only 

place it really counts ... on one of your own customer's homes. See for 

yourself that the Scotchman can't be beat for performance and adaptability 

at such low cost! 

A NOTE FROM JOHN WINEGARD 

As an addition to our popular line of gold anodized 

Color'ceptors and Twifights, I am pleased to announce this 

new Scotchman series to give you a complete price range 

of quality all -channel Winegard antennas. You'll find valu- 

able Scotch Stamps in each Scotchman carton which we 

will redeem for free antennas and t ÿoaluable 
pre- 

miums. This is our way of saying "thank 

business. 
Sincerely, 

,Svv sloth I,6,1it0,y 
Of other iorisdiciionl 
ra which loch offers 
are urohi3ieed 
- restricted isentad, 
voted Of where: 
rputoted. 

1:fl.:iij 
n: It 

III 't==_ cft- Qr w LL-10-01 
John R. Winegard 

President, Winegord Co. 

This Free Pegboard Tool Set 
is yours with Scotch StamF 
Start Scving Scotch Stampi Now! 
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í111/l//////// MO DEL 563: Near fringe and 
suburban are., all- channel á -ele- 
mert antenna with new imp-oved 
Veep drivai elements. Can be used 
with attcchm -nt Kits A, B, C cr 
D. ideal for racking. 

S'4.95 list 

Priced 

as low as 

MODEL 504: All -channel, 
high performance, 7- element 
fringe area antenna. Exclusive 
impedence- compensoted lee 
driven elements and patented' 
Electro -Lens design. Easily con 
verted to 13 element anteing 
for tough reception areas with 
Kit A. 

$19.95 list 

M ODEL 502:4 -element with 
new imlrovec Vee driven ele- 
ment design for city and subur- 
bs. areas. Exceptionally good 
reptior oe the high channels 

ahtott bi- directional on 
loe char nels. Higher gain and 
befer Oast rejection than con 
ica s. A noturil with Kit D. 

j9. ?5 list 

MODEL 501: 3- eement ar - 

tenno recommended for use it 
place of conicals. New Vac 
divan element design. Smoot 
forward response lobes and ac- 
curate impedance math on bolt 
high and low bards. Cuts 
gf osts No finer antenna fcr 
ci y and suburban areas at the 
low prat.. 

$6.95 list 

BASIC SCOTCHMAN TV ANTENNAS AND 4 ATTACHMENT KITS COMBINE TO MAKE MORE THAN 30 
DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS: YOU CAN INCREASE THE GAIN OR FRONT -TO -BACK RATIO OF ANY MODEL 

KIT A: HI -LO BOOST for higher 
c ain and co- channel suppression. 
Adds two reflectors for extremely 
high front to bock ratio. F.dcs 
4- element patented- Electro -_ens 
cirector for increased gain of all 
channels. Use with models 503 
I Ilus.), 501 and 504. Gives uo to 
22% more gain. 

KIT C: STACKING BAR KIT con- 
sists of two stacking bars, heavy 
duty support bracket and te-- 
ninal insulator. Stacking two 
cntennas of the same mode in- 
creases sensitivity up to '0 %. 

Can be used with all Scotchman 
models 501, 502, 503 (illus.) and 
504. 

KIT B: HI -BAND BOOST for 
pea<ed gcir on channels 7 

through 13. Gives antenna 
sharper directivity. Reduces 
ghosts. Adds 3 high band direc- 
tor elements to front of antenna. 
Fits all :co ct.man models 501, 
502, 503 ( illus.) and 504. 

KIT D: INS14LLATION KIT (pat. 
pend.). Universal tripod mount 
fits any gable, pitched or flat 
roof. All alJninum. Can't stain 
roof. No guy wires. 51h ft. tall. 
One mar oa install. Includes, 
mount, mast. lead -in wire, stand- 
offs and lightning arrestor. Can 
be used with rotor. Works well 
with all Scold-man models. 

Ask "'cur dist-ibutor or write for de'ails on the money- ma <irg Winegard Scotchman Ii-ne. 

3000 SCOTTEN BLVD BURLINGTON, IOWA Copy, ight 1953 
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ELECTRONICS! 
PHYSICS 

........ 

Now -Get the Definitions You Need 
QUICKLY, EASILY, EXACTLY 

with the 

GREAT NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 

OF PHYSICS AND ELECTRONIC TERMS 
Contains: Principal Terms of Classical and Modern 

Physics -Terms of Pure and Applied Science! 

Saves Time, Shortcuts Work, Increases Efficiency! 

Over 12,000 Terms -Over 500,000 Words -Over 1,000 Pages 

Here is a unique, authoritative, up -to- the -minute dictionary, 
especially tailored to meet the ever -growing demands of our 
electronic and atomic age! Prepared by an international 
group of distinguished scientists and educators, this great 
work is designed to provide quickly and easily -clear -cut, 
incisive definitions that will be invaluable in your everyday 
work. No other single volume today is so useful as a general 
reference in physics -or so helpful to all for whom a famili- 
arity with physics is increasingly essential. 

Serves the Needs of All Those Who Work with 
Present -Day Physics 

All the principal terms used in classical and modern physics, 
terms of pure and applied science, are defined in this new, 
big, 1,000 -page dictionary. Over 12,000 definitions and 
articles: laws, relationships, equations, basic principles and 
concepts, as well as the most widely used instruments, 
apparatus and their components. Sixteen major subject 
divisions, covering every field, include: 

Units and Dimensions General Principles Mechanics 
The Gaseous State The Liquid State The Solid State 
Heat and Thermodynamics Acoustics Optics Elec- 

tricity Electronics Meteorology Atomic and Nuclear 
Physics Mathematical Physics Quantum Mechanics 

Relativity 

Wherever possible, definitions which have been established 
or recommended by recognized groups are included. Many 
terms that have been defined from the subject areas bordering 
on physics will be particularly helpful. For those without 
an extensive mathematical background, both "simple" and 
more rigorous definitions as well as definitions of the more 
common mathematical terms encountered, are given. 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - - - --t 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. Dept. RE -358 
120 Alexander St., Princeton, N.J. 
Send the "International Dictionary of Physics and Electronics," to examine free for 10 days. Within 
ten days I will remit price (check edition desired) 
plus small postage, or return it and owe nothing. 
Thumb- Indexed Ed. $22.50 Regular Ed. $20.00 

I want it on easy terms. After ten days I will either 
remit $7.50 ($5.00 for reg. ed.) plus few cents 
postage and then pay $5.00 a month for three 
months, or return book, postpaid, and owe nothing 

Name 

Address 

Zone State 
In Canada : Order from D. Van Nostrand Company, 

Ltd., 25 Hollinger Road, Toronto, Canada 

30 

". .. unique. It presents in a single volume 
of 1000 pages definitions of a wide variety 
of terms used in pure and applied physics." 
-Scientific American 

Helpful Cross -Referencing Plan Enables You to Find 
Easily, Quickly, the Definition You Are Looking For 
The vast fund of facts and figures in this unique dictionary is 
knit together by a proven system of cross- referencing. Every 
topic is fully explained in basic terms, and then every word 
important to the explanation that is further defined elsewhere in 
the book is printed in bold face type, to show there is an entire 
article on the subject. You find at once the fullest, further 
information about all related topics -you correlate all information 
from physics and related sciences; for a well- rounded, integrated 
knowledge of the various aspects of every subject. 

SPECIAL OFFER- EXAMINE FOR 10 DAYS FREE! 

We invite you to examine the INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 

OF PHYSICS AND ELECTRONIC TERMS for ten days ABSO- 

LUTELY FREE! If you are not completely satisfied just return the 

Dictionary without obligation. In the event that you keep the 

Dictionary, you may use our easy monthly terms at no extra cost. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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the 
experts say.. 

in High Fidelity the best buys 

are EICOq 
BETTER ENGINEERING Since 1945 EICO has pioneered the 

concept of test instruments in easy -to -build kit form - has become world- famous 
for laboratory -precision instruments at low cost. Now EICO is applying its vast 

experience to the creative engineering of high fidelity. Result: high praise from such 
authorities as Canby of AUDIO, Marshall of AUDIOCRAFT, Holt of HIGH FIDELITY. 

Fantel of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Stocklin of RADIO TV NEWS, etc. - 
as well as from the critical professional engineers in the field.t 

SAVE 50% Mass purchasing, and a price policy deliberately aimed to encourage mass sales, 

make this possible. 

EASY INSTRUCTIONS You need no previous technical or assembly experience to build any 

EICO kit - the instructions are simple, step -by -step, "beginner- tested." 

DOUBLE 5 -WAY GUARANTEE Both EICO, and your neighborhood distributor, 
guarantee the parts, instructions, performance ... as well as lifetime service and 

calibration at nominal cost ... for any EICO kit or wired unit. 

BEFORE YOU BUY, COMPARE At any of 1200 neighborhood EICO distributors 
coast to coast, you may examine and listen to any EICO component. Compare 

critically with equipment several times the EICO cost - then you judge. 
You'll see why the experts recommend EICO, kit or wired, as best buy. 

tThousands of unsolicited testimonials on file. 

E/COL 

KITS and WIRED 

NFT90 FM Tuner 
with "eye- tronic" tuning 

HFS2 Speaker System: Uniform loading & natural 
bass 30 -200 cps achieved via slot- loaded split 
conical bass horn ** of 12 -ft path. Middles & lower 
highs from front side of 81/2" cone, edge- damped 
& stiffened for smooth uncolored response. Suspen- 
sionless, distortionless spike- shaped super -tweeter ** 
radiates Omni- directionally. Flat 45- 20,000 cps, useful 
to 30 cps. 16 ohms. HWD: 36 ", 151/4 ", 111/2 ". 

rates as excellent ... unusually musical ... 
really non -directional" - Canby, AUDIO. "Very 
impressive" - Marshall (AUDIOCRAFT). Walnut or 
Mahogany, $139.95. Blonde, $144.95. 
HFT90 FM Tuner equals or surpasses wired tuners 
up to 3X its cost. New, pre -wired, pre -aligned, tem- 
perature- compensated "front end" - drift -free. 
Sensitivity, 1.5 uy for 20 db quieting, is 6X that of 
other kit tuners. DM -70 traveling tuning eye. 
Response 20- 20,000 cps ±1 db. Cathode follower & 
multiplex outputs. Kit $39.95 *. Wired 565.95 *. Cover 
$3.95. *Less cover, excise tax incl. 

HF61A Preamplifier, providing the most complete 
control & switching facilities, and the finest design, 
offered in a kit preamplifier, " ... rivals the most 
expensive preamps . is an example of high 
engineering skill which achieves fine performance 
with simple means and low cost." - Joseph Marshall, 
AUDIOCRAFT. HF61A Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95, HF61 
(with Power Supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95. 

HF60 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier, with Acro 
TO -330 Output Transformer, provides wide band- 
width, virtually absolute stability and flawless tran- 
sient response. " . is one of the best -performing 
amplifiers extant; it is obviously an excellent buy." 
-AUDIOCRAFT Kit Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95. 
Matching Cover E -2 $4.50. 

11F61 Preamplifier 

HF50 50 -Watt Ultra -Linear Power Amplifier with ex- 
tremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Trans- 
former. Identical in every other respect to HF60 and 
same specifications up to 50 watts. Kit $57.95. Wired 
$87.95. Matching Cover E -2 $4.50. 

HF30 30 -Watt Power Amplifier employs 4 -EL84 
high power sensitivity output tubes in push -pull 
parallel, permits Williamson circuit with large feed- 
back & high stability. 2 -EZ81 full -wave rectifiers for 
highly reliable power supply. Unmatched value in 
medium -power professional amplifiers. Kit $39.95. 
Wired $62.95. Matching Cover E -3 $3.95. 

HF -32 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier Kit $57.95. 
Wired $89.95. 

HF52 50 -Watt Integrated Amplifier with complete 
"front end" facilities and Chicago Standard Output 
Transformer. Ultra- Linear power amplifier essentially 
identical to HF50. The least expensive means to the 
highest audio quality resulting from distortion -free 
high power, virtually absolute stability, flawless 
transient response and "front end" versatility. 
Kit 569.95. Wired $109.95. Matching Cover E -1 $4.50. 

HF20 .20-Watt Integrated Amplifier, complete with 
finest preamp -control facilities, excellent output 
transformer that handles 34 watts peak power, plus 
a full Ultra- Linear Williamson power amplifier circuit. 
Highly praised by purchasers, it is established as 
the outstanding value in amplifiers of this class. 
Kit $49.95. Wired $79.95. Matching Cover E -1 $4.50. 

Price, 5% higher in the west 

HF52, HF20 

Integrated Amplifiers 

MARCH, 1958 

HF12 Integrated Amplifier 

HF60, HF50 Power Amplifiers 

HF12 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier, absolutely free of 
"gimmicks ", provides complete "front end" facili- 
ties & true fidelity performance of such excellence 
that we can recommend it for any medium -power high 
fidelity application. Two HF12's are excellent for 
stereo, each connecting directly to a tape head with 
no other electronic equipment required. Kit $34.95. 
Wired $57.95. 

HFS1 Two -Way Speaker System, complete with fac- 
tory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen 
compression- driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth 
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70. 12,000 cps ± 6 
db. Capacity 25 w. Impedance 8 ohms. HWD: 
11" x 23" x 9". Wiring time 15 min. Price $39.95. 

THE HI -FI EXPERTS SAY: 

"For those who have been looking for a well - 
engineered yet inexpensive power amplifier, the 
newly -released EICO Model HF20 unit might offer 
a simple solution to their problem. Not only does 
this unit provide 20 watts of power but the cir- 
cuit incorporates a preamplifier and a variety of 
controls on a single chassis." 

William A. Stocklin, Editor, RADIO TV NEWS 

"The new EICO 'standard' speaker system . . . 

produces sound that to my musical ears rates as 
excellent, from high top to clean low bottom." 

Edward Tatnall Canby. AUDIO Magazine 

Flll out coupon on other side for FREE CATALOG 

* *Patents pending by Hegeman Laboratories 

HF30 Power Amplifier 

33 -00 Northern Boulevard, L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 

Over 1 Million EICO instruments in use the world over. 

HFS1 

Speaker System 
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the specs prove it . . 

your BEST BUY is 

1E /CO 
for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing 

FREE CATALOG 
shows you HOW TO SAVE S0% 

on SO models of top quality 
professional test equipment. 

AWL COUPON NOW! 

... 11: 

I ..it. T WW 

. 
.. f ö= +es- 

_,,ïz 

NEW! DYNAMIC 

CONDUCTANCE 

TUBE & TRANSISTOR 

TESTER #666 
KIT WIRED 
$699s $109" 

COMPLETE with steel cover and handle. 
SPEED, case, unexcelled accuracy & thoroughness. 
Tests all receiving tubes (and picture tubes with 
adapter). Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak 
emission. Simultaneous sel of any 1 of 4 combina- 
tions of 3 plate voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 ranges 
of continuously variable grid voltage (with 55, 
accurate pot). New series- string voltages: for 600, 
450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 na meter. 5 
ranges meter sensitivity (lei shunts & 5% pot). 
10 SIX- position lever switches: freepoint connec 
lion of each tube pin. 10 pushbuttons: rapid insert 
of any tube element in leakage test circuit & speedy 
sel. of individual sections of multi- section tubes in 
merit tests. Direct -reading of inter -element leakage 
in ohms. New gear -driven rollehart. Checks n -p -n & 
p -n -p transistors: separate meter readings of col- 
lector leakage current & Beta using internal dc 
power supply. Deep- etched satin aluminum panel; 
rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. CRA Adapter 84.50 

NEW! 
TV -FM SWEEP 

GENERATOR & 

MARKER #368 

KIT WIRED 
$69" $11995 

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical 
devices) with accurately biased inereduetor for 
excelent linearity. Extremely flat RF output: new 
AGC circuit automatically adjusts osc. for max. 
output on each band with min. ampl. variations. 
Exceptional tuning accuracy: edge -lit hairlines 
elimi sate parallax. Swept Orr. Range 3.216 mc in 
5 fuml, bands. Variable Marker Range 2.75 mc in 
3 fixed. hands; 60.225 mc on harmonic band. 4.5 
Inc Xaol Marker Oro.. xtal supplied. Ext. Marker 
provision. Swcep Width 0 -3 Inc lowest max. devia- 
tion to 0 -30 me highest max. dev. 2-way blanking. 
Narrow range phasing. Auenuators: Marker Size, 
RF Fine, RI' Coarse (9 -step decade). Cables: out 
put, 'scope horiz., 'scope vertical. Deep-etched 
satin aluminum panel; rugged grey wrinkle steel 
cabinet, 

NEW! 

COLOR 
and Monochrome 

DC to 5 MC LAB & TV 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE 

#460 
') -r. 

KIT WIRED 
.,} 

,14 

$7995 $129" 
Features DC Amplifiers! 

NEW! RF 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

#324 
KIT 
5269$ 

WIRED 
$3995 ®_ 

150 cc to 435 me with ONE generator! Better 
value than generators selling at 2 or 3 times its 
cost! Ideal for IF -RF alignment, signal tracing & 
trouble- shooting of TV, FM, AM sets; marker 
gen.; 400 cps audio testing; lab. work. 6 fund. 
ranges: 150.400 ke, 400 -1200 ke. 1.2 -3.5 me, 
3.5 -11 mc, 11 -37 me, 37.145 me; 1 harmonic 
band 111 -435 me. Freq. accurate to ±1.5 %; 6 :1 
vernier tuning & excellent spread at most impor- 
tant alignment freqs. Etched tuning dial, plexi- 
glass windows, edge -lit hairlines. Colpitts RF ose. 
directly plate -modulated by K- follower for 
improved mod. Variable depth of int. mod. 0-5C% 
by 400 tps (.0101115 OM. Variable gain ext. ampli- 
fier: only 3.0 v needed for 30% mod. Turret. 
mounted coils slug -tuned for max. accuracy. Fine 
& Coarse (3 -step) RF attenuators. RF output 
100,00( ov; .4F sine wave output to 10 v. 50-ohm 
output Z. 5 -way jack -top binding posts for AF in/ 
out; coaxial connector & shielded cable for RF out. 
12AU7, I2AV7, selenium rectifier; xmfr- operated. 
Deep etched satin aluminum panel; rugged grey 
wrinkle steel cabinet. 
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Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc. VERT. 
AMPL.: sens. 25 ems mv/in; input Z 3 megs; 
direct- coupled & push -pull thruout; K- follower 
coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freq -compensated 
attenuator up to 1000:1. SWEEP: perfectly linear 
10 cps -100 kc (ext. cap. for range to 1 cps); pre- 
set TV V &H positions; auto. sync. ampl. & lim. 
PLUS: direct or cap. coupling; bal. or unbal. 
inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite graph screen; 
dimmer; filter; bezel fits std photo equipt. High 
intensity trace CRT. 0.06 usec rise time. Push -pull 
hor. ampl., flat to 400 kc, sens. 0.6 rms mv/in. 
Built -in volt. calib. Z -axis mod. Sawtooth & 60 cps 
outputs. Astig. control. Retrace blanking. Phasing 
control. 

5" PUSH -PULL 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

#425 
KIT $44.95 

Wired $79.95 

7" PUSH -PULL 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

#470 
KIT $79.95 

Wired $129.50 

TUBE TESTER 
#625 

KIT $34.95 
Wired $49.95 

tests 600 
mil series 

string type 
tubes 

illuminated 
roll -chart 

Pis Tube Test Adapter $4.50 

6V & 12V 
Battery Elim 
& Charger 

x1050: 

KIT 
$29 
Wired 

.95 

$38.95 
for transistorized eqpt, #1060: 

KIT $38.95,Wired $47.95 

NEW! PEAK -to -PEAK 

VTVR1 232 & UNI - 

PROBE (pat. pend.) 
KIT WIRED 
$2995 $4995 

Hall -turn of probe tip selects 
DC or A( -Ohms. 

Uni -Probe - exclusive with 
EICO - only i probe performs 
all functions! 

Latest circuitry. high sensitivity & precision, wide 
ranges & versatility. Calibration without removing 
from cabinet. New balanced bridge circuit. High 
Z input for negligible loading. 41/2" meter, can't 
burn -out circuit. '7 non -skip ranges on every 
function. 4 functions: +DC Volts, -DC Volts, AC 
Volts, Ohms. Uniform 3 to I scale ratio for extreme 
wide -range accuracy. Zero center. One zero-adj. for 
all functions -& ranges. 1% precision ceramic multi- 
plier resistors. Measure directly peak -to -peak volt- 
age of complex & sine waves: 0 -4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 
1400, 4200. DC /RMS sine volts: 0.1.5, 5, 15, 50, 
150, 500, 1500 (up to 3(1,000 v.with HVP probe & 
250 mc with PRF probe). Ohms: 0.2 ohms to 
1000 megs. 12AU7, 6AL5, selenium rectifier; xfmr- 
operated. Deep- etched satin aluminum panel, 
rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. 

TURN PAGE 
FOR MORE j FREE CATALOG 
EICO VALUES 

Prices S% higher on West Coost. 

Send for 

now 
33-00 Northern Blvd.. Long Island City 1, N.Y. 

Sep. hi -gain RF 
& lo -gain audio 

inputs. 
Special noise 

locator. Calibra- 
ted wattmeter. 

KIT $24.95 
Wired ;39.95 

DELUXE MULTI -SIGNAL TRACER #147 

20,000 Ohms /Volt 
MULTIMETER #565 

KIT 24.95 
Wired $29.95 

t n 

q' 

1000 Ohms /Volt 
MULTIMETER 

#536 
KIT $12.90 
Wired $14.90 

Reads 0.5 ohms 
-500 megs, 10 

mmfd -5000 mfd, 
power factor. 

KIT 
$19.95 
Wired 
$29.95 

R -C BRIDGE & R -C -L COMPARATOR 
#9508 

VTVM PROBES KIT Wired 
Peak -to -Peak $4.95 $6.95 
RF $3.75 $4.95 
High Voltage Probe -1 $6.95 
High Voltage Probe -2 $4.95 

SCOPE PROBES 

Demodulator $3.75 $5.75 
Direct $2.75 $3.95 
Low Capacity $3.75 $5.75 

EiCO. 33 -00 Northern itvd. C-3 long tIand City 1. N. Y. 

Show me HOW TO SAVE 50% on Test Equip- 
ment and Hi -Fi. Send me FREE Catalog and 
name of neighborhood distributor. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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Radio- Electronics 
Hugo Gernsback, Editor 

SATELLITE ELECTRONICS 

... Electronics, the Essence of Satellites . . . 

SINCE the advent of the Soviet man -made satellites, on 
Oct. 4, 1957, we have begun to realize the great impor- 
tance of these small moons. It is quite certain that they 
are here to stay and that in the future the sky will 

be populated by a multitude of them, in every conceivable 
size and various shapes. These miniature worlds are but 
the stepping stones to outer space and will be the direct 
means of enriching our scientific knowledge in every direc- 
tion. 

We have already learned more about the exact shape of 
the earth from information given us by the satellites than 
from all previous study. Gravitation, cosmic and other 
radiation, meteorites and their density in space, meteorology 
-to name only a few, will all give up many of their secrets, 
thanks to present and future sputniks. And most of these 
invaluable answers will come by electronic means. 

Electronic telemetering from these satellites will be the 
chief method of unlocking a vast array of new knowledge. 
To mention only one recent important scientific conclusion, 
let us consider weightlessness. 

Since 1911, the present writer has maintained, along with 
other scientists, that the state of weightlessness had no 
adverse effect on man and was not deleterious to him. Others 
were vociferous in their directly opposite beliefs. As it is 
impossible on earth to create a state of human weightless- 
ness- except for a few seconds -no conclusions could be 
reached until very recently. The answer then came via 
telemetering from Sputnik 2. The official Russian magazine 
Soviet Aviation stated that weightlessness in space had no 
effect on the dog passenger and that in fact satellite No. 2 
had solved the problem of the puzzle of the effect of weight- 
lessness in space on living entities. Said the magazine: 

"The analysis of the dog's pulse, blood pressure and respi- 
ration led to the extremely important conclusion that no 
harm comes to a living organism in a condition of weight- 
lessness." 

As newer, larger and better -equipped satellites are 
launched, the answers will come at an ever- faster tempo. 
For one thing, most future satellites will not go dead and 
stop transmitting in a few weeks, as did Sputniks 1 and 2. 
They are certain not to be equipped again with primary 
batteries, which are soon exhausted. We will have light- 
weight storage batteries coupled to solar cells which will 
charge them continuously when the satellite is in the sun. 
Half the time, when the moonlet is in the shadow of the 
earth, the storage batteries take over. The arrangement 
will be such that the solar cells will always provide more 
energy than is used up. To keep the accumulators from 
overcharging, an automatic cutout is provided. Thus the 
satellite will always have electrical power, 24 hours a day, 
for the years -long life of the storage batteries. Even after 
the latter wear out, the satellite will still be able to transmit 
when in full sunlight, i.e., roughly 50% of the time. Solar 
cells are ideally suited for powering satellite transmitters. 
Indeed, as we pointed out in our January, 1958, issue, solar 
cells work far better out in space than on earth. With no 
atmosphere to contend with, 30% to 35% more solar radia- 
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tion can be utilized. Furthermore, the voltage of the solar 
cells increases considerably in below -zero temperature. 

World -wide television and radio broacasts via satellites 
seem assured for the future, in the interest of world peace 
and better understanding between the peoples of the world. 
All that is needed are four or more small 6- to 10 -foot 
satellites circling several thousand miles above the earth. 
They revolve equidistantly, in such a manner that one 
satellite can always "see" the one ahead and the one behind. 
Let us assume that via a transmitter at Washington, D.C., 
the United States wishes to send radio and TV programs to 
cover the entire world continuously. The Washington station 
beams the signals to satellite A, when it is in sight. Satellite 
A then relays them to satellite B in space. B relays to 
satellite C and C to D. B, C and D in turn beam the relays 
to earth, thus covering the entire planet (see diagram on 
page 125). In the meanwhile, satellite A moves on and soon 
"sets" over Washington. At the same time, moon D "rises" 
and Washington will beam its signals to D, until D sets. 
Thus the four satellites will insure continuous world -wide 
broadcasts. The quality will be good, too, because there 
will always be a moonlet "in sight" on earth. We are fully 
aware that in an undertaking of this type a few engineering 
points would have to be solved, such as the Doppler effect 
of the speeding satellite transmitters, zero -beat heterodyning 
between the transmitters, and a few other problems. We 
believe, however, that these problems offer no great diffi- 
culties today. 

Rocket experts will also question the feasibility of placing 
four satellites in the same orbit, equidistant from each 
other. In itself this would be a formidable feat -even for 
the Russians, considering present -day rocket science tech- 
nique. But it is strictly feasible with the help of electronics. 
Our four satellites (and this goes for other future ones) 
must themselves be equipped with small "correcting" rockets. 
Then, if a satellite is off orbit or off course, the correcting 
rocket is fired from earth by electronic impulse. Thus the 
satellite can be maneuvered until it is where it should be. 
Its speed can also be increased or decreased. 

Unpleasantly enough, future satellites can also be for- 
midable weapons. Warheads, with which they could be 
equipped, could be fired electronically from earth. This is 
not a simple feat today for many reasons. Because the 
satellite is speeding at more than 5 miles a second, the 
aiming, the exact angle, the time of firing all must be 
extremely and fantastically accurate. Thus a tenth of a 
second early or late will place the bomb hundreds of miles 
off target. This is also true of the aiming angle. A tenth 
of a degree off will miss the target by hundreds of miles. 

While talking of satellites, radio amateurs will welcome 
the news that since Jan. 14, 1958, the Army Signal Corps 
has been bouncing radio waves off the moon on even - 
numbered nights when the moon is up. The signals are on 
the frequency that will be used by our satellites -108 mega- 
cycles. This will be of great help to all official satellite track- 
ing stations and those who wish to track our future moonlets 
and to get used to listening in on that frequency. -H.G. 
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By AARON NADELL 

Sow( thing new in dl'i thcutt t's 
is coining. Transistol nnrptiri .. 
and induction sound s7tst,,s i- 
ncite speaker posts 

Inductive -field drive -in theater is 
located on top deck of shopping - 
center parking area in heart of Dover. 
N. J. Screen will he 
at left end of upper deck. 

REPRESENTING a completely new 
technique in drive -in theaters, the 
Dover (N. J.) drive -in will be 
equipped with portable transistor - 

amplifier car speakers instead of the 
conventional type. It constitutes what 
its builders hope will prove the first 
of a great many such transistorized 
drive -ins. 

The Dover drive -in uses conventional 
electronic equipment up to the output 
of its power amplifier. From there 
on, the wiring of the the area and 
the loudspeakers used by the patrons 
are altogether different. 

The theater is unique. It has no 
loudspeaker posts -although, of course, 
it has speakers. It is not located far 
out in the countryside, but within the 
shopping center of a city of 11,000. 
It is located on the top deck of the 
shopping center's 2- level, 1,200 -car 
parking lot. 

As this deck is used for parking 
during daylight shopping hours, con- 
ventional drive -in speaker posts would 
be objectionable. Hence the new tech- 
nique in which sound is supplied to 
patrons, not over the usual wires, but 
by way of an audio -frequency magnetic 
field. Underground wiring suffuses the 
area with this field, which corresponds 
to the sound to be reproduced. It can 
be picked up anywhere in the area by 
an instrument consisting of a magnetic 
pickup coil, a four -stage transistor 
audio amplifier, and a 5 -inch loud- 
speaker. 

The basic idea of using an audio - 
frequency field instead of wires to 
convey speech and music to theater 
patrons is not new. It was introduced 
roughly 10 years ago in indoor the- 
aters, to energize earphones which 
theaters loaned to hard -of- hearing 
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patrons. Originally, certain seats were 
wired with plugs connected to an 
amplifier. The hard -of- hearing patron 
plugged his temporary earphone into 
one of these receptacles. He could use 
the phone only in a seat that was wired 
for it. 

When magnetic transmission was in- 
stalled, these patrons were no longer 
inconvenienced nor embarrassed by 
being restricted to a particular group 
of seats. They could sit anywhere in 
the theater. In addition to the head- 
phone, the theater loaned them a small 
battery- operated amplifier which they 
held in their laps. Loops of wire under 
the carpet were energized with the 
frequencies to be received. 

The identical principle is used in 
the Dover drive -in, which will therefore 
be the first magnetic- induction drive -in 
theater in the United States. And the 
Dover's amplifier speakers are the first 
transistor, encapsulated, printed -cir- 
cuit amplifiers used for theater recep- 
tion of magnetically induced sound. 

In the conventional drive -in arrange- 
ment, the audio output of the sound 
amplifier is distributed over matched - 
impedance lines to speaker transform- 
ers located throughout the grounds. 
The transformers are housed in speaker 
boxes mounted atop speaker posts. 
Each post mounts one house, to which 
two speakers are wired. The patron 
parks alongside, opens his window and 
takes one of the speakers into his car. 
The speaker remains physically con- 
nected to its box, through either a 
straight or a coiled cord. The window 
must be left slightly open, even in cold 
weather, to accommodate the speaker 
cord. Before the patron drives off, he 
must remember to put the speaker back 
on its post. If he drives off without 

doing so, both window and speaker 
may be damaged. 

In the magnetic -field system there 
are no connecting wires between the 
output of the amplifier and the speakers. 
A length of No. 12 wire is connected 
to the amplifier's output and laid about 
the grounds in a definite pattern. The 
pattern consists of a number of loops 
of wire. Each loop is about 40 feet long 
and 15 feet wide. These loops are laid 
side to side and end to end in sufficient 
numbers to cover the area completely. 
Electrically they constitute a series 
circuit, presenting a total of impedance 
of between 4 and 6 ohms, looking out 
from the amplifier terminals. 

On entering the theater, the patron 
is handed a speaker unit (approx- 
imately the size, shape and weight of 
a conventional drive -in speaker, but 
containing a pickup coil and encapsu- 
lated transistor amplifier, in addition 
to the speaker itself). This he places 
anywhere in his car to suit his conven- 
ience. Windows can be kept completely 
closed. On leaving, he will be stopped 
at the exit and the speaker unit col- 
lected. 

Will need more servicing 
The new speakers will need more 

servicing than the conventional kind. 
There are three reasons for this. 

First, the transistor amplifier needs 
a battery. The condition of these 
batteries must be checked from time 
to time, and replacements made as 
necessary. Second, the new units are 
composed of a greater number of com- 
ponents-a greater number of things 
that may go wrong. 

Finally, the new units are more ex- 
posed to physical injury. The conven- 
tional speaker gets some protection 
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as it is fastened to a cord. If dropped, 
it may not reach the car floor or the 
ground. If it is connected by a coiled 
cord; that acts as a tension spring and 
checks the force of a fall. The induc- 
tion speaker amplifier is not attached 
to anything. It is apt to be laid loose 
on the front or rear shelf of the car 
and may slide off or be jarred off. 
Children will handle it and may drop 
it. Further, these speakers are intended 
to be carried to the refreshment area. 
The fact that they can be carried is 
one of their prime advantages from 
a business point of view, but the prac- 
tice will provide additional opportu- 
nities for accidents and consequent 
servicing. 

Dover, N. J., is located about 35 miles 
west of New York City and is credited 
with a population of 11,174. The shop- 
ping center is in the heart of the town 
and has two levels of parking space. 

Proprietor of the new drive -in is 
Walter Reade Theatres, an exception- 
ally progressive and enterprising 
organization. Some years ago this com- 
pany pioneered a season- ticket -admis- 
sion movie theater on Park Ave. in 
New York. Patrons rented their movie 
seats by the year, like boxes at the 
opera. Subsequently, Reade theaters 
were among the very first to install 
large- screen theater -size television. If 
enough others had done the same, 
possibly theaters could have obtained 
exclusive television rights to popular 
athletic events. 

Vido -Sound Corp., New York City, 
is the inventor and proprietor of the 
inductive sound distribution system. 
Although the basic principle of induc- 
tive distribution is not new, its cur- 
rent application is said to incorporate 
some patentable features, which, of 
course, are secret for the present. Vido- 
Sound is fortunately unusual in its 
organization. Its chief engineer is also 
chairman of its board. This is Mr. S. J. 
Levy, who holds a number of patents 
in audio -frequency fields. Walter Futter 
is president of Vido- Sound, and John 
Shelton, executive vice president. 

Advantages 
Vido -Sound claims the following . 

advantages for its system: 
1. Lower cost. They figure the cost 

of equipment, including wiring, at $25 
per car, which they state is less than the 
average cost of conventional drive -in 
systems. The latter cost is estimated at 
$30 per car. Experienced drive -in engi- 
neers are not in complete agreement. 

Vido -Sound claims as a further econ- 
omy that less- expensive amplifiers can 
be used in the projection room. Mr. 
Levy states that with his system a 75- 
watt output is adequate for 600 cars. 
The conventional requirement would be 
about 300 watts of audio. 

2. Less maintenance. The Vido -Sound 
amplifier is a four -stage, printed -cir- 
cuit, p -n -p transistor unit. Its gain is 
37 db and the unit is encapsulated. 
This protected assembly rests in a 
chassis of silica gel. It uses a 9 -volt 
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PICKUP COIL 

BATTERY 

l 

úï INDUCTION 
LOOPS 

4 -STAGE TRANSISTOR 
AMPLIFIER 

1 
VOLUME CONTROL -.- 

The induction audio system 
used in a drive -in theater. 

battery, which has an estimated useful 
service life of 6 months to 1 year, and 
will cost the theater 49 cents. A 5 -inch 
speaker completes the unit. As already 
noted, this assembly obviously needs 
more servicing than a conventional 
unit, which consists only of a speaker, 
volume control and case. But, in con- 
ventional installations, not only the 
speakers, but the speaker boxes, trans- 
formers and connections need some 
maintenance. And if the theater closes 
for the season, all those hundreds of 
speakers must be disconnected and 
taken to safety, to be returned and 
wired in place again before reopening. 
The inductive -system speakers do not 
have to be distributed, patrons pick 
them up on entering. They do not need 
to be collected at the end of a season. 
The patrons bring them back at the 
end of each evening and they are not 
left outdoors exposed to the weather. 

3. Increased refreshment sales. The 
inductive speakers promote refresh- 
ment sales, since patrons can take them 
right along to the refreshment counter. 
They need not hesitate to go for re- 
freshments out of fear of losing part 
of the show. These speakers solve the 
problem for parents of young children, 
who are timorous about letting the 
children go to the playground areas 
alone. The parents, carrying the 
speaker and refreshments, can go 
along, picnic with their children in the 
play area and still not miss any of the 
show. 

4. Less speaker theft. In the ordinary 
arrangements used by conventional 
drive -ins no excuse exists for stopping 
an outgoing car and asking for the 
return of a speaker. The speaker is 
supposed to have been left back at the 
post. If a dishonest patron snips the 
speaker cord and drives off with the 
unit, nothing can be done about it, 
unless he has been seen in the act. But 
in the inductively operated theater 
every car that leaves is automatically 
required to hand over one speaker be- 
fore leaving. The rather substantial 

losses that some drive -ins have suffered 
in the way of speaker theft are impos- 
sible under the inductive arrangement. 

5. Fewer Accidents. Speaker -post ac- 
cidents cannot occur -there are none. 
Patrons walking from their cars to the 
refreshment area or rest rooms cannot 
be caught by or trip over speaker 
wires. 

6. Double use of area. During day- 
light hours, when the area is not used 
as a theater, it can be used for any- 
thing, since there are no speaker posts. 
Since the area can be put to a double 
use, more expensive centralized loca- 
tions become practical as drive -in sites. 

Objections 
Since the Dover theater is the only 

one of its kind at present, experienced 
drive -in engineers who do not favor 
the induction process look forward to 
possible drawbacks of one kind or an- 
other; if not at Dover, possibly else- 
where. They expect noise from car 
ignition systems, from sign flashers 
and from refreshment -room machin- 
ery such as refrigerators. They suspect 
the steel underbody of the automobile 
may in some cases shield the transmis- 
sion. Most of all they point out that 
experience with one theater is insuffi- 
cient basis for judgment. 

To such comments Vido -Sound peo- 
ple reply that they have not experienced 
any noise pickup of any kind and ex- 
pect none. That at Dover the wire 
loops carrying the signal are fastened 
to the underside of the concrete upper 
deck, and that in nontheatrical appli- 
cations signals have been picked up 
quite successfully from a submerged 
submarine. 

Vido -Sound not only expects many 
more drive -ins to adopt its system, but 
foresees its successful use in many other 
applications -public- address systems at 
county fairs, carnivals and traveling 
shows; for two -way intercoms; possibly 
even for ground -to-air cpmmunications 
that will not interfere drith any radio 
communication. END 
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The ever -growing audio electronics industry 
constantly turning out new products. Some 

these are described here. 

G -E's Al- Transistube phono preamp. 

Dynakit's control unit in its neat simple 
case. 

is 
of new 

developments 
in 

audio 
By HERMAN BURSTEIN 

TIIE dynamic nature of audio elec- 
tronics is evidenced by the con- 
tinual appearance of new high - 
fidelity items. Though not all 

change is progress, by and large the 
new products are part of a development 
leading to increasingly faithful repro- 
duction of music in the home. Even 
items which turn out to be failures 
serve as guides to eventual success. 

This article -and others to follow 
from time to time -takes note of new 
audio products which are of particular 
interest because of design, performance, 
or features reduced cost. For this pur- 
pose, I have attempted to contact all 
high -fidelity manufacturers or their 
representatives in this country. But 
some may have been missed, and I hope 
that they will accept this invitation to 
submit material on their new products.* 

Five new items are discussed here: 
a control unit, a cartridge, a speaker, 
a phono preamp and a turntable. 

Dynakit control unit 
The unpretentious appearance of the 

Dynakit preamplifier fails to suggest 
the unit's clever and skillfully inte- 
grated circuitry (Fig. 1) , producing a 
high order of performance. 

Throughout the circuit the signal is 
subject to negative feedback for mini- 
mum IM distortion -kept below 0.1% 
at operating levels sufficient to drive 
typical power amplifiers. Both current 
feedback (unbypassed cathode resistor) 
and voltage feedback (from plate of one 
stage to cathode of the previous 
stage) are used. Frequency- discrimi- 
nating negative feedback between V1 -a 
and V1 -b produces phono equalization 
(and tape equalization, if desired), 
while frequency- discriminating feed- 

*Please address Herman Burstein c/o RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, 154 W. 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. 
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back between V2 -a and V2 -b is used in 
connection with the bass and treble 
controls. 

A low output impedance of about 
1,000 ohms permits as much as 25 feet 
of connecting cable between the control 
unit and the power amplifier. It is 
obtained without a cathode -follower 
output, saving half a tube and reducing 
complexity and cost. Low output im- 
pedance is due to the negative feedback 
between V2 -a and V2 -b. 

For phono (and tape) equalization, 
ingenious use is made of positive feed- 
back, produced by the 100,000 -ohm 
resistor between the cathodes of V1 -a 
and V1 -b. This increases the gain of 
V1 -a and Vl -b, permitting more accu- 
rate equalization by means of negative 
feedback. Unless gain before negative 
feedback is sufficiently high, frequency 
response will not vary exactly with the 
amount of feedback. 

About 12 volts do is placed on the 
tube heaters, without using a separate 
power supply. Instead, 6.3 volts ac from 
the power amplifier is used. The Dyna- 
kit control unit has a voltage -doubler 
arrangement, using selenium rectifiers, 
which produces about 12 volts dc after 
the drop across the rectifiers. 

A look inside the Dynakit unit shows 
its uncramped chassis layout. 

Although the customary thing is to 
use dc on the heaters or a balancing 
potentiometer for minimum hum, the 
Dynakit does both for results superior 
to either method alone. 

High -gain voltage amplifiers are 
sometimes known to pick up radio 
stations due to grid rectification. There - 
sore a 10,000 -ohm resistor is inserted 
in the lead to the V1 -a grid for rf sup- 
pression. Also, a .01 -µf rf bypass 
capacitor is used on the heaters. 

A minimum number of stages -only 
four in two tube envelopes -is a desir- 
able design objective, for each addi- 
tional stage not only raises costs but 
also adds to noise and distortion. Yet 
with only two tubes the Dynakit pro- 
vides all the basic functions and 
features of a top -quality control unit: 
six inputs, tape output, tape monitor 
switch, loudness switch, effective bass 
and treble controls, gain control, three 
phono -equalization characteristics, pro- 
vision for tape playback equalization, 
and low output impedance. 

Ronette TX -88 
The once -lowly piezoelectric phono 

pickup has become a full- fledged candi- 
date for high -fidelity use in the past 
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Fig. 1- Circuit of the 2 -tube D} nakit control unit. 
two or three years. Ronette's new 
TX -88 illustrates the reasons why and 
marks a further stage of development 
for this type of cartridge. 

Perhaps the outstanding feature of 
the TX -88 is response to 24,000 cycles. 
The previous difficulty in obtaining 
such response was due to losses that 
increased with frequency in coupling 
the stylus to the piezoelectric element, 
a Rochelle salt crystal in the case of 
the Ronette. Stylus mass, coupling ma- 
terial between stylus and piezoelectric 
element, and mechanical method of 
coupling are the factors involved. In 
the TX -88, stylus mass is about 20% 
of the previous Ronette models. The 
coupling material is softer and does 
not "freeze" at high frequencies, and 
the stylus is mounted in a new way for 
improved coupling. Instead of having 
the stylus anchored at one end as in 
previous models, the TX -88's stylus is 
suspended so that, in effect, it is virtu- 
ally a free- floating unit in a soft plastic 
cushion (Fig. 2). Lateral movement 
of the stylus is transmitted to the 
cushion along the full length of the 
stylus, not just at one point. 

Reduced stylus mass also helps give 
the TX -88 a high compliance of 5 X 
10-" cm /dyne, which minimizes tracing 
(not tracking) distortion and needle 
talk. A compliance of 5 compares with 
the better magnetics and is exceeded 
only by a few of the very best pickups. 

The TX -88's output should be fed to 
the customary 470,000- or 500,000 -ohm 
high -level input of a control unit to 
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Fig. 2 -In Ronette's TX -88, stylus is 
virtually a free- moving unit. 

achieve correct RIAA equalization. In 
the past, piezoelectric cartridges have 
required load resistances of 1 to 3 
megohms to obtain adequate bass re- 
sponse. Since the usual high -level input 
resistance of a control amplifier is only 
about 500,000 ohms, bass response suf- 
fered unless the load resistance was 
increased or a capacitor of proper value 
shunted across the cartridge. 
Hartley 217 speaker 

Conflicting schools of thought exist 
on the advisability of dividing the audio 

AUUIU-Nlliti FIDELIT Y 

spectrum among two or more speakers. 
Particularly at prices within most 
audiophiles' reach, there are full -range 
speakers which many individuals favor 
over multispeaker systems in the same 
price range or even appreciably higher. 

One of the stanchest advocates of 
the single speaker has been H. A. 
Hartley, who long ago tried and aban- 
doned the woofer tweeter system be- 
cause he feels that breaking up a sound 
between two or more speakers does not 
make for natural reproduction. His 
model 215 full -range unit now has a 
successor, the 217, which is a refined 
version. Its chief feature is a poly- 
merized cone, which consists of paper 
put through a chemical process that 
changes its molecular structure, mak- 
ing it tougher and more rigid. At the 
same time the advantage of a paper 
cone, lightness, is retained. 

Other features of the Hartley 217 
are a 5 -pound magnet, which is rela- 
tively very heavy for a 9 -inch speaker; 
s -inch voice -coil excursion for low dis- 
tortion and good damping, and an ex- 
tremely compliant rim suspension to 
help bring cone resonance below audi- 
bility. 

G -E phono preamp 
The G -E phono preamplifier, with us 

for a decade or more, has undergone a 
radical face -lifting. The new Tran- 
sitube preamp has a transistor input 
stage for minimum hum and micro - 
phonics, and accommodates not only 
G -E pickups but also all other magnetic 
cartridges as well as a low- impedance 
microphone. No battery is required by 
the transistor. It obtains operating volt- 
age from rectified and very well filtered 
house current. 

The circuit (Fig. 3) has three in- 
puts: for high -, medium- and low - 
impedance magnetic cartridges. A high - 
impedance cartridge, such as the G -E, 
normally raises the problem of high - 
frequency loss because its inductance 
in series with the low input resistance 
of the transistor stage would act as a 
low -pass filter. But the problem has 
been circumvented by using the loss due 
to load resistance to provide RIAA 
treble cut. The input series resistors 
(5,100, 2,000 and 300 ohms) form a 
network with the inductance and dc 
resistance of the particular cartridge 
for which each resistor is intended 
plus the input resistance of the tran- 
sistor stage to provide RIAA treble 
attenuation. 

However, for cartridges with ex- 
tremely low inductance -such as the 
ESL, Fairchild and Grado -input re- 
sistance is much too high to effect 
sufficient treble cut. RIAA treble de- 
emphasis for such cartridges is pro- 
vided after the transistor stage by an 
R -C filter made up of R8, R10 and C5. 
Switch S1 must be in HI position so 
that R10 will play its proper role. C5 
has to be added to the preamplifier if 
a low- impedance cartridge is to be 
used. 

RIAA bass boost is obtained by feed 
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back between the collector and base of 
the transistor via R4, R5 and C2. 
When using the unit with a low - 
impedance microphone (preferably 250 
ohms), S2 eliminates the equalization. 

To prevent the signal from a car- 
tridge or microphone with relative 
high output from overloading the 
12AX7 stages, a Lo -Hl switch which 
introduces attenuation after the tran- 
sistor stage is included. 

To offset the high- frequency loss that 
occurs when the LEVEL CONTROL (R17) 
is reduced from maximum setting, C7 
and R16 provide a slight amount of 
treble boost. 

Thorens TD -I24 turntable 
The Thorens Co. has a new tran- 

scription turntable with a number of 
interesting features, some novel, some 
to be expected of a modern high -quality 
component. 

A number of designs rely upon a 
very heavy turntable to reduce wow 
and flutter to a minimum. This pro- 
vides high inertia and consequent 
smoothing of instantaneous voltage 
fluctuations, motor vibration, etc. But 
this raises problems. First, a heavy 
turntable requires a relatively long 
while to get up to speed or to stop. 
Second, if the table is made of cast 
iron rather than aluminum to obtain 
the desired weight, the iron may pull 
on the magnetic portion of a pickup 
and unduly increase the tracking force. 
If the table is of aluminum, it does not 
provide the shield that cast iron does 
between the phono -motor magnetic field 
and the pickup. 

Thorens has attacked these problems 
by using an aluminum turntable over 
a cast -iron one, the two being coupled 
by rubber. Instant coupling or de- 
coupling is effected by a lever, shown 
on the left side of the baseplate in 
Fig. 4, which causes a semicircular 
ring to ride up on pins and lift the 
aluminum section away from the cast - 
iron table. The cast -iron table weighs 
10 pounds, and the aluminum table 
0.5 pound. 

The instant -coupling mechanism 
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Fig. 3 -G -E's Transistube 
preamp uses a transistor 

input stage. 

facilitates exact cueing for those who 
need this feature. The pickup can be 
placed on a stationary record, resting 
on the aluminum turntable, and an 
immediate start is obtained when the 
clutch lever couples it to the rotating 
cast -iron table. 

Some turntable designs favor belt 
drive because it provides a high degree 
of isolation from motor vibration and 
speed fluctuations. Others favor idler 
drive, in part because it permits quick, 
easy change of speed. The TD -124 seeks 
to retain the best features of each drive 
method in its own system, shown in 
Fig. 5. The motor shaft is connected to 

Fig. 4 -The 
Thorens turn- 
table. Note the 
clutch lever at 

the left. 

an intermediate pulley by a rubber 
belt, which isolates motor vibration 
from the rest of the mechanism. The 
shaft of this pulley has four stepped 
diameters, corresponding to the record 
speeds now in use, that engage the 
rubber idler wheel, which in turn drives 
the inner rim of the cast -iron turntable. 
The motor pulley, intermediate pulley 
and idler wheel are all relatively large 
to prevent slippage and deformation 
of the rubber belt or idler wheel. 

Meticulous audiophiles, particularly 
those with a golden ear, insist upon 
exact speed. Therefore, the TD -124 has 
a built -in stroboscope with its own neon 
light and a variable speed control 
mounted coaxially within the speed - 
change knob. The intermediate pulley 
is hollow, and its rim rides between 
two magnets, one of which may be seen 
in Fig. 5. The other is concealed be- 
neath the pulley. The magnetic field 
between these magnets exerts a drag 
upon the pulley rim. The variable speed 
control moves the magnet beneath the 
pulley either closer to or farther away 
from the rim, thereby varying the mag- 
netic drag and the speed. 

For optimum results, the turntable 
must be absolutely level. The TD -124 
has a spirit level and screws to aid in 
proper leveling. 

There is a detachable wooden mount- 
ing board for the pickup arm. It can 
be quickly removed and inexpensively 
replaced should the user install a 
different arm and not want the old 
mounting holes to show. END 
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Fig. 5 -With turntable removed, details of drive mechanism are revealed. 
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STEREO' 
SPEAKERS 

...where do they go...? 

By GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER 

THE growing interest in stereo has 
resulted in considerable confusion 
concerning the choice of speaker 
systems for stereophonic installa- 

tions as well as their proper location 
and spacing. Despite statements that 
good results can be obtained with one 
good speaker plus an inferior unit for 
the second channel, experiments indi- 
cate that most effective reproduction 
requires two high- quality speaker sys- 
tems as nearly identical in performance 
as possible. I refer, of course, to speak- 
ers used with true two -channel systems, 
not the simulated stereo effect sought 
by separating two dissimilar speakers 
connected to the same channel. 

The question of proper spacing is 
more complicated. Optimum speaker 
spacing for stereo reproduction is 
partially dependent upon the micro- 
phone placement used in the original 
recording. If the recording engineer 
uses two widely separated microphones 
to pick up a symphony orchestra and 
this material is later played back 
through two speakers separated by 
only 3 or 4 feet, the reproduction will 
lack three -dimensional effect. Con- 
versely, if microphones spaced close 
together to pick up a small jazz combo 
are used to make the recording, play- 
ing this through two units 20 feet apart 
can only produce the effect of two 
groups playing at opposite sides of 
the room. 

In an effort to standardize the pro- 
cedure somewhat and start a trend 
toward uniform loudspeaker placement, 
some manufacturers have adopted a 
compromise figure and suggested plac- 
ing stereo speakers 6 or 7 feet apart. 
Of course, 6 -foot spacing is about the 
maximum you can get into a single 
cabinet of reasonable size, even with 
hinged doors at each end acting as 45° 
reflectors. However, this arbitrary 
spacing doesn't seem to be based on 
any uniform practice in recording and r in this respect the proper layout of a 
reproducing system is at the mercy of 
the recording engineer. 

A more scientific approach would be 
to survey current stereo recordings and 
try to formulate rules for reproducer 
placement. Unfortunately, some stereo 
tapes were made on an experimental 
basis and serve only to demonstrate the 
widely divergent philosophies which 
can govern a stereo recording setup. 

Recording in stereo 
A better idea is to investigate how 

new material is being recorded, and 
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Fig. I - Micro- 
phone placement 
for multichannel 

recording. 
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In two - channel stereo 
systems, deciding where 
to put the speakers 
is a major problem 
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Two separate but identical speaker systems allow tailoring 
the stereo setup to its particular acoustic surroundings. 

here we find a trend toward uniform- 
ity. Most recording by major companies 
in the United States are now being made 
by a multitrack process. This does not 
mean that all companies plan to make 
their entire catalogs available in 
stereo. Instead, the use of multichannel 
recording has proved a lifesaver in 
achieving the close hi -fi sound so 
popular in today's monaural discs.* 

Recordings are usually made on three 
to five separate channels with micro- 
phones picking up various groups of 
instruments and soloists (Fig. 1). The 
practice is somewhat similar to that 
used in the old broadcasts of the NBC 
Symphony. The big advantage is that, 
with each group separately recorded 
on tape, reverberation, balance and 
presence can be adjusted by the engi- 
neers after the musicians have gone 
home. Moreover, with several tracks 
available, the recording can later be 
issued in two- or three -track stereo 
versions with no need for duplication 
of facilities or rerecording. 

It is logical that in setting up such 
a multiple -channel recording, the engi- 
neer does not worry himself primarily 
about possible stereo release. If a two - 
channel stereo recording should be de- 
sired, the effect can be achieved by 
proper mixing of existing tracks, just 
as the monaural recording is a com- 
posite of separate sections. Note that 
these tracks generally represent indi- 
vidual instrument groups. One micro- 
phone may have been placed to pick up 
strings, another oriented toward the 
brasses and a third placed close to a 
soloist. If the stereo recording were 
issued as a duplication of these indi- 
vidual tracks, you could build a sym- 
phony orchestra in the listening room 
and place the various sections accord- 
ing to personal whim. 

But the concept of "the artist in your 
own living room" is a dead issue in 
any but advertising circles. We are not 
attempting to take the orchestra into 
the average living room: we are in- 
terested in transporting the listener 
to the concert hall. Even with record- 
ings made exclusively for stereo re- 

*Except, of course, for those employing single - 
microphone technique. The two methods are not 
incompatible as a full- coverage single -mike pick- 
up may be used on one channel of a multitrack 
recording. 
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production, the ideal effect is not that 
of a symphony orchestra in the listen- 
ing area, but the listening area magi- 
cally moved to the best seat in the 
concert hall. 

What is the best seat for listening 
to a musical performance ? A full 
orchestra sounds best if you are back 
far enough to get proper balance be- 
tween the live orchestra and the re- 
verberation characteristics of the con- 
cert hall. Also, an orchestra is spread 
out so widely that we must sit far 
enough away for the sound from vari- 
ous instruments to blend. The best 
seat in the house, therefore, is normally 
about 30 to 50 feet away from and 
directly in front of the orchestra. If 
there is a soloist, you may prefer to 
be nearer this artist than the rest of 
the instruments. 

When listening to a string quartet 
or small jazz combo, the situation is 
quite different. This is intimate music 
designed for close listening. You might 
want to be only 10 to 15 feet from the 
performers. 

What's the angle? 
The important point is this: for a 

full orchestra we sit 50 feet from a 
sound source which spreads out about 
40 feet across the stage in front of us. 
On the other hand, we sit only 15 feet 
from a small group which measures less 
than 12 feet (spatial separation of 
instruments). Were we to record both 
groups with standard multiple -channel 
technique, the maximum distance be- 
tween microphones would be about 25 
feet for the orchestra and 8 feet for 
the quartet. In both instances, the 
angular separation between these 
microphones, as measured from the 
ideal listener position, is between 30° 
and 40 °. This can be readily seen from 
Figs. 2 and 3. 

If three, four or five channels are 
blended into two for stereo release, the 
maximum effective separation between 
the two final channels cannot be more 
than the maximum physical separation 
of microphones at the original record- 
ing session. This means that purely 
mechanical considerations of normal 
multichannel recording determine that 
a stereo tape made from these chan- 
nels should have an effective angular 

separation of 35° or so. Moreover, this 
angular measurement is substantially 
independent of the type of music re- 
corded because of the implied shift in 
ideal listener position. 

Recording engineers are quite con- 
scious of the problem of stereo speaker 
placement and, on those recordings made 
especially for stereo release, the tend- 
ency is toward a standard of angular 
rather than linear separation. The 
value of the optimum listening angle 
seems to be generally designated as 
somewhere between 30 ° and 40°. Con- 
sequently, optimum placement for 
stereo speakers is not measured in feet 
and inches, but in angular degrees 
(Fig. 4). 

In a small room, the speakers may 
be only 4 or 5 feet apart while in a 
large living room the spacing may in- 
crease to 10 or 15 feet. If the angular 
separation, as seen by the listener, is 
about 35 °, modern stereo recordings 
will automatically place him in the best 
seat in the house regardless of the 
type of music to which he is listening. 

This system of placement, while ap- 
proaching the problem from a more 
logical basis, achieves substantially the 
same results in a normal -size living 
room as did the earlier empiric figure. 
A 6 -foot separation gives about 35° 
angular separation in many rooms, so 
that a single cabinet system can be 
used with satisfactory results. How- 
ever, the high price of speakers, to 
say nothing of the investment in the 
rest of the system, generally means that 
such equipment will be owned by fairly 
affluent people -those with large listen- 
ing rooms. Consequently, the prospec- 
tive purchaser of a stereo system 
should be advised of the necessity of 
proper spacing in terms of angular 
measurement for optimum stereo lis- 
tening. 

Some experiments have been made 
toward developing an acoustically 
blended stereo sound field generated in 
a single large enclosure, but it will 
probably be some time before such a 
device is commercially available. At 
present the most versatile arrangement 
is a set of two separate but identical 
speaker systems as shown in the photo. 
The music system can then be tailored 
to its particular acoustic surroundings 
for best possible reproduction. END 
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Fig. 4 -How to measure speaker sep- 
aration in degrees. 
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Reviewed by 
CHESTER SANTON 

Due to the efforts of Monitor, readers of this 
column expect a technical and factual approach 
to the review of records and tapes. I antici- 
pate with pleasure the task of preserving this 
realistic attitude. 
Stereodisc Test Record 
Audio Fidelity AFLP 1872 

Ordinarily we consider only commercial re- 
leases in this column. This demonstration record 
at time of release was not available to the 
public. It was heard for the first time at the 
public appearance of stereo discs on Dec. 13 in 
the course of an off- the -air demonstration of 
stereo held by "Adventures in Sound" in the 
WQXR auditorium. Mastered by Westrex and 
played back with a laboratory model of the 
Fairchild stereo cartridge, the record's single - 
groove two -channel sound was superior in every 
respect to that of the Westrex disc heard during 
last autumn's New York High- Fidelity Show. 
Material heard on the Stereodisc was Marching 
Along with the Dukes of Dixieland on side one 
and Railroad Sounds of Steam and Diesel on the 
other. This 12 -inch "compatible" record (a 
normal pickup gives you the lateral compo- 
nents) approached very closely the technical 
standards of its LP counterparts. As a result, 
the stereo effect on the original master tapes 
came through unharmed on the disc. Appearing 
in the guise of a finished pressing like those 
processed every day for Audio Fidelity by B & 
C Recording, Inc., its announcement caused some 
cautious consternation ih the ranks of record 
companies ambling along in this field. More 
important is the fact that public demonstration 
of the Stereodisc has changed the timetable of 
those working on the development of a normal - 
size stereo cartridge. Upon testing its so- called 
compatability at home, satisfactory one -channel 
sound was obtained with several standard pick- 
ups. However, the stereo record's ability to 
withstand conventional playback under average 
stylus force is unknown at the present time. 
STRAVINSKY: Ñ'irebird Suite 
Leonard Bernstein conducting New York 

Philharmonic 
Columbia IMB -3 (7 -inch; 

playing time, 21 min. $12.95) 
Some of the early tapes tracked considerable 

sound muddiness into the living room. This 
problem is being solved in many of the new 
releases. Columbia Records, a comparative late- 
comer in the stereo -tape field, is turning out 
recordings featuring exceptionally clean sound. 
In this version of the Firebird Suite, the glit- 
tering score of the Stravinsky ballet is heard in 
a way never before possible on records. In 
stereo, the strings and brasses really deliver 
their own separate colors. The chime signaling 
the start of the Dance of Kastchei midway 
through the suite startles the stereo listener as 
it awakens the air above the orchestra. Columbia 
obviously has perfected an outstanding method 
of transfer from master tape to commercial 
copy. A really superb job. Incidentally, at the 
Dec. 13 stereo demonstration mentioned above, 
this tape proved to be the hit of the evening 
with the audience, surpassing in sonic appeal 
two other current stereo releases -RCA -Victor's 
Beethoven's Fifth Piano Concerto played by Ar- 
tur Rubenstein and Mercury's Ggité Parisienne. 
If you have an unusually fine stereo setup, this 
tape will amaze you. If performance of this 
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We are happy to present Chester 
Santon, as our new disc and stereo - 
tape reviewer. Mr. Santon has been 
on the staff of WQXR, the pioneer 
good -music AM and FM station of 
The New York Times, for the past 
16 years. He has conducted the Sun- 
day evening record program "Ad- 
ventures in Sound" during the last 
three years and also conducts the 
newer all -tape program "Frontiers 
of Sound." As readers can see from 
the reviews, Mr. Santon will carry 
on the RADIO -ELECTRONICS reviewing 
technique, accenting the sound 
rather than the purely musical as- 
pects of the records selected for 
review and supplying information as 
to how the effects are produced. 
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music in stereo is important to you, investigate 
the Horenstein version on Phonotapes, but this 
one is tops in sound. 

Jotas 
Enrique Estela conducting Orquesta de 

Camara de Madrid 
Montilla FMT -1002 (7 -inch; 

playing time, 20 min. $8.95) 
Stereo from Spain, this is the real thing - 

these aren't arrangements by way of Hollywood. 
As LP listeners already know, Montilla Records 
takes modern equipment to Spain and records 
that country's leading artists on the spot. A 
naturally sunny sound amounts to a trademark 
for this firm. In stereo, it is more sparkling than 
ever. The jota is a typical national dance of 
Spain that varies with the region of the country. 
Frequently the jota is sung and its tempo is 
then slower. In the five selections on this tape, 
trumpeter Vincente Lillo is heard instead of the 
usual singing voices. You should hear the 
handling of transients in this reel. Now that 
really clean tapes are coming along, we can 
better gauge the benefits of stereo in terms of 
transient response. Here Montilla has established 
new standards for the reproduction of transients 
so characteristic of the Spanish dance. 

Note: Records below are 12 -inch LP 
and play back with RIAA curve unless 
otherwise indicated. 
SIBELIUS: King Christian II Suite 

The Tempest Suite 
Stig Westerberg conducting Stockholm 

Radio Orchestra 
Westminster XWN 18529 

WAGNER: Tristan and Isolde- Prelude 
and Liebestod 

Die Meistersinger Overture 
Tannhauser Overture 

Herbert Van Karajan conducting Berlin 
Philharmonic 

Angel 35482 

AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 
Both recordings form an easy road to com- 

posers whose music often is considered too 
heavy at first hearing. The Sibelius is the 
lighter of the two, the music as fresh to the 
ear as it is to the catalogues, and the Swedish 
engineers responsible for the disc show us a 
trick or two. Completely natural, transparent 
sound. The familiar Musette in the King Chris- 
tian II Suite is one of the tastier morsels on 
vinylite. A Sibelius symphony will seem easier 
after this record. 

The combination of the Berlin Philharmonic 
and the opulent Angel sound is an unbeatable 
one in Wagner's music. - One of the first 
records to do justice to the cellos and double 
basses used so lavishly by Wagner when writing 
for the orchestra. The finest performance of 
this music in present -day sound, challenged in 
the Prelude and Liebestod alone by the older, 
still unique Toscanini Tristan Prelude in the 
two -disc RCA album LM -6020. Definitely not for 
casual listening. 

The Lass With the Delicate Air 
Julie Andrews, Soloist 

RCA -Victor LPM 1403 
The warm elegance of the voice of Julie 

Andrews, star of My Fair Lady. Could any 
record producer go wrong? RCA -Victor does 
not - with every nuance of Miss Andrews' 
style closely miked. The songs, however, are 
far removed from typical musical-comedy fare. 
All are favorites of the Andrews family, and 
they tell us something of her life offstage and 
a good deal of her personal aspirations that 
backstage interviews do not cover. Particularly 
appealing are McDowell's seldom sung To a 
Wild Rose, If My Songs Were Only Winged by 
Reynaldo Hahn - usually encountered in 
concert recitals. Noel Coward's London Pride 
here is given real meaning for the first time. Oc- 
casionally, the orchestra is doctored - as in 
Leoni's Tally Ho-but real Julie Andrews fans 
don't care - do we? 

SAINT-SAENS : Organ Symphony No. 3 
in C Minor 

Eugene Ormandy conducting Philadel- 
phia Orchestra 

E. Power Biggs, Organist 
Columbia ML 5212 

Now we can listen to the famous Philadelphia 
Orchestra - long identified with the acoustics of 
the Academy of Music - recorded for the first 
time in Symphony Hall, Boston. This is an un- 
usual event looked forward to by many an 
audiophile. The recording session was an in- 
teresting one. According to Columbia Records 
engineer Harold Chapman and recording di- 
rector Howard Scott, this is how it was done: 
Saint Saens' organ symphony demands freedom 
of sound. They dispensed with the heavy 
curtains normally used in the hall during re- 
cording sessions. An essentially one -mike setup 
was evolved with several subsidiary micrpohones 
cracked open just a bit to help round out the 
sound. The Symphony Hall organ, played on 
home ground by E. Power Biggs, and the strings 
from Philadelphia, give back to Columbia the 
lead position they held with this symphony on 
records back in the early days of microgroove 
discs when the deep pedal notes of the organ in 
the New York Philharmonic performance were 
the standard reference for checking bass response 
in speakers of that day. The Toscanini version 
for RCA -Victor contains excellent reproduction 
of the organ's low tone but it cannot match the 
concert -hall effect of this Ormandy disc. Note 
particularly the natural perspective obtained 
when massed strings give way to the solo 
passages in the woodwinds. 

RIMSKY -KORSAKOV: Scheherezade 
Perlea conducting Bamberg Symphony 

Vox PL- 10,220 
Still another Scheherezade, but this is one 

work that always finds a ready market. This 
version is notable for the liveness of its 
acoustics. Both high highs and lows are held 
down, but . in good balance. The definition is 
quite good despite the liveness and, though the 
overall effect is more somber than that of some 
more brilliant versions, it produces a spacious 
sound. Very clean throughout. END 

Name and address of any manufacturer of 
records mentioned in this column may be ob- 
tained by writing Records, RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
154 West 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. 
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What it will and won't do 
in audio amplifiers 

GETTING FEEDBACK STRAIGHT 

By NORMAN H. CROWHURST* 

IT'S surprising how often feedback is 
expected to do something it can't 
possibly do. For example, I recently 
met an enthusiast with an amplifier 

that put out about 48 watts comfortably 
and then ran into severe distortion. He 
was frantically trying to use feedback 
to make the amplifier deliver what he 
wanted -a full 50 watts. He couldn't 
understand why using enough feedback 
wouldn't push the output up just this 
little bit! 

Most material on feedback has been 
based on a theoretical treatment using 
the algebra of feedback theory. This 
algebra cannot take into account every- 
thing at once -if it did it would become 
so involved that no ordinary person 
could possibly understand it. We use 
one piece of algebra to tell us the effect 
of feedback on the gain of the amplifier, 
then we go over the algebra again and 
find out what its effect will be on the 
amplifier's impedances, frequency re- 
sponse and distortion. Each inves- 
tigation uses a separate application of 
the same math. But this does not prove 
that the amplifier will do all of these 
things in equal manner at the same 
time. It depends on just what form 
distortion (and other things feedback 
is expected to correct) may take. 

Frequency response 
Some presentations on feedback have 

suggested (with deceptive simplicity) 
that as feedback tends to smooth out 
fluctuation in gain it must flatten the 
frequency response -on the basis that 
deviation from flat in frequency re- 
sponse is merely deviation in the gain 
of the amplifier at different frequencies. 
Some readers are doubtlessly aware 
that this oversimplification of theory 
can often be the reverse of what really 

*Author of Understanding Hi -Fi Circuits 
(Gernsback Library). 

happens. Due to phase shifts in the 
amplifier, frequency response can often 
be accentuated by feedback, rather than 
flattened. 

Let's take feedback, step by step, 
starting from a single stage and using 
practical examples to see how it can 
change the response in each case. Fig. 
1 shows some examples of single -stage 
feedback: simple cathode circuit cur- 
rent feedback, voltage feedback from 
plate to grid on the same stage and 
the very useful Ultra- Linear circuit 
where feedback from plate to screen is 
provided by taps on the output trans- 
former. 

With current feedback in a cathode 
circuit the feedback is effective right 
down to do at the low end. At the high 
end the only modifying factor is the 
stray capacitance of the tube and its 
associated circuit. This eventually de- 
teriorates the tube's gain and hence 
also the feedback. So current feedback 
in the cathode does not modify the low - 
frequency response at all, and the 
high- frequency response is modified 
according to the distribution of tube 
capacitances. 

In plate -to -grid feedback -shown in 
Fig. 1 -b -a blocking capacitor between 
the plate and grid keeps do from feed- 
ing back to the grid and there is stray 
capacitance to ground. The blocking 
capacitor introduces a rolloff at the low 
end in the feedback circuit while stray 
capacitance to ground introduces a 
rolloff at the high end. 

The low -end rolloff causes feedback 
to fall off and stage gain to rise to 
its no- feedback value if no other rolloff 
is introduced into the circuit to com- 
pensate for this. The high -end rolloff 
is the same as that produced without 
feedback, but feedback extends the fre- 
quency range by the same factor as it 
reduces gain. Thus, if feedback reduces 
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Fig. 1 -Three forms of single -stage feedback: a- current feedback in 
the cathode; b -plate feedback to grid; c- Ultra- Linear, plates to screens. 

gain by 6 db, frequency range at the 
high end is extended by a ratio of 
2 to 1. 

In the Ultra- Linear circuit (Fig. 
1 -c) the signal fed back from plate 
to screen is coupled by the output trans- 
former. At the low end of the frequency 
response the transformer introduces a 
reactance shunting the plate circuit, 
due to its primary inductance. When 
the tube is operating as a straight 
pentode, without coupling to the screen, 
its source resistance is much higher 
than with Ultra- Linear feedback intro- 
duced. This means that adding feed- 
back extends the low- frequency re- 
sponse due to the reduced source 
impedance the primary inductance 
shunts. 

At the high end of the frequency 
response the transformer introduces a 
leakage inductance between plate and 
screen so at some point the amount 
fed back to the screen begins to fall 
off. This causes feedback to begin to 
fall off somewhere in the higher fre- 
quencies. However, this does not show 
up in practice because there is a larger 
leakage inductance between the whole 
primary and other windings on the 
transformer than between the part of 
the primary feeding the plate and the 
part coupled to the screen. So the other 
rolloffs in the amplifier circuit go into 
effect before the reduction in feedback 
from plate to screen starts to make 
itself felt. 

Two -stage feedback 
Now let's start on feedback over two 

stages. Take the circuit of Fig. 2, 
which represents a driver and output 
stage with feedback from the output 
stage plates to the driver cathodes. Con- 
sidering the round -the -loop effect, here 
we have the coupling capacitors from 
driver plates to output grids, and block- 
ing capacitors from the output plates 
to the driver cathodes, which contribute 
to low- frequency response. At the high - 
frequency end we have stray capaci- 
tances which can be regarded as shunt- 
ing the driver and output plates, 
respectively. 

Consider the low- frequency response. 
A first study might suggest that low - 
end response could be made absolutely 
flat. By making the time constant of 
the interstage coupling between driver 
and output equal to the time constant 
of the feedback arrangement, the block- 
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Fig. 2 -A form of feedback using two 
reactances in feedback loop at each end 
of audio response. (Output transformer 

not part of feedback circuit.) 
ing capacitor in the feedback loop 
would cause a rise in frequency re- 
sponse as feedback falls off, while 
the coupling capacitor between stages 
causes a similar rolloff in the forward 
response. The two having identical fre- 
quency characteristics should result in 
a flat response. But this assumption 
ignores one fact. 

What happens with phase when there 
are two or more coupling elements in 
the feedback loop? If we use two iden- 
tical time constants, as suggested, then 
more than 6 db of loop feedback starts 
to show a peak in the loop response at 
the low end, due to phase interaction. 
But 12 db of feedback shows a peak of 
about 1.25 db; 18-db feedback shows 
a peak of about 3.6 db; 24 -db feedback 
shows a peak of about 6.3 db, and every 
successive 6 db of feedback shows ap- 
proximately 3 db more peak. 

This effect is independent of how the 
coupling arrangements are distributed 
around the loop. If one coupling element 
is in the feedback arrangement, the 
inverse of the response due to feedback 
coupling must be added to this peaking 
effect. For example, with 6 -db feed- 
back there is a slight peak of a little 
more than 2 db (curve D, Fig. 3). With 
12 -db feedback the peak rises to about 
7 db (curve F, Fig. 3) and so on, due 
to the additional boost given by the 
coupling element in the feedback part 
of the arrangement. 

At the high- frequency end of the 
response there is no loss in the feed - 
back part of the arrangement. Losses 
due to both groups of stray capaci- 
tance from plate to ground affect the 
forward response. The only place where 
loss would affect feedback is at the 
cathode of the driver stage, where there 
is no loss worth mentioning. Therefore, 
assuming the time constant of the stray 
capacitance from plate to ground is 
the same for each circuit, the amount 
of peaking introduced by different 
amounts of feedback in the loop re- 
sponse would apply without the boost 
effect due to part of the loss being in 
the feedback path. See Fig. 4. 

MARCH, 19 58 

In this circuit (Fig. 2) the feedback 
does not include the output transformer, 
so any frequency response contributed 
by the output transformer is added to 
the response of the feedback measur- 
ing overall response. 

Output feedback 
The next question is: What happens 

when we apply feedback from the out- 
put transformer secondary? So far we 
have discussed circuits where the fac- 
tors contributing to rolloff at the low 
and high ends are easily separable. But 
when we consider an output trans- 
former they are a little more tied up 
and perhaps not so easy to recognize. 

In the output transformers of con- 
ventional push -pull amplifiers, consider- 
ation of the low- frequency response, 
since it is caused by just the primary 
inductance shunting the plate resist- 
ance of the output stage, is simple 
enough. Hence, for low frequencies, 
performance is the same whether con- 
nected from primary or secondary of 
the output stage. In fact, by connecting 
from the secondary, the blocking capaci- 
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tor can be eliminated and thus the 
possibility of achieving good low -fre- 
quency response is somewhat improved. 

At the high- frequency end the output 
transformer contributes two reactances. 
There is the plate -to- ground capaci- 
tance, to which the output transformer 
contributes primary- winding capaci- 
tance, and the leakage inductance be- 
tween primary and secondary. Since 
both of these contribute to high -fre- 
quency rolloff, by feeding from the 
secondary of the output transformer 
back to the grid of the output stage, we 
have two reactances contributing to 
high- frequency rolloff. 

This means that peaking starts im- 
mediately there is more than a certain 
amount of feedback, according to the 
relationship between the circuit con- 
stants. The circuit shown in Fig. 5 
never becomes unstable, no matter how 
much feedback we use, but we do run 
into peaking similar to that produced 
by the two -stage circuit of Fig. 2. 

If we attempt to feed back over 
more of the circuit than shown in Fig. 
5, from the output winding of the 

Fig. 3- Sample low -end response curves for Fig. 2. A- Original roll - 
off of each time constant; response of amplifier without feedback; B- 
open loop response; C-round- the -loop response with 6 -db feedback; 
D- amplifier response with 6 -db feedback (difference between curves 
A and li); E- round- the -loop response with 12 -db feedback; F- ampli- 
fier response with 12 -db feedback (difference between curves A and E). 
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Fig. 4- Sample high -end response curves for Fig. 2, assuming loss due to stray 
capacitance gives identical rolloff with 3 -db point at 20 kc for each stage. 
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DII 

Fig. 5- Feedback over single stage with 
output transformer. 

transformer, it becomes possible for 
feedback to push the peaking up to 
the point where oscillation begins. This 
is where real care is needed in the 
design. 

The method of tackling this is to 
arrange the time constants contributing 
to rolloff response at both ends of the 
frequency spectrum so they are as 
widely divergent as possible. The best 
possibility of increasing the amount of 
feedback is to make one of the time 
constants effect a rolloff much closer 
to the passband of the amplifier than all 
the other time constants. 

For example, if four reactances con- 
tribute to an ultimate rolloff, at each 
end of the response, which is a common 
arrangement, then by having one time 
constant at 100 times nearer the ampli- 
fier's passband than the remaining 
three, 24 db of feedback can be used 
before peaking begins to show up at 
all. And almost 40 db of feedback can 
be used before the amplifier becomes 
unstable. To achieve this range with 
this particular configuration, illustrated 
in basic form by Fig. 6, the rolloff 
point at the low end for one of the 
networks could be 100 cycles while the 
remaining three should be moved down 
to 1 cycle. Similarly, at the high end, 
one rolloff could be effective at say 
10 kc, while the remaining three should 
be moved up to 1 mc. 

To arrive at what the ultimate re- 
sponse will be, suppose we use 24 -db 
feedback. The first acting rolloff is 
extended by approximately the ratio 
represented by 24 -db feedback. This 
corresponds with a ratio of 16 to 1. So 
the 100 -cycle rolloff is pushed down to 
about 6 cycles, and the 10 -kc rolloff is 
pushed up to about 160 kc, both of 
which are well beyond the limits gen- 
erally recognized as necessary in an 
audio amplifier. 

Readjusting our figures to finish up 
with an amplifier that is just about 
right for audio, we could make the 
rolloff points for the low end 320 cycles 
with 3.2 cycles for the remaining three 
which leaves us with a 20 -cycle rolloff 
for the low end, and 1,250 cycles with 
the three additional rolloffs at 125 kc 
gives us an ultimate rolloff at 20 kc. 

Such a combination provides a satis- 
factory feedback amplifier for use on 
audio, but the trend in most feedback - 
amplifier designs is to have a much 
larger margin, and the figures first 
given are nearer to those used in actual 
design. Once these figures are chosen, 
we have to stick with them to get suc- 
cessful performance. 

This explains why it is necessary to 
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Fig. 6 -Basic factors in long -loop- feedback amplifier. Numbered boxes 
indicate amplifier stages or phase inverters without frequency -dis- 

criminating components. 
insure that some stages respond out not supply any power to the grids of 
to 1 mc to get satisfactory performance the output tubes, nothing feedback can 
out of the amplifier. A while ago some- do will ever overcome the clipping. If 
one asked why Joseph Marshall added the driver delivers a small amount of 
neutralizing to some of the stages in power that starts to give a little posi- 
his Golden Ear amplifier (RADIO -ELEC- tive grid current in the output tube, 
TRONICS, April, 1954). From this dis- rounding the corners of the clipped 
cussion we see that there can be a waves slightly, feedback will be able to 
good reason for doing this, although it accelerate the rate at which this power 
might appear to be going to extreme is provided. So applying feedback 
limits, until we realize the funda- makes the output waveform even more 
mentais necessary to achieve stability squarely clipped than it is without 
in a feedback amplifier. feedback. 

So much for frequency response and In other words, feedback stands a 
stability problems. The statements chance of improving the waveform of 
made can be substantiated by the neces- an amplifier below maximum output 
sary mathematics and, if any readers but, once clipping starts, feedback tends 
are doubtful about them or want to make the clipping sharper rather 
further detailed information for design than to eliminate it. 
purposes, they are referred to my Another effect of feedback on the 
article, "A New Approach to Negative overall distortion of an amplifier seems 
Feedback Design" (Audio Engineering, to get overlooked. At lower levels 
May, 1953). But here we want to get feedback does reduce the total harmonic 
on to the question of sorting out some content of an amplifier. But it also 
of the things that the mathematics changes the harmonic present, and this 
seem to have left open. change is not always an improvement. 

This is best illustrated with some 
Distortion simple figures. 

Let's revert to the question intro- Suppose we have an amplifier that 
duced at the beginning of the article. introduces a distortion of 5% third 
Can feedback actually extend the out- harmonic. This could be due to too high 
put of an amplifier? We could go into a value for the plate load resistor for 
a lot of theory on this but probably a pentode in an early stage and the 
the best way to illustrate the matter is percentage might be almost independent 
to take some typical waveforms from of operating level -5% third harmonic 
amplifiers we want to improve. would appear on signals of all levels. 

Fig. 7 shows the output waveform Now suppose this amplifier has its gain 
at two different levels for an amplifier increased, to make it possible to apply 
where the overloading effect is not too a total overall feedback of 40 db. This 
sudden -it runs into a gradual curva- sounds quite good. We should be able 
ture. This could be, for example, an to knock the 5% third harmonic down 
amplifier employing power drive, so the to .05% third harmonic and probably 
output tubes are driven into positive we can. 
grid current, and there is power in the But we have overlooked something 
driver stage to supply the necessary which is illustrated in Fig. 10. To re- 
grid current. This type amplifier shows duce the third harmonic from 5% to 
a rounding of the top of the waveform .05% the input to the amplifier consists 
before it begins to flatten. And this of a 100% original input signal, offset 
rounding can introduce considerable against a 99% fed -back signal. To offset 
distortion before actual clipping begins. the 5% third harmonic that the ampli- 

In this kind of amplifier, feedback fier is going to introduce, the final input 
can help. The feedback signal can make signal, made up by the 100% minus 
the driver give a slightly more peaky the 99 %, must contain a third -harmonic 
waveform to offset the roundings, and component almost 5% in value but in 
the resultant wave comes closer to the opposite phase to the 5% the amplifier 
sinusoidal. This is shown in Fig. 8. introduces. This 5% of third harmonic 

Now look at Fig. 9, which shows goes through the amplifier as does the 
sample waveforms from an amplifier original 100% fundamental. Besides 
at two different levels, where clipping offsetting the distortion produced by 
occurs quite suddenly. This might be a the fundamental, it produces some dis- 
push -pull amplifier fed by a nonpower- tortion of its own, to the extent of 5% 
driver stage, so commencement of grid of 5 %, at a harmonic which is the third 
current at the output tubes causes very of the third. This produces 0.25% of 
abrupt clipping. Since the driver can- ninth harmonic. So what our feedback 
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Fig. 7- Amplifier output waveform at 
two levels, where distortion sets in 

gradually. 
has done is to reduce the original 5% 
third harmonic to .05% and at the 
same time gives us a 0.25% ninth 
harmonic we never had before. 

Measuring this on a distortion ana- 
lyzer, it will look as if the feedback 
has produced an improvement, not 
quite as much as we calculated, but 
quite a good reduction and so we are 
happy. But if we listen to the amplifier, 
it may not sound as much better as 
we expected, because 0.25% ninth 
harmonic can be quite noticeable. 

More than this, we have only con- 
sidered the effects of feedback on a 
single sine wave. When we come to 
consider intermodulation products, we 
find them multiplying up out of all 
proportion, and a great variety of in- 
termodulation products is introduced 
by an amplifier designed in this manner. 
The resulting reproduction sounds ex- 
tremely muddy, although the figures 
might appear quite presentable -an 
overall distortion figure of 0.25% is 
not generally considered to be too bad. 

You can't eat your cake . . . 

Before leaving the question of dis- 
tortion let's look at one more aspect. 
When we apply feedback, sometimes 
we achieve more than one purpose. We 
can make feedback do two or three 
things at the same time, but sometimes 
we use up the feedback on one purpose 
so that it is not available for others. 
This can happen, for example, where 
feedback is used to change an im- 
pedance. 

Suppose we use a regular type of 
feedback amplifier to provide a lower 
source impedance than its nonfeedback 
cousin. Next we apply an output load 

1 equal to the source impedance. 
We calculate the amplifier perform- 

ance on the basis of either no load 
impedance or the optimum load im- 
pedance for the output tubes used. So 
it is not really legitimate to change just 
the load impedance and expect the 
same performance from the feedback 
amplifier. To find out what really 
happens we should recalculate the per- 
formance of the amplifier on the basis 
of the revised load impedance. What 
we will probably find is that the new 
load impedance allows much smaller 
output before distortion starts to be 
really serious and that feedback has 
become almost nonexistent, due to the 
change in loading impedance reducing 
the gain of the output stage. 

MARCH, 1958 
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Fig. 8 -How feedback can improve the 
output in Fig. 7. 

Just take some figures to illustrate. 
Suppose that the optimum load of a 
certain output stage is 8,000 ohms and 
its source resistance is 3,000 ohms. 
By applying 26 db of feedback, the 
source resistance can be reduced from 
3,000 ohms to 150 ohms. Now suppose 
we load the amplifier with a 150 -ohm 
load (by the same matching trans- 
former used for the 8,000 -ohm load). 

Let's take the feedback off for a 
moment and see what happens by 
changing the load in this condition. 
When we take the 8,000 -ohm load off, 
the gain rises, due to an open- circuit 
condition, in the ratio of 11/8. Then, 
when the 150 -ohm load is connected 
in place of it, gain is reduced in the 
ratio of 150/8,150. The net result, is 
reduced gain due to the change of load, 
by a factor of 1/40. 

With the 8,000 -ohm load the feedback 
was designed to be 26 db, which is a 
ratio of 20/1. As the gain has already 
been knocked down by a ratio of 40/1, 
the feedback factor will not be only 
0.5, instead of 20. The amount of feed- 
back resulting from 0.5 fed -back signal 
injected in series with the input is only 
3.5 db. 

This can do little toward reducing 
distortion. To be precise, it will reduce 
distortion by a factor of %. If con- 
necting a 150 -ohm load to the output 
of this stage produces a distortion of 
20 %, which is quite a normal figure 
for such low loading, feedback reduces 
this only to 13.33 %, which is still a 
very high distortion figure. 

However, the amplifier will have an 
apparent source impedance of 150 ohms, 
which is what we have used the feed- 
back up for. All of which reminds us 
of the old proverb about eating one's 
cake and having it too. 

Hum and noise reduction 
Another thing feedback is used for 

is to reduce amplifier hum and noise. 
In other words, to clean up any un- 
wanted sounds not present in the input. 

Many users have applied feedback 
with this object in view, only to be 
disappointed in finding either that it 
has had no effect whatever or that it 
has had the reverse effect. Let's just 
see how this can be. 

First, let's take hum. One point not 
to be overlooked is: when adding feed- 
back to an amplifier that must give full 
output for a specified input, more gain 
is necessary, so adding feedback 
leaves us with the same gain we had 
originally. Generally speaking, hum 
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riu 
Fig. 9- Amplifier waveform where dis- 
tortion appears suddenly as clipping. 

Feedback cannot help appreciably. 
gets induced in the earlier stages of 
an amplifier so, if we're going to apply 
20 -db feedback, we need 20 db more 
gain in the first place, and the hum 
will get 20 db more amplification before 
feedback is applied. Application of 
feedback then knocks the hum back 
to where it started from. 

This is assuming that the hum is 
injected somewhere within the feed- 
back loop. If however, as sometimes 
happens, the hum creeps in outside of 
the feedback loop, it is possible for the 
addition of feedback actually to in- 
crease hum instead of reducing it. 

Noise in feedback amplifiers actually 
tends to be higher, other things being 
equal, than in nonfeedback amplifiers. 
The reason for this is fairly easy to 
see. 

100MV IMV FUND 

FUND 500 3RD HARM 

99 MV FUNDAMENTAL 
50PV 3RD HARMONIC 

AMP,_ 

"ELEB,,C 
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V N NTAL 

5 M 3RD HARMONIC 
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Fig. 10-How feedback affects harmonic 
distortion. 

Suppose noise at the input to a non - 
feedback amplifier is equivalent to 10 

at the grid of the first stage, which 
is intended to accept an input level of 
10 mv. If 20 db of feedback is added 
to the amplifier, it will need 20 db 
more gain, and hence should be able to 
load with only 1 mv on the first stage 
grid. But this grid will still have a 
noise level of 10 µv. If the feedback 
is successful in reducing the noise level 
by the complete amount of feedback 
added, then this reduces the effective 
noise back to its original 60 -db dis- 
crimination. But this depends on every 
element in the noise signal being fed 
back completely out of phase with the 
original noise signal. 

The lower component frequencies in 
noise may be successfully reduced by 
the 20 db in this way but, at the upper 
end of the response, where the random 
happenings that constitute noise are of 
shorter duration, feedback cannot keep 
pace with the changes and hence fails 
to make a reduction of the full 20 db. 

Therefore, the noise level is higher 
in the feedback amplifier and it tends 
to concentrate in the upper frequencies. 

Also -if due care has not been paid 
to eliminating the peaking effect men- 
tioned earlier -the noise will definitely 
be colored by peaks at both ends of the 
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frequency response, resulting in the 
familiar hissy, boomy background com- 
mon with amplifiers using a large 
amount of feedback. This is quite in- 
dependent of the fact that frequency 
response throughout the audio range 
may be quite flat. 

Does multi -loop help? 
A final question concerns the relation 

between single -loop and multi -loop 
feedback, in all these points of discus- 
sion. In an earlier article, I called at- 
tention to some of the deficiencies of 
feeding back over the whole amplifier 
( "Why Feed Back So Far ?," RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, September, 1953). 

The use of multi -loop feedback does 
overcome some of these deficiencies. 
The short -loop feedback, toward the 
output end of an amplifier, stabilizes 
that part of the amplifier and usually 
extends frequency response beyond the 
audio range to give a satisfactory 
margin for application of longer -loop 
feedback. Also the short -loop feedback, 
over a section of the amplifier operating 
at higher level, will not aggravate hum 
or noise troubles in the same way as 
the equivalent amount of feedback ap- 
plied in an overall loop would. 

It is advantageous to apply as much 
feedback as possible over a shorter 
loop and minimize the long -loop feed- 

back, if possible, avoiding any feedback 
right back to the input stage at all. 
It is better to take the feedback to a 
stage immediately following the input 
stage, so the first stage operates at 
maximum gain and gets the signal level 
above the inherent noise of tubes and 
other things, before we introduce any 
feedback. 

This last remark applies especially to 
high -gain amplifiers or preamps which 
operate from low level inputs. Ampli- 
fiers designed to operate from high - 
level inputs are quite satisfactory with 
overall feedback, provided precautions 
are taken to minimize the possibility of 
conditional stability. END 

Adding a simple guide to your turntable 
assures safe handling of delicate pickups 

The 
Seeing - 
Eye 

Pickup 

By ALBERT H. TAYLOR 

MANY of us prefer manual changing 
for best reproduction with modern 

pickups but worry every time we try to 
plant that delicate, invisible point 
exactly on the edge of the record. With 
shaky hands or imperfect vision, the 
task becomes impossible. My father, at 
nearly 80, almost gave up his records 
after breaking a diamond. Our cure, 
which costs very little and can be 
adapted to any pickup and turntable, 
is to press the pickup against a guide 
while lowering it. 

In the photograph guides have been 
fitted to a Western Electric 300 -A 
reproducer panel. The original WE 5 -A 
arm with 9 -A head plays all old -style 
records with 2.5 -mil tip radius. Its 
stand (just over the word ow) has 
been relocated to guide the pickup onto 
the edge of 16 -inch transcriptions. For 
12 -inch 2.5 -mil records, the wooden 
gauge at the lower left marked OLD is 
slid to the right while bearing against 
the front cabinet wall, until it strikes 
the adjustable stop. Then it is locked 
in place with the wing nut. With the 
user's forearm resting on the edge of 
the cabinet and the pickup pressed 
against the guide arm, even shaky 
hands can set the point down gently in 
just the right place. (The panel is not 
in the cabinet in this picture.) 

For 10 -inch 2.5 -mil records, wire 
extension A is swung into position 
against the brad stop B and the pickup 
pressed against its end in lowering. 
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Fig. I-Details of the guide for the 
Pickering arm. 

The point of descent on 10 -inch records 
is adjusted by bending A after the 
stop has been set for 12 -inch records. 

Of course I would need only another 
9 -A plug -in head with 1 -mil diamond 
to play LP records with the same 
pickup and guide. I use a Pickering 
D -140 -S cartridge in a Gray 108 -C 
arm instead to avoid any chance of 
dropping heads and for the added 
safety of the viscous- damped arm. 

The LP guide slides along the edge 
of a raised plate, hits adjustable stops 
at either end for 10- or 12 -inch records, 
and is clamped by a wing nut (under 
the arm) which is not visible in the 
photo. I have no 7 -inch (45 -rpm) rec- 
ords, but for these I could easily add 
a mark or detent to fix an intermediate 
position. A further refinement might 
be a continuous cuing scale for setting 
the pickup on the record at any pre- 
determined point -on the narrow silent 
bands separating different selections on 
some LP records. A mirror helps to 
observe the point in cleaning it or 
setting the stops. Of course either 

--y, J' A 

pickup is lifted over its guide to set 
it onto its stand, and only one would 
be used at a time, not both as shown. 

Note that once the stops are set and 
guide A bent correctly, a blind person 
can shift the guides and play standard 
record sizes without difficulty. The 
viscous- damped arm is ideal for guided 
pickups. I simply adjust it to fall 1 inch 
per second, swing it against the guide 
and let go. Children could use it safely. 
If I could find a turnover cartridge for 
it, I would use it exclusively and dis- 
card the WE. I recommend one viscous - 
damped arm with turnover cartridge 
(if available) or two with fixed car- 
tridges, with guides, for carefree record 
playing. 

For children and unmechanical adults 
who would not remember to press a 
sliding guide against the cabinet wall 
or some other raised object while shift- 
ing it, the guide could slide between 
two strips of molding, but this would 
require a very good fit with no play. 
The present design is cheap and easily 
built, requiring only scraps of wood, 
small nails, screws, bolts, washers, 
wing nuts, a wire coathanger for the 
guides and the stops (Figs. 1 and 2), 
and tapped holes in the panel if it is 
not wood. Adjustments make all dimen- 
sions noncritical except the eye in guide 
A, which must fit the bolt accurately. 
Many other forms of guide are possible 
and you can probably improve upon 
this design for your own END 
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a 
Fig. 2-a-The arm guide for the Gray 
arm: b -stop construction. 
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FIVE NEW 
Transistc' 
Checkers 
Some of the leading commercial transistor 
testers and the circuits they use for leakage 
and gain tests 

By JOHN T. FRYE 

TRANSISTOR is much more a 
"black box" than a vacuum 
tube. You can usually tell some- 
thing about a tube's condition. 

11 it has a glass envelope, you can see 
if the heater is lit and may be able to 
detect the glow of unwanted gas. Even 
an opaque metal envelope will be notice- 
ably warm to the touch if the heater 
is lit. 

With a hermetically sealed transis- 
tor, however, the only way to discover 
anything about its condition is feeding 
various currents into it and measuring 
these currents and the changes in them 
as they come back out. Some sort of 
testing equipment is absolutely neces- 
sary to determine a transistor's quality. 

Fortunately, a tester for the service 
technician does not have to reveal all 
there is to know about a transistor, any 
more than his tube tester has to be able 
to check interelectrode capacitances, 
conversion transconductance, etc. A 
laboratory transistor tester would prob- 
ably yield information on the frequency 
response, input resistance, collector 
capacitance, collector cutoff current, 
alpha and beta of the unit being tested; 
but the technician can manage nicely 
if he can determine if the transistor is 
open or shorted, if its leakage current 
is excessive, and if the current gain is 
satisfactory. 

All transistor testers shown and dis- 
cussed in this article give this informa- 
tion. Some of them also check crystal 
diodes, and the selenium and copper - 
oxide rectifiers. It is interesting to note 
that all use the same basic method for 
checking leakage and gain, yet mechan- 
ical arrangement and circuitry vary 
widely. 

Fig. 1 is a basic circuit for testing 
both leakage and gain of a p -n -p junc- 
tion transistor. The negative terminal 
of a battery is connected to the tran- 
sistor's collector through a milliam- 
meter and current- limiting resistor Rl. 
The positive battery terminal is con- 
nected to the emitter. With S as shown, 
the base is left open -circuited. Under 
these conditions, the meter indicates 
transistor leakage, which is approxi- 
mately equal to the collector cutoff cur- 
rent (Ia,) times the base current gain, 
or beta, of the transistor. 

With a good transistor, this leakage 
is in the order of microamperes. If the 
transistor is leaky, the reading will be 
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much higher; and a shorted transistor 
will give a still higher reading. 

When S is closed, a small bias cur- 
rent is inserted into the base through 
R2. If the transistor's gain is good, 
collector current will increase substan- 
tially. The ratio of collector- current in- 
crease to the base -current increase pro- 
ducing it is a measure of the transistor's 
beta, or current gain, in the grounded - 
emitter configuration. If no current 
flows, even when S is closed, the tran- 
sistor is open. 

Armed with this knowledge of funda- 
mental circuitry, let us examine the 
commercial units available. 

G -E fester 
We can start with the G -E transistor 

tester whose circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 
This tester, which is intended to check 
all types of junction transistors for 
short circuits, opens, leakage and cur- 
rent gain, is sold along with five uni- 
versal replacement transistors and 
a transistor- interchangeability chart. 
Transistors accompanying the tester 
received were: two 2N135, p -n -p, alloy - 
junction, rf- if- amplifier types; one 
2N136, p -n -p, alloy -junction, rf -if- 
amplifier type; one 2N44, p -n -p, ger- 
manium- fused, intermediate -gain, low - 
to- medium -power type, and one 2N'78, 
n -p -n, grown -junction, high- frequency 
type. 

This tester is designed to let the busy 
service technician make a quick reliable 
test of a transistor, and manipulations 
are held to an absolute minimum. It is 
intended to be as near a go -no -go in- 
strument as possible. On its face two 
transistor sockets, a pushbutton, and 
meter are mounted. The meter has two 
scales. The lower scale, used for deter- 
mining leakage, is divided into a green 
GOOD section on the left, a yellow FAIR 
section in the center and a red POOR 

section on the right. The upper (gain) 
scale has 10 divisions. 

To test a transistor, it is merely in- 
serted in the proper socket. Leakage is 
indicated immediately. Then the button 
is depressed and any increase in meter 
deflection noted. An increase of at least 
one division on the gain scale indicates 
acceptable current gain. A shorted 
transistor is indicated by a full -scale 
meter reading in the leakage test. An 
open transistor is indicated by no meter 
deflection in both leakage and gain tests. 

B 

-}- Fig. 1 Basic cir- 
cuit. 

Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 1 reveals 
how closely the circuit of the G -E tester 
compares to that of the basic test cir- 
cuit. When a transistor is in the p -n -p 
socket, the circuit is identical. The bat- 
tery is a miniature 6 -volt type, R1 of 
Fig. 1 becomes 560 ohms, R2 becomes 
200,000 ohms, the meter is a 2.5 -ma 
unit, and the pushbutton dpst switch 
does the job of S. When the transistor 
being tested is a n -p -n type, everything 
is the same except that the voltage on 
the collector is positive and negative on 
the emitter and the current introduced 
into the base for the gain test is from 
a positive source. 

The unit even tests its own battery. 
As long as a 560 -ohm resistor connected 
between the collector and emitter re- 
ceptacles of either socket produces full - 
scale meter deflection, the battery is 
satisfactory. 

Knight -Kit checker 
Next let us examine the Knight 

transistor and diode checker sold by 
Allied Radio Corp. This tester comes in 
kit form and was easily assembled in 
about 1 hour. While its circuit (Fig. 3) 
is essentially the same as Fig. 1, there 
are some differences. The battery is a 
22.5 -volt hearing -aid type. The 10,000 - 
ohm CALIBRATE potentiometer replaces 
Rl of Fig. 1. R2 becomes 220,000 
ohms. The dpst spring -return LEAKAGE- 
GAIN switch takes the place of S. The 
meter has a 1 -ma movement, but the 
CALIBRATE control acts as a variable 
shunt to change its sensitivity to ac- 
commodate a wide range of collector 
currents. The two sockets are wired 
so that properly polarized voltages are 
applied to the terminals of p -n -p and 
n -p -n transistors. 

To check a transistor, it is placed in 
the proper socket and the LEAKAGE - 
GAIN switch held down to the GAIN posi- 
tion while the CALIBRATE control is ad- 
justed to make the meter read 1 at full 
scale. Then this switch is released and 
leakage current observed. If leakage 
current is less than gain current, the 
transistor will amplify. The greater the 
difference between the two readings, the 
better the gain. As an example, a 
good CK722 with a gain reading of 1 

gave a leakage reading of .05. A leaky 
CK722 that would still amplify a little 
had a leakage reading of 0.84. High 
leakage and gain currents indicate low 
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Fig. 2-General Electric transistor tester 
and its circuit. In some units the current - 
limiting resistor is 680 ohms and the meter 

has a 3 -ma movement. 
output impedance; low leakage and 
gain currents indicate high output im- 
pedance. 

While the transistor is being tested 
for leakage, it can also be tested for 
noise. The leads of a pair of crystal 
phones (a pair of sensitive magnetic 
headphones with an .05 -sf capacitor in 
series with one of the leads can be used) 
are plugged into the double phone jack 
to the right of the CALIBRATE control. A 
signal tracer or audio amplifier can be 
used in place of the headphones to hear 
the noise generated by the transistor. 

The test leads furnished are plugged 
into the double phone jack to test sele- 
nium and copper -oxide rectifiers. The 
negative lead is connected to the posi- 
tive terminal of the rectifier and the 
positive lead to the negative terminal 
to bias the rectifier in the forward di- 
rection. The CALIBRATE control is ad- 
justed until the meter indicates 1. The 
leads are reversed and the reading 
noted. A good rectifier will give a very 
low reading. A multiple plate rectifier 
with at least a 20 -to -1 front -to -back 
conduction ratio is considered good for 
this test. 

To check the forward voltage drop, 
the two test leads are shorted together 
and the CALIBRATE control adjusted un- 
til the meter reads 1. The negative lead 
is connected to the positive terminal of 
the rectifier, and the positive lead to 
the negative terminal. Rectifiers rated 
at 65 ma or less should read at least 
90% of full -scale deflection. Rectifiers 
of more than 65 -ma rating should read 

at least 95, of full scale. Units reading 
lower than these figures have a high 
internal resistance and should be dis- 
carded. 

Germanium and silicon diodes are 
tested in much the same way. The nega- 
tive lead of the tester is connected to 
the cathode lead of the diode, and the 
negative tester lead is connected to the 
other diode terminal. The CALIBRATE 
control is adjusted until the meter 
reads 1. Then connections to the diode 
are reversed and the reading noted. 
Good general -purpose diodes will have 
at least a 50 -to -1 front -to -back ratio. 
Video detector and other high- conduc- 
tion diodes should display a minimum 
10 -to -1 ratio. 

The Knight unit can be used as is to 
test most transistors, but if surf ace- 
barrier transistors are to be checked, a 
4.5 -volt battery should be used in place 
of the 22.5 -volt battery supplied. 

EMC model 210 
The circuit of the Electronic Meas- 

urements Corp. model 210 transistor and 
crystal diode tester is shown in Fig. 4. 
There are several interesting changes 
from the basic circuit. An ON-OFF 
switch permits the battery voltage to 
be cut off while a transistor is being 
inserted in or removed from the test 
socket, to prevent any possibility of 
damage from surge currents. Only a 
single socket is used for testing both 
p -n -p and n -p -n transistors. A switch 
supplies properly polarized voltages to 
the socket for each type. No current- 
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Fig. 3-The Knight -Kit transistor 
and diode checker uses a 22.5 -volt 

battery. 

limiting resistor is used in series with 
the meter, but the meter has a resist- 
ance of about 2,000 ohms, so it does its 
own current limiting. The base is not 
left actually floating during the leak- 
age test, but since it is returned to the 
emitter through a 51,000 -ohm resistor, 
no potential exists between it and the 
emitter to cause current to flow through 
the emitter -base junction. So for all 
practical purposes the leakage test is 
the same as in Fig. 1. In addition to 
the conventional socket, color -coded 
leads are provided for connection to the 
terminals of a transistor. 

The greatest difference lies in the 
method of checking gain. Instead of 
using a single resistor to insert a fixed 
amount of current into the base during 
the gain test, three different values of 
resistance are used to insert three dif- 
ferent predictable amounts of current. 
Ohm's law will show that the 560,000 -, 
300,000- and 120,000 -ohm resistors allow 
the 6 -volt battery to deliver approxi- 
mately 1 /100, 1/50 and 1/20 ma, re- 
spectively, to the base. 

Remember the beta gain figure of a 
transistor is equal to a change in col- 
lector current divided by the change in 

PNP NPN 

MOM 25 
IHIRMIpJf (@f. If 

0 -2MA /2K +,' 
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ON, SOFF 
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By aL . - 560K XI00 
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Fig. 4-EMC 210 checker uses a meter 
with 2,000 -ohm resistance, does not need 

current -limiting resistor. 

base current producing it. In formula 
Ic2 - Ic1 

form: B = 
IB2 - IB1 

In this instance IB1 was zero, so the 
denominator is simply IB2. Dividing by 
1 /100 is the same as multiplying by 
100; dividing by 1/50 the same as 
multiplying by 50, etc. Therefore, to 
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determine the transistor's beta gain, 
all we have to do is multiply the change 
in collector current in ma by the de- 
nominator of the particular fraction of 
a ma of base current producing it. 

To check a transistor with the model 
210, the transistor is inserted in the 
socket or the color -coded alligator clips 
are fastened to its leads. The PNP -NPN 
switch is placed in the proper position 
and the oN-oFF switch slid to ON. The 
leakage current is read on the meter 
scale. Next the LEAKAGE -GAIN Switch 
is moved to the GAIN position that gives 
the best meter reading and the reading 
is observed. Finally the leakage reading 
is subtracted from the gain reading and 
the answer multiplied by the number 
at which the GAIN switch is resting. 
The answer is the grounded- emitter 
gain. If this figure is more than one - 
half the average beta gain figure shown 
in the table accompanying the tester, 
the transistor may be considered good. 

In an actual test, a good CK722 read 
0.1 on leakage and, with the GAIN switch 
in the x 20 position, the reading was 
1.3. (1.3 - .1) x 20 gives 24, which 
is slightly better than the average gain 
figure of 22 given in the chart. A poor 
CK722 read 0.9 on leakage and 1.1 with 
the GAIN switch in the x 20 position. 
This yields a gain figure of only 4, so 
the transistor is definitely inferior. 

Crystal diodes are also checked with 
the model 210. The diode is inserted 
across the two outside points of the 
transistor socket. The slide switches 
are moved to LEAKAGE and ON positions. 
The selector switch is rotated between 
the PNP and NPN positions. If the diode 
is good, the meter will read well within 
the GOOD section of the lower scale in 
one position and go off scale in the 
other. If both readings are low or high, 
the diode is defective. 

Beta, or the base -current amplifica- 
tion figure, can be taken from published 
data on new transistors to be tested. 
When this is not given, it can be cal- 
culated in accordance with information 
furnished with the tester. 

Precise 116 
Tube testers are coming out with 

facilities for testing transistors, too. 
One of these is the Precise model 116. 
The transistor- testing portion of the 
circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Outside of 
power being supplied from the tube 
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Fig. 5-The Precise model 116 tube and 
transistor tester and its transistor - 

checker circuit. 

tester's power supply instead of a 
battery, the circuit is that of our 
basic test circuit, with provision made 
for testing n -p -n as well as p -n -p tran- 
sistors. 

The transistor to be tested is inserted 
in the proper socket, the SELECTOR 
switch at the lower left is moved to the 
T -LEAK position and the leakage cur- 
rent is noted. Then the switch is turned 
to T -GAIN. The reading now should be 
at least four divisions higher on the 
0 -20 range of the Gm scale than was 
the leakage reading. Shorted and open 
transistors will be revealed as in the 
G -E unit. 

Sencore TDC22 
The Sencore model TDC22 dia- 

gramed in Fig. 6 embraces still an- 
other approach to testing transistor 
gain, but a study of the circuit shows 
that, in spite of the rather involved 
switching arrangement, the leakage test 
is identical to that of Fig. 1. A 560 - 
ohm current -limiting resistor is used 
in series with the 3 -ma meter, and the 
6 -volt battery forces a reverse cur- 
rent through the collector -emitter leads 
of the transistor with the base floating. 
Since leakage current is a function of 
the gain of the transistor as well as 
the collector cutoff current, four differ- 
ent leakage scales are provided. Low 
leakage on scale A is 0 -100 pa; on scale 
B, 0 -200 µa; on scale C, 0 -600 µa, and 
on scale D, 0 -1,200 µa. The proper scale 
to use is indicated in the chart accom- 
panying the tester. 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

A three -position PNP -DIODE -NPN 
switch permits proper polarity to be 
applied to the socket or the color -coded 
leads for testing either p -n -p or .n -p -n 
transistors. 

When the GAIN button is depressed, 
a selected amount of voltage of the 
proper polarity is applied to the 
47,000 -ohm resistor going to the base 
to produce a base current calculated to 
result in a 1.5 -ma, mid -scale, collector - 
current reading on the meter at the 
rated current gain of the transistor. 
This voltage is selected by the 5,000 - 
ohm GAIN SET potentiometer connected 
directly across the 6 -volt battery. The 
amount of base current needed to make 
the meter in the collector circuit read 
1.5 ma is roughly equal to 1.5 /beta. 
Transistors with low beta need more 
base current to achieve the same col- 
lector current than do those with high 
beta. The chart accompanying the tester 
gives the proper position of the GAIN - 
SET control to achieve the right amount 
of base current for each transistor, and 
instructions are furnished for calculat- 
ing settings for new transistors as they 
come out. 

In testing diodes, the PNP -DIODE -NPN 
switch is set to DIODE. Then the red 
lead is connected to the plus lead of 
the crystal and the black lead to the 
other diode lead. A diode with good 
forward current conduction will show 
a reading to the right of the right -hand 
arrow below the transistor leakage 
scale. Now the GAIN button is depressed. 
This places a reverse voltage on the 
diode. The voltage divider, made up of 
the 1,000- and 1,800 -ohm resistors 
across the battery, limits this reverse 
voltage to 2 volts so that uhf diodes 
can be checked. A good diode will be 
indicated by a reading to the left of 
the left -hand arrow below the transis- 
tor leakage scale. 

In checking power transistors, ad- 
vantage is taken of the fact that man- 
ufacturers report these can be tested 
by reading collector cutoff current 
directly. This is the current that flows 
through the collector -base junction with 
the emitter circuit open. The power 
transistor is located in the chart and 
the SELECTOR switch placed in the 

Fig. 6-The Sencore unit and its circuit for testing transistors and diodes. 
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While a transistor is being tested for 
leakage in the transistor socket, it can 
also be checked for noise by clipping 
the red and black leads across a pair 
of crystal headphones, high- impedance 
magnetic headphones in series with a 
capacitor, or the input of an amplifier. 

Eico 666 
The Eico model 666 tube and tran- 
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Fig. 7-Eico's model 666 includes / 
a transistor- testing circuit. 

indicated position. The red tester lead 
is connected to the collector and the 
black lead to the base. The yellow lead 
is left unconnected. Collector cutoff 
current is read directly from the meter 
on the particular LEAKAGE SCALE indi- 
cated on the chart. If the meter reading 
is not in the green area, the transistor 
should be rejected because Ico is ex- 
cessive. A shorted transistor will read 
all the way to the right; an open tran- 
sistor will give no needle deflection. 

HEART OF 
NORTH AMERICAN 
AIR DEFENSE 

/ 50n ize.n.i 

-----' 

sistor tester is another combination that 
permits testing transistors. The tran- 
sistor portion of the tester is contained 
in the rectangle to the right of the 
meter. See photo. It consists of a five - 
position switch and a transistor socket. 
As shown in Fig. 7, power for testing 
is obtained from the 7.5 -volt tap on the 
filament transformer. This voltage is 
rectified and filtered with the 25 -sf 
capacitor to produce 6 volts of dc. 

When the switch is in the center 

COVER FEATURE 

TUBE position, the transistor socket is 
de- energized and the meter disconnected 
from the circuit and made available for 
line adjustment and tube -testing func- 
tions. At the 1 position of either the 
PM' or NPN side, voltages of proper 
polarity are applied to the collector 
and emitter, the base circuit is opened, 
and the meter in series with a 1,000 - 
ohm resistor reads the leakage current. 
It should read in the Ico GOOD area of 
the meter between 0 and 40 on the 
0 -140 scale unless there is a note on the 
chart to the contrary. 

Next the switch is turned to the 
2 position on the same side and the beta 
read on the 0 -140 scale. The chart that 
accompanies the tester indicates limits 
within which a good transistor should 
read. Finally the switch is returned to 
TUBE and the transistor removed. 

In conclusion, I do not claim that this 
article covers all transistor testers on 
the market. Lack of space and the fact 
that new testers are being introduced 
weekly prevent this. However, an at- 
tempt has been made to cover rather 
thoroughly the circuits and operation 
of a representative group. I have used 
all the testers described. Many tran- 
sistors of known quality, both good and 
bad, were run through all six checkers, 
and, when instructions were carefully 
followed, every tester easily sorted the 
good transistors from the bad. 

A wide span of cost, complexity and 
versatility is represented by the testers 
reviewed. One of them should satisfy 
the needs of nearly every transistor 
worker and experimenter. END 

VIA the red phone and a choice of 
176 communications facilities, any 

of the major air -defense commanders 
in the United States, Canada, Alaska 
and parts of the polar region can be 
reached instantly by the North Amer- 
ican Air Defense Combat Operations 
Center in Colorado Springs, Colo. 

The mission of the Combat Operations 
Center is to detect an air attack on 
the United States and to notify all 
military and civil- defense units. Its 
aim is to detect the development of an 
air raid as quickly as possible to give 
maximum warning time. 

The heart of the center is the main 
plotting board, mounted on a 20 by 30- 
foot sheet of plexiglass. Etched on this 
board is an outline map of the United 
States, Canada, Alaska and the polar 
region. Tracks of all unidentified air- 
craft- reported by radar sites, picket 
ships and Ground Observer Corps Filter 
Centers -are plotted on the board by 
a battery of WAF's. 

50 

Another view of A /3C 
Janet F. Streib at work 
in the North American 
Air Defense Combat 

Operations Center. 

These WAF's work behind the board 
on three levels above the main floor. 
Writing backward, they do not block 
the tracks they plot from personnel 
analyzing the information shown. The 
board is visible to at least 50 operating 
personnel at all times. At the red 
phone is A /3C Janet F. Streib, aircraft 
control and warning operator. 

A 600 -mile maze of wiring within 
the center is required for direct corn- 

munications with air -defense command- 
ers and an extensive intercommunica- 
tions system. Over 6 miles of teletype 
paper is used daily, indicative of the 
vast amount of information handled. 

All voice communications between 
the center and other centers are auto- 
matically recorded, using 70,000 feet 
of recording tape per day. Any trans- 
mission can be located for playback in 
approximately 30 seconds. END 
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By RONALD L. IVES 

AT HOUGH the general prin- 
ciples of the Wheatstone atstone 
bridge have been known for 
more than a century, its use 

has been confined mostly to large 
laboratories, and shop measurements 
are made with the less expensive and 
less dependable ohmmeter. Chief ob- 
stacles to the wider use of the Wheat- 
stone bridge are the high cost of the 
decade resistors used for comparison 
purposes and of the microampere-sen - 
sitive galvanometers customarily used 
as null detectors. 

These obstacles have been eliminated 
by recent developments. Highly de- 
pendable decade resistance boxes are 
available in kit form at low cost and 
the combination of a relatively inex- 
pensive meter with a difference ampli- 
fier provides null detection. If desired, 
transistor amplification can be applied 
to the meter and sensitivities greater 
than any normally useful value can 
be obtained. 

The fundamental circuit and rela- 
tionships in a standard Wheatstone 
bridge are shown in Fig. 1. Best over- 

BAn 
RI R2 

R3 

DECADE RESISTOR 

4 

UNKNOWN 

BALANCED UNBALANCED 

RI =R2 RI.. R2 
R3 =R4 R3XR4 
I =0 I/O 

Fig. 1-Fundamental circuit and rela- 
tions in a Wheatstone bridge. 

all utility is obtained when Rl and R2 
are of about the same values as R3 and 
R4. The circuit of a modern improve- 
ment of this resistance comparator, 
using a difference amplifier, local 
power supply and medium sensitivity 
meter, is shown in Fig. 2. All compo- 
nents used are standard over -the- 
counter items, and construction is sim- 
ple and straight- forward. 

A standard SeeZak chassis, 6 x 10 x 2 
inches, with a doghouse made from a 
4 x 6 x 3 -inch chassis, holds all the 
components. There's plenty of extra 
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DECADE BOX 

J 

ON-OFF 

s-o 
]7VAC 

IA 

RECTI 

AC 

Precision bridge with built -in 
amplifier uses low -cost meter 

AC Cl y 

SEL REGT 
28V/2A BRIDGE 

RI 
PILOT -NW i- ion/2w 

N=44 

O R4 

IK°--'/ 
-0 W 

o RS 

'--'11Mr-0 
© 
MK/2W 

100 
Ko 

0 R7 

IM 6 

o 

--154 S4- RATIO ARMS 

o- 
O R13 

IK/21V 
QRI4 

0 11V1r-+ 
10K 

100K/W 
ORI6 o-Mr-- UNKNOWN 

IMEG -0 

- 
6.3V /2ATOHMS 

RECT 2 j160V /ICONA 

1+ +.1 R3 47K/2W 
125 V 

SOMA C2T60 
R2 450V 

IR/ID 

OALL IV NOMINAL SELECTED 
TO .1% BALANCE 

RI7 

I2AUT 

BALANCE 

o 

NC 

53 -TEST BALANCE 

R22 

R21 5 MEG 3.3n 
5% 

R20 

519 4250a/4W 

R1 -10 ohms, 2 watts 
R2 -I,000 ohms, 10 watts 
R3- 47,000 ohms, 2 watts 

*R4, 13 -1,000 ohms, 2 watts 
'R5, 14- 10,000 ohms, 2 watts 
*R6, 15- 100,000 ohms, 2 wafts 
'R7, 16-I megohm, I/2 watt 
'R8, I I -100 ohms, 2 watts 
'R9, 12 -10 ohms, 2 watts 
RIO-10 ohms, 2 watts, 1% 

'RI7, 21 -5 megohms, 1/2 watt 
RIB, 20-470 ohms, I watt, 5% 
RI9 -pot, 250 ohms, 4 watts (Mallory M 25OPK or 

equivalent) 
R22 -3.3 ohms, 1/2 watt 

'1% precision resistors, matched to 0.1% 
All resistors 10% unless noted 
CI -2,000 µf, 10 volts, electrolytic (Mallory HCI020 

or equivalent) 
C2-60 µf, 450 volts, electrolytic (dual 30-0 sections 

connected in parallel, Mallory FP 237 or equiv- 
alent) 

F-I amp 
JI, 2-dual binding posts (Eby 21 -R or equivalent) 
M -500 -0 -500 µa dc meter (Triplett 327 -T or equiv- 

alent) 
RECT I- selenium bridge rectifier, 28 volts, 2 amps 
RECT 2- selenium rectifier, 160 volts, 100 ma 
Sl -spst toggle 

Fig. 2- Circuit of the am 

room and ample spacing for ventila- 
tion. A front view of the amplified 
Wheatstone bridge is shown in the 

S2 

SHUNT 

J2 

+ 

0500-0-500 
DC yA 

S2 -spst pushbutton, normally closed 
S3-dpdt pushbutton momentary contact (Switch - 

craft FF type 1006 or equivalent) 
54-2 -pole 6- position rotary 
T -power transformer: primary 117 volts; secondary, 

125 volts, 50 ma; 6.3 volts 2 amps (Stancor 
PA8421 or equivalent) 

V -l2AU7 
(SeeZak chassis, 6 x 10 x 2 inches 
{SeeZak chassis, 6 4 x 3 inches 
tSeeZak chassis, rail foot set, RF -I 
tSeeZak mounting plate, MP -12 
)Aroilable from parts distributors or U M & F Man- 
ufacturing Co., 10929 Vanowen St., N. Hollywood, 
Calif. 
Rubber feet (4) 
Dial plate, 30° between markings, I-6 (Mallory 376 

or equivalent) 
Dial plate, 30' between markings, I -10 (Mallory 380 

or equivalent) 
Pilot -light socket with % -inch jewel, single- contact 

bayonet base 
Socket, 9 -pin miniature, with shield 
Ac plug, chassis mount, male (Amphenol 61 -MIO or 

equivalent) 
Capacitor socket (Cinch -Jones 2C7 or equivalent) 
Knobs 
Spaghetti 
Miscellaneous hardware 

plified Wheatstone bridge. 

photos. For operating convenience, the 
TEST BALANCE pushbutton is at the left 
of the meter and the BALANCE adjust- 
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S4 

R8 

RII 

SI 

AC INPUT 

A look FUSE HOLDER 

inside the 
doghouse. 

R22 S2 J2 

The ac input and 
fuse are located on 
the back of the 

chassis. 

R19 PILOT 

í24U7 
SOCKET 

RI 

R6' 

R7 

R18 

R16 

RIS 

R3 

RECT 1 

Under the chassis. Note 
the careful arrangement. 

R2 

ment knob at the right front. This ar- 
rangement can be reversed, if desired, 
to suit other operating practices. 

Power supply 
Power supply components, except for 

the selenium rectifiers, are mounted at 
the rear of the chassis behind the dog- 
house. The main high -voltage filter 
capacitor is mounted in a Cinch socket 
to make replacement easy. Power input 
is an Amphenol male plug, recessed 
into the rear apron of the chassis along 
with the fuse. 

The doghouse supports the meter -a 
500 -0- 500 -µa unit -and the control 
buttons and houses the amplifier tube, 
a 12AU7, which is bolted to the main 
chassis approximately 2% inches from 
the front. The rear of this enclosure 
must be cut out in the center to clear 
the mounting lip of the power trans- 
former. To supply ventilation, a small 
louver, made from a SeeZak mounting 
plate with holes enlarged and lightly 
countersunk to remove burrs, is bolted 
over a hole in the center rear of the 
cover (see front -view photo). This 
louver, plus the large grommet hole 
under the meter, provides adequate 
ventilation. 

In the assembly of the chassis and 
related components, it is advisable to 
drill out the corner bosses, replacing 
them with 6 -32 screws held by nuts on 
the inside, and to discard the sheet - 
metal screws supplied, replacing them 
with 4 -40 binding -head screws, tapped 
into the chassis rails. The doghouse is 
held to the main chassis with 4 -40 
screws (with the nuts inside the 
chassis). Standard SeeZak rail foot 
brackets are mounted at each corner of 
the chassis, but large rubber feet are 
bolted to them in place of the small 
snap -in feet supplied. 

Construction is easiest if all parts 
on the front and rear skirts of the 
chassis are mounted first, followed by 
those at the top rear. Next, the dog- 
house is fitted in place, the tube socket 
mounted and then the components at 
top front of chassis. 

Most of the connections can now be 
made (omitting only the ratio -arm 
resistors and their mountings) and the 
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DECADE RESISTOR BOX 

Fig. 3-Setup for determining an unknown resistance. 

power supply circuits fully tested. 
Precision resistors used are 1/z watt 

for the high values (5 meg and 1 meg) 
and 2 watts for all other values. These 
were matched to 0.1% with a labora- 
tory ohmmeter, which indicates "same 
or different" to high precision but may 
be a bit off as to the exact resistance 
value. As equality of the ratio arms is 
important here and exact resistance 
value is not, this method is permissible 
and useful. When soldering the preci- 
sion resistors in place, apply only the 
minimum amount of heat. Long -nose 
pliers on the resistor's lead between 
the soldered joint and the resistor act 
as a heat sink. Excessive heat will 
change the value of these resistors 
permanently. 

Precision resistors are mounted on 
terminal plates (J. W. Miller) held to 
(and separated from) the chassis by 
spacers. Mounting is shown in the 
chassis bottom -view photo. The plates 
here are shown double -decked. Power 
wiring is with standard insulated 
hookup wire. Bare wire is used else- 
where, covered with sleeving where 
insulation is desirable. 

Testing and balancing 
When wiring is completed, put the 

12AU7 tube in the socket, place a tube 
shield over it and screw the top onto 
the doghouse. The instrument is now 
ready for testing and preliminary 
balancing. 

First let it warm up for a few 
minutes. Then turn the BALANCE control 
until the meter pointer is centered, 
press the test BALANCE button and 
repeat the process. If the meter pointer 
cannot be centered, check wiring for 
an open circuit, then check the tube 
for severe unbalance (not a common 
trouble). 

With both sets of terminals shorted, 
check balance at each position of the 
RATIO ARMS switch. Balance should be 
maintained throughout. If one or more 
ranges show severe unbalance, look for 
an open circuit. If the unbalance is 
slight, check the values of the ratio - 
arm resistors again. 

When all ranges are balanced, check 
polarities of controls. While the bridge 
will work equally well electrically 
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regardless of the action of the controls, 
systematic polarization will make oper- 
ation simpler. While there are two 
schools of thought regarding logical 
polarization of controls, it is usually 
desirable to polarize them so that turn- 
ing the controls clockwise moves the 
instrument pointer in the same direc- 
tion. This may require reversing the 
leads to one or more symmetrical 
components: the meter, balancing 
potentiometer or terminals for the 
decade resistor. 

With component polarity arranged to 
suit your own taste and operating 
habits, the instrument is ready for use. 
Connections of the amplifier Wheat- 
stone bridge, a decade resistor and an 
unknown resistor are outlined in Fig. 3. 

1 

1 

1906 . APRI L 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

With these connections, set the ratio 
arms at about mid -value, such as point 
4 on the dial (10,000 or 10' ohms) , and 
adjust the decade resistance box until 
the instrument pointer is at center 
scale. The indicated resistance on the 
decade box will now show the approx- 
imate value of the unknown. Reset the 
ratio arms to approximately this value, 
reset the decade resistor until balance 
is again obtained, then press the SHUNT 
button and make minor readjustments 
of the decade box until balance is 
again obtained. The setting of the 
decade box which balances the instru- 
ment with the SHUNT button depressed 
is the value of the unknown resistor 
within the accuracy limits of the instru- 
ment and decade box (better than 1 %). 

To match resistors, a procedure 
becoming increasingly necessary in 
electronics, place one resistor across 
the UNKNOWN terminals and the second 
across the DECADE BOX terminals. If no 
great unbalance is indicated, press the 
SHUNT button for a close determination. 
With the component polarization out- 
lined above, the instrument pointer 
always leans toward the lower of the 
two resistance values. Obviously, if a 
number of resistors are compared to 
a standard and two of them give the 
same deviation in the same direction, 
they are of equal value and will match 
if they are tested on opposite sides of 
the bridge. 

The life of this precision unit is 
long. Care during construction will 
insure troublefree operation. END 

-50' ANNIVERSARY» 

1956 

50 YEARS Of 

ELECTROMIS PUBLISHING 

7 

In April, 1908, Hugo Gernsback brought out Modern Electrics, the 
first popular radio publication in the world. The April, 1958, issue 
of RADIO -ELECTRONICS, its direct descendant, still under the 
guiding hand of Hugo Gernsback, will celebrate that event with unique 
and unforgettable bits of electronic memorabilia. Old -timer and 
young'un alike will glory in tracing electronic progress from the spark 
coil to stereo, from the coherer to the transistor. 

This, in addition to the usual array of features on servicing, hi -fi, 
TV, radio and electronics. 

April issue will be one you'll want to keep. Don't miss it. 
v - Radio- Electronics ON SALE MARCH 25 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

The fourth part of a series on 
audio testing, this article describes 
a control unit that facilitates audio 
tests, and a high -pass filter used in 
making IM distortion measure- 
ments 

By Dr. L. B. HEDGE 

I have said in earlier articles'' Z 3 

of this series, basic audio - 
frequency amplifier tests (gain, 
frequency response, output 

power and harmonic distortion) require 
an audio vtvm, an audio -frequency 
oscillator and a distortion analyzer. 
Adding a network to mix a 60 -cycle 
signal (power -line transformer output) 
with the of oscillator's output to the 
amplifier input permits determining 
IM distortion with an oscilloscope' and 
the analyzer or a simple high -pass 
filter. 

Connecting the components to provide 
the test layouts of Fig. 1 -with enough 
shielding to prevent spurious hum 
pickup and feedback effects -is com- 
plicated and time -consuming. If the 
amplifier under test is to be modified 
or if effects of variations in applied 
voltages, feedback factors, circuitry and 
other variables are to be checked, 
setting up the various tests and chang- 
ing from one to another add to the 
testing time. 

While working on a recent develop- 
ment,' I found this part of the testing 
operation getting out of hand, so took 
time out to design and build the master 
control unit shown in Fig. 2 and the 
photos. Its usefulness was established 
the first day I used it and I now 
consider it indispensable. 

The unit provides connections for: 
audio oscillator output, 60 -cycle ac 
(transformer) output, ac vtvm input, 

54 

_: 

VERT IN ELECTRONIC SA VERT IN 

CO 

OS_ MIXER AMPL -..-- LOAD 

o 

o 

o 

VOLTS 

FILTER 

IN OUT 

WERT IN 

SCOPE 

Fig.1 a -Basic test setup for gain, frequency response and output power checks; 
b- electronic switch and scope added to the basic setup; e- analyzer provides 
accurate harmonic- distortion measurements; d- adding a 60 -cycle source and 
mixer prepares for IM distortion tests; e-a switchable high -pass filter in the scope 
input circuit provides an alternative IM analysis setup. 

analyzer input and output, electronic 
switch input (two channels) and out- 
put, oscilloscope (vertical) input, speak- 
er (external amplifier load) input, and 
amplifier input and output. 

Internal functions of the unit pro- 

vide: mixing of 60 -cycle (low -fre- 
queney) and audio -frequency oscillator 
(high -frequency) signals for inter - 
modulation tests, adjustment of 60- 
cycle (low- frequency) voltage input to 
mixer, adjustment of mixer output 
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JI J°j JI0 J2 J3 S3 R6 J4 
_1 __ . I 

J5 J6 

I I 
J7 SI RI R4 J11 JÌ2 S2 `3 J14 

Six components form 
a high -pass filter. 

RI, 4 -pot, 10,000 ohms 
R2, 3, S- 10,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R6- rheostat, IO ohms, 3.16 amps 
R7 -10 ohms, 20 watts 
R8-600 ohms, 20 watts 
J1-8-coaxial connectors (male, panel- mounting) 
J9 -16- binding posts 
SI -2 -pole 2- position I-deck rotary 
S2 -3 -pole S- position 3 -deck rotary 
S3 -3 -pole 2- position 2 -deck rotary 
54-1-pole 4- position 1 -deck rotary 
SS-4-pole 2- position 2 -deck rotary 
Panel, 1/e x 5'/2 e 18 inches, Masonite 
Cabinet, 41/2 x 6 x 18 inches 
Miscellaneous hardware 

S4 15 J16 J8 S5 
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Front panel of the 
master control 
unit. 

A maze of switches fills 
the control unit's in- 
terior. 

S5 J5 J4 R7 R6 S3 

COMMON GROUND 
POINT 

S2 RI JI 

J8 J16 S4 Ji5 R8 314 J13 JI2 J11 SI J7 

Fig. 2- Circuit of the master control 
unit. 

voltage, and adjustment of resistive 
load for amplifier output. 

Switch SI connects the amplifier in- 
put to the output of the IM signal 
mixer or the output of the audio oscil- 
lator. 

Switch S2 connects the audio vtvm 
across the 60 -cycle (low- frequency) in- 
put to the IM signal mixer or the audio 
oscillator (high- frequency) input to 
the IM signal mixer or the amplifier 
input. 

Switch S3 connects the analyzer in- 
put to the amplifier input or output. 

Switch S4 connects the amplifier out- 
put to either a 600 -ohm resistive load, 
a 10 -20 -ohm variable resistive load, a 
0 -10 -ohm variable resistive load or to 
speaker (external load) terminals. 

Switch S5 connects the oscilloscope's 
(vertical) input to the ac vtvm input 
connections or to the electronic switch 
output. 

With S5 in the voltmeter position, 
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AUDIO OSCILLATOR 
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JII JI2 

MPOLIFIER IN 

J9 JI0 

-SIG VOLTAGE 

METER 

the inputs to the two electronic switch 
channels are shorted. With S5 in the 
electronic switch position, the A input 
is connected to the amplifier input, the 
B input is connected to the amplifier 
output and the electronic switch output 
is connected to the oscilloscope. 

The functions of the IM signal mixer 
are made possible by the elements 
shown in Fig. 3. This bridge type mix- 
ing network effectively isolates the low - 
frequency (audio oscillator) input. At 
the same time, the network introduces 

1J13OJ14 
(6 o 

AMPLIFIER OUT 

JIS JIB 10 O 
SPEAKER 

a minimum of intermodulation due to 
nonlinearities in its circuit. 

Low -frequency voltage is adjusted by 
RI ; high -frequency voltage by the audio 
oscillator's output control. R4 regulates 
the mixed signal voltage applied to the 
amplifier under test. The mixer bridge 
maintains the ratio of low- to high - 
frequency voltages between input and 
output, and is arranged to provide one 
grounded lead to the audio oscillator 
output and the amplifier input. The 
low- frequency (60- cycle) supply must 
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RI LOW FREQ OM) IN 

R3 

R4 
OK 

OUT TO AMPLINPUT 

HIGH FREQ 

(OSCILLATOR) IN 

Fig. 3-Intermodulation 
bridge. 

signal mixer 

Fig. 4-Analyzer IM output scope pat- 
tern with harmonics of the 60 -cycle 
component not removed. 

JI CI .001 C2 .001 J20 

IN 

OUT 

II 
CH 

8.5H/400n/50 A 

CI, 2 -.001 µf 
CH-8.5 h, 400 ohms, 50 ma (surplus unit- similar 

to Stancor C1279 which has same ratings) 
JI, 2- coaxial connectors (male, panel -mounting) 
S -dpdt slide switch 
Case, surplus BC 1366 jack box or equivalent 
Miscellaneous hardware 

Fig. 5-Circuit of high -pass filter. 

Fig. 6-IM signal scope pattern, unfil- 
tered and with scope sweep set to 1 
cycle of the low- frequency (60- cycle) 
signal. 
be isolated from ground -conveniently 
done by using a transformer for this 
supply'. 

Using the control unit 
The apparent complexities of wiring 

and switching connections shown in 
Fig. 2 are necessary for satisfactory 
performance of the master control unit 
-the extra switch decks and the 
grounding of interconnecting leads 
when not active in the circuit insure 
a minimum of stray couplings. With- 
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out these isolation features -including 
ground -lead connections carefully laid 
out to eliminate ground -loop couplings - testing preamps and other high -gain 
amplifiers with high input and output 
impedances may easily be complicated 
by oscillation caused by feedback in- 
duced by the test circuitry. Shielded - 
cable connectors are provided as shown 
for use with shielded connectors to the 
audio oscillator, 60 -cycle supply, ana- 
lyzer input and output, electronic 
switch inputs and output, and the 
oscilloscope input. Binding posts are 
provided for the voltmeter, amplifier 
input and output, and the speaker or 
other external load. This distribution 
of terminals is not critical but does 
contribute to the overall flexibility of 
the whole setup and makes inadvertent 
disconnection of major elements un- 
likely. 

Test procedures for gain, frequency 
response, power output and harmonic 
distortion tests have been outlined in 
previous articles of this series1' 2' 3 

With each of these tests the control 
unit provides all necessary switching 
(with S1 in the frequency position) 
and also provides a resistive load that 
can be adjusted to most conventional 
output impedances. Amplifiers designed 
to operate into a high- impedance load 
may be tested with a resistance of the 
proper value and power rating con- 
nected across the speaker terminals of 
the control unit. Power amplifiers may 
be tested with a speaker connected, 
providing a comparison of the actual 
as -used performance of the amplifier 
with its performance with an as- 
designed resistive load. 

Intermodulation measurements can 
be made on an oscilloscope with the 
analyzer or high -pass filter between 
the signal source (amplifier input or 
output) and the scope (Figs. 1 -d and 
1 -e) . The analyzer and filter serve the 
same purpose in these setups -to re- 
move the low- frequency component of 
the mixed signal, permitting measure- 
ment of amplitude variations (modula- 
tion) of the high- frequency component. 
If the 60 -cycle (low- frequency) signal 
is a pure sine wave, both will function 
similarly in this capacity. But if the 
60 -cycle signal has a noticeable har- 
monic content (2% to 5% is not un- 
common in power -line waveforms), the 
analyzer will remove the 60 -cycle signal 
but will leave the harmonics of this 
signal mixed with the high- frequency 
signal (Fig. 4). The high -pass filter 
shown in Fig. 5 is simple and effective. 
Although not designed to provide 
impedance match with its input and 
output, it consequently has a variable 
insertion loss. It reduces the 60 -cycle 
signal by a factor of several hundred, 
and harmonics through the fifth (300 
cycles) by factors well over 60. Use 
of the high -pass filter is recommended. 
However, the analyzer can be used as 
indicated in the following test analysis. 

IM test 
IM measurements are made with 

S1 in the IM position, the audio oscil- 
lator set for 1,000 cycles or above 
(normal IM ratings are made with a 
2,000 -cycle high- frequency signal com- 
ponent) and with the low- frequency 
(60- cycle) signal input voltage to the 
mixer four times that of the high - 
frequency (oscillator) signal. Since the 
mixed IM signal results in higher 

Fig. 7 -Scope image of filtered IM sig- 
nal, no intermodulation or low- frequen- 
cy harmonics present. 

Fig. 8- Filtered IM signal with inter - 
modulation notches, but without low - 
frequency harmonics. 

Fig. 9-Filtered IM signal (analyzer 
output) with IM notches and low -fre- 
quency harmonics. 

N °I 41°1 N °2 d2 °I.5 

T 
n 

N°3 d3=2 N°4 d4°2.5 
225 

IO 

dI+d2+d3 +d4_ 1+1.5 +2 +2.5 _ 7 

A 22.5 22.5 311 
40 X .311 =12.44 = s IM DISTORTION 

Fig.10- Graphical analysis of Fig. 9. 

The completed filter can be switched in 
and out. 
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peak voltages than single- frequency 
test signals of the same indicated volt- 
age, the equivalent power output for 
the IM test is computed for the 4 -to -1 
input signal voltage ratio as 25/17 
times the corresponding single -fre- 
quency power output. Thus, if E is 
the meter voltage across load resist- 
ance R for the mixed signal output, 

Equivalent power output = 
E` x 25 (5E)z 
R 17 17R 

With the IM signal applied to the 
oscilloscope and the filter out, sweep 
and sync controls are set to show 1 

cycle of the 60 -cycle component (Fig. 
6) . The filter is then switched in and 
the envelope of the high- frequency 
signal adjusted by the scope's amplitude 
control to provide a large and even 
value of the peak -to -peak amplitude of 
the envelope on the scope scale. If no 
low- frequency harmonic or intermodu- 
lation distortion is present, the envelope 
will be rectangular (Fig. 7). Inter - 
modulation appears as notches on one 
or both edges of the pattern (Fig. 8). 
Harmonic mixture appears as deflec- 
tions of the envelope (Fig. 4), and IM 
with harmonic mixture will provide a 
pattern showing both notches and 

deflections (Fig. 9). 
C. J. LeBel' has developed a method 

for evaluating the filtered oscilloscope 
pattern to provide an accurate figure 
for percentage of IM distortion repre- 
sented in the pattern. The procedure 
indicated here is based on LeBel's 
method with slight modifications and 
provides evaluation of comparable 
accuracy over the useful range of these 
measurements. 

With a pattern of the unmixed type 
(Fig. 8) the depth of each notch, in 
either or both top and bottom edges 
of the envelope, is measured, the sum 
of the notch depths is divided by the 
peak -to -peak amplitude of the envelope, 
and the quotient multiplied by 40. If 
the result is 20 or less, this is the 
percentage of IM distortion. If the 
result is over 20 and not greater than 
35, the intermodulation percentage is 
20 plus 4/3 of the amount the first 
computation exceeds 20. If the first 
computation is over 35, the intermodu- 
lation is greater than 40%, and its 
exact value is of little significance in 
quality testing -40% intermodulation 
distortion is very poor quality. 

A pattern containing harmonic - 
mixed and IM -notch effects (Fig. 9) is 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

most effectively evaluated by plotting 
the bottom -to -top amplitude of the 
pattern on a piece of paper (Fig. 10) 
and using the notches which appear in 
this plot for computation. This plotting 
procedure can be used with either type 
of pattern -it provides a plot of the 
envelope with the bottom side straight- 
ened and all notches transferred to the 
top side, and with mixed harmonics it 
removes from the plot those variations 
in the upper and lower contours which 
are identical and make no changes in 
the envelope amplitude. 

The electronic switch will be covered 
next and an oscilloscope will follow. 
The control unit has been covered at 
this stage because its functions are of 
primary importance in making distor- 
tion tests. The oscilloscope and the 
electronic switch are, however, elements 
of vital importance in an effective of 
test setup and their applications will 
be thoroughly covered later in the 
series. END 

t "Build This Amplifier- Rectifier Vtvm for Audio 
Testing," RADIO -ELECTRONICS, October, 1957. 
2 "Extended -Range Audio Oscillator," RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS, December, 1957. 
s "Wien- Bridge Analyzer," RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
January, 1958. 
sC. J. LeBel, "A New Method of Measuring and 
Analyzing Intermodulation," Audio Engineering, 
July, 1951. 

Economy 
TEST 

TUBE 

FOCUS MAGNET 

WIDTH CONTROL 

YOKE 

By DANIEL MEYER 

MANY TV technicians have wished 
while working on a vertical chassis 

set, for a small test picture tube. Check- 
ing components in one of these sets, 
with a whole inch or two to work in 
and with a high- voltage lead brushing 
your wrist, is just a little too much for 
the nerves to stand. 

One day, while looking into this 
situation, I noticed in a magazine ad 
a surplus radar tube called a 5FP7. 
This tube is a 53° type with magnetic 
focus and deflection and a long -per- 
sistence phosphor. It also is fitted with 
an octal socket instead of the 12 -pin 
type commonly used on larger tubes. 
And it cost only $1.79. 

The big question was the high 
voltage. The Radio Amateur's Hand- 
book gives an operating voltage of 
7,000 volts, but no maximum rating. 

Just to play safe, when working on 
sets with very high second -anode volt- 
ages, I put a series resistor in the high - 
voltage lead to lower the voltage at 
the tube enough to stop any tendency 
to arcing. A suitable resistor can be 
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made by soldering five 4.7- megohm 
resistors in series and covering them 
with plastic tubing. The resistors should 
be at least 1 -watt units and enclosed 
in the plastic tubing for safety. Be 
sure to use high -voltage types. The 
resistor is connected to the second 
anode button on one end and to the 
high -voltage lead on the other. (To 
avoid any possibility of X -ray radia- 
tion keep the anode voltage below 8,000 
volts. Editor.) 

The 5FP7's base can be converted 
by removing the base from a dud pic- 
ture tube or buying one and putting it 
over the end of the original eight -pin 
base. To do this drill a hole in the end 
of the alignment pin on the 12 -pin 
base big enough to pass a 6 -32 bolt. 
Then drill a hole slightly smaller than 
the bolt in the end of the eight -pin 
base on the tube. This hole must be 
drilled slowly and very carefully so 

TABLE I 

Socket Pin numbers 
8-pin 2 3 5 7 8 NC 
12-pin I 10 2 II 12 6 

the drill does not go too deep and break 
off the tip of the tube. When this is 
done, solder insulated leads between 
the pins of the corresponding tube 
elements in each socket. These leads 
should be from 1 -1% inches long. The 
pins that should be connected together 
are listed in Table I. Screw the bolt 
into the end of the socket to hold the 
new 12 -pin socket firmly in place. Use 
care, so as not to break the pin on the 
inside base. Heating the bolt with a 
soldering gun may help to get it 
threaded into place if the hole seems a 
little small. 

There is oversweep when this tube 
is used with most sets, so I borrowed 
a trick from some of the newer TV 
sets to make it possible to see the edges 
of the raster when using this small 
tube. Glue a piece of aluminum foil 
(borrowed from your wife) to a piece 
of light cardboard, leaving the alu- 
minum about Y4 inch shy on all edges. 
The cardboard should be about 5 x 5 
inches. When this is dry, wrap it 
around the neck of the tube with the 
foil on the inside and glue the edge. 
Leave it loose enough so it will slide 
up and down the neck of the tube. 
This sliding tube acts as a width con- 
trol. If the picture is too wide, simply 
slide the tube under the yoke until the 
picture is the desired size. 

I focus my tube with a spare PM 
type focusing device. It not only focuses 
the tube but also helps hold it in place. 
If you do not have a spare PM focus 
unit, one can be bought for less than $2. 

To use this tube, simply slip it into 
the yoke, hook up the high voltage, 
put the PM focus unit behind the yoke, 
connect the tube and you are ready. 
It does not require an ion trap. END 
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what's 
new 

MOVEMENT OF ANY 
KIND triggers this combination 
alarm and control center. The unit 
generates an rf, continuous -wave 
signal in a figure -8 (dipole) pat- 
tern. When any mass moves in the 
antenna's field, a change of voltage 
in the circuit triggers a relay oper- 
ating an alarm or other device. 

The operation of the Electro- 
Sentry, made by Gulton Industries 
Inc., Metuchen, N. J., is in some 
ways similar to a Doppler radar 
effect. Its frequency is above 200 
me and output power is within 
FCC specifications. 

A DEVICE THAT 
READS handwritten num- 
bers is held by its inventor, 
Ton L. Diamond of Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories. About the 
size of a portable typewriter. 
this experimental electronic 
unit recognizes numerals as 
they are written on the spe- 
cial writing plate on the right. 
Considerable latitude in styles 
of handwriting is permitted, 
though the numbers must be 
formed around the two ver- 
tically spaced dots on the 
writing plate. The computer 
is then informed as to which 
of the lines radiating from the 
dots has been crossed, and 
from that information identi- 
fies the digit. It will also read 
numbers after they have been 
written with a special conduc- 
tive pencil. 

LONG - RANGE 
RADAR antenna sys- 
tem probes the sky. 
The radar is operated 
by the Lincoln Labo- 
ratory of the Massa- 
chusetts Institute of 
Technology under a 
research contract for 
the Army, Navy and 
Air Force. Designed 
as a research tool, it 
has been used for de- 
tecting the Russian 
satellites, helping to 
pinpoint their posi- 
tion. Transmitting 
power is supplied by 
11- foot -tall, high - 
power klystron tubes. 

The high degree of 
precision required by 
the radar made it nec- 
essary to position the 
antenna with such ac- 
curacy that the mi- 
nute bending of the 
antenna tower caused 
by uneven heating by 
the sun could not be 
tolerated. This bend- 
ing was minimized by 
painting the surface 
of the tower white to 
secure maximum re- 
flectivity of the sun's 
rays. 
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RUGGED TAPE RECORD- 
ER, similar to the one shown, 
recently survived a 12,00D-foot 
drop into the ocean. The recorder, 
developed by the Ampex Corp. for 
General Electric, is designed for 
use in the Atlas intercontinental 
ballistics missile. The men holding 
a conference over it are Ralph 
Whitaker (left) and John Tipp, 
Ampex engineers. 
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TRUE PORTABLE TV uses 31 transistors and is 
battery- powered. The only tube in the set is the 14 -inch 
rectangular kinescope. Two nickel -cadmium batteries 
provide 6 hours of operation before recharging is neces- 
sary. Recharging takes 2 hours and batteries can be re- 
charged a minimum of 2,000 times. The set can also be 
powered by a 12 -volt automobile electrical system. 
Named the Meteor, it is made by Motorola. All tran- 
sistors in the receiver were developed by the firm. Esti- 
mates indicate that this set could be marketed at a prac- 
tical price around 1960. 

FIRST CONVERTIBLE TV is easily 
transformed from a 21 -inch portable into a 
console. Speaker is taken from the receiver 
(bottom) and front -mounted in the console cabi- 
net. The receiver then slides into place, becom- 
ing part of the floor model. The convertible 
receiver has its own cabinet with side carrying 
handles for easy portability. The sets, produced 
by Sylvania, come with console cabinets fin- 
ished in mahogany, blond and natural birch. 

A NEW TEST INSTRUMENT, 
Oscar, the artificial head that talks, thanks 
to a built -in speaker, is used to test 
microphones for Shure Brothers Inc. The 
head closely approximates conditions un- 
der which a mike is actually used. This 
makes practical acoustic measurements 
possible. The microphone shown has its 
own tiny built -in transistor amplifier. 

TRANSPARENT 
GUARD AROUND 
PICKUP ARM of this 
record - demonstrator phono- 
graph protects records 
against damage due to care- 
less handling of the arm. 
Remote operation of the 
pickup lets you place the 
arm anywhere on the record 
without the possibility of 
dropping the stylus on the 
disc. Announced by the 
Grayline Co. of Chicago, the 
unit is intended for the rec- 
ord shop, listening booth or 
counter. 
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ELECTRONICS 

new POWER 

Electron pressure produces dc without 
rectification in the normal sense. A 
true conversion of thermal energy direct 
to electric power, which can be put 
to practical use in transistor 
power supplies 

By HAROLD C. HUBBARD 

AE W articles have been written 
on ac power supplies for tran- 
sistors and commercial supplies 
are available. It is evident, 

after examining either the circuit or 
the finished product, that ac power 
supplies for transistors cannot be 
thrown together from the junkbox. 

For most circuit applications (espe- 
cially point- contact units) applied poten- 
tials have a polarity that might cause 
excessive current through low- imped- 
ance inputs (if supply potentials re- 
main constant regardless of current). 

This requires a do supply that de- 
livers constant or at least limited 
current. Generally these supplies have 
a dc resistance greater than the inter- 
nal resistances of the transistor. 

The experimenter, especially the be- 
ginner, wants to work with transistors. 
He has a transistor kit, a small preamp 
or some form of transistor oscillator, 

117VAC,6.3VAC,ETC IN 

Fig. 1- Basic ac -to -dc 
supply circuit. 
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Fig. 2 - Circuit of 
preamp used with 
electron - pressure 

supply. 

117Z6 -GT 

COMPLETE 
AC TO DC 
POWER SUPPLY 

COMPLETE 
DC 
POWER SUPPLY 

POWER 
CORD 

JI 

TRANSISTOR PREAM, 

and is not interested in the precise 
designing of a fused, metered power 
supply nor the cost of buying one. 
Therefore, a small ac -to -dc supply for 
many transistor experiments, costing 
only a few cents to build, would be 
useful to have. Especially when it can 
be hooked up in any manner without 
any chance of damage and can even 
be short -circuited for hours with no 
ill effects. 

This article describes such a supply 
designed around electron pressure. The 
supply and a transistor preamp, also 
covered here, are built into a 11/4 x 11/4 
x 2 -inch box. I mention again the power 
supply is inexpensive and small as it 
consists of only a rectifier tube. 

The unit's basic circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1. As in the Hubbard oscillator 
(RADIO- ELECTRONICS, July and August, 
1957) ac is fed to the heater only. 
Thus the do supply is isolated from 

JI 

I 

270K 

C4 I 
117Z6 
GT 

r:41 

RI- 270,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R2 -5,600 ohms, V2 watt 
CI, 2, 4-.05 µf, 200 volts, miniature 
C3-10 µf, 10 volts, miniature electrolytic 
JI, 2 -phone jacks 
VI-CK722 
V2 -I 1726 -GT 
Socket, octal 
Case, 11/2 x I1/2 x 2 inches 
Miscellaneous hardware 

J2 

Transistor preamp and two 
possible power sources. 

the 117 -volt line. Electrons are ejected 
into space, by the cathode, until the 
plate is charged negatively, or the 
cathode is positive by the number of 
electrons it has lost. These migrate 
back to the cathode in a circuit out- 
side the tube envelope and constitute 
a steady do flow. It is enough to run 
many transistor devices. In this article 
it is specifically used to power a tran- 
sistor preamp and an oscillator. 

How it works 
Some readers will refer to this as 

merely the "contact potential" of a 
tube. For some reason, this may seem 
to make the device old and uninterest- 
ing. However, the effect is due to elec- 
trons ejected from a cathode in vacuum 
until a certain pressure is reached or 
built up. 

If this pressure of electrons from 
the cathode in a vacuum were caused 

Fig. 3 -A simple 
oscillator that 
can be used with 

ac supply. 
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V2 

Transistor preamp ready to 
plug into any 117 -volt ac 
outlet. 

C3 V2 

ELECTRONICS 

Inside the case space is at a premium. 
Careful layout is a must for this pre - 
amp. 

JI TRANSISTOR PREAMP 

by electron ejection by light, it would 
be called a photoelectric effect. If caused 
by a radioactive device, the pressure 
would be described as "when the plate 
was charged negative." Yet, in all these 
devices, electrons are ejected to a cer- 
tain pressure as measured between the 
cathode and anode. 

The term contact potential is defined 
as a small voltage established when- 
ever two conductors of different mate- 
rial are brought into contact -when 
dissimilar metals are extremely close 
together without actually touching (100 
atomic diameters or so), electrons from 
the more electropositive metal spill 
over into the other. Therefore, I be- 
lieve the term contact potential used 
to describe electron ejection in vacuum 
is out of place. 

However, call it what you will, you 
will be agreeably surprised at the way 
it will operate a transistor oscillator 
or preamp for many months with no 
attention or parts failure. The sche- 
matics of the preamp and oscillator 
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The preamp can be used for head- 
phone amplification (see "Headset 
Booster," RADIO- ELECTRONICS, Septem- 
ber, 1957) or as a preamp ahead of an 
existing amplifier. The complete unit, 
with the built -in preamp, is shown in 
the photos. A battery can be substituted 
for the tube for field use by fitting an 
octal plug to a flashlight cell. This is, 
of course, used in place of 117Z6 -GT. 

The small electrolytic capacitor 
across the cathode and anode is not a 
filter in the usual sense as nothing is 
rectified, but as a low- impedance signal 
path around the diode. 

The charts (Figs. 4 and 5) show the 
output of 6SN7 -GT duo -triodes con- 
nected as diodes and the potentials and 
currents produced under certain loads. 
It is interesting to note the difference 
between series and parallel connections 
as compared with batteries. While a 
single large cathode produces a low 
pressure at high- resistance loads as 
compared with small cathodes in series, 
the single large cathode will sometimes 
end up with a higher potential under 
a heavy load. END 
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Fig. 4-Graph of voltage output vs load resistance. 
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Fig. 5 -Effect of series and parallel tubes on voltaire and current output. 
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ELECTRONICS 

Transistor 
Locator 

Finds Metal 
Fast 

Lightweight unit for spotting buried metal 

uses potted construction techniques 

By EDWIN BOHR 

IMPROVED circuitry, up -to -date tran- 
sistors and better stability are corn- 
bined in this transistor metal locator. 
Operating at about 2 mc, detection 

takes place by the beat -frequency meth- 
od. 

Beat -frequency locators have a single 
exploration loop forming the inductive 
part of an oscillator circuit. Metals 
brought within the loop's field cause the 
oscillator frequency to change. This 
change is proportionately small. Typi- 
cally, frequency may change only a few 
cycles per million. 

To detect this small change, another 
oscillator, called a reference oscillator, 
is used to beat against the detection 
oscillator. Both oscillators may be set 
to the same frequency initially. This is 
called "zero beat." Then, as a metal is 
approached, the detection -oscillator fre- 
quency will change, producing an audio 
tone when it is mixed with the output of 
the reference oscillator. 

Success with this type of locator 
depends upon high stability of the oscil- 
lators and freedom from excessive 
pulling. Pulling is the tendency of oscil- 
lators to lock together as their fre- 
quencies become nearly identical. 

Electrically, stability is improved by 
shunting the transistors with large 
values of capacitance and making these 
capacitances only a small portion of the 
total tuning capacitance. 

Mechanical rigidity, also necessary 
for oscillator stability, is increased by 
welding the circuits into vibration - 
resistant units with Fiberglas potted 
construction. 

The circuit (see Fig. 1) divides into 
four parts by electrical function. First, 
there is a potted oscillator assembly that 
fits into the handle of the locator. The 
other three functional units are in the 
instrument box : the reference oscillator, 
beat detector using transistor V4 and 
a 2 -stage direct -coupled audio amplifier. 

The detector will locate large -area 
high- conductivity metals such as alu- 
minum and copper sheets at distances 
up to 6 feet. Under ordinary conditions 
-finding pipes, etc. -the range is much 
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less depending upon the area of metal 
facing the coil. The thickness or volume 
of the material is not too important. 

Loop construction 
Making the locator's loop is usually 

the big headache. However, I have sim- 
plified this problem by using quilting - 
hoop and Fiberglas construction. 

A Gibbs quilting hoop is the heart of 
the loop. This wood hoop measures 18 
x 27 inches. The inner hoop is used for 
the detection loop but the outside hoop 
may also be used. (You can build two 
loops from one hoop.) 
RI, 2, 16, 18 -1,000 ohms 
R3, 4, 19 -4,700 ohms 
R5, 8, 12- 15,000 ohms 
R6 -2,000 ohms, 5% 
R7 -2,700 ohms 
R9 -2,200 ohms 
RIO-470 ohms 
RII -pot, 15,000 ohms, miniature (Lafayette VC -35 or 

equivalent) 
RI3 -270 ohms 
R14- 47,000 ohms 
RI5 -3,300 ohms 
RI7- 12,000 ohms 
All resistors 1/2 -waft 10% unless noted 
BATT I, 2, 3-8 volts, Mallory TR -136R 
CI -150 µµf, mica or ceramic 
C2-68 µµf, mica or ceramic 
C3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13-300 µµf, mica or ceramic 
C7 -100 µµf, mica or ceramic 
C8, 9, 15, 18-.01 µf, miniature ceramic 
Cl l-39 µµf, mica or ceramic 
C14- variable capacitor, see text (Lafayette MS -274 

or MS -270 or equivalent) 
C16, 17 -20 µµf, mica or ceramic (see text) 
C19, 20, 21, 22-80 µf, 6 volts, miniature electrolytic 
JI -phono jack 
J2, 3 -tip jacks 
LI-5 turns No. 22 hookup wire on an IB x 27 -inch 

oval (see text) 
L2- ferrite antenna coil, modified (see text) 
RFC-1 mh 
S-spst toggle 
VI, 2, 3, 4 -2N137 
V5, 6-2N43 
Case, 31/4 x 51/4 x 21 /s inches 
Microphone cable, 4 feet 

©L2 CII 39 ppf 

CI 

`300 PO 

The author 
testing his 

unit. 

Five turns of No. 22 plastic hookup 
wire are space -wound around the out- 
side of the hoop. The turns can be held 
in place with a few strips of electrical 
tape. 

Now, the operation of applying the 
resin and Fiberglas begins. Fiberglas 
and resin are available at auto and 
boating stores, either separately and in 
kits. Initially, I recommend the kits, 
since they contain measuring cups, 
spatula and detailed instruction book- 
lets. 

Coat the hoop, a short section at a 
time, with plastic resin and wrap the 
Fiberglas kif 
Aluminum tubing 
Aluminum foil 
Headphones 
Gibbs quilting hoop (Sears Roebuck No. 63005083 or 

equivalent) 
Phono plug 
Miscellaneous hardware 

DETECTION OSCILLATOR 
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Fig. 1- Circuit of the 7- transistor unit. 
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hoop with 3 -inch Fiberglas tape. Be 
sure to follow the measuring and mixing 
instructions for the resin to the letter. 
Of course, the tape should be wound 
tightly and with some overlap. Wrap 
the hoop as if it were a sprained wrist 
or ankle. As the winding progresses, 
brush on more resin until the tape is 
well impregnated. 

At least 24 hours are necessary for 
the resin to set. During the first 30 
minutes, however, the tape may be 
smoothed into place with a wooden 
spatula. 

After the first application of Fiber- 
glas has hardened, the aluminum -foil 
electrostatic shield is added. This shield 
reduces the effect of capacitance on the 
loop. 

I used a wide strip of aluminum foil 
to enfold the loop. As an alternative, a 
strip of foil several times longer than 
the loop circumference may be wrapped 
in the same way as the Fiberglas. 

The two ends of the aluminum foil 
must not touch and, preferably, the 
edges should not touch either. The 
ground connection to the foil is made by 
taping several inches of bared stranded 
hookup wire to the surface of the foil 
that faces the just- finished Fiberglas. 

A final outside coat of Fiberglas and 
resin is added on top of the foil, just 
like the layer under the foil shield. 
When this is completed, the loop will be 
very rigid and strong. Now, add a 
stump to stick into the aluminum -tube 
handle (see Fig. 2). 

Make the stump by rolling Fiberglas 
(impregnate as you roll) into a tube 
with a small hole in the center for the 
three lead wires (two from Ll and one 
from the shield). Start rolling the 
Fiberglas on a pencil and then remove 
the pencil. The roll should be tied with 
Fiberglas threads to keep it from un- 
winding. 

Strips of impregnated tape then at- 
tach the stump to the loop. In addition, 
Fiberglas floss mixed with resin to form 
a sort of putty should be used to fill 
voids and smooth the appearance. 

The completed assembly can be sanded 
to a smooth appearance and imperfec- 
tions filled with more material. A fast - 
drying spray paint finish is desirable 
or coloring can be added to the resin to 
give a built -in color to the loop. 

The stump is drilled and tapped 
through the handle for two 10 -32 
screws. Be careful and do not drill 
through the lead wires! 

Working with Fiberglas may sound 
like making mud pies, but it is strong, 
adaptable and attractive. In some re- 
spects it can be stronger than steel. 
And, you do not haveto worry about it 
cracking or breaking like noure -en- 
forced plastics. 
Potted oscillator 

The oscillator for the loop, including 
transistors V1 and V2, is cast in a 
cylinder of resin and Fiberglas floss 
slightly smaller than the inside diame- 
ter of the handle. Parts for the oscil- 
lator are bundled together and soldered 
so they will fit into the mold. 
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WIND GLASS TAPE AROUND WOOD CORE 
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ALUMINUM FOIL SHIELD 

CI 

= FIBERGLASS d PLASTIC 

ELECTRONICS 

BARE GHD WIRE TO ALUMINUM FOIL SHIELD 

ALUMINUM TUBE 

Fig. 2- Detector loop 
and handle construction. 

The completed instru- 
ment -case section. 

Detector oscillator is 
potted in Fiberglas. 

Check the oscillator before it is 
potted. Connect Cl, C2 and the loop to 
the oscillator and connect to J1 if the 
instrument case is finished. If not, con- 
nect the wires ordinarily going to J1 
to an 8 -volt battery -the negative bat- 
tery terminal to the collectors. 

To check for oscillation, connect a 
1N34 or similar diode in series with a 
20,000 -ohms -per -volt dc meter (the 
diode's cathode goes to the positive lead) 
and measure the voltage across the 
coil. The meter should read several 
volts. If it does not, check your wiring 
and voltages or possibly remove Cl 
and increase the value of C2 to about 

Top view of the instrument -case chassis. 

double its original value. 
If the oscillator is ready for potting, 

cut off a piece of the handle to use as 
the form. Slot the piece with a hacksaw 
and squeeze the slot closed. This makes 
the form smaller than the handle's 
inside diameter. Gently insert the oscil- 
lator into the form and cover one end 
with a cardboard and putty seal. (Let 
the terminals protrude through the 
cardboard.) Then fill the form with a 
resin and Fiberglas floss mixture. 

When this is complete, connect the 
loop and potted oscillator together with 
Cl and C2 (see Fig. 2). Strip the in- 

(Continued on page 80) 
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DICK JURGENS and his band have played in 
virtually every state in the union, and just about 
every important hotel, night club, theater, and one - 
night stand, in the country, has echoed to the 
sounds of his music. He has done a number of 
radio shows, and made over five -hundred record- 
ings with Columbia Records in seventeen years. 
He was head of the first all- marine entertainment 
unit during World War II, and toured the South 
Pacific for almost two years with this group. His 
own band was reorganized again after the war. 
Dick Jurgens was co- author of such hit tunes as: 
One Dozen Roses ", "Elmer's Tune ", "Careless ", 

"If I Knew Then ", "A Million Dreams Ago ", and 
his theme song, "Daydreams Come True at Night." 
He has come a long way in the world of music and 
entertainment since his first "big time" engage- 
ment at the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco 
some years ago, and is now well known for his 
musical talents. 
A lesser known side of Dick Jurgen's life, how- 
ever, is his interest and ability in electronics -that 
had its beginnings in the late 20's, and has con- 
tinued as his main hobby until the present time. 
Dick has built about twenty -five Heathkits, and 
considers electronics his serious hobby. He espe- 
cially likes test equipment and high fidelity projects, 
and hopes some day to make a business of his 
electronics interests. We are quite proud to list 
Dick Jurgens among our "do -it- yourself" cus- 
tomers. 
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You'll get plenty of these detailed pictorial diagrams 
in your Heathkit construction manual to show where each 

and every wire and part is to be placed. Everything you 
do is spelled out in pictures so you can't go wrong. 

That's what makes it such fun! 

and here's why... 
1. You get higher quality at lower cost by 
dealing direct, and by doing your own 
assembly. 

2. You receive personal, friendly, service (be- 
fore and after sale) for complete satisfaction. 
3. You benefit from the latest in engineering 
designs because of our concentration on 
kit -form equipment only_. 

4. You may depend on performance as ad- 
vertised- backed by Heath's world -wide 
reputation for quality. 

5. You can take a full year to pay with the 
HEATH EASY TIME PAYMENT PLAN. 

everybody's doing it! 

N eathkíts 
® 

B y D A Y S T R O M 

...fun to build 

and a thrill to own! 

(V) Connect a 22 Ka resistor (red- red -orange) 
from socket CI (NS) to ground lug C9 (NS). 

/ See Figure 8. 
(V) Connect a .005 µtd disc capacitor from 

socket C4 INS) to IF transformer Q4 (NS). 

) Bead socket lug C5 and IF transformer lug 
Q3 toward each other until they make con- 
tact and overlap slightly. Solder the con- 
nection securely. (1). 

) Install a .005 Ofd capacitor from socket 
(NS4 to ground lug C9 (NS). Dress th 
acitor close to chassis, under t' 
- oacltor previously instat'- 

Read the step ... perform the operation ... and 
check it off -it's just that simple. These plainly - 
worded, easy -to- follow, steps are combined with 

pictorial diagrams to take you through every phase of 
assembly. Let our experience be your teacher! 
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TIME PAYMENTS .. . 

The Heath Time Payment Plan was designed for 
your convenience. Now, you can order the kits of 
your choice, and pay for them in small monthly 
installments. Write for full details. 

HEATHKIT EXTRA PERFORMANCE 
70 -WATT AMPLIFIER KIT 
For really high performance, with plenty of reserve power, 
the W -6M is a natural. The full 70 -watts output will seldom, 
if ever, be required. However, this reserve insures dis- 
tortion -less sound.on power peaks. The W -6M will loaf along 
at normal listening levels and yet is always ready to extend 
itself when program material demands it, without the least 
amount of strain. The output circuit employs 6550 tubes with 
a special- design Peerless output transformer for maximum 
stability at all power levels. A quick- change plug selects 
4, 8 and 16 ohms or 70 -volt output and the correct feedback 
resistance. A variable damping control is also provided for 
optimum performance with any speaker syste`n. Extremely 
good power supply regulation is possible through the use of 
a heavy -duty transformer along with silicon -diode rectifiers, 
which are noted for their very long life, and yet are smaller 
than a house tuse. Frequency response at 1 watt is *1 db 
from 5 cps to 80 kc with controlled hf rolloff above 100 kc. At 
70 watts output harmonic distortion is below 2 %,20 to 20,000 
cps and IM distortion below 1 %, 60 and 6,000 cps. Hum and 
noise 88 db below full output. In addition to high perform- 
ance, its fine appearance makes it a pleasure to display in 
your living room. Proper layout of chassis insures ease of 
assembly by eliminating those cramped and difficult places 
to get at. Clear instructions -and top -quality components. 
Get started now and make this amplifier the heart of your 
hi -fi system. Shipped express only. Shpg. 
Wt. 50 lbs. MODEL W 6M 

MODEL W -6: Consists of W -6M kit, plus WA- $10995 
P2 preamplifier. Express only. Shpg. Wt. 59 
lbs. $129.70 

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT 
This tuner can bring you a rich store of FM programming, 
your least expensive source of high fidelity material. It 
covers the complete FM band from 88 to 108 mc. Stabilized, 
temperature- compensated oscillator assures negligible 
drift after initial warmup. Features broadbanded circuits for 
full fidelity, and better than 10 uy sensitivity for 20 db of 
quieting, to pull in stations with clarity and full volume. 
Employs a high gain, cascode RF amplifier, and has ACC. 
A ratio detector provides high- efficiency demodulation 
without sacrificing hi -fi performance. IF and ratio trans- 
formers are prealigned, as is the front end 
tuning unit. Special alignment equipment is 
not necessary. Edge -lighted glass dial for 
easy tuning. Here is FM for your home at a 
price you can afford. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL FM -3A 

'2595 
(with cabinet) 

HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT 
This AM tuner was designed especially for high fidelity 
applications. It incorporates a special detector using crystal 
diodes, and the IF circuits feature broad band -width, to 
insure low signal distortion. Audio response is *1 db from 
20 cps to 9 kc, with 5 db of preemphasis at 10 kc to corn - 
pensate for station rolloff. Sensitivity and selectivity are 
excellent, and tuner covers complete broadcast band from 

550 to 1600 kc. Quiet performance is assured by 6 db signal. 
to -noise ratio at 2.5 UV. Prealigned RF and IF coils eliminate 
the need for special alignment equipment. Incorporates 
AVC, two outputs, two antenna inputs, and 
built -in power supply. Edge -lighted glass 
slide -rule dial for easy tuning. Your "best 
buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL BC -IA 

'259. 
¡with cabinet) 

HEATHKIT MASTER CONTROL 
PREAMPLIFIER KIT 
Designed for use with any of the Williamson -type amplifiers, 
the WA -P2 has five switch -selected inputs, each having its 
own level control to eliminate blasting or fading while 
switching through the various inputs, plus a tape recorder 
output. A hum control allows setting for minimum hum level. 
Frequency response is within t 1 % db from 15 to 35,000 cos. 
Equalization provided for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 75's. 
Separate bass and treble controls. Low im- MODEL WA -P2 

pedance cathode follower output circuit. All 
components were specially selected for their 
high quality. Includes many features which 
will eventually be desired. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

$1975 

(with cabine') 

An amplifier 
you will be 
proud to own 

Selects and 
controls sound 
to your taste 

HEATH COMPANY A Subsidiary otDaystrom, Inc. BENTON HARBOR 2O, MICH. 
See Us at the Los Angeles Hobby Show at the Shrine Auditorium March 7-16 
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SINGLE -CHASSIS 
20 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

ADVANCED -DESIGN 
25 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

Top performance 
in its 

power class! 

Hi -Fi equipment 
for your listening 

pleasure! 

DUAL -CHASSIS 
20 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

GENERAL -PURPOSE 
20 -WATT AMPLIFIER 
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HEATHKIT ADVANCED -DESIGN 25 -WATT HIGH 
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

Designed especially to satisfy critical audio requirements, 
the W -5M incorporates the extra features needed to com- 
pliment the finest in program sources and speaker systems. 
Faithful sound reproduction is assured with a frequency 
response of *1 db from 5 to 160,000 cps at 1 watt, and 
harmonic distortion is less than 1% at 25 watts, with IM 
distortion less than 1% at 20 watts. Hum and noise are a full 
99 db below rated output, assuring quiet, hum -free opera- 
tion. Output taps are 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Exclusive Heathkit 
features include the "tweeter saver ", and the "bas -bal" 
balancing circuit, requiring only a voltmeter for indication. 
Years of reliable service are guaranteed through the use of 
conservatively rated, high quality components. KT66 tubes 
and Peerless output transformer are typical. Shipped ex- 
press only. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs. 

MODEL 91 -5M 
MODEL W -5: Consists of W -5M kit above 
plus model WA -P2 preamplifier. Express only. $5975 
Shpg. Wt. 38 lbs. $79.50 

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS 20 -WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

The model W3 -AM is a Williamson -type amplifier built on 
two separate chassis. The power supply is on one chassis, 
and the amplifier stages are on the other chassis. Using 
two separate chassis provides additional flexibility in instal- 
lation. Features include the famous acrosound model TO -300 

" ultralinear" output transformer and 5881 tubes for broad 
frequency response, low distortion, and low hum level. The 
result is exceptionally fine overall tone quality. Frequency 
response is t1 db from 6 cps to 150 kc at 1 watt. Harmonic 
distortion is less than 1% and IM distortion is less than 1.3% 
at 20 watts. Hum and noise are 88 db below 20 watts. De- 
signed to match the speaker system of your choice, with 
taps for 4, 8 or 16 ohms impedance. A very popular high 
fidelity unit employing top quality components throughout. 
Shipped express only. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs. 

MODEL w -3AM 
MODEL W -3A: Consists of W -3AM kit above 
plus model WA -P2 preamplifier. Express $495 
only. Shpg. Wt. 37 lbs. $69.50 

HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS 20 -WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

The model W4 -AM Williamson -type amplifier will amaze 
you with its outstanding performance. A true Williamson 
circuit, featuring extended frequency response, low dis- 
tortion, and low hum levels, this amplifier can provide you 
with many hours of listening' enjoyment with only a mini- 
mum investment compared to other units on the market. 
5881 tubes and a special Chicago- standard output trans- 
former are employed to give you full fidelity at minimum 
cost. Frequency response extending from 10 cps to 100 kc 
within *1 db at 1 watt assures you of full coverage of the 
audio range, and clean clear sound amplification takes 
place in circuits that hold harmonic distortion at 1.5% and 
IM distortion below 2.7% at full 20 watt output. Hum and 
noise are 95 db below full output. Taps on the output trans- 
former are at 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Shipped express only. Shpg. 
Wt. 28 lbs. 

MODEL W -4A: Consists of W -4AM kit above, 
plus model WA -P2 preamplifier. Express only. $3975 
Shpg. Wt. 35 lbs. $59.50. 

MODEL W4 -AM 

Neathkits. 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

bring you the lasting satisfaction 
of personal accomplishment 

HEATHKIT GENERAL -PURPOSE 20 -WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
The model A -9C will provide you with high quality sound 
at low cost. Features a built -in preamplifier with four sepa- 
rate inputs, and individual volume, bass and treble controls. 
Frequency response covers 20 to 20,000 cps within *1 db. 
Total harmonic distortion is less than 1% at 3 db below 
rated output. Push-pull 6L6 tubes are used, with output 
transformer tapped at 4, 8, 16 and 500 ohms. A true hi -fi unit 
using high -quality components throughout, 
including heavy -duty "potted" transformers. 
Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs. 

MODEL A -9C 

$3550 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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HEATHKIT "BASIC RANGE" 
HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
The extremely popular Heathkit model SS -1 Speaker System 
provides amazing high fidelity performance for its size. 
Features two high -quality Jensen speakers, an 8" mid -range 
woofer and compression -type tweeter with flared horn. 
Covers from 50 to 12,000 CPS within t5 db, in a special - 
design ducted -port, bass reflex enclosure. Impedance is 
16 ohms. Cabinet measures 11%" H x 23" W x 11 %" D. Con- 
structed of veneer -surfaced plywood, %" 
thick, suitable for light or dark finish. All wood 
parts are precut and predrilled for easy, 
quick assembly. Shpg. Wt. 30 lbs. 

MODEL 5S -1 

$3995 

HEATHKIT "RANGE EXTENDING" 
HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
Extends the range of the SS -1 to t5 db from 35 to 16,000 
CPS. Uses 15" woofer and super- tweeter both by Jensen. 
Kit includes crossover circuit. Impedance is 16 ohms and 
power rating is 35 watts. Measures 29" H x 
23" W x 17%" D. Constructed of veneer -sur- 
faced plywood %" thick. Easy to build! Shpg. 
Wt. 80 lbs. 

MODEL SS -1B 

$9995 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

let you save up to 'h 
or more on all types 
of electronic equipment. 

HEATHKIT SINE- SQUARE GENERATOR 
The new AG -10 provides high quality, sine and square 
waves over a wide range, for countless applications. Some 
of these are; radio and TV repair work, checking scope per- 
formance, as a variable trigger source for telemetering and 
pulse work, and checking audio, video and hi -fi amplifier 
response. Frequency response is *1.5 db from 20 CPS to 1 

MC on both sine and square waves, with less than .25% sine 
wave distortion, 20 to 20,000 CPS. Sine wave output imped- 
ance 600 ohms, square wave output impedance 50 ohms, 
(except on 10v ranges). Square wave rise time less than .15 

usec. Five -position band switch -continuously variable 
tuning- shielded oscillator circuit -separate step and vari- 
able output attenuators in ranges of 10, 1, and .1 volts for 
both sine and square wave, with extra range of .01 volt on 
sine wave. Both sine and square wave can be used at the 
same time without affecting either wave 
form. Power supply uses silicon -diode rec- 
tifiers. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

MODEL AG -10 

$4995 

HEATHKIT AUDIO ANALYZER KIT 
The AA -1 is actually three instruments in one compact 
package. It combines the functions of an AC VTVM, an 
audio wattmeter, and an intermodulation analyzer. Input 
and output terminals are combined, and high and low fre- 
quency oscillators are built in. VTVM ranges are 0 -.01, .03, 
.1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100 and 300 volts (RMS). Wattmeter ranges 
are .15 mw, 1.5 mw, 15 mw, 150 mw, 1.5 w, 15 w and 150 w. 
IM scales are 1 %, 3 %, 10%, 30% and 100 %. 
Provides internal load resistors of 4, 8, 16 or 
600 ohms. A tremendous dollar value. Shpg. 
Wt. 13 lbs. 

MODEL AA -1 

$4995 

HEATHKIT "LEGATO" 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
The quality of the Legato, in terms of the engineering that 
went into the initial design, and in terms of the materials 
used in its construction, is matched in only the most ex- 
pensive speaker systems available today. The listening 
experience it provides approaches the ultimate in esthetic 
satisfaction. Two 15" theater -type Altec Lansing speakers 
cover 25 to 500 CPS, and an Altec Lansing high- frequency 
driver with sectoral horn covers 500 to 20,000 CPS. A precise 
amount of phase shift in the crossover network brings the 
high frequency channel into phase with the low frequency 
channel to eliminate peaks or valleys at the crossover point, 
by equalizing the acoustical centers of the speakers. The 
enclosure is a modified infinite baffle type, especially de- 
signed for these speakers. Cabinet is constructed of veneer - 
surfaced plywood, %" thick, precut and predrilled for easy 
assembly. Frequency response 25 to 20,000 CPS. Power 
rating, 50 watts program material. Impedance is 16 ohms. 
Cabinet dimensions 41" L x 22'4 ".D x 34" H. MODEL HH -1 -E 

Choice of two beautiful cabinets. Model MODEL HH -1 -CM 

HH -1 -C in imported white birch for light fin- 
ishes, and HH -1 -CM in African mahogany for 
dark finishes. Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs. 

$325O0 
EACH 

"BASIC RANGE" HI -FI 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Superlative 
sound reproduction 
through the speaker 
system of your choice 

"RANGE EXTENDING" 
HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM 

"LEGATO" HI -FI 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

SINE -SQUARE 
GENERATOR 

AUDIO 
ANALYZER 

Sine and square 
waves for count less 

applications. 

HEATH COMPANY ASubsidiaryofDaystrom,Inc. BENTON HARBOR 20,MICH. 
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Audio 
equipment 
for your 
hi -fi testing 

AUDIO WATTMETER 

GENERAL PURPOSE" 
SCOPE 

AUDIO GENERATOR 

AUDIO VTVM 
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HEATHKIT "GENERAL PURPOSE" 5" 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 
The model 0M -2 Oscilloscope is especially popular with 
part -time service technicians, students, and high fidelity 
enthusiasts. It features good vertical frequency response 

3 db from 4 cps to over 1.2 mc. A full five -inch crt, and 
sweep generator operation from 20 cps to over 150 kc. Sta- 
bility is excellent and calibrated grid screen allows precise 
signal observation. Extra features include external or in- 
ternal sweep and sync, 1 -volt peak -to -peak calibrating 
reference, 3- position step- attenuated input, adjustable spot 
shape control, push -pull horizontal and vertical amplifiers, 
and modern etched -metal circuits. Easy to build and a 

pleasure to use. Ideal for use with other audio MODEL 0M -2 

equipment for checking amplifiers. Shpg. 
Wt. 21 lbs. $425° 

HEATHKIT AUDIO WATTMETER KIT 
The AW -1 Audio Wattmeter can be used in any application 
where audio power output is to be measured. Non -inductive 
LOAD resistors are built in for 4, 8, 16 or 600 ohms imped- 
ance. Five power ranges cover 0 -5 mw, 50 mw, 500 mw, 5 w, 

and 50 w full scale. Five switch -selected db ranges cover 
-10 db to +30 db. All indications are read directly on a 

large 4%" 200 microampere meter. Frequency response is 

db from 10 cps to 250 kc. Precision type multiplier re- 
sistors used for high accuracy, and crystal diode bridge for 
wide -range frequency response. This meter is used in many 
recording studios and broadcast stations as a monitor as 
well as servicing. A fine meter to help supply MODEL Aw -1 

the answers to your audio operating or power 
output problems. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. $295° 

HEATHKIT AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
The model AG -9A is "made to order" for high fidelity ap- 
plications, and provides quick and accurate selection of 
low- distortion signals throughout the audio range. Three 
rotary switches select two significant figures and a multiplier 
to determine audio frequency. Incorporates step -type and a 

continuously variable output attenuator. Output indicated 
on large 4W panel meter, calibrated in volts and db. Atten- 
uator system operates in 10 db steps, corresponding to 
meter calibration, in ranges of 0 -.003, .01, .03, .1, .3, 1,3 and 
10 volts RMS. "Load" switch permits use of built -in 600 - 

ohm load, or external load of different impedance. Output 
and frequency indicators accurate to within t5 %. Distor- 
tion less than .1 of 1% between 20 and 20,000 
cps. Total range is 10 cps to 100 kc. Shpg. 
wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL AG -9A 

$345° 

HEATHKIT HARMONIC DISTORTION METER KIT 
All sounds consist of dominant tones plus harmonics (over- 
tones). These harmonics enrich the quality and brightness 
of the music. However, additional harmonics which originate 
in the audio equipment, represent distortion. Used with an 
audio signal generator, the HD -1 will accurately measure 
this harmonic distortion at any or all frequencies between 
20 and 20,000 cps. Distortion is read directly on the panel 
meter in ranges of 0 -1, 3, 10, 30 and 100% full scale. Voltage 
ranges of 0 -1, 3, 10 and 30 volts are provided for the initial 
reference settings. Signal -to -noise ratio measurements are 
also permitted through the use of a separate meter scale 
calibrated in db. High quality components insure years of 
outstanding performance. Full instructions 
are provided. Shpg. Wt. 13 lbs. 

Heathkits. 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are well known for 
their high quality 
and reliability. 

MODEL HD -1 

$4950 

HEATHKIT AUDIO VTVM KIT 
This new and improved AC Vacuum Tube Voltmeter is 
designed especially for audio measurements and low -level 
AC measurements in power supply filters, etc. Employs 
an entirely new circuit featuring a cascode amplifier with 
cathode -follower isolation between the input and the am- 
plifier, and between the output stage and the preceding 
stages. It emphasizes stability, broad frequency response, 
and sensitivity. Frequency response is essentially flat from 
10 cps to 200 kc. Input impedance is 1 megohm at 1000 cps. 
AC (RMS) voltage ranges are 0 -.01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 

100 and 300 volts. Db ranges cover -52 db to +52 db. 
Features large 4%" 200 microampere meter, with increased 
damping in meter circuit for stability in low frequency tests. 
1% precision resistors employed for maximum MODEL AV -3 

accuracy. Stable, reliable performance in all 
applications. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. $2995 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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HEATHKIT COLOR BAR AND DOT GENERATOR 
The CD -1 combines the two basic color service instru- 
ments, a Color Bar Generator and White Dot Generator in 
one versatile portable unit, which has crystal- controlled 
accuracy and stability (no external sync lead required). 
Produces white -dots, cross hatch, horizontal and vertical 
bars, 10 vertical color bars, and a new shading bar pattern 
for screen and background adjustments. Variable RF out- 
put on any channel from 2 to 6. Positive or negative video 
output, variable from 0 to 10 volts peak -to -peak. Crystal con- 
trolled sound carrier with off -on switch. Voltage regulated 
power supply using long -life silicon rectifiers. MODEL CD -1 

Gain knowledge of a new and profitable field 
by constructing this kit. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. $5995 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are guaranteed to 
meet or exceed 
advertised specifications 

HEATHKIT TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR KIT 
This fine TV alignment generator offers stability and flexi- 
bility difficult to obtain even in instruments costing several 
times this low Heathkit price. It covers 3.6 mc to 220 mc in 
four bands. Sweep deviation is controllable from 0 to 42 mc. 
The all- electronic sweep circuit insures stability. Crystal 
marker and variable marker oscillators are built in. Crystal 
(included with kit) provides output at 4.5 mc and multiples 
thereof. Variable marker provides output from 19 to 60 mc 
on fundamentals and from 57 to 180 mc on harmonics. 
Effective two -way blanking to eliminate re- 

turn trace. Phasing control. Kit is complete, 
including three output cables. Shpg. Wt. 
16 lbs. 

MODEL TS -4A 

$4950 

HEATHKIT "EXTRA DUTY" 5" 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 
This fine oscilloscope compares favorably to other scopes 
costing twice its price. It contains the extra performance 
so necessary for monochrome and color -TV servicing. 
Features push -pull horizontal and vertical output amplifiers, 
a 5UPI CRT, built in peak -to -peak calibration source, a fully 
compensated 3- position step -type input attenuator, retrace 
blanking, phasing control, and provision for Z -axis modula- 
tion. Vertical amplifier frequency response is within +1.5 
and -5 db from 3 CPS to 5 MC. Response at 3.58 MC down 
only 2.2 db. Sensitivity is 0.025 volts RMS /inch at 1 kc. Sweep 
generator covers 20 CPS to 500 kc in five steps, five times 
the usual sweep obtained in other scopes through the use 
of the patented Heath sweep circuit. Etched -metal circuit 
boards reduce assembly time and minimize errors in as- 
sembly, and more importantly, permit a level 
of circuit stability never before achieved in 
an oscilloscope of this type. Shpg. Wt. 21 lbs. 

MODEL 0 -11 

$6950 

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT 
A valuable accessory for any oscilloscope owner. It allows 
simultaneous oscilloscope observation of two signals by 
producing both signals, alternately, at its output. Four 
switching rates. Provides gain for input signals. Frequency 
response *1 db, 0 to 100 kc. A sync output is provided to 
control and stabilize scope sweep. Ideal for 
observing input and output of amplifiers 
simultaneously. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL S -3 

$2195 

HEATHKIT VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 
This unit is an excellent companion for your oscilloscope. 
Used as a source of calibrating voltage, it produces near - 
perfect square wave signals of known amplitude. Precision 
1% attenuator resistors insure accurate output amplitude 
and multivibrator circuit guarantees good sharp square 
waves. Output frequency is approximately 1000 CPS. Fixed 
outputs selected by panel switches are; .03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 

3.0, 10, 30 and 100 volts peak -to -peak. Allows 
measurment of unknown signal amplitude by 
comparing it to the known output of the VC -3 

on oscilloscope. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

MODEL VC-3 

$1250 

Functional 
styling with 

clean uncluttered 
look 

HEATH COMPANY ASubsidiaryofDaystrom, inc. BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH.. 
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HEATHKIT TUBE CHECKER KIT 
Eliminate guesswork, and save time In servicing or ex- 
perimenting. The TC -2 tests tubes for shorted elements, 
open elements, filament continuity, and operating quality 
on the basis of total emission. It tests all tube types en- 
countered in radio and TV service work. Sockets are pro- 
vided for 4, 5, 6 and 7 -pin, octal, and !octal tubes, 7 and 9 
pin miniature tubes, 5 pin hytron miniatures, and pilot 
lamps. Tube condition indicated on 4X" meter with multi- 
color "good -bad" scale. Illuminated roll chart with all test 
data built in. Switch selection of 14 different filament volt- 
ages from .75 to 117 volts. Color -coded cable harness allows 
neat professional wiring and simplifies con- MODEL Tc -2 
struction. Very easy to build, even for a be- 
ginner. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. $2950 

- 

HEATHKIT HANDITESTER KIT 
The small size and rugged construction of this tester makes 
it perfect for any portable application. The combination 
function -range switch simplifies operations. Measures AC 
or DC voltage at 0 -10, 30, 300, 1000 and 5000 volts. Direct 
current ranges are 0-10 ma and 0 -100 ma. Ohmmeter ranges 
are 0 -3000 (30 ohm center scale) and 0- 300,000 (3000 ohm 
center scale). Very popular with home experimenters, elec- 
tricians, and appliance repairmen. Slips 
easily into your tool box, glove compartment, 
coat pocket, or desk dra.'.er. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL M -1 

5795 

HEATHKIT PICTURE TUBE CHECKER KIT 
The CC -1 can be taken with you on service calls so that you 
can clearly demonstrate the quality of a customer's picture 
tube in his own home. Tubes can be tested without remov- 
ing them from the receiver or cartons if desired. Checks 
cathode emission, beam current, shorted elements, and 
leakage between elements in electromagnetic picture tube 
types. Self- contained power supply, and large 4X" meter. 
CRT condition indicated on "good -bad" scale. Relative 
condition of tubes fluorescent coating is shown in "shadow - 
graph" test. Permanent test cable with CRT socket and 
anode connector. No tubes to burn out, de- MODEL CC-1 

signed to last a lifetime. Luggage -type port- 
able case. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. :2495 

HEATHKIT ETCHED -CIRCUIT VTVM KIT 
This multi -purpose VTVM is the world's largest selling in- 
strumentof itstype -and is especially popular in laboratories, 
service shops, home workshops and schools. It employs a 
large 4X" panel meter, precision 1% resistors, etched metal 
circuit board, and many other "extras" to insure top quality 
and top performance. Its easy to build, and you may rely 
on its accuracy and dependability. The V7 -A will measure 
AC (RMS) and DC voltages in ranges of 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 
500 and 1500.1t measures peak -to -peak AC voltage in ranges 
of 0 -4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400 and 4000. Resistance ranges 
provide multiplying factors of X 1, X 10, X 100, X 1000, X 10k, 

X 100k, and X 1 megohm. Center -scale resistance readings 
are 10, 100, 1000, 10k, 100k, 1 megohm and 10 megohms. 
A db scale is also provided. The precision MODEL V7 -A 

and quality of this VTVM cannot be dup- 
licated at this price. Shpg. Wt. 7 -lbs. 

Heathkits. 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

52450 

let you fill your exact needs 
from a wide variety 
of instruments 

HEATHKIT 20,000 OHMS /VOLT VOM KIT 
This fine instrument provides a total of 25 meter ranges 
on its two-color scale. It employes a 50 ua 4X" meter, and 
features 1% precision multiplier resistors. Requires no 
external power. Ideal for portable applications. Sensitivity 
is 20,000 ohms -per -volt DC and 5000 ohms -per -volt AC. 
Measuring ranges are 0 -1.5, 5, 50, 150, 500, 1500 and 5000 
volts, AC and DC. Measures direct current in ranges of 
0 -150 ua, 15 ma, 150 ma, 500 ma and 15 a. Resistance mul- 
tipliers are X 1, X 100 and X 10,000, with center -scale read- 
ings of 15, 1500 and 150,000 ohms. Covers MODEL MM -1 
-10 db to +65 db. Easy to build and fun to 
use. Attractive bakelite case with plastic 
carrying handle. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 

E2995 
. 

TUBE CHECKER 

High quality 
test gear you 

will be 
proud to own 

ETCHED 
CIRCUIT VTVM 

Priced low 
to fit your 

budget 

HANDITESTER 
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HEATHKIT RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
Even a beginner can build this prealigned signal generator, 
designed especially for use in service work. Produces RF 

signals from 160 kc to 110 me on fundamentals in five bands. 
Covers 110 me to 220 me on calibrated harmonics. Low im- 
pedance RF output in excess of 100,000 microvolts, is con- 
trollable with a step -type and continuously variable atten- 
uator. Selection of unmodulated RF, modulated RF, or 
audio at 400 CPS. Ideal for fast and easy alignment of radio 
receivers, and finds application in FM and TV work as well. 
Thousands of these units are in use in service shops all 
over the country. Easy to build and a real 
time saver, even for the part-time service 
technician or hobbyist. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL SG -8 

$1950 

HEATHKIT LABORATORY RF GENERATOR KIT 
Tackle all kinds of laboratory alignment jobs with confidence 
by employing the LG -1. It features voltage -regulated B+, 
double shielding of oscillator circuits, copper- plated chassis, 
variable modulation level, metered output, and many other 
"extras" for critical alignment work. Generates RF signals 
from 100 kc to 30 me on fundamentals in five bands. Meter 
reads RF output in microvolts or modulation level in per- 
centage. RF output available up to 100,000 microvolts, con- 
trolled by a fixed -step and a variable attenuator. Provision 
for external modulation where necessary. Buy and use this 
high -quality RF signal generator that may be 

depended upon for stability and accuracy. 
Shpg. Wt. 16 lbs. 

MODEL LG-1 

54895 

HEATHKIT DIRECT -READING CAPACITY 
METER KIT 
Here's a fast, simple capacity meter. A capacitor to be 

checked is merely connected to the terminals, the proper 
range selected, and the value read directly on the large 
4 %" panel meter calibrated in mmf and mfd. 
Ranges are 0 to 100 mmf, 1,000 mmf, .01 mfd, 
.1 mfd full scale. Not affected by hand ca- $2950 
pacity. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

MODEL CM -1 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are educational 
as well as functional 

HEATHKIT "IN- CIRCUIT" CAPACI- TESTER KIT 
With the CT -1 it is no longer necessary to disconnect one 
capacitor lead to check the part, you can check most ca- 
pacitors for "open "r or "short" rig Win the circuit. Fast and 
easy -to save your valuable time in the service shop or lab. 
Detects open capacitors from about 50 mmf up, so long as 

the capacitor is not shunted by excessively low resistance 
value. Will detect shorted capacitors up to 20 mfd (not 
shunted by less than 10 ohms). (Does not detect leakage.) 
Employs 60 cycles. and. 19 megacycle test frequencies. 
Electron beam "eye" tube used as indicator. MODEL CT -1 

Compact, easy -to- build, and inexpensive. 
Test leads included. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. $795 

Use these 
kits for faster 
and more 
efficient testing 

LABORATORY RF 

GENERATOR 

RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

DIRECT -READING 
CAPACITY ME -ER 

CONDENSER 
CHECKER 

"IN CIRCUIT" 
CAPACI- TESTER 

VISUAL -AURAL 
SIGNAL TRACER 

HEATHKIT CONDENSER CHECKER KIT 
This handy instrument uses an electron beam "eye" tube 
as an indicator to measure capacity in ranges of .00001 

to .005 mfd, .5 mfd, 50 mfd and 1000 mfd. Also measures 
resistance from 100 ohms to 5 rnegohms in 
two ranges. Checks paper, mica, ceramic 
and electrolytic capacitors. Selection of five 
polarizing voltages. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

MODEL C -3 

51950 

HEATHKIT VISUAL -AURAL 
SIGNAL TRACER KIT 
Although designed originally for radio receiver work, the 
T -3 finds application in FM and TV servicing as well. Fea- 

tures high -gain channel with demodulator probe, and low - 
gain channel with audio probe. Traces signals in all sec- 

tions of radio receivers and in many sections of FM and TV 
receivers. Built -in speaker and electron beam eye tube in- 
dicate relative gain, etc. Also features built -in noise locator 
circuit. Provision for patching speakerand /or 
output transformer to external set. Shpg. Wt. 
g lbs. 

MODEL T -3 

$2350 
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HEATHKIT IMPEDANCE BRIDGE KIT 
The model IB -2A employs a Wheatstone Bridge, a Capacity 
Comparison Bridge, a Maxwell Bridge, and a Hay Bridge in 
one compact package. Measures resistance from 0.1 ohm 
to 10 megohms, capacitance from 100 mmf to 100 mfd, in- 
ductance from 0.1 mh to 100 h, dissipation factor (D) from 
0.002 to 1, and storage factor (Q) from 0.1 to 1000. A 100 -0 -100 
ua meter provides for null indications. The decade resistors 
employed are of 1% tolerance for maximum accuracy. Com- 
pletely self- contained. Has built in power supply, 1000 -cycle 
generator, and vacuum -tube detector. Special two- section 
CRL dial insures convenient operation. Instruction manual 
has entirely new schematic that clarifies 
circuit functions in various switch positions. 
A true laboratory instrument, that will pro- 
vide you with many years of fine performance. 
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

MODEL IB -2A 

$5950 

HEATHKIT "LOW RIPPLE" BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR KIT 
This modern battery eliminator incorporates an extra low - 
ripple filter circuit so that it can be used to power all the 
newest transistor -type circuits requiring 0 to 12 volts DC, 

Laboratory 
facilities 

at low cost 

and the new "hybrid" automobile radios using both tran- 
sistors and vacuum tubes. Its DC output, at either 6 or 12 

volts, contains less than .3% AC ripple. Separate output 
terminals are provided for low- ripple or normal filtering. 
Supplies up to 15 amps on 6 volt range or up to 7 amps on 
12 volt range. Output is variable from 0 to 8 or 0 to 16 volts. 
Two meters constantly monitor output volt- 
age and current. Will also double as a battery 
charger. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs. 

MODEL 8E -5 

$3995 

HEATHKIT ISOLATION TRANSFORMER KIT 
The model IT -1 is one of the handiest units for the service 
shop, home workshop or laboratory. Provides complete 
isolation from the power line. AC -DC sets may be plugged 
directly into the IT -1 without the chassis becoming "hot ". 
Output voltage is variable from 90 volts to 130 volts allowing 
checks of equipment under adverse conditions such as low 
line voltage. Rated for 100 volt amperes con- 
tinuously or 200 volt amperes intermittently. 
Panel meter monitors output voltage. Shpg. 
Wt. 9 lbs. 

MODEL IT -1 

$1650 

Heathkits ... 
By OA Y S T R O M 

are designed with high -quality, 
name -brand components to 
insure long service life 

HEATHKIT "Q" METER KIT 
At this price the laboratory facilities of a Q Meter may be 
had by the average service technician or home experi- 
menter. The Q Meter permits measurement of inductance 
from 1 microhenry to 10 milihenry, "Q" on a scale cali- 
brated up to 250 full scale, with multipliers of 1 or 2, and 
capacitance from 40 mmf to 450 mmf t 3 mmf. Built in 
oscillator permits testing components from 150 kc to 18 mc. 
Large 4W panel meter is featured. Very handy for checking 
peaking coils, chokes, etc. Use to determine values of un- 
known condensers, both variable and fixed, compile data 
for coil winding purposes, or measure RF resistance. Also 
checks distributed capacity and Q of coils. 
No special equipment is required for cali- 
bration. A special test coil is furnished, along 
with easy -to- follow instructions. Shpg. Wt. 
14 lbs. 

MODEL OM -I 

$4450 

HEATHKIT REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Here is a power supply that will provide DC plate voltage 
and AC filament voltage for all kinds of experimental cir- 
cuits. The DC supply is regulated for stability, and yet the 
amount of DC output voltage available from the power 
supply can be controlled manually from 0 up to 500 volts. 
At 450 volts DC output, the power supply will provide up to 
10 ma of current, and provide progressively higher current 
as the output voltage is lowered. Current rating is 130 ma 
at 200 volts output. In addition to furnishing B+ the power 
supply also provides 6.3 volts AC at up to 4 amperes for 
filaments. Both the B+ output and the filament output are 
isolated from ground. Ideal unit for use in laboratory, home 
workshop, ham shack, or service shop. A 
large 41A" meter on the front panel reads out- 
put voltage or output current, selectable with 
a panel switch. Shpg. Wt. 17 lbs. 

MODEL PS -3 

$3550 
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HEATHKIT DX -20 CW TRANSMITTER KIT 
The Heathkit model DX -20 "straight -CW" transmitter fea- 
tures high efficiency at low cost. It uses a single 6DQ6A 
tube in the final amplifier stage for plate power input of 50 

watts. A 6CL6 serves as crystal oscillator, with a 5U4GB 

rectifier. It is an ideal transmitter for the novice, as well as 

the advanced -class CW operator. Single -knob band switch- 
ing is featured to cover 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 meters. Pi 

network output circuit matches various antenna impedances 
between 50 and 1000 ohms and reduces harmonic output. 
Top -quality parts are featured throughout, including 
"potted" transformers, etc., for long life. It has been given 
full "TVI" treatment. Access into the cabinet for crystal 
changing is provided by a removable metal pull -out plug 
on the left end of the cabinet. Very easy to build from the 
complete step -by -step instructions supplied, even if you 

have never built electronic equipment before. If you ap- 
preciate a good, clean signal on the CW 
bands, this is the transmitter for you! Shpg. 
Wt. 18 lbs. 

MODEL DX -10 

$3595 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are designed by 
licensed ham -engineers, 
especially for you 

HEATHKIT DX -40 PHONE AND CW 
TRANSMITTER KIT 
A most remarkable power package for the price, the new 
DX -40 provides both phone and CW facilities for operation 
on 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 meters. A single 6146 tube is 
used in the final amplifier stage to provide full 75 watt plate 
power input on CW, or control carrier modulation peaks up 
to 60 watts for phone operation. Modulator and power sup- 
plies are built right in and single knob bandswitching is 

combined with a pi network output circuit for complete 
operating convenience. The tight fitting cabinet presents 

a most attractive appearance, and is designed for complete 
shielding to minimize TVI. A 4- position switch provides 
convenient selection of three different crystals or a jack 
for external VFO. The crystals are reached through access 
door at rear of cabinet. You can build this rig yourself and 
be proud to show it off to your fellow hams. MODEL DX -40 

Get your DX -40 now for many hours of oper- 
ating enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs. $6495 

HEATHKIT DX -100 PHONE AND CW 
TRANSMITTER KIT 
Listen to any ham band between 160 meters and 10 meters 
and note how many DX -100 transmitters you hear! The 
number of these fine rigs now on the air testifies to the 
enthusiasm with which it has been accepted by the amateur 
fraternity. No other transmitter in this power class combines 
high quality and real economy so effectively. The DX -100 

features a built in VFO, modulator and power supplies, 
complete shielding to minimize TVI, and pi network output 
coupling to match impedances from approximately 50 to 
600 ohms. Its RF output is in excess of 100 watts on phone 
and 120 watts on CW, for a clean strong signal on all the 
ham bands from 10 to 160 meters. Single -knob band switch- 
ing and illuminated VFO dial and meter face add real oper- 
ating convenience. RF output stage uses a pair of 6146 tubes 
in parallel, modulated by a pair of 1625's. High quality com- 
ponentsare used throug hout, such as "potted " transformers, 
silver- plated or solid coin silver switch terminals, aluminum 
heat -dissipating caps on the final tubes, copper plated 
chassis, etc. This transmitter was designed MODEL DX -100 

exclusively for easy step -by -step assembly. 
Shpg. Wt. 107 lbs. $1895° 

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN ... 
The transmitters described on this page were de- 
signed for the ham, by hams who know what fea- 
tures are desirable and needed. This assures you 
of the best possible performance and conven- 
ience, and adds much to your enjoyment in the 
ham shack. 
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Automatically turns off 
transmitter and gives 

visual signal 

a 

"AUTOMATIC" 
CONELRAD ALARM 
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An ideal receiver 
for the beginning 

ham or short 
wave listener 

_ 

= 
0 

RECEIVER 

HEATHKIT "AUTOMATIC" CONELRAD 
ALARM KIT 
This conelrad alarm works with any radio receiver: AC -DC- 
transformer operated -or battery powered, so long as the 
receiver has AVC. Fully complies with FCC regulations for 
amateurs. When the monitored station goes off the air, the 
CA -1 automatically cuts the AC power to your transmitter, 
and lights a red indicator. A manual "reset" button reacti- 
vates the transmitter. Incorporates a heavy-duty six -ampere 
relay, a thyratron tube to activate the relay, and its own 
built -in power supply. A neon lamp shows that the alarm is 
working, by indicating the presence of B + in the alarm cir- 
cuit. Simple to install and connect. Your transmitter plugs into 
an AC receptacle on the CA -1, and a cable connects to the 
AVC circuit of a nearby receiver. A built-in sensitivity con- 
trol allows adjustment to various AVC levels. Receiver 
volume control can be turned up or down, without affecting 
alarm operation. Build a Heathkit CA -1 in one MODEL CA -I 
evening and comply with FCC regulations 
now! Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

HEATHKIT "Q" MULTIPLIER KIT 

The Heathkit 0 Multiplier functions with any AM receiver 
having an IF frequency between 450 and 460 KC, that is 
not "AC -DC" type. It derives its power from the receiver, 
and needs only 6.3 volts AC at 300 ma (or 12 VAC at 150 
ma) and 150 to 250 volts DC at 2 ma. Simple to connect 
with cable and plugs supplied. Adds additional selectivity 
for separating signals, or will reject one signal and eliminate 
heterodyne. A tremendous help on crowded phone and 
CW bands. Effective Q of 4000 for sharp "peak" or "null ". 
Tunes any signal within IF band. pass without changing the 
main receiver tuning dial. A convenient tuning knob on the 
front panel with vernier reduction between the tuning knob 
and the tuning capacitor gives added flexibility in operation. 
Uses a 12AX7 tube, and special high -Q shielded coils. In- 
structions for connecting to the receiver and operation are 
provided in the construction manual. A worthwhile addition 
to any communications, or broadcast receiver. It may also be 
used with a receiver which already has a crystal filter to 
obtain two simultaneous functions, such as 
peaking the desired signal with the crystal 
filter and nulling an adjacent signal with the 
Q Multiplier, Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 
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MODEL OF -I 

$995 

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT 

A grid dip meter is basically an RF oscillator for determining 
the frequency of other oscillators, or of tuned circuits. 
Extremely useful in locating parasitics, neutralizing, identi- 
fying harmonics, coil winding, etc. Features continuous 
frequency coverage from 2 mc to 250 mc, with a complete 
set of prewound coils, and a 500 ua panel meter. Front panel 
has a sensitivity control for the meter, and a phone jack for 
listening to the "zero- beat." Will also double as an absorp- 
tion -type wave meter. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

MODEL GD -li 
Low Frequency Coil Kit: Two extra plug -in 

coils to extend frequency coverage down to 
350 kc. Shpg. Wt. 1 lb. No. 341 -A. $3.00 

52195 

HEATHKIT ALL -BAND COMMUNICATIONS - 
TYPE RECEIVER KIT 
This communications- receiver covers 550 kc to 30 mc in 
four bands, and provides good sensitivity, selectivity, and 
fine image rejection. Ham bands are clearly marked on an 
illuminated dial scale. Features a transformer -type power 
supply -electrical band spread -antenna trimmer -head- 
phone jack- automatic gain control and beat frequency 
oscillator. Accessory sockets are provided on the rear of 
the chassis for using the Heathkit model OF -1, Q Multiplier. 
Accessory socket is handy, also, for operating other devices 
that require plate and filament potentials. Will supply +250 
VDC at 15 ma and 12.6 VAC at 300 ma. Ideal 
for the beginning ham or short wave listener. 
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

Cabinet: Fabric covered cabi net with alumi- 
num panel as shown. Part no. 91 -15A. Shpg. (L "` cabinet) 

Wt. 5 lbs. $4.95. 

MODEL AR -3 

$Z995 

Heathkits. 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are outstanding in performance 
and dollar value 
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HEATHKIT REFLECTED POWER METER KIT 
The Heathkit reflected power meter, model AM -2, makes an 
excellent instrument for checking the match of the antenna 
transmission system, by measuring the forward and reflected 
power or standing wave ratio. the AM -2 is designed to 
handle a peak power of well over 1 kilowatt of energy and 
may be left in the antenna system feed line at all times. 
Band coverage is 160 meters through 2 meters. Input and 
output impedances for 50or 75 ohm lines. No external power 
required for operation. Meter indicates percentage forward 
and reflected power, and standing wave ratio from 1:1 to 6:1. 
Another application for the AM -2 is matching impedances 
between exciters or R.F. sources and grounded grid am- 
plifiers. Power losses between transmitter output and 
antenna turfr may be very easily computed by inserting 
the AM -2 in the line connecting the two. No insertion loss is 
introduced into the feeder system, due to the fact that the 
AM -2 is a portion of coaxial line in series with the feeder 
system and no internal connections are actually made to 
the line. Complete circuit description and 
operation instructions are provided in the 
manual. Cabinet size is 7 -3/8" x 4-1/16' x 

4-5/8". Can be conveniently located at opera- 
ting position. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL AM -2 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

$1595 

are the answer for your electronics 
hobby. 

HEATHKIT BALUN COIL KIT 
The Heathkit Balun Coil Kit model B -1 is a convenient 
transmitter accessory, which has the capability of matching 
unbalanced coax lines, used on most modern transmitters, 
to balance lines of either 75 or 300 ohms impedance. Design 
of the bifilar wound balun coils will enable transmitters with 
unbalanced output to operate into balanced transmission 
line, such as used with dipoles, folded dipoles, or any bal- 
anced antenna system. The balun coil set can be used with 
transmitters and receivers without adjustment over the 
frequency range of 80 through 10 meters, and will easily 
handle power inputs up to 250 watts. Cabinet 
size is 9" square by 5" deep and it may be lo- 
cated any distance from the transmitter or 
from the antenna. Completely enclosed for 
outdoor installation. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

MODEL B-1 

5895 

HEATHKIT 6 OR 12 VOLT VIBRATOR 
POWER SUPPLY KITS 
These little power supply kits are ideal for all. portable ap- 
plications with 6 volt or 12 volt batteries, when you are oper- 
ating electronic equipment away from power lines. By 
replacing the power supplies of receivers, small public 
address systems, or even miniature transmitters with these 
units, they can be used with conventional 6 or 12.volt bat- 
teries. Use in boats, automobiles, light aircraft, or any field 
application. Each unit provides 260 volts DC output at up to 
60 miliamperes. More than one power supply of the same 
model may be connected in parallel for in- 
creased current capacity at the same output 
voltage. Everything is provided in the kit, in- 
cluding a vibrator transformer, a vibrator, 
6X4 or 12X4 rectifier, and the necessary buffer 
capacitor, hash filter, and output filter ca- 
pacitor. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

6 VOLT 

MODEL VP -1 -6 

12 VOLT 

MODEL VP -1 -12 

$795 Each 

HEATHKIT VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR KIT 
Enjoy the convenience and flexibility of VFO operation by 
obtaining the Heathkit model VF -1 Variable Frequency 
Oscillator. Covers 160-80-40-20-15-11 and 10 meters with 
three basic oscillator frequencies. Better than 10 volt aver- 
age RF output on fundamentals. Plenty of output to drive 
most modern transmitters. It features voltage regulation 
for frequency stability. Dial is illuminated for easy reading. 
Vernier reduction is used between the main tuning knob 
and the tuning condenser. Requires a power source of 
only 250 volts DC at 15 to 20 miliamperes and 6.3 volts AC at 
0.45 amperes. Extra features include copper -plated chassis, 
ceramic coil forms, extensive shielding, etc. High quality 
parts throughout. VFO operation allows you to move out 
from under interference and select a portion of the band you 
want to use without having to be tied down to only two or 
three frequencies through use of crystals. "Zero in" on the 
other fellow's signal and return hisGQ on his own frequency! 
Crystals are not cheap, and it takes quite a number of them 
to give anything even approaching comprehensive coverage 
of all bands. Why hesitate? The model VF -1 

with its low price and high quality will add 
more operating enjoyment to your ham ac- 
tivities. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

MODEL VF -1 

$1950 

Insure your 
on the air" 

performance with 
these fine accessories. 
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HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC 
IGNITION ANALYZER KIT 

Previous electronic experience is not necessary to build 
this fine ignition analyzer. The construction manual sup- 
plied has complete step -by -step instructions plus large 
pictorial diagrams showing the exact placement and value 
of each component. All parts are clearly marked so that 
they are easily identified. The IA -1 is an ideal tool for engine 
mechanics, tune -up men, and auto hobbyists, since it traces 
the dynamic action of voltage in an ignition system on a 
cathode -ray tube screen. The wave form produced is affect- 
ed by the condition of the coil, condenser, points, plugs, 
and ignitión wiring, so it can be analyzed, and used as a 
"sign- post" to ignition system performance. This analyzer 
will detect inequality of spark intensity, a poor spark plug, 
defective plug wiring, breaker -point bounce, an open con- 
denser, and allow setting of dwell -time percentage for the 
points. An important feature of this instrument is its ability 
to check dynamic performance, with the engine in opera- 
tion (400 to 5000 RPM). It will show the complete engine 
cycle, or only one complete cylinder. Can be used on all 
types of internal combustion engines where 
breaker -points are accessible. Use it on auto- 
mobiles, boats, aircraft engines, etc. Shpg. 
Wt. 18 lbs. 

MODEL IA -1 

$5995 

IGNITION 
ANALYZER 

Kit includes everything 

you need for 
construction - even 

batteries! 

RADIATION COUNTER 

HEATHKIT PROFESSIONAL 
RADIATION COUNTER KIT 

This Heathkit professional -type radiation counter is simple 
to build successfully, even if you have never built a kit 
before. Complete step -by -step instructions are combined 
with giant -size pictorial diagrams for easy assembly. By 
"building it yourself" you can have a modern -design, pro- 
fessional radiation counter priced far below comparable 
units. Provides high sensitivity with ranges from 0-100, 600, 
6000 and 60,000 counts -per- minute, and 0 -.02, .1, 1 and 
10 miliroentgens- per -hour. Employs 900 -volt bismuth tube 
in beta /gamma sensitive probe. Probe and 8 -foot expand- 
able cable included in kit price, as is a radiation sample for 
calibration. Use it in medical laboratories, or as a prospect- 
ing tool, and for civil defense to detect radioactive fallout, 
or other unknown radiation levels. Features a selectable 
time constant. Meter calibrated in CPM or mR /hour in 
addition to "beep" or "click" from panel- mounted speaker. 
Prebuilt "packaged" high voltage power supply with re- 
serve capacity above 900 volt level at which it is regulated. 
Merely changing regulator tube type would allow use of 
scintillation probe if desired. Employs five 
tubes (plus a transistor) to insure stable and MODEL 1C -1 

reliable operation. Kit price includes bat- 795 
teries. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 7 

Healhkits ... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are supplied with comprehensive 
instructions that eliminate costly 
mistakes and save valuable time 

HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT 

The ET -1 is an easy -to -build electronic device to be used' 
by amateur or professional photographers in timing enlarger 
operations. The calibrated dial on the timer covers 0 to 1 

minute, calibrated in 5- second gradations. The continu- 
ously variable control allows setting of the "on" cycle of 
your enlarger, which is plugged into a receptacle on the 
front panel of the ET -1. A "safe light" can also be plugged 
in so that it is automatically turned "on" when the enlarger 
s turned "off." Handles up to 350 watts with built -in relay. 
All- electronic timing cycle insures maximum accuracy. 
Timer does not have to be reset after each cycle, merely 
flip lever switch to print, to repeat time cycle. A control is 
provided for initial calibration. Housed in a 
compact plastic case that will resist attack 
of photographic chemicals. A fine addition 
to any dark room. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

HEATHKIT BATTERY TESTER KIT 

MODEL ET -1 

sí150 

The BT -1 is a special battery testing device that actually 
"loads" the battery under test (draws current from it) while 
it is being tested. Weak batteries often test "good" with an 
ordinary voltmeter but the built -in load resistance of the 
BT -1 automatically draws enough current from the battery 
to reveal its true condition. Simple to operate with "good - 
weak- replace" scale. Tests all kinds of dry cell batteries 
within ranges of 0 -15 volts and 0 -180 volts. Slide switch 
provides for either 10 ma or 100 ma load, depending on 
whether you're testing an A or B battery. Not only deter- 
mines when battery is completely exhausted, but makes 
it possible to anticipate failure by noting weak condition. 
Ideal for testing dry cell hearing aid, flash- 
light, portable radio, and model airplane bat- 
teries. Test batteries in a way your customers 
can understand and stimulate battery sales. 
Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Now you can have radio 

wherever you go - 
with the portable 

that plays anywhere! 

HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RADIO KIT 

The Heathkit model CR -1 crystal radio is similar to the 
"crystal sets" of the early radio days except that it has been 
improved by the use of sealed germanium diodes and effi- 

cient "high -Q" coils. The sealed diodes eliminate the 
critical "cats whisker" adjustment, and the ferrite coils are 

much more efficient for greater signal strength. Housed in 

a compact plastic box, the CR -1 uses two tuned circuits, 
each with a variable tuning capacitor, to select the local 

station. It covers the broadcast band from 540 to 1600 kc. 

Requires no external power whatsoever. This receiver could 
prove valuable to emergency reception of civil defense 
signals should there be a power failure. The low kit price 
even includes headphones. Complete step -by -step instruc- 
tions and large pictorial diagrams are supplied for easy 

assembly. The instruction manual also provides the builder 
with the basic fundamentals of signal recep- 
tion so that he understands how the crystal 
receiver functions. An interesting and valu- 
able "do -it- yourself' project for all ages. 
Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL CR -1 

$795 

Heathkits 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are easy and fun to build, 

and they let you learn 

by "doing -it- yourself" 

HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO KIT 

Heath engineers set out to develop a "universal" AM 
radio, suitable for use anywhere. Their objective was a 

portable that would be as much at home" inside as it is 
outside, and would feature top quality components for high 
performance and long service life. The model XR -1 is the 

result of these efforts. Six name -brand (Texas Instrument) 
transistors were selected for extra good sensitivity and 

selectivity. A 4" by 6" PM speaker with heavy magnet was 
chosen to insure fine tone quality. The power supply was 

designed to use six standard size "D" flashlight cells be- 

cause they .are readily available, inexpensive, and because 

they affprd extremely long battery life (between 500 and 

1000 hours). Costs you no more to operate from batteries 
than what you pay for operating a small table -model radio 

from the power line. An unbreakable molded plastic was 

selected for cabinet material because of its durability and 

striking beauty. Circuits compact and efficient, yet com- 
ponents areot .excessivelrowded. Transformers are 
prealigned so it is ready for service as soon as construction 
is completed. Has built in rod -type antenna 
for reception in all locations. Cabinet dimen- MODEL OR -1 

sions are 9" L x 8" H x 33/s" D. Comes in holi- 
day gray, with gold- anodized metal speaker 
grille. Compare this portable, feature 
by feature, to all others on the market, and 
you'll appreciate what a tremendous dollar 
value it represents! Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

$3495 
(Less batteries) 
(With cabinet) 

HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND RADIO KIT 

This table -model broadcast radio is fun to build, and is a 

fine little receiver for your home. It covers the standard 
broadcast band from 550 to 1600 kc with good sensitivity 
and selectivity. The 5y2" PM speaker provides surprisingly 
good tone quality. High -gain IF transformers, miniature 
tubes, and a rod -type built in antenna, assure good recep- 
tion in all locations. The power supply is transformer 
operated, as opposed to many of the economy "AC -DC" 
types. It's easy to build from the step -by -step instructions, 
and the construction manual includes information on oper- 
ational theory, for educational purposes. Your success is 
assured by completely detailed information 
which also explains resistor and capacitor 
color codes, soldering techniques, use of 
tools, etc. A signal generator is recom- 
mended for final alignment. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. 

Cabinet: Fabric covered cabinet with 
aluminum panel as shown. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. 
Part no. 91-9A. $4.95. 

MODEL BR -2 

$1895 

(Less cabinet) 

HEATH COMPANY A Subsidiary of Daysfrom, Inc. BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 
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protects against possible 
explosion and fire from 
undetected fuel vapor 

._' 
FUEL VAPOR_' 

DETECTOR 

-' 

detects electrolysis 
currents which cause 

j.,r deterioration of 

1 

underwater metal 
fittings on your boat 

ELECTROLYSIS 
DETECTOR 

.p. 

INDICATOR 

indicates condition 
and charge of batteries 

for safe cruising 

BATTERY CHARGE R.F. POWER 
METER 

HEATHKIT FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR KIT 
Protect your boat and its passengers against fire or ex- 
plosion from undetected fuel vapor by building and using 
one of these fine units. The Heathkit Fuel Vapor Detector 
indicates the presence of fumes on a three -color "safe - 
dangerous" meter scale and immediately shows if it is safe 
to start the engine. A pilot light on t:ne front panel shows 
when the detector is operating. and it can be left on con- 
tinuously, or just used intermittently. A panel control en- 
ables initial calibration of the detector when installed. 
Features a hermetically- sealed meter v,ith chrome bezel, 
and a chrome -plated brass panel. It is very 

6 volt 
simple to build and install, even by one not 
having previous experience. Models FD -1 -6 
(6 volts DC) and FD -1 -12 (12 volts DC) operate 
from your boat batteries. The kit is complete 
in every detail, even to the inclusion of a spare 
detector unit. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. EACH 

MODEL FD -1 -6 

12 volt 
MODEL FD -1 -12 

$3595 

HEATHKIT BATTERY CHARGE INDICATOR KIT 
The Heathkit model CI -1 Marine Battery Charge Indicator 
has been designed especially for the boat owner, although 
it has found use in service stations, power stations, and 
radio stations where banks of batteries are kept in reserve 
for emergency power. It is intended to replace the hydro- 
meter method of checking storage batteries, and to elimi- 
nate the necessity for working with acid in small, below - 
decks enclosures. Now it is possible to check as few as one, 
or as many as eight storage batteries, merely by turning 
the switch and watching the meter. A glance at the meter 
tells you instantly whether your batteries are sufficiently 
charged for safe cruising. Dimensions are 2.7/8 "W x-5-11/16" 
H x 2" D. Operates on either 6 or 12 volt systems using lead - 
acid batteries, regardless of size. Simple in- 
stallation can be accomplished by the boat 
owner in fifteen minutes. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs, 

MODEL (I -1 

cause gradual corrosion and deterioration of the propeller 
or other metal fittings below the water line. It is particularly 
helpful when installing electrical equipment of any kind, 
or to determine proper polarity when power is obtained 
from a shore supply. Easy -to- build, the model ED -1 consists 
of a hermetically- sealed, waterproof meter. special sensing 
plate, and sufficient wire to instal!, including the necessary 
hardware. Mounts on instrument panel 
where it can be easily seen.- Requires no 
power for operation, and gives instant warn- 
ing to guard your boat for a lifetime. Shpg. 
Wt. 2 lbs. 

MODEL ED-1 

$995 

HEATHKIT RF POWER METER KIT 
The Heathkit RF Power Meter Kit is designed to sample the 
RF field in the vicinity of your transmitter, whether it be 
marine, mobile, or fixed. Output meter is merely placed in 
some location close to the transmitter, to pick up RF radia- 
tion from the antenna. Requires no batteries, electricity, 
nor direct connection to the transmitter. It provides you with 
a continuing indication of transmitter operation. You can 
easily detect if power is dropping off by comparing present 
meter readings with past ones. Operates with any trans- 
mitter having output frequencies between 100 kc and 250. 
mc, regardless of power. Sensitivity is 0.3 volts RMS full 
scale, and a special control on the panel allows for further 
adjustment of the sensitivity. Meter is a 200 ua unit, mounted 
on a chrome -plated brass panel. The entire PM -1 measures 
only 3%" W x 6X" L x 2" D. An easy way to put 
your mind at ease concerning transmitter 
operation. Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs. 

Heathkits. 
HEATHKIT ELECTROLYSIS DETECTOR KIT 
The Heathkit model ED -1 Electrolysis Detector indicates 
the extent of electrolysis currents between the boat's 
Common ground and underwater fittings, except on boats 
having metal hulls. These currents, undetected, could 
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MODEL PM -1 

9495 

now offer you completely 
modern marine equipment with 
outstanding design features 
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HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR 
RADIO DIRECTION FINDER KIT 

The Heathkit Transistor Radio Direction Finder model DE -1 

is a self- contained, self -powered, 6- transistor super heter- 
odyne broadcast radio receiver incorporating a directional 
loop antenna, indicating meter, and integral speaker. It is 
designed to serve primarily as an aid to navigation when 
out of sight of familiar landmarks. It can be used not only 
aboard yachts, fishing craft, tugs, and other vessels which 
navigate either out of sight of land or at night, but also for 
the hunter, hiker, camper, fisherman, aviator, etc. It is 
powered by a 9 -volt battery. (A spare hat ery is also included 
with the kit). The frequency range covers the broadcast 
band from 540 to 1600 kc and will double as a portable 
radio. A directional high -O ferrite antenna is incorporated 
which is rotated from the front panel to obT a fix on a 

station and a 1 ma meter serves as the null and tuning 
indicator. The controls consist of: tuning, volume and power 
(on -off), sensitivity, heading indicator (compass rose) and 
bearing indicator (antenna index). Overall dimensions 
are 7 %"' W x 5%" H x 5%" D. Supplied with 
slip -in -place mounting brackets, which allow MODEL DF -1 

easy removal from ship bulkheads or other $5495 
similar places. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. 

Heathkíts 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are sold only by direct mail, 
passing middleman 
profits on to you 

Pioneer in 

"do- it- yourself" 

electronics 

HEATH 

radio - compass or 

as a portable radio 

HOW CAN YOU MISS? 

The Heath Company maintains a technical consultation 
service, should you experience some sort of difficulty in 
construction or operation. Although only a very small per- 
centage of our customers ever have occasion to use this 
service (usually only beginners in electronics) it is still 
reassuring to know that technical help is available when 
needed. A service department is also available, should 
you wish a complete factory check of operation and align- 
ment or repair. After you build your first Heathkit you'll 
realize how easy it is. 

`/a Catalog 
f - 't`f!e!'r'Ztts:,::::: 

Send for this 
informative booklet 
listing more than 

100 "do -it- yourself" kits. 

COMPANY A Sstl»idíary 4 Daysftr4% Inc. 

JUT 
BENTON HARBOR 20,MICH. 

ORDER 
BLANK 
NOTE All prices subject to change 
without notice. 

Enclosed find ( ) check ( ) 
money order for 
Please ship C.O.D. ( ) postage 
enclosed for pounds. 

On Express orders do not include 
transportation chorges -they will 
be collected by the express agency 
at time of delivery. 

ON PARCEL POST ORDERS in. 
dude postage for weight shown. 
ORDERS FROM APO'S must in- 
clude full remittance. All prices 
F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich. 

Name SHIP VIA 
Post 

Way 

Address 

D Parcel 

D Express 

City & Zone 
D Freight 

State 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

D Best 

QUANTITY ITEM MODEL NO. PRICE 

D SEND FREE Heathkit Catalog 

POSTAGE 

TOTAL 
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TWO NEW 
TRIAD 

CATALOGS 
Fresh from the printer are 
your new 1958 TRIAD refer- 
ence books: the TRIAD 
GENERAL CATALOG TR -58, 
containing specifications and 
prices on 940 TRIAD trans- 
formers, including over 100 

new items...and the TRIAD 
TELEVISION REPLACE- 
MENT GUIDE TV -58. Get your 
complimentary copies from 
your distributor -or write... 

fRIAo 
TNANSFORMFAS 

Visit our Booth 
#2244 at the 
IRE Show 

4055 REDWOOD AVENUE, 

VENICE, CALIFORNIA 

812 EAST STATE STREET, 

HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 

A SUBSIDIARY OF LITTON INDUSTRIES 

so 

ELECTRONICS 

J3 J2 Cr2 C'7SEE TEXT CIB RII 

S 

(Continued from page 63) 

sulation from a stranded hookup wire, 
run it around the potted assembly and 
connect it to the ground side of the Ji 
wire. This is shown in the loop con- 
struction drawing. If you wish, fasten 
the oscillator assembly and loop to- 
gether with additional Fiberglas and 
slip it into the handle as one piece. 

The shielded wire connecting to J1 
exits from the handle through a rubber 
grommet hole approximately two- thirds 
of the way up from the loop. 

Instrument -box wiring 
The reference oscillator, beat detector 

and audio amplifier are all wired into 
the instrument case. Placement of parts 
is illustrated by the photographs. 

The photographs show that I paral- 
leled components, in some places, to get 
the desired value. This simply was an 
expedient use of parts on hand. Capaci- 
tors C16 (out of view) and C17 in the 
photograph are simply pieces of in- 
sulated magnet wire twisted together. 
In the final model these were replaced 
with 20 -µµf mica or ceramic capaci- 
tors. 

Less -expensive transistors may be 
used. Both 2N135 and 2N136 transistors 
have been used in place of the 2N137 
transistors. Lower -priced audio transis- 
tors are suitable for the two audio 
stages. If this results in low volume, 
the size of C16 and C17 may be in- 
creased. 

The reference oscillator has two fre- 
quency adjustments. Coil L2 is the 
COARSE adjustment available through 
a hole in the case. The fine adjustment 
C14 is marked AUDIO on the front panel. 
The coil is a variable ferrite antenna 
coil with about one -fifth of its turns 
removed. It should not be mounted 
closer to any side of the instrument 
case than shown in the photos. 

For capacitor C14 I used a Lafayette 
MS -270 with both sections wired in 
parallel. A single -gang capacitor like 
the MS -274 will do just as well. 

Connector Jl pipes do battery volt- 
age to the detection oscillator and also 
brings rf into the instrument case. This 
is the reason for the rf choke and re- 

Underchassis 
view shows 
components 

layout. 

sistor R10. The shielded cable is lapel 
type microphone wire -the shorter the 
better. 

Outputs from the two oscillators mix 
across variable resistor R11. Essen- 
tially this is a GAIN control, but it also 
serves as a very fine beat -frequency 
control. Its range is only a few cycles 
per second. 

For improved low- frequency response, 
direct coupling in the audio stages 
eliminates one capacitor. 

Three TR -136R mercury batteries 
wired in parallel and boxed into a small 
case fit into the bottom of the cabinet. 
A piece of felt or sponge rubber placed 
on top of the cells, with the transistor 
chassis pushing down on it, holds them 
in place. These TR -136R batteries 
power the circuit for several hundred 
hours. 

Before using the locator, check the 
audio and detector sections. When the 
unit is turned on, a frying sound should 
be heard in the phones in about 4 sec- 
onds. This is the time it takes the elec- 
trolytic capacitors to reach full charge. 
The frying sound indicates plenty of 
audio gain. (Of course, it could origi- 
nate from a noisy transistor with low 
gain.) 

With R11 set for maximum gain, a 
loud hum or squeal should be heard 
when V4's base is touched with a finger. 
If these stages do not react correctly, 
check to see that all base voltages are 
about 0.1 volt greater than the emitter 
voltage and that all collector voltages 
are at least 0.75 volt higher than the 
base voltage. A wrong base -to- emitter 
voltage usually indicates a bad transis- 
tor and a too -low collector -to -base volt- 
age results from a shorted transistor 
or a wrong value of emitter resistance 
or bias voltage. 

Bring the two oscillators to audio 
beat by turning the screw adjustment 
on L2 until a tweet is heard. Turn the 
screw slowly because this is a very 
coarse adjustment. If the tone is not 
heard, either one or both oscillators 
are not working or are way off fre- 
quency. Oscillation can be checked by 
the diode and voltmeter method. Fre- 
quency changes can be made by varying 
C10. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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DO YOU 
HAVE the 

EAR 

for EASY LISTENING? 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE EASY 

LISTENING at a LOW COST 

Easy listening - velvet smooth 
response over the entire audio 
range- that's what you get in 
a new Utah Unidrive Coaxial 
High Fidelity Reproducer. 
Engineered for exceptionally 
fine frequency extension of both 
the bass and extremely high 
registers-a Unidrive will give 
you unsurpassed tonal quality 
-with minimum distortion -a 
velvet smoothness that is a rev- 
elation and a real pleasure to 
hear. 
The Utah Unidrives are unique 
in design and assembly tech- 
nique. A single, high efficiency 
magnet drives two perfectly 
matched and balanced high and 
low frequency cones with 
mechanical crossover, to achieve 
an efficiency heretofore unat- 
tainable in conventional designs. 
A newly developed skiver roll 
cone treatment immeasurably 
increases speaker lifetime. 

See and hear the new Utah Uni- 
drives at your dealers today. Avail- 

*. able in six models and five sizes - 
6 X 9 ", two 8 ", two 12" and 15 ". 
Starting at the unbelievably low 
price of only $15.95. 

RADIO PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 

HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 

Expt. Dept. Tidevox International, Chi., Ill. 

GIVE TO THE 
RED CROSS 

How Many Hours Have You Used 

Your Stylus? (Phono Needle) 

HI -FI EYE -THE RECORD PROTECTOR - 
can answer this honestly, CAN YOU? A 
worn stylus WITH ONLY ONE PLAYING 
can wipe all the highs from your valuable 
records. A simple glance at HI -FI EYE tells 
you the total hours your stylus has been in 
use. Use this simple means to protect your 
valuable records. Easily installed. Operation 
automatic. Designed to sell for $24.95. 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER $14.95. 
Don't delay, order today. Guaranteed. 6 
months warranty. No C.O.D: s. California 
add 4 %. 

E.I.S. Box 44739 
Hancock Station 
Los Angeles 44, Calif. 

MARCH, 1958 
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Placing the instrument in the case 
will make it necessary to retune L2 
slightly. 

After the instrument case is working 
and checked, all parts should be covered 
over with a Fiberglas -floss and resin 
mixture, especially L2. This prevents 
warbling of the beat note due to vibra- 
tion. This Fiberglas coating is not 
shown in the photos. 

Using the locator 
Freedom from excessive pulling al- 

lows the locator to be operated at zero 
beat. Usually this is not possible, but it 
is quite successful with this indicator. 
From the operator's point, it is certainly 
the most attractive mode of operation, 
since the detector is quiet until metal 
is approached. Then it emits a low 
growl or rising squeal. This less sensi- 
tive operation is often more desirable, 
since it discriminates against ground 
capacitance effects, vibrations, etc. 

More sensitive operation is obtained 
by using the detector at a low putt -putt 
beat frequency. The tone will either 
stop or increase in pitch as metal is 
approached, depending upon which side 
of zero beat the detector is operated. 

Method is very important in locating 
buried objects. When searching for 
metals, move slowly and repeat your 
movements several times over an area 
that gives a promising indication. Re- 
peated methodical movements can re- 
veal something of the shape of the 
object if you chart the exploration. END 

"I like 

your 

advertising 

policy" 
Almost every day we meet or hear 

from readers who tell us they like 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS' mail order 

tube advertising policy. Since the 

January 1956 issue, we have insisted 

that such advertisers state specifi- 

cally in their advertisement either 

that their tubes are new and unused 

or that they are rejects, surplus, or 

otherwise substandard. This has lost 

us considerable advertising -but it 
has won us many friends. 

UNMISTAKABLY - 

THE FINEST NAME 

IN COMMUNITY (TVI 

ELIMINATE SNOWY PICTURES WITH THE 

SUPER '20' 
LOW NOISE MAST -MOUNTED 

BOOSTER 
Very Low Noise Cascode Circuit 
Brings Weak, Snowy Pictures to 
Entertainment Level. 
Automatic ON -OFF from TV Re- 
ceiver 
Easily mounted on Mast 
Supplied Complete with all Con- 
nectors (Solderless) 
20 DB Gain 
Contains separate 3 -tube Amplifiers 
for High and Low Bands (3 Dual 
Triodes). 
Amazing Low Price 

Dealer 
Net 

r\ 
. 

; 

USE THIS HANDY COUPON 

Benno Television Associates Ltd., 
27 Tabor Road, 
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

Please send me complete details on the 
SU TER "20" 

Other Equipment for Hotels. Motels 
Apartments and Community Systems 

Name 

Address 
Prov. 

City State 
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ELECTRONICS 

Part II -What part will earth satellites 
play in the International Geophysical Year? 

Electronics 
and 
the 

By JORDAN McQUAY 

IN the search for scientific data dur- 
ing the IGY no single activity has 
stirred the imagination and inter- 
est of the world more than the 

earth satellites -the rocket -borne metal 
spheres sent into outer space to circle 
the earth, whirling free through an 
orbit in upper atmosphere. Long con- 
sidered a theoretical possibility, it was 
not until recent development of rockets 
and missiles of tremendous size that 
this dream has become a reality. 

In October, 1957, the first satellites 
were launched by Russia. A series of 
satellites will be launched by the United 
States during the late winter and spring 
of 1958. 

Weighing about 185 pounds and about 
2 feet in diameter, the Russian type of 
satellite is launched into space by 
multiple -stage rockets of tremendous 
size and thrust. Once it overcomes the 
gravitational pull of the earth at an 
altitude of several hundred miles, the 
satellite circles the globe in an orbit 
200 -400 miles above the earth at about 
18,000 miles an hour. Altitude gradually 
drops over a period of several weeks 
or months, and the satellite eventually 
disintegrates due to air friction. 

Although technical details of the 
Russian satellite have not been revealed, 
it contains a radio transmitter which 
broadcasts a coded signal (on 20 and 
40 mc). Since it is powered by some 
sort of miniature storage battery, fail- 
ure of the power supply after 4 or 5 
weeks means the satellite moves silently 
through its orbit until it disintegrates. 
General theory behind the Russian 
satellite, however, is much the same as 
that of the several types of satellites 
soon to be launched by the United 
States. 

Satellite principles 
High -altitude rockets, described last 

month, provided the first direct experi- 
mental observations of the upper atmos- 
phere. These included data on air pres- 
sure, density, temperature, composition, 
wind fields, cosmic rays and other solar 
activities. A major limitation of these 
rockets is the brief period of time dur- 
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Fig. 1 -How the 
rocket containing 
a US satellite 
would be launched 

US Navy 

Fig. 2- Trajectory of 
rocket containing US 
satellite. 

2ND-STAGE 

BURNOUT 

..,ti 

INITIATE 3RD-STAGE SPIN: 
SEPARATE 2ND STAGE 

r%ç 0 ISJN 
TRA.ECTDRI 

0CokSAS 
FLIGHT 

3RD-STAGE 
3RD-STAGE 

IGNITION 
BURNOUT AND 

SEPARATION 

SPINSTAB1tt1ED 
SATELLITE 

1ST- STACEBURNOUT 

AND SEPARATION 

VERTIAAL 
ELIOT 

VELOCITY 25.000 FT/SEC 
ALTITUDE__200 -400 NILES 
RANGE.- 1.500 NILES 
TIME 10 MATTER 

LAUNCHING 

ing which the measurements could be 
taken -usually for only 6 or 7 minutes. 
Rocket coverage is also restricted to 
a small part of the earth's atmosphere. 

An artificial satellite, propelled into 
space and whirling in an orbit far above 
the earth, will provide weeks, months, 
even years of continuous, reliable data 
for scientific study. Also, the satellite 
traverses a vast amount of inter- 
planetary space during each revolution 
around the earth and thus collects a 
great amount of geophysical informa- 
tion. 

Once in its orbit, the satellite's 
velocity is such that its centrifugal 
force balances the earth's gravitational 
pull. Without additional propelling 
power, the satellite continues to circle 
the earth, making a complete revolution 
about once every 80 or 90 minutes. 

The principal problem is launching 

the satellite and propelling it upward 
into its orbit. This is done by trans- 
porting the satellite in the nose of a 
multistage rocket which has sufficient 
power . to carry the satellite into the 
upper atmosphere. 

The United States uses a three -stage 
rocket (Fig. 1). It is 72 feet long and 
is launched vertically. Finless, it uses 
internal electronic controls for guid- 
ance. The trajectory of the rocket is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

When fired, the first stage of the 
rocket thrusts the entire assembly up- 
ward almost vertically. It then tilts 
slightly until, at burnout, the rocket is 
inclined at about 35 °. Then, its fuel 
exhausted, the first stage detaches itself 
from the rocket assembly. The second 
stage then drives the rocket to an 
altitude of about 140 miles, propelling 
it at a rapidly increasing speed to 
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about 2,000 miles an hour, and -through 
electronic controls- diminishes the an- 
gle of inclination to only a few degrees. 
As the rocket levels off and coasts for 
some distance, the second stage detaches 
itself and ignites the third and final 
stage of the rocket. The third stage 
carries the satellite to its ultimate 
altitude of several hundred miles and 
to its top speed of about 20,000 miles 
an hour. The satellite separates from 
the third stage and, established in its 
orbit, continues under its own momen- 
tum -about 1,500 miles from the launch- 
ing site and about 10 minutes after 
launching. Because of its extreme speed 
at time of separation, the third stage 
may continue to orbit somewhere in 
space behind the satellite. After some 
time, however, the third stage will drop 
in altitude until it disintegrates in 
more dense atmosphere. 

Although a satellite may continue to 
circle the earth for protracted periods 
of time -several weeks, months or 
longer -ultimately atmospheric drag 
will bring its orbit closer and closer to 
the earth. When it enters the denser 
atmosphere of lower altitudes, the 
satellite (due to air friction) will burn 
out far above the earth's surface. Both 
it and burned -out stages of the rocket 
will drift to earth as indistinguishable 
dust and ashes. 

While in flight, the tiny satellite 
broadcasts a periodic signal giving the 
specific data it measures -such as air 
density, pressure, temperature or solar 
activities. The radio transmitter in 
each US satellite weighs about 13 
ounces and has a 10 -mw output at a 
fixed frequency of 108 mc. It is crystal - 
controlled and completely transistorized. 
Some types of satellites may have 
transmitters powered by seven 1.2 -volt 
miniature batteries. Others will be 
powered by solar batteries, which give 
the transmitter a continuous life until 
the satellite eventually disintegrates. 

The type of data transmitted by a 
satellite depends upon the instruments 
contained within its spherical metal 
shell. Measurements are fed to elec- 
tronic telemetering equipment, which 
translates them into coded signals. 

Fig. 3- Amateur type setup for tracking 
earth satellites. 
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Then, the radio transmitter broadcasts 
these signals to ground tracking and 
observing stations. 

Tracking the satellites 

Once established in its orbit, a sat- 
ellite must be tracked -both optically 
and electronically -to provide position 
and path information to correlate with 
other readings and measurements. With 
previous knowledge of the probable 
path of a satellite gained through 
electronics, observers at ground sta- 
tions can use photo -theodolites for 
optical tracking. This method of track- 
ing, however, depends upon fair visi- 
bility for good accuracy. 

A more reliable method of tracking 
is the Minitrack system, which utilizes 
radio receiving equipment. The radio 
transmitter within the satellite pro- 
duces a periodic signal at 108 mc, which 
is radiated by small antennas outside 
the metal sphere. On the ground, the 
signal can be detected by highly sensi- 
tive receiving equipment whenever the 
satellite passes in the general vicinity 
of a receiving station. 

Orbits of all US satellites are ex- 
pected to have a latitude range of about 
35° above and below the equator. With- 
in this broad belt, Minitrack stations 
have been erected by many govern- 
ments at strategic points around the 
world. Although development and 
launching of the US satellite is pri- 
marily a contribution of this country 
to the IGY, all countries are participat- 
ing in observing and measuring data 
obtained by each of the US satellites. 

Each ground station of the Minitrack 
system is equipped with several sets of 
two specially designed and highly bal- 
anced receiving antennas, a frequency 
converter, a high -gain amplifier and a 
visual recording device. When tuned 
to the 108 -mc frequency and with the 
satellite within receiving range, there 
will be an indication on the output 
recording device -the amount depend- 
ing on the proximity of the satellite to 
the station. The satellite can be located 
in its orbit by comparing the signal 
from one antenna with the signal from 
the second antenna of each set. This 
is equivalent to comparing the path 
length of the signal from the satellite 
transmitter to one receiving antenna 
with the path length of the signal to 
the second antenna of each set of 
matched antennas. Similar measure- 
ments with other sets of matched 
antennas at the receiving station will 
fix the satellite even more accurately. 

A simplified version of the Minitrack 
system can be used by radio amateurs 
residing in the region to be covered by 
each US satellite. As shown in Fig. 3, 
as few as two balanced antennas are 
connected, via a frequency converter, 
to the input of a conventional com- 
munications receiver. An S -meter or 
other visual indicating device is used 
at the receiver's output. As the satellite 
passes over the vicinity of the station, 
the receiver output varies from a min- 
imum to a peak. The maximum reading 
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determines the general position of the 
satellite. It recurs about every 90 
minutes. 

The equipment at each Minitrack 
station is considerably more complex 
and provides a high degree of precision 
measurement. In addition, the satellite 
signal is continuously recorded at each 
Minitrack station. In event of failure 
of the satellite's radio transmitter, 
ground -based radar equipment tracks 
the satellite. 

All tracking information is trans- 
mitted to key or central stations. There, 
using instantly available data from all 
reporting sources, electronic computers 
calculate orbital information and pre- 
dict the exact path of any satellite for 
each successive revolution. This pre- 
diction includes the time and place of 
meridian passage, the zenith angle and 
the angular velocity of a satellite in its 
orbit. With each successive revolution, 
these data are re- evaluated and re- 
computed, and new predictions are 
made by electronic data processing and 
computing equipment. 

Data from the satellites 
As each satellite travels through 

space, specialized types of scientific 
data are also obtained and measured 
by instruments within the sphere and 
then transmitted to ground stations for 
collation and record. 

These specialized data may relate to 
the sun's ultra -violet rays, meteor 
particles, air density, cosmic rays, the 
ionosphere or any of many other fields 
of scientific endeavor during the IGY. 
The type of data obtained and tele- 
metered to earth by each satellite 
depends entirely upon the type of 
instruments within the satellite. The 
instrumentation is usually different for 
each of the US satellites, depending 
upon its mission. By nature of their 

movement in space, however, all sat- 
ellites provide important scientific data 
concerning air density, the shape of 
the earth, the ionosphere and other 
scientific fields. 

Since the orbit of a satellite is influ- 
enced by local nonuniformities in the 
gravitational field, observations of the 
orbit at ground tracking -stations make 
possible calculations of mass distribu- 
tion of the earth. This, in turn, yields 
information about the composition of 
the earth's crust. Similar information, 
after electronic analysis, also provides 
data about the oblateness or flatness of 
the earth near the poles. Orbit observa- 
tions also make possible precise deter- 
minations of latitude and longitude, 
particularly for isolated islands, many 
of which in the Pacific have never 
been located and mapped accurately. 

Since radio signals from a satellite 
are affected as they pass through the 
ionosphere, this phenomenon permits 
measurement of refraction as well as 
other characteristics of the ionosphere. 
Such measurements are important to 
the study and prediction of radio -wave 
propagation. 

All types of data collected and re- 
corded during the IGY -by Minitrack, 
optical and other tracking stations as 
well as scientific observing stations - 
are transmitted to key or central sta- 
tions. There the various data are fed 
to electronic data processing equipment 
for immediate or future reference. 

From this mass of accumulated and 
correlated information, detailed and 
accurate scientific data can be com- 
piled electronically and almost instantly 
months, even years, after a satellite 
has completed its flight through inter- 
planetary space. 

During this winter and spring, the 
United States will launch four minia- 
ture satellites. These are trial flights 
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ELECTRONICS 

primarily to test the Minitrack and 
rocket -launching systems. Each of the 
test satellites is about 6 inches in 
diameter -the size of a grapefruit. 
Each has six protruding antennas and 
contains a tiny radio transmitter 
powered by solar batteries to convert 
energy from the sun into electricity. 
(See Fig. 4.) Each will be launched by 
a conventional high -power three -stage 
rocket. 

Larger satellites, to be launched dur- 
ing this summer, will be equipped to 
obtain specialized scientific data. These 
are about 20 inches in diameter and 

s weigh 21 pounds. Each is equipped 
with a transmitter and has four pro- 
truding antennas to radiate data to 
the ground. (See Fig. 5.) 

The first of the large satellites will 
carry instruments to study the sun's 
ultra -violet rays and obtain environ- 
mental data. Succeeding satellites will 
record erosion of meteor particles in 
space, measure air density and compo- 
sition, the earth's magnetic field, cosmic 
rays, and obtain other scientific data. 

Other studies 
There are numerous other studies of 

scientific significance during the IGY. 
Simultaneous studies in oceanography 
and glaciology are exploring the heat 
and water interrelationships that also 
affect the earth's weather and climate. 
A study of seismology leads to new 
knowledge of the earth's core and crust. 
Gravity measurements and related 
studies are also part of the activities 
of all participating countries. But elec- 
tronics assists to only a very small 
degree in these international ventures. 

Electronics, however, is widely util- 
ized in most of these studies for record- 
ing, filing and storing the wealth of 
data obtained. 

At key control centers throughout the 
world, the latest types of electronic 
data -processing equipment handle, re- 
cord and store the vast amount of data 
collected continuously during the IGY. 
Electronic computers are utilized for 
fast computation and analysis. Data is 
recorded on punched cards or on 
metallic tape, then filed in electronic 
storage memories for future reference. 
This makes the handling of billions of 
items of measurement and observation 

x largely automatic -through electronic 
processing. 

The IGY is destined to yield un- 
precedented knowledge about the mys- 
teries of the earth and the atmosphere 
and their relationship to the sun. In 
geophysics, the universe itself performs 
the experiments in which mankind is 
interested. The events that determine 
our physical environment are therefore 
world -wide in nature, and only through 
the cooperative efforts of all countries 
can their secrets be discovered. 

Thus, through the joint effort of 
many nations, the International Geo- 
physical Year is not only an expression 
of the scientific interests of various 
countries, but the scientific community 
of the world as a whole. END 
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TELEVISION 

servicing 
stacked 

B- SUPPLY 
systems 

By JAMES A. McROBERTS 

IN series- or stacked -B supplies the 
plate resistance of a vacuum tube is 
considered as part of a voltage - 
divider network. Generally, the audio 

output tube is placed in series with if 
and other tubes, and the full B plus 
applied across the group. 

The audio output tube in a stacked -B 
supply is an electronic regulator, acting 
as a variable resistor in series with the 
plate resistance of a string of tubes 
whose plate supply voltage is the 150 - 
volt B bus, in this example. Fig. 1 

shows the audio output circuit of the 
Crosley 426 chassis. R. denotes the 
several tubes fed from the 150 -volt line. 
The rheostat action of the audio output 
tube is controlled by the voltage at the 
junction of R2 and R3, which is held 
relatively constant, and the voltage at 
the cathode. 

If the B -plus voltage decreases, the 
cathode voltage falls off. This decreases 
the bias on the 25L6 and produces an 
increase in plate current flow. The in- 
creased flow through R. then raises the 
cathode voltage, restoring it to its orig- 
inal 150 -volt value. An increase in B- 
plus voltage produces the opposite effect. 

The regulated 150 -volt bus in this 
circuit supplies the plate voltage to the 
front end, video if amplifier, bias to the 
C -R tube cathode, sync clipper, sync 
amplifier the sound if amplifier plus 
one or two other circuits. Therefore, if 
something happens to the audio tube 
we may expect any of many symptoms: 
the sync circuit will be disturbed; there 
may be no picture due to failure of the 
150 -volt bus supply to the front end 
and the video if tubes; if the 25L6 
develops a short from plate or screen to 
cathode, the 150 -volt bus would rise to 
about 260 volts and some components 
may fail. 

The resistors supplying the plates 
and screens from the 150 -volt B bus 
may overheat if such a short were to 
develop. The increased voltage increases 
the current and the heat produced. 

It is not practical to test each and 
every component under such circum- 
stances. Perhaps the best idea is to 
repair the set and then run it at a high 
line voltage on the bench. Or, at least, 
remember that the trouble may not be 
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Parasitic oscillation in lower section of picture 
produced by circuit defect in a stacked -B system. 

completely cured merely by replacing 
a shorted 25L6. 

An open- circuited, or nearly so, 25L6 
will affect all tubes fed from the 150 - 
volt line. No picture may be due to a 
bad or weak audio tube! 

Troubleshooting 
Since the controlled bus (150 volts 

here) may affect many other sections of 
the receiver the first test is tube substi- 
tution no matter what the symptoms 
indicate. Even the high voltage may be 
missing due to supply of the horizontal 
oscillator by the controlled lower -volt- 
age bus. The circuits supplied vary 
considerably with different receivers. 

The next procedure, if substitution 
does not help, is voltage readings at 
the plate, grid and cathode of the audio 
output tube. 

If the audio tube is cut off or does 
not pass normal current, the high B plus 
rises and may be 25 -50 volts more than 
normal. Likewise, the voltage at the 
R2 R3 junction will rise since it is 
independent of the controlled B bus. 
The audio tube may have a very high 
resistance. If so, the 150 -volt bus will 
be lower than normal. 

A lower than normal 150 -volt bus 
with a higher than normal supply volt- 
age might be due to a change in value 
of the resistors controlling the audio 
grid voltage. These are frequent offend- 
ers and can be checked with an ohm- 
meter. Use at least 5% resistors in any 
replacements. 

An unfortunate combination of excess 
tolerance of resistors may add so as to 
throw the circuit out of order even 
though the individual resistors may be 
well within tolerance. The bias voltages 
must be tailored to fit! A high- resist- 
ance shunting resistor or a low series 

resistor will assist in this correction. 
A leaky capacitor from the controlled 

bus to ground may cause trouble. All 
voltages will be low, the audio tube will 
become extremely hot and may even 
burn out. Check the voltage after about 
5 minutes' operation following the re- 
placement of a dead audio tube. In one 
case a shorted audio tube damaged this 
capacitor. Then it became leaky, and the 
audio tube "wore out." 

FROM SOUND _I2 

DE{ 

RI 

R2 470K 

25L6-GT 
AUDIO OUTPUT 

a 

260V 

R3 56016 R4 8.26 

TO VIDEO OUTPUT GRID 

150V 

Fig. 1- Schematic shows essential cir- 
cuitry in a typical stacked -B system. 

The tubes on the controlled bus - 
mixer, if, etc. -must draw about normal 
current. If the voltage remains per- 
sistently high or low on the controlled 
bus while bias and supply voltages are 
near normal, then check these tubes by 
substitution. In one case the current 
to each had to be measured with a 
milliammeter before the trouble was 
discovered. 

The photo shows an unusual case of 
parasitic oscillation due to excess volt- 
age on the vertical oscillator in a 
stacked -B system. The cause was a 
defective (changed -value) resistor in 
the grid circuit of the audio output 
tube! END 
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Sectional signal substitution is the secret behind 
a new TV test instrument that uses signal in- 
jection techniques to isolate the trouble. 

The 
Television 
Analyst 

NEW concept recently has been 
introduced into the TV service 
field with the advent of the 
Television Analyst. 

Basically, it is trouble shooting by 
sectional signal substitution. This is a 
rapid technique for troubleshooting by 
driving the various sections of a TV 
receiver -rf, if, video, sound if, chroma, 
horizontal output -with a known good 
signal. Thus the faulty stage in a TV 
receiver can be easily isolated. 

This pioneer instrument, the B & K 
Television Analyst, model 1075 has 
built -in vertical and horizontal deflec- 
tion systems. It also has two high - 
frequency oscillators for generating 
frequencies in the rf range covered by 
TV channels 2 -6 and 7 -13 and for the 
if range of 25 -45 mc. 

A crystal -controlled oscillator which 
produces a standard rainbow pattern for 
color servicing and a complete 4.5 -mc 
FM sound system with a 400 -cycle tone 
generator are also included. A flying - 
spot scanner generates complete video 
signals, such as a television test pat- 
tern, which can be viewed on the re- 
ceiver being serviced. All of these sig- 
nals are available at the front panel 
for rapid signal substitution. Any com- 
bination of video, color or sound may be 
used to modulate the rf or if carriers 
for high- frequency signal substitution. 

Applying the video -frequency signal 
to the video -output stage provides a 
test pattern on the screen of the picture 
tube of either black- and -white or color 
receivers. This signal gives: 

1. Bandwidth of the video amplifier - 
shown by reproduction of the verti- 
cal wedges in the test pattern. 

2. Transient response -shown by pres- 
ence and intensity, or absence of 
circuit ghosts (repeats in the sharp 
vertical lines of the test pattern). 

3. Low- frequency response -shown by 
the production of long horizontal 
lines in the test pattern. 

4. Gain of the video amplifier -shown 
by the level of contrast in the re- 
produced test pattern. 

5. Linearity of video amplification - 
shown by reproduction of the gray 
scale in the test pattern. 
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6. Alignment of the 4.5 -me sound traps 
-shown by rejection or passage of 
the 4.5 -mc sound sideband. 

7. Alignment of sound takeoff trans- 
former or coil -shown by output 
from the audio channel. 

8. Operation of horizontal and vertical 
sync takeoff circuits -shown by 
sync stability of the test pattern. 

9. Condition of the color subcarrier 
trap (in a color TV receiver) - 
shown by rejection (or passage) of 
the 3.58 -mc beat. 

10. Condition of the delay line (in a 
color receiver) -shown by the re- 
production of vertical wedges in the 
test pattern. 

11. Operability of the chroma takeoff 
circuit -shown by reproduction (or 
lack of reproduction) of a standard 
rainbow pattern on the screen of the 
color picture tube (in color sets). 

12. Freedom from (or susceptibility to) 
intercarrier buzz -shown by the 
level of reproduced buzz in the 
sound, as the contrast -control set- 
ting is varied. 

Adjust for perfect circle to set 
linearity, height, and width. 

Center of pattern should be ad- 
justed to be at physical center of 
screen. 

TELEVISION 

The Television Analyst is shown in 
the photo. Output cables come with the 
unit. Top- chassis signal injection can 
be employed if standard plug adapters 
are plugged into the tube socket and 
the tube inserted in the adapter. Vari- 
ous pin connections are provided at the 
outside of the adapter and signals are 
injected at these points. 

If receiver operation is satisfactory 
when the video amplifier is driven by 
the video output of the Television 
Analyst, we next take if output from 
the Analyst and inject it at the grid of 
the last if amplifier. If the picture de- 
tector and last if amplifier are working 
properly, we get a satisfactory pattern. 
If trouble is present, we will see no 
pattern or a distorted one. Next, we 
check the detector diode or tube, and 
other components until the faulty part 
is found and replaced. Fig. 1 shows a 
normal test pattern. 

Testing the if's 
If trouble in the if amplifier is sus- 

pected, tune the Analyst to the re- 
ceiver's if (this may be 25 or 45 mc). 
Then, apply the if signal to the grid of 
the last if stage. If the pattern is satis- 
factory, we proceed to the grid of the 
next -to- the -last stage, etc. Should the 
if strip check good, we go back to the 
oscillator mixer stage. 

To check for a dead or off -frequency 
local oscillator, apply an rf signal at 
(for example) channel 6 to the grid of 
the mixer tube. If thé receiver's local 
oscillator is working, you will see a 
video pattern on the receiver under test 
and get an audio output. If the local 
oscillator is not working, the converter 
will not convert channel 6 to the 
intermediate frequency and no output 
will be apparent. It is then necessary 
to inject an if signal of the proper 
frequency at the mixer's grid, to check 
that circuit. 

An rf signal on any low channel 
To set proper size set top and 
bottom of circle to top and bot- 
tom edges of receiver screen. 

Ringing or overshoot indicated by 
white trailing edges (high he- 
quency phase shift) 

Shading or gamma check. Shaded 
areas provide good check for 
video amplifier linearity. 

Low- frequency phase shift evi- 
denced by black trailing smear. 

Limes of resolution 
30 = 300 lines 
20 = 200 lines 
35 = 350 lines 
45 = 450 lines 

Determine frequency response or Vertical wedge indicates horizon - 
resolution at point where lines of fal resolution (bandwidth of re- 
wedge merge. ceiver). 

Fig. 1 -A perfect test pattern. Points to check are noted. 
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11 
Fig. 2- Waveform of the horizontal 

drive supplied by the Analyst. 

(fundamental output) or any high 
channel (harmonic output) can be ap- 
plied to the grid of the rf amplifier 
stage. It can also be applied to the 
receiver's antenna input terminals. 

In a color TV receiver, the foregoing 
tests also provide a check of chroma 
circuit operation. This is reserved for 
a more detailed discussion later. 
Sweep tests 

The flyback system is tested by ap- 
plying drive to the horizontal output 
tube's grid. A normal test pattern 
shows that the sweep system is working, 
and that any faults will be found in 
the horizontal oscillator. 

When drive is applied to the hori- 
zontal output tube, a voltmeter check 
quickly isolates trouble to the booster 
damper circuits or the horizontal oscil- 
lator. If normal boost voltage is found, 
the trouble is in the oscillator circuit. 
If there is weak or no boost voltage, 
there is a failure in the booster damper 
section. Fig. 2 shows the drive wave- 
form used in flyback tests. In color TV 
receivers, where convergence circuits 
obtain drive from the horizontal sweep 
section, this test provides the starting 
point for troubleshooting the horizontal 
dynamic convergence circuit independ- 
ently of associated receiver circuitry. 

This type of flyback testing localizes 
troubles- reduced picture width, non- 
linear scanning, raster ringing, exces- 
sive width, foldover, vertical lines and 
bars, raster distortion -to either the 
sweep or drive circuits. For example, a 
vertical line in the raster can originate 
in the horizontal oscillator circuits or 
the horizontal output system. Applying 
a known normal drive waveform im- 
mediately localizes the fault to one 
section or the other. 

A drive waveform is also provided 
for the vertical output tube (see Fig. 
3). This test localizes vertical sweep 
trouble to the sweep section or the 
oscillator and drive section. 

When the faults are in the sweep 
output circuit, the technician substitutes 
or checks individual components to ob- 
tain normal sweep. However, if faults 
are present in the oscillator and drive 
section, as shown in the quick- check, he 
turns his attention to components in 
these circuits. Thus, waste of time in 
hit -or -miss approaches is avoided. 

You might think that the Analyst 
has applications only in tests of indi- 

Fig. 3 -The Analyst supplies this verti- 
cal drive waveform. 
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Cut testing time in half- 
DOUBLE TUBE SALES 

* 
* 
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DYNA-QUIK 

NEW 
MODEL 

650 
Fastest, Most Complete, Portable 
DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE 
TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER 

Checks over 99% of the tubes most widely used in television 
receivers, plus popular home and portable rodio tubes. Tests 

over 500 tube types. Lists over 125 tube types, with settings, on 
socket panels for maximum operating speed. Complete listing in 
fast telephone -index type selector. Includes 16 spare sockets and 
sufficient filament voltages for future new tube types. Tests each 
section of multiple tubes separately for Gm- Shorts -Grid 
Emission -Gas Content -and Life. Provides instantaneous Heater 
Continuity check. Shows tube condition on "Good -Bad" scale 
and in micromhos. Special bridge assures automatic line com- 
pensation. No multiple switching -No roll chart. Includes pin 
straighteners. Transistor Tester checks junction, point contact 
and barrier transistors, germanium and silicon 

$16995 diodes, selenium and silicon rectifiers. Net, 

NEW MODEL 5008 Money- Making Portable 
DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER 

Thousands of the famous B&K Dyna -Quik are in profitable use 
today by service technicians everywhere. Servicemen say: "Best 
tube tester I've ever owned for speed and dependability:' "Makes 
money. Really indispensable:' "Have two...one for the shop and 
one for house calls:' 

Now, with more tube sockets, the new Model 500B makes it 
easy to test more tubes faster and make more money. Accu- 
rately quick- checks most of the TV and rodio tubes usually en- 
countered in everyday service work. Tests tubes for shorts, grid 
emission, gas content, and leakage. Measures true dynamic mu- 
tual conductance with laboratory accuracy in the home or shop. 
Makes complete tube test in seconds, tests average TV set in a 
few minutes. Quickly detects weak or inoperative tubes. Shows 
tube condition on "Good -Bad" scale and in micromhos. Life 
Test shows customer the tube life expectancy. Makes it easy to 
sell more tubes right -on- the -spot. 

One switch tests everything. No multiple switching. No roll chart. 
Automatic line voltage compensation. 7 -pin and 9 -pin straight- 
eners. New tube reference charts are made avail- 
able by the factory at regular intervals. Net, 

MARCH, 1958 

Makes Money for 
Servicemen Everywhere 

Each Dyna -Quik Tube Tester 
completely tests each tube in seconds 

Eliminates substitution testing 
Shows customer true condition and 

life expectancy of tubes 
Sells more tubes right on-the-spot 
Cuts servicing time, wins customer confidence 
Saves costly call -backs, brings more profit 
One extra tube sale on each of 5 calls a day 

pays for the Dyna -Quik in a few weeks. 

2 additional tube sales 
per call on an average 
of 5 calls a day can in- 
crease your income as 
much as $50.00 per week 

See your B & K Distributor, 
or write for Bulletin APIO -E 

B&K MANUFACTURING CO. 
3726 N. Southport Ave., Chicago 13, Illinois 
Ca soda: Atlas Rodio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 10, Ont. 
Export: Empire Exporters, 458 Broadway, New York 1 3, U.S.A. 
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You can have this 

Shows You - Tells You 
about the wonderful career opportunities 

in the world's fastest growing 
interdependent industries: 

AERONAUTICS 
ELECTRONICS 

Tells how you can take your place in a surpris- 
ingly short time, at Big Pay and with a Future 
Unlimited, alongside the hundreds of successful 
Northrop graduates. They are employed by 
many of the country's leading companies on 
such projects as: 

Electronic Computer Planning, 
Missile Flight Test Engineering, 
Design of Servomechanisms, 
Design of Rocket Powerplants, 
Celestial Guidance Systems, 
and many more. 

It will cost you nothing but a postage stamp 
to find out about the wonderful future open to 
you, and about the great demand for Northrop 
Institute graduates. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 

Northrop 
Aeronautical Institute 

An Accredited Technical Institute 
I189W. Arbor Vitae Street 

Inglewood 1, California 

r 

P 

NORTHROP AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE 
1189 W. Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, Calif. 

Please send me immediately the Northrop catalog, 
employment data, and schedule of class starting 
dates. I am interested in: 

Electronic Engineering Technology 
Aeronautical Engineering Technology 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Technology 
Master Aircraft and Engine Mechanic 
let Engine Overhaul and Maintenance 

Name Age... 

Address 

City Zone ...State 
Veterans: Check here for Special Veteran 
Training Information. 

i 
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vidual receiver sections. However, its 
field of design extends far beyond this 
limitation. Since many obscure faults 
which occur in service work result from 
interaction or crosstalk of reeciver sec- 
tions, the Analyst is designed to run 
down this type of faulty operation. 

To illustrate this class of test, con- 
sider the common complaint of vertical 
bar interference in the picture. As you 
know, such bars can result from velocity 
modulation of the horizontal scan. This 
type of trouble shows up when the test 
pattern is switched off and a blank 
raster is viewed. If the bars appear 
when the horizontal output tube is 
driven by the Analyst, you know that 
trouble is in the horizontal output cir- 
cuit. Investigate, for example, the R -C 
network in the yoke circuit. 

When the bars do not show up on 
drive from the Analyst but do appear 
when the horizontal output tube is 
driven by the horizontal oscillator, 
you know that the oscillator is gen- 
erating a ringing waveform. Circuit 
corrections must be made in the oscil- 
lator to remove the ringing. 

Vertical bars also result from ring- 
ing voltages in the video signal. Such 
bars do not appear in a blank raster. 
They show up only when the test pat- 
tern is applied (or when the receiver 
is tuned to a broadcast signal). Now, 
where does the ringing voltage come 
from? How is it getting into the video 
signal? What must we do to suppress 
the voltage or to stop its entry? 
1. Apply the test -pattern signal to the 

grid of the video amplifier tube, and 
horizontal drive voltage to the grid 
of the horizontal output tube. Ob- 
serve the test pattern. 
a. If the bars show up in the test 

pattern, look for crosstalk between 
the flyback circuit and the video 
output circuits. Crosstalk can 
occur between the yoke leads and 
the grid lead (or cathode lead) to 
the picture tube. Try separating 
these leads or temporarily shield- 
ing them. Crosstalk can also occur 
as a result of poor decoupling be- 
tween the video amplifier and the 
horizontal sweep circuits. Try 
bridging the decoupling capaci- 
tor (s) with a known good one. 

b. If the bars do not show up in the 
test pattern, the crosstalk must be 
entering the signal circuits at a 
point prior to the video output 
stage. A further test is required. 

2. Apply the test pattern signal to the 
input of the last if amplifier and 
horizontal drive voltage to the grid 
of the horizontal output tube. Ob- 
serve the test pattern. 
a. If bars now appear in the test 

pattern, you have localized the 
point of entry to the if amplifier 
or detector circuit (input circuit 
of the video amplifier). Take steps 
to prevent entry of the interfering 
voltage or to eliminate it at the 
source. 

You may find that the source of in- 
terfering voltage is in the flyback cir- 

? a tite 

2-Set TV COUPLER 

Rated No.1 
by a nationally known 

independent product quality rating 
group as the result of tests made on 

10 leading two -set couplers for: 

IMPEDANCE MATCH 

SIGNAL TRANSFER 

TWO -SET ISOLATION 

MOSLEY 902 

List Price $3.10 

Rated FIRST in overall quality for 
weak signal reception means; the 

MOSLEY 902 Dual Match 2 -Set TV 
Coupler can be sold and installed 
in practically any TV area with 
full confidence that your custom- 
ers will be completely satisfied! 

Available at Radio and Television 
Parts Distributors - coast -to- coast. 

F#LI2q 
.c9/u: 

8622 ST. CHARLES ROCK ROAD 
ST. LOUIS 14, MISSOURI 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
April Issue on Sale March 25th 

f- - - - -- ADAPTER - - - - 
Write for Bull. 3548 

TYPE 7B $2.25 
TYPE 8B $2.50 
TYPE 9B $2.75 

(ILLUSTRATED) 
plus shipping digs. 

Min. size for use in crowded spaces 
RETMA color coded terminals 
Uses ( All above chassis) 

1. Modify circuits for max. performance and testing 
without soldering or unsoldering. 

2. Break into any circuit for trouble shooting. 
3. Measure voltage, 

rc 
istante and current in eon- 

junction with standard instruments 

A. L. PRODUCTS CO.. INC. 
I- -- -311 Hickory Sf., Kearny, N.J. - - 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Fig. 4- Crystal- controlled full -color 
rainbow display produced by Analyst. 

cuit (this is the most common situa- 
tion). That is, the interference persists 
whether we drive the horizontal output 
tube with the Analyst or the receiver's 
horizontal oscillator. Sometimes the in- 
terference occurs only when the hori- 
zontal oscillator is operating, and stops 
when drive voltage is used from the 
Analyst -this shows that the inter- 
fering voltage originates in the hori- 
zontal oscillator circuit. 

In other cases, you will find that bar 
interference is not found in any of the 
foregoing tests. If so, inject the test - 
pattern signal earlier in the signal 
circuits, going step by step back to the 
tuner. You may even have to go back 
to the mixer or antenna input circuits 
before the bars appear in the test pat- 
tern. Then, you know where to pin down 
the trouble because you definitely estab- 
lish the point of entry of the interfering 
voltage. 

Chroma signal subbing 
A rainbow display signal is available 

from the Analyst in video and modu- 
lated rf (or if) forms. This chroma 
signal can be injected at the input of 
the bandpass amplifier, at the grid of 
a low -level chroma demodulator, at the 
input of the video amplifier, at any 
point in the if circuits or in the rf 
section of the receiver. 

These tests quickly pin down com- 
plaints of no color, weak color and dis- 
torted color. They also localize phase 
errors. Fig. 4 shows the appearance of 
the rainbow display pattern when re- 
ceiver phasing is normal. Phase errors 
appear as a spectrum shift, the sequence 
of colors appearing incorrectly. 

Briefly, phase errors arise in the 
chroma or if sections. It is possible for 
the rf or video sections to cause phase 
errors, but these are less common 
trouble points. If you inject the chroma 
signal into the bandpass amplifier and 
get a normal color pattern, the next 
step is to inject a modulated if chroma 
signal at the input of the if amplifier. 

When a phase error is found in the 
later test, it indicates that the if ampli- 
fier needs alignment. A phase error in 
the former test indicates the need for 
chroma circuit alignment. 

The rainbow signal provides a con- 
venient method of checking quadrature, 
chroma channel gains and chroma ma- 
trixing. These are more specialized 
tests, which may be explained in a 
future article. END 

RADIO TELEVISION INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

THIS professional 
TRAINING IS 

THE KIND THAT 

Really Pays Off!/ 
.. . and it costs only a fraction 
of what you might expect to pay! 

160 bt9t1 bA1110 
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FIX ANY RADIO OR TV SET EVER 
MADE ... easier... better... faster 

Backed by the how- to -do -it 
methods so clearly explained in 
this one big 822 -page book, you'll 
be prepared for fast, accurate 
service on any radio or television 
receiver ever made. 

Radio & Television TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING AND REPAIR by 
Ghirardi & Johnson is far and 
away the world's best, most easily 
understood guide. Step by step, it 
takes you through each service 
procedure . from locating 
troubles with less testing to re- 
pairing them promptly by fully - 
approved professional methods. 

COMPLETE SERVICE TRAINING 
IN ONE BIG BOOK 

For beginners, this giant book 
is a complete service training 
course. For experienced service- 
men, it is a quick, easy way to 
"brush up" on specific jobs; to 

develop better methods and to find 
fast answers to tough jobs. 

Here are just a few of the sub- 
jects covered: Components and 
Their Troubles ; Basic Trouble- 
shooting Methods; "Static" and 
"Dynamic Testing; Practical 
Troubleshooting Tips and Ideas; 
AC /DC, 3 -way Portable and Bat- 
tery Set Troubleshooting Prob- 
lema ; Servicing Communications 
Receivers ; a Complete Guide to 
Television Service ; AM, FM, and 
TV Realignment Made Easy; Re- 
sistor, Capacitor, Inductor and 
Transformer Problems Explained; 
Servicing Tuning, Selector and 
Switching Mechanisms; Loud- 
speakers; Servicing Record -play- 
ing Equipment . and dozens 
more. 417 illustrations. Read 
TROUBLESHOOTING AND RE- 
PAIR for 10 days AT OUR RISK! 

Price only $7.50 or see money- 
saving combination offer.) 

SAVE $1.25 

Make your training 
library complete! Get 
both big books for 

only $13.00. (You 
save $1.25) 
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LEARN BASIC CIRCUITS FULLY... and 
watch service "headaches" disappear 

It's amazing how much easier and 
faster you can repair radios, television 
sets and even industrial electronic 
equipment when you know all about cir- 
cuits and what makes each one "tick." 

You locate troubles in a jiffy because 
you know what to look for and where. 

You make repairs lots faster, better, 
and more profitably! 

Actually, there are only a compara- 
tively few BASIC circuits in modern 
equipment. Radio & Television RE- 
CEIVER CIRCUITRY AND OPERA- 
TION by Ghirardi and Johnson gives 
you a complete understanding of these 
as well as their variations. It teaches 
you to recognize them . . . to under- 

The books that explain 
SERVICE PROCEDURES 

so you can really 
understand them! 

Almost 1300 pages and over 800 pic- 
tures and diagrams in these two new 
books explain things so clearly it's next 
to impossible for you to go wrong. 

stand their peculiarities and likely 
"troublespots" . and shows how 
to eliminate useless testing and 
guesswork in making repairs. 

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO 
MODERN RADIO -TV CIRCUITS 

Throughout, this 669 -page book 
with its 417 clear illustrations gives 
you the kind of above -average pro- 
fessional training that fits you for 
the better, big pay jobs in either serv- 
icing or general electronics. Covers all 
circuits in modern TV and radio re- 
ceivers, amplifiers, phono- pickups, rec- 
ord players, etc. Price only $6.75 . . 
or see money- saving offer in coupon. Examine it 10 days at our risk! 

FREE EXAMINATION ...easy terms! 
ra 

Dept. RE-38, RINEHART & CO.. Inc. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 

Send books indicated for FREE EXAMINATION. In 
10 days. I will either remit price indicated (plus postage) 
or return books and owe you nothing. 

Radio & TV TROU- Radio & TV CIRCUIT- 
BLE- SHOOTING AND RY AND OPERATION 
REPAIR (Price $7.50) (Price $6.75) 

! MONEY -SAVING COMBINATION OFFER . . . LJ Both books only $13.00. (Regular price $14.25... you 
save $1.25). Payable at rate of $4 (plus postage) after 
10 days and $3 a month thereafter until $13.00 has been 
paid. SAVE! Send cash with order and we pay postage. 
Same 10 -day return privilege with money refunded. 
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1 

City, Zone, State 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -48.00 for TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR; 
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waten 
Old for these jokers! 

An "easy job" can be a heartbreaker 

By H. M. LAYDEN 

EVERY so often a set comes into 
the shop with what are apparently 
simple faults such as raster but 
no sound or picture. Exploring 

the trouble, however, turns out to be 
no simple procedure. We have had our 
share of these "jokers" and think you 
might find interest and aid in our 
story. 

One instance we recall most vividly 
was an Emerson 120134 -G. The com- 
plaint was raster, no sound or pix. The 
outside man had tried tubes in the 
front end, if and video strips to no 
avail, so he pulled the chassis. 

On the bench the first thing we tried 
was to put through an if signal from 
converter grid to detector load, but 
were unsuccessful. Next, we took volt- 
age readings in the if strip and in the 
process discovered that the third and 
fourth if stages operate with their 
plates at ground potential, the cathodes 
returning to a more negative point in 
the voltage distribution system. (See 
Fig. 1.) So far, so good. But there was 
a fly in the ointment. The more nega- 
tive point was, for some reason, also 
grounded. This was what was killing 
the if and blocking the signal. 

3RD VIDEO IF AMPL 

6AU8 

FROM 2ND VIDEO 
IF AMPL 2' ppf 

v2 12AU7 
IST SYNC SEP 

270ppf TO 4TH 

VIDEO 
IF 
AMPL 

.0015 

220n 

1.0015 

-160V 

Fig. 1- Emerson 120134 -G, cathode - 
heater short caused no picture or sound. 

At this point we realized we needed 
additional help. Where was the sche- 
matic? Believe me, a large, well- defined 
schematic diagram is the benchman's 
best friend. Ours was quickly consulted 
and after some careful scrutiny the 
light began to seep through. It revealed 
the 12AU7 used as the first sync sep- 
arator and first amplifier operated with 
one cathode grounded at the chassis 
while its heater was tied to the 160 - 
volt negative bias bus. (Fig. 1.) 
Eureka! A cathode -to- heater short here 
would be just what we were looking 
for, and it was. A quick substitution 
and the set was back in action again. 

Actually the time taken to locate the 
defect was much longer than it took you 
to read this account. Capacitors were 
lifted and resistors checked to locate 
the short. You know from experience 
that sort of thing can take too long! 

In sets where the difference of poten- 
tial between chassis ground and the 

v2 I2AU7 4.-P 
270 ppf 

IST VIDEO 
AMPL 

1/2 I2AU7 
VIDEO OUTPUT 

47ppf 225 3.36 

220K 

0+ FROM FILTER 215 V 

850n. 

3.4 K 

1.8 K 
88V 

650-- 

FROM PWR TRANS CT T50 
1 

-60V 

650.. 

negative return is considerable, the 
service technician often has a head- 
ache on his bench. 

Sync buzz 
An annoying case of sync buzz turned 

up in an RCA 9TW333, KCS 30 -1. With 
the volume control set at minimum a 
loud buzz was heard. Advancing the 
control brought up the level of the 
sound signal, but the buzz remained. 
After the usual checks to determine if 
the vertical sweep circuit was the cul- 
prit and deciding it was not, we began 
investigating the audio section. The 
first audio tube was pulled, but the buzz 
was still with us. Next, the plate cou- 
pling capacitor between audio stages 
was lifted at the grid end. Wrong again. 
This left one remaining possibility for 
investigation, the B -plus feed. For our 
working hypothesis, it was assumed the 
buzz was being introduced via the 
plate- cathode circuit of the audio out- 
put tube in some manner. A scope 
examination showed pix and sync,infor- 
mation of high amplitude at the cathode. 
What manner of beast was this? 

We dragged out the diagram, traced 
the cathode and found it went to the 
negative supply, -120 volts. Tracing 
the video signal path showed the video 
output tube's grid returning to chassis 
ground (Fig. 2). Now we felt we were 
getting somewhere for these two points 
were connected through a section of the 
voltage divider. It didn't take much 
imagination to conjure up what would 
happen should this common impedance 
be improperly bypassed. The pix infor- 
mation would modulate the dc in the 
B- supply feed. The designers provided 
an 80 -µf electrolytic section as the by- 
pass agent. We located it on the chassis 
and found out why this bypass was not 
serving the purpose for which it was 
provided. It was not connected! The 
lead from the positive terminal going 
to ground was broken off at the capac- 
itor. It had either been clipped or the 
strain on the short lead was too much 
for it. A little surgery, and the trouble 
was licked. 

Many RCA sets employ this type of 
low- voltage power supply. A dried -out 

FROM 6AV6 .01 

AF AMPL 

135V 

6K6 -GT 
AF OUTPUT 

-120V 

+180 

'1 
1.0K 

TO SPKR 

135V TO 

OTHER CKTS 

Fig. 2 -Sync buzz in RCA KCS 30 -1. 
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Alliance Tenna-Rotor &ad& 
First today with 4 million sold ... first tomorrow in the 37- million 

black- and -white and color market now ready for rotators. 

MODEL T -12 with 
exclusive Tenna.Teller Pointer. 

Strikingly modern in Mahogany, 
Ivory and Forest Green 
Retail $34.25 

MODEL K -22 the 

pace- setter in economy plus 

style. Now with indicator light, 
Mahogany finish. 

Retail $24.50 

'Add $2.00 for Ivory and Forest Green 

MODEL U -98 (shown obovel first and 
finest fully automatic rotator. Smartly styled 
in Mahogany, 'Ivory and Forest Green. 
Retail $44.25 

MARCH, 1958 

Selling is easier when you sell a recognized name. And 
in its field only Alliance Tenna -Rotor has achieved the 
status of "nationally -known brand." Let someone else 
do costly "missionary work." You'll enjoy faster turn- 
over and higher profits with Alliance Tenna- Rotor. 

Look at the market and you'll see why it's time to 
move fast! Color TV ... network color program time 
up 67% this season! And these sensitive signals demand 
Tenna- Rotor's accurate tuning. A poor color picture is 
much more annoying than a poor black- and -white pic- 
ture. Station Changes . new towers, new stations, 
channel reassignments, UHF and VHF. Every local 
change is your cue to sell the superiority of Alliance 
Tenna -Rotor over "stay -put" antennas. This means that 
there is still a big market in black- and -white - millions 
of viewers who need Alliance Tenna -Rotor to get better 
pictures and more stations. 
Alliance, the leader, backs you with consistent national 
advertising that is now in its eighth year. 

alliance 
TE N NA ROTOR 
TELEVISION ANTENNA ROTATOR 

THE ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., ALLIANCE, OHIO (DIVISION OF CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES CORP.) 
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Just 2 settings on the NEW 
FAST -CHECK TUBE 

u 

TESTER 
Model FC -1 

tests over 600 
tube types 

completely, 
accurately 

... AND IN 
SECONDS! 

handsome 
hand - 
rubbed 
oak 
carrying 
case 

Dimensions: 
Width: 123/4" 
Height: 111/4" 
Depth: 43/s" 

NO MULTIPLE 
SWITCHING 

NO ROLL 
CHART CHECKING CANNOT 

BECOME 
OBSOLETE 
Engineered to accomodate all future- 
tube types . new tube listings 
furnished periodically. 

SEE THE FC -1 

BEFORE YOU 
BUY IT! 

No money required with 
order to examine FC -1 
for 10 days 

EASY TO BUY 
IF YOU'RE 
SATISFIED! 

Pay in small monthly pay- 
ments at net cash prices, 
...no financing charges 

Model FC-1W $5850 
factory wired V Net 

Model FC -1 K $A Q50 
semi -kit form `rU Net 

These extremely low prices 
are made possible only be- 
cause YOU ARE BUYING 
DIRECT FROM THE MANU- 
FACTURER. 

The FAST -CHECK enables you to save valu- 
able time and eliminate unprofitable call backs. 

You earn extra money and win confidence by showing 
your customer the actual condition and life expectancy of 
the tube on the large meter scale of the FC -1. The extra 
tubes you will sell each day will pay for the FAST -CHECK 
in a very short time. 

WIDE RANGE OF OPERATION 
Checks quality of over 600 tube types (employing the 

time-proven dynamic cathode emission test)...This 
covers more than 99% of all TV and radio tubes in use 
today, including the newest series -string TV tubes, auto 
battery -type 12 plate -volt tubes, OZ4s, magic eye tubes 
and gas regulators / Detects inter -element shorts and 
leakage up to 3 megohms / Checks high gas content 
si Checks for life expectancy. 

r 
OUTSTANcD.ING 

multi-purpose 
IMPORrAN 

If one section is defective the tube will read "Bad" on the 
meter scale 41 tube sockets accommodate all present and 
future tube types Less than 10 seconds required to test any 
tube Large D'Arsonval type meter is extremely sensitive, 
yet rugged . with two multi -color "Good -Bad" scales 

Selection of 12 filament voltages Line isolated 7 -pin 
and 9 -pin straighteners mounted on panel Large easy -to- 
read quick reference chart for over 600 tube types in use 
today Line voltage compensation Guaranteed for one 
full year. Meter fully protected against occidental burn -out. 
"You've really mode tube testing a snap... "I've 
almost got the cost of the FC -1 paid off with 
the extra money I've made, and it's only 
2 weeks since I received it "... "It's 
easier to use than you said ... "1 wouldn't 
ever want to be without if "... "1 use it in the 
shop and take it along on every call ". 

*Names on request 

Model AD -1 PICTURE TUBE ADAPTER -Available only for the 
FC -1. Checks all picture tubes (including the new short -neck 
110 degree RCA -type picture tubes) for cathode emission, shorts 
and life expectancy. Also rejuvenates and restores cathode emis- 
sion of weak picture tubes. 
Model AD -1 (factory wired only) $4.50 

WHAT 
SERVICEMEN' are 

SAYING ABOUT 
THE FC -1 

SEND COUPON TODAY - NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 

CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO., INC. Dept.R03,s M neola, N 
Avenue 

Please rush the FAST -CHECK TUBE TESTER in form indicated for 10 day examination period. If not completely 
satisfied I will return the instrument within 10 days without further obligation. If fully satisfied I agree to 
pay the down payment within 10 days and the monthly installments as shown ...no financing charges. 
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electrolytic section connected from 
chassis to the negative return could 
bring about the same symptom - 
annoying buzz. It might be well to keep 
this case in mind when confronted with 
buzz in these sets. 

Expanding picture 
Another case of what appeared to 

be a simple, easy -to- locate fault was 
an Olympic TV -948. The complaint 
was inadequate height. A vertical 
spread of 3 inches in the center of the 
screen was all that could be coaxed out 
of the vertical controls. Sync, too, was 
missing, and a new tube did nothing 
for it. A routine bench check showed 
an open primary in the blocking oscil- 
lator transformer. Evidently the tube 
was oscillating through capacitive feed- 
back, accounting for the 3 -inch spread. 
A new transformer was installed, the 
vertical controls adjusted and the set 
placed on the cooking table to do its 
stuff. After 20 minutes it showed an 
expanded picture vertically, overlapping 
the mask considerably. 

Before changing the tube, a 6SN7 -GT, 
the controls were again manipulated 
for proper height and linearity, and the 
set again allowed to cook. Once more 
the very same effect. The picture had 
expanded, overlapping the mask. To 
bring it back to normal this time, the 
linearity control had to be set at the 
maximum resistance end of its range. 
A new tube was inserted, the controls 
properly set and again the set was 
allowed to cook. Yep, it happened again 
in exactly the same manner. Back on the 
bench once more, the vertical output 
circuit was explored. The plate of this 
section is fed from the B boost through 
the primary of the vertical output 
transformer. The plate measured 325 
volts; the boost 410 volts. Here was 
the cause of our trouble. The tube 
manual recommends a plate voltage 
not to exceed 300 for 6SN7's. Here we 
were working the tube way beyond its 
ability to dissipate its heat. What to 
do? We experimented with the drive 
control, monitoring the boost voltage 
as we reduced the drive. When the boost 
reached 375 volts, we inspected the 
screen to see if we had too much width 
or too little high voltage. Both were 
OK. The plate voltage at the vertical 
output tube now showed 275. We re- 
adjusted the controls and let the set 
cook once more. This time it held up 
and as far as we know has not acted 
up since, which was over 6 months ago. 
Someone evidently had adjusted the 
drive before the set came to us. 

This case serves to bring to mind 
the fact that modern design often 
employs the boost voltage to work the 
vertical output tube. A defect in the 
boost, while in the horizontal section, 
can and often does affect the vertical 
circuit's operation. 

The service technician needs to be 
more than a mere tube puller. He has 
to be ever on the alert, on the ball all 
the time, and his best friend is the 
schematic diagram. Be seeing you. END 
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UST when we think we have the 
hobby figured out, it springs an- 
other surprise on us. The fan must 
rely on the oddities of the atmos- 

phere and ionosphere to bring him his 
much -sought -after long- distance recep- 
tion. But every so often the line be- 
tween atmospheric and ionospheric 
wave propagation becomes nonexistent, 
and we TV dx experts begin to wonder 
just how a signal maneuvered from 
point A to point B. 

Such is the problem with three West- 
ern loggings made during the month 
of October, 1957. Dxer Ed Hepp of 
Portland, Ore., notes the reception of 
KBOI, channel 2, Boise, Idaho, over a 
distance of 365 miles on Oct. 14, and 
again on Oct. 17. Each occasion was 
near 1630 hours PST. Reception was 
weak and steady, not unlike long -range 
tropospheric reception experienced in 
Eastern states. The terrain covered - 
hundreds of miles of Cascade mountains 
and generally impassable ground - 
makes such tropospheric reception vir- 
tually unknown west of the Rockies. 

And then on Oct. 30, 1957, in Fresno, 
Calif., I received KBOI, Boise, for five 
minutes, at 1130 hours PST. The fact 
that the same station is involved in 
all three loggings may be more than 
a coincidence. The distance from Fresno 
to Boise is 630 miles, an unheard -of 
distance for tropospheric reception in 
Western states. Reception, like that of 
dxer Hepp, was weak, with slow fad- 
ing. Perhaps Western dxers are expe- 
riencing a new form of dx reception, 
peculiar to Western terrain problems. 
Whatever it is, RADIO -ELECTRONICS is 
very interested in receiving any similar 
reports involving dx reception in moun- 
tainous areas. 

F2 from Europe 
Our European television dx -pert, 

Gordon Simkin, formerly of Havre de 
Grace, Md., now reports European tele- 
vision reception from Loma Linda, 
Calif. Gordon notes that BBC television 
on 41.5 me was first logged on Oct. 9, 
at 0729 hours PST. BBC video on 45 
me was seen on Oct. 27, from 0810 to 
0830 hours PST with better average 
signals than the best seen in Maryland. 
This appears to be a result of less 
ghosting or, in other words, fewer 
transmission paths. Gordon is working 
on some BBC identification -call slide 
photographs, taken in Loma Linda, for 
a future TV dx column. Other recep- 
tion of poorer quality has also been 
noted from Ireland, Germany and 
France. 

I still have no reports of possible 
transcontinental F2 reception (Maine 
to California) although I feel certain 
that such reception was possible on a 
few peak days in November and early 
December. This is especially true for 
a radio path such as Nova Scotia to 
Oregon and northern California. 

By the end of March we will reach 
the so-called ultimate low in television 
dxing. Fair -weather dxers have allowed 
the rotator to rust and knobs to become 
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dusty, but not without fond memories 
of the winter E -skip season. Although 
this is being written as the winter E, 
is just beginning, all signs point to a 
very productive session. The period of 
Dec. 15 to 22 appears to have been 
very good throughout the Eastern and 
Central portions of the country, while 
Dec. 20, 21 hit the West and Southwest 
with frequent periods of E,. Double - 
hop E skip was observed on channels 
2 and 3 on the evening of Dec. 20, 
between central California and western 
Florida. This was, indeed, very un- 
usual for a wintertime opening. Up to 
6 hours of E, was observed on Dec. 21 
in some Western regions. 

Predictions 
Meteor showers head the prediction 

department this month. Several minor 
showers appear in March and April, 
with a major shower occurring April 
17 -21. Dxers will find that low -band 
channels, clear of locals during a meteor 
shower, will produce burst counts as 
high as 70 per hour with only an aver- 
age- sensitivity dxing setup. During 
periods of test -pattern transmissions, 
call slides at station breaks and local 
news shows with the station call letters 
visibly displayed, station identification 
out to 1,400 miles is a relatively simple 
matter. 

Tropospheric bending, or extended 
ground -wave dx, will be exceedingly 
productive throughout the South and 
especially along the Gulf Coast, during 
March and April. Watch for obvious 
signs of improving ground wave, such 
as fringe -area stations becoming strong- 
er and dropping their snow. Strong, 
steady fringe -area stations are a good 
sign of trops dx; strong, fading fringe - 
area stations (fading into snow, etc.) 
are seldom a good sign of anything. 

Dxers should not pass up the uhf 
band during such periods of good trops 
-our present 750 -mile uhf record was 
set in April, 1956, during such a session. 

Sporadic E skip in most areas will be 
very low, although not unheard of. 
Mexico City, Guatamalan and Cuban 
stations often appear in the early 
evening hours from southern California 
to South Carolina, during March and 
April. Beginning around April 10, the 
summer E -skip season will begin to 
evolve in southern latitudes, from 
Florida to Texas. After a slow begin- 
ning, with E skip in the late afternoon 
and early evening, the warm months' 
E, season will be in high gear. By the 
21st of April, E, should be hitting all 
corners of the United States and 
Canada at frequent early morning and 
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early evening intervals. More about 
this in the May column. 

Transequatorial scatter 
Dxers in Florida, southern Texas, 

. Cuba and Mexico should be alert for 
nighttime reception from Venezuela, 
Brazil, etc., as a result of a form of 
wave propagation known as TE (trans - 
equatorial) scatter. On the southern 
end of the path, dxers in Argentina 
report frequent reception from Vene- 
zuela, Brazil, Cuba, Mexico, Guatamala 
and Puerto Rico in the evening hours, 
beginning around 1700 local time. 
Distances vary from 900 -5,000 miles, 
with signals displaying violent fading 
and much ghosting. The period of 
March 15 April 21 should be the best 
for such reception. (This reception 
appears to be quite dependent on the 
current high on the sunspot cycle.) 
Channels 2 -6 are affected. Dxers far- 
ther north should also be wary of an 
evening E -skip session occurring to the 
south during this period, as the E 
session is likely to extend the TE into 
more northern areas. 

FM DX reports? 
For some time now, the editors of 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS have felt that a 
section devoted to long -range FM recep- 
tion, and the equipment needed for 
same, might fill a very definite need in 
the vhf field. Many television dxers 
also maintain FM listening posts as a 
check on improving tropospheric condi- 
tions, upper reaches of E skip, etc. 
And such forms of wave propagation 
as meteor scatter and forward trop- 
ospheric scatter are much easier to 
work with when you are employing 
the comparatively narrow -band tech- 
niques of FM broadcasting (compared 
to TV bandwidth). In short, FM pro- 
vides a way of keeping tabs on vhf 
conditions in the region lying between 
TV channels 6 and 7 and tracking 108 - 
mc US satellites. 

At this time, we would like to sound 
out readers' opinions as to the advan- 
tages in running an FM (88- 108 -mc) 
reception column. If we have sufficient 
interest in an FM column, one will be 
established post -haste. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS magazine and the 
TV dx column editor have already 
established a policy of providing TV 
Dx Report Forms free. 

If you haven't begun to make regular 
use of the reporting forms, why not 
drop a postcard with your name and 
address to TV Dx Column, RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS Magazine, 154 West 14 
Street, New York 11, N. Y. END 
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it's easy 
to solve your 

TV SYNC 
problems 

with this new 
SAMS BOOK 

"Servicing TV Sync Systems" 
by Jesse Dines 

Valuable time -saving book for Serv- 
ice Technicians. Covers fully the 
theory of operation, circuit function 
and circuit variations of the 18 differ- 
ent types of sync systems used in 
TV receivers. Explains various types 
of sync separator, horizontal and ver- 
tical oscillator, and horizontal AFC 
circuits used in sync systems. Meth- 
ods of analyzing and troubleshooting 
these circuits are supported by actual 
picture tube photos and waveforms 
illustrating types of sync troubles. 
Includes valuable data on oscillator 
coils, transformers and printed elec- 
tronic circuits used in sync systems. 
Has chapter on practical servicing 
hints. This book will definitely help 
the technician to better understand 
and more easily service any type of 
sync system trouble. Written clearly 
and simply for quick and easy under- 
standing. 320 pages; 221 illustra- 
tions, 5% x 8% '. 

PRICE $395 
ONLY 

SEE THIS MONEY -EARNING BOOK 
AT YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS 

DISTRIBUTOR OR MAIL COUPON 
TO HOWARD W. SAMS... 

FREE TRIAL COUPON 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 2C4 
2201 E. 46th Street 
Indianapolis 5, Indiana 

C Send me Jesse Dines' book "Servicing TV Sync 
Systems" for 10 days FREE examination. In 10 days 
I will pay for the book, plus small delivery cost, or 
return postpaid. 
We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon. 
Same return privilege. 

Nome 

Address 

City Zone.... Slate. ... 
(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) 
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COLOR picture analysis is a large 
subject. For example, did you 
know that if the color subcarrier 
oscillator gets too far off fre- 

quency, a combination rainbow and 
color bar pattern will lock in color sync? 

A normal color bar pattern in color 
sync is shown in Fig. 1. Likewise, a 
normal rainbow pattern in color sync 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

The color bar pattern is character- 
ized by sharp transitions of color at 
the edge of each bar. The rainbow 
pattern, on the other hand, displays a 

4-7 

Fig. 1 -In a standard color bar pattern 
individual vertical color bars are locked 
in color sync. 
progressive blending of hues from 
orange through reds, blues and greens. 

Now, if we apply a color bar pattern 
to a color receiver in which the sub - 
carrier oscillator is operating 15,750 
cycles off frequency, we obtain a com- 
bined color bar and rainbow pattern 
locked in color sync. The hues of the 
bar pattern and of the rainbow blend 
together to make a color pattern which 
is very confusing when first encountered 
by the beginner (see Fig. 3). 

It might appear odd that a rainbow 
pattern develops when the subcarrier 
oscillator is operating 15,750 cycles off 
frequency. However, this occurs because 
the only requirement for rainbow 
generation is that there exists a 15,750 - 
cycle frequency difference between the 
subcarrier oscillator and the applied 
signal. 

Whether the receiver is operating 
on frequency, and the applied signal is 
off frequency, or vice versa, makes no 
difference -a rainbow is generated. 
Hence, when an off -frequency sub - 
carrier- oscillator heterodynes with a 
standard color bar signal, we obtain 
a pattern which is a blend of a color 
bar and a rainbow display. 

Many color receivers cannot drift 
15,750 cycles off frequency, so they do 
not display the discussed characteristic. 
However, receivers with L -C subcarrier 
oscillators will display up to 15 or 20 
rainbows over a color bar pattern when 
the oscillator is detuned. 

Vertical foldover 
A Crosley chassis No. 331 -2 has 

severe vertical fold. The picture appears 
to be on a drum. I have replaced the 
sawtooth capacitor, blocking -oscillator 
transformer, output transformer and 
yoke. The set worked OK for about a 
week, when foldover returned. -B. E. 
R., Perrysburg, Ohio 

When the picture appears to be on 
a drum, the trouble is caused by strong 
60 -cycle sine -wave voltage entering the 
sweep circuits. It may start from 
heater cathode leakage or from an 
open return circuit that picks up stray 
60 -cycle field and feeds it to a grid. 
This type of trouble can be run down 
easily with a scope. Check the 100 -µf 
electrolytic off the vertical output 
tube's cathode and the two series 40 -µf 
capacitors off the arm of the height 

Fig. 2-In a rainbow pattern, a con- 
tinuous spectrum of color- difference 
hues are locked in color sync. 

control. You will unquestionably find 
60 -cycle sine -wave voltage at the grid, 
pin 5, of the 6V6 vertical output tube. 
Check back step by step until you locate 
the point at which the 80 -cycle sine - 
wave voltage is entering. 

Blame the agc 
A seemingly unrelated series of 

breakdowns has occurred in an Admiral 
21P1 chassis. Vertical buzz developed 
about a month ago. I corrected it by 
replacing the vertical output trans- 
former. Two weeks later, white specks 
and buzz again appeared for a while 
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u...1 thcot disappeared. A couple of weeks 
later the raster blanked out. Rotation 
of the channel selector to a blank 
channel brings the raster back. -R. G., 
New York, N.Y. 

Difficulties such as these in which 
reception is affected by channel switch- 
ing are caused by feedback and internal 
oscillation of the various receiver sec- 
tions. The cause of the trouble is an 
open decoupling capacitor, usually in 
the agc system. Try a 0.25 -1f capacitor 
shunted from the agc line to the chassis. 
If this doesn't help, check all capacitors 
in the age system for opens. 

Bigger screen 
An Emerson 701 -D, chassis 158B has 

a bad 17BP4 picture tube. I wish to 
replace it with a 21EP4. I would like 
to know how the circuit should be 
changed, if a change is necessary. - 
J. F. V., Philadelphia, Pa. 

You can use a 21EP4 to replace a 
17BP4 in an Emerson 701 -D. The 
sweep circuit and high- voltage system 
will require no change. This is a rather 
special situation because there are 
smaller -screen tubes which you would 
not be able to sweep satisfactorily with- 
out replacing the flyback and yoke. 
The 21EP4 is fairly easy to sweep 
and will replace the 17BP4 directly. 

Hot oscillator 
In an Admiral 19F1 chassis, run 4, 

the 6.1.6 runs hot and is soon ruined. 
When the shield is on the tube, it causes 
the tube to crack. What causes these 
failures ? -R. S., Sunland, Calif. 

Cracking and overheating of the 6J6 
are caused by low or positive grid 
bias. The grid circuit should be checked 
with a vtvm to find out why bias is not 
normal. Low bias causes heavy plate 
current, which overheats and damages 
the tube. 

Pincushion 
There is pinenshioning of the picture 

in a Silvertone .528.52001 chassis. I in- 
stalled antipineushion magnets, but this 
did not help. Could the trouble be caused 
by the yoke ? -F. L., Fall River, Mass. 

From the somewhat limited data 
available, the only diagnosis that can 
be made is that the yoke must be at 
fault. The only possibility of some 
component other than the yoke causing 
the trouble would be if the effect is 
not a true pincushion, but rather a 
severe vertical nonlinearity. In this 
ease, there are several other courses 

RAINBOW HUES ABSENT DUE TO LACK OF CHROMA 
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Fig. 3- Pattern obtained when a com- 
bined color bar and rainbow blend is dis- 
played on the screen of a color TV set. 
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New Transcription -Type 
Tone Arm Makes Collaro 
World's First True 
High Fidelity Changer 

The Turntable That Changes Records 
From Collaro Ltd., world's largest manufacturer of record 
playing equipment -comes the most significant development 
in years - the exclusive new transcription -type tone arm, 
which transforms the conventional record changer into a 
TRANSCRIPTION CHANGER, with features of the finest 
professional equipment. 

The arm is a one -piece, spring- damped, counter -balanced 
unit which will take any standard high -fidelity cartridge. 
It is free of any audio spectrum resonances. 

Stylus pressure between the first and last record in a 
stack remains virtually constant at less than a gram of dif- 
ference, compared to 4 to 8 grams on conventional changers. 
Vertical and horizontal friction are reduced to the lowest 
possible level, insuring longer life for records and styli. 

In its superb performance, the new Collaro Continental, 
Model TC -540, meets the rigid requirements for high fidelity 
equipment, offering professional quality at a record changer 
price. The Continental is $46.50. Other Collaro changers 
are priced from $37.50 up. (Prices slightly higher west of 
Mississippi.) 

Rxckbar is the American 

FREE: Colorful new catalog, containing guide on 
building record library plus complete Collaro line. 
Write to Dept. D -015. 

ROCKBAR CORPORATION 
MAMARONECK, N. Y. 

sales representative for Collaro Ltd. and ether fine companies. 
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5 VOLUMES 1662 ILLUSTRATIONS 
Pay Easy Installments If You Keep the Set 

Turn to this new, up -to -date Library with com- 
plete confidence, for dependable facts on any 
phase of modern electronic theory and practice. 
These volumes, by outstanding authorities, 
give you thorough guidance- clearly written, 
logically arranged, profusely illustrated. 

Electronic Fundamentals and Applications 
By Prof. John D. Ryder, 

Dean. College of Engineering, Michigan State University 
Complete, logical. easy -to- follow treatment of (a) phy- 
sical principles underlying electron tubes. lb) character 
istics of vacuum tubes. (cl all basic tube circuit- 
Includes: Election Ballistics, Cathode -Ray Tubes, Emis- 
sion of Electrons. Space Charge in Vacuum Tubes. Diode 
Rectifiers. Triodes. Multi- Element Tubes. Small - Signal 
Amplifier Circuits. Audio -Frequency Amplifiers. Radio - 
Frequency Amplifiers, Oscillator Circuits, Modulation 
Systems, Wave -Shaping Circuits, Gaseous Conduction, 
Gas Diodes, Gas Control Tubes and Circuits. Photoelec- 
tric Cells, Solid -State Electronics. 

Electromagnetic Waves and Radiating Systems 
By Prof. Edward C. Jordan, 

Head, Dept. Electrical Engineering. Univ. of Illinois 
Covers entire field of electromagnetic engineering. u9ndes 
propagation as well as radiation and transmission. Full 
treatment of í-HF transmission lines. wave guides. an- 
tennas. slot antennas, radiation and diffraction. ground- 
Wave and sky-wave propagation. 

Ultra High Frequency Engineering 
By Thomas L. Martin 

Head. Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Arizona 
Theory and technique of ALL the new fields of electronic 
engineering: Radar, Telernetering. Electronic computing. 
Facsimile, Television. Blind landing systems, pulse -time 
modulation. Ionosphere measurements .. , and the others. 

Networks, Lines and Fields 
By Prof. John D. Ryder, 

Dean. College of Engineering, Michigan State University 
Network transformations and theorems, Resonance. Im- 
pedance transformation and coupled circuits. Filters, 
General transmission line. High- freeuency line. Equations 
of the electromagnetic field, Radiation. Transmission and 
reflection of plane wares at boundaries. Guided waves 
between parallel planes. Wave guides. 

Elements of Television Systems 
By George E. Anner, University of Illinois 

Complete basic theory, plus current practice, covering: 
Closed TV systems, Commercial' Telecasting Systems. 
Color TV Systems. Gives clear exposition of all phases 
of picture transmission. including the new technique of 
dot interlace. 

SEND NO MONEY- EXAMINE FREE 
Just mail coupon below to get complete 5- Volume Set 
on 30 DAIS' FREE TRIAL. If not completely satisfac- 
tory. return in ten days and owe nothing. Or keep the 
set and pay only $7.50 down and $8 a month for five 
months until full price of $47.50 is paid. Decide for your - 
self -without risk or obligation -just [nail coupon to 
examine Library ten days free. 

r 
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Dept. 5744 -D2 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 
Send me the Prentice -Hall ELECTRONICS & UHF 
LIBRARY (5 Volumes) for ten days' free examina- 
tion. If fully satisfied in ten days I will send you 
$7.50 plus few cents postage and then $8 a month 
for five months until full price of $47.50 is paid. 
Or I will return the Library in ten days and owe 
nothing. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 
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of action which might aid in solution 
of the problem. If it is a true pin- 
cushion, replacing the yoke is the only 
answer. 

Color TV flyback 
An RCA color set, No. 21- CT -55, 

needs a new flyback. It will cost about 
$60 for a replacement. A black -and- 
white universal flyback costs about 
$5.50. Would it be possible to use a 
couple of these connected in parallel 
with a voltage -doubling high -voltage 
circuit? I have saved every issue of 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS and RADIO -CRAFT 
since 1939. -H. L. L., Fair Oaks, Calif. 

First of all, I must say that this is 
something of a record. Every issue since 
1939 means a total of over 200 copies! 
How about that? 

In reply to the flyback question, the 
circuit draws a much heavier current 
in a color receiver than in a black -and- 
white set. There are also several pulse 
windings on the color flyback trans- 
former. It would not be practical to 
use more than one transformer in 
parallel because the impedance- match- 
ing problem will lead to an impossible 
situation. The best precaution against 
flyback burnout is to fuse the circuit. 

Drifting horizontal frequency 
I have a Crosley model G- 17TOMH 

on the bench. When it is first turned 
on, there are only horizontal lines on 
the screen. The picture can be locked in 
by adjusting the horizontal hold control. 
After 5 or 10 minutes the control must 
be readjusted. If room temperature 
goes above 80 °, it becomes almost im- 
possible to lock a picture in. R. G. C., 
St. Paul, Minn. 

After trying a new 6SN7 (horizontal 
oscillator), a marginal electrolytic 
capacitor is the next suspect. Let the 
set run for a half hour or so. Then 
touch the electrolytics. If one is much 
warmer than the others, it is probably 
at fault. If you check the B -plus lines 
to the sync and sweep sections, you will 
probably find a gradual drop in B -plus 
voltage as the set warms up. If a bad 
electrolytic is not the trouble, check 
the ceramics tied to the horizontal 
frequency transformer and elsewhere 
in the horizontal circuits. Replacement 
is the only check. With age these units 
become sensitive to temperature and 
change in value with changes in tem- 
perature. 

Install casode tuner 
I have a Sentinel model 1U420 and 

would like to change the tuner to a 
cascode type. H. D., Sherman Oaks, 
Calif. 

It is quite practical to change the 
tuner to a cascode type. This receiver 
uses a 23 -mc if and hence the replace- 
ment tuner must provide this output 
frequency. Probably the trickiest part 
of the job is a slight modification of 
the tuner's output circuit. 

The tuner conventionally used in this 
chassis does not have the input if coil 
mounted in the tuner section. Instead, 

the mixer plate (called the modulator) 
is connected to a 23.4 -mc if coil located 
at the beginning of the if strip. 

The if output coil supplied with the 
cascode tuner should be removed, and 
a lead is run directly from the plate of 
the mixer in the cascode tuner to the 
junction of C24 and T2 in the if strip. 
In this way, the original alignment and 
response of the if amplifier will be 
disturbed the least. The lead from the 
mixer to the first if coil is a high - 
impedance lead and should be suspended 
freely in the air, not running close to 
metallic surfaces or other components. 

The heater lead from the tuner is 
black and can be connected to the same 
source as in the original tuner. The 
age lead from the tuner is white and 
can be connected to R47, as in the case 
of the original tuner. The blue B -plus 
lead can be returned to a suitable 
source of 220 volts. You can use the 
original B -plus lead from R39 if you 
insert a 3,300 -ohm 2 -watt resistor in 
series with the lead. This resistor drops 
the 250 volts somewhat, and also helps 
to keep rf signal out of the B- supply 
line. 

The red B -plus lead can be returned 
to the same voltage source (R39) if 
you place a 15,000 -ohm 2 -watt resistor 
in series with the red lead. This resistor 
drops the supply voltage to a suitable 
value for the mixer and oscillator tubes 
and helps to provide high- frequency 
isolation. 

To be certain of obtaining the de- 
sired results from the new tuner, it is 
advisable to check the if response curve 
with a good sweep and marker gener- 
ator and scope. The tuner itself will 
probably be shipped with accurate 
alignment adjustments. 

If you have difficulty in obtaining 
the specified response curve, shunt a 
100 -µµf disc capacitor from each of 
the input terminals of the tuner to 
chassis. 

Yoke resistor burns 
I have a Motorola TS -95 which burns 

out the 100,000 -ohm resistor in the yoke 
every few months. All voltages check 
OK. Is this a common trouble with this 
receiver ? -R. O., Oleum, N. Y. 

Burnout of the 100,000 -ohm resistor 
in the yoke (R98) is not a common 
occurrence. The most likely cause is an 
intermittent open in the yoke winding 
L240. If you cannot locate the fault, 
the best procedure will be to replace 
the yoke and this will doubtlessly clear 
up the trouble. END 

Next Month's TV Clinic 
discusses 

PICTURE -TUBE 

REACTIVATORS 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Oak 13a build ALLIED knigtit =lots 
the finest electronic 

LOWEST COST 
ALLIED'S giant buying 
power passes biggest 
savings on to you -you 
do the easy assembly 
and your finished instru- 
ment equals the per- 
formance and appearance 
of equipment selling for 
several times the low 
KNIGHT -KIT cost. Your 
savings are BIG. 

equipment in money- saving kit form 

EASIEST TO BUILD 
KNIGHT -KIT "Step - 
and- Check" instructio 
manuals with wall -sized 
picture diagrams are 
marvels of clarity -it's 
like having a good in- 
structor at your side. No 
experience required - 
you can easily build any 
KNIGHT -KIT and ge-. 
professional results. 

MONEYS ACK GUARANTEE. When properly assem- 
bled, KNIGHT -KITS fully meet published specificat`ons 
or we refund your money n full. 

LATEST DESIGN 

Each ALLIED KNIGHT - 
KIT Incorporates the 
very latest circuitry for 
top -quality perform- 
ance. Tried and proved 
professional design and 
the use of premium qual- 
ity parts throughout 
help Insure your build- 
ing success to bring you 
quality results. 

COM PLETE KIT 

SEt ECTION: 

HI -FI 

HOBBY 

INSTRUMENT 

AMATEUR 

EASY TERMS. If your KNIGHT -KIT order comes to 
$45.00 or more, you can make you - purchase on our it- 
tractive Easy Payment Plan. 

Wiik9eide* Gape egec flauf 
World's Finest Hi -Fi Kits Custom -Styled 

Easiest to Build Hi -Fi Money -Saving 

knight -kit High Fidelity FM -AM Tuner Kit 
Model Y -181 

$4995 
Only $4.99 down 

The beat -looking, best- performing FM -AM tuner kit your money 
can buy! Carefully designed for quick, easy construction -a tuner 
you'll enjoy assembling and be proud to own, both for its amazing 
musical performance and outstanding beauty. Covers the full AM 
broadcast band and 88 to 108 me FM. On FM, sensitivity is a remark- 
able 2.5 microvolts for 20 db of quieting; hum and noise, -60 db; IF 
bandwidth, 200 kc at 50% down on curve; response, ± 0.5 db, 
20- 20,000 cps. On AM, sensitivity is 3 microvolts for 10 db signal-to- 
noise ratio; IF bandwidth, 8 kc at 50% down on curve; response, 
20 -8000 cps. Outstanding features include: Inertia Flywheel Tuning 
for effortless, accurate tuning; Automatic Frequency Control (plus 
AFC disabling) to "lock -in" FM stations; printed circuit board 
(with most of the kit wiring already done for you) assures time- 
saving, error -free assembly; pre- aligned RF and IF coils; tuned RF 
stage on FM; drift -compensated oscillator. neon glow tuning pointer; 
cathode follower output; two output jacks --one for recorder, one for 
amplifier; rotatable built -in ferrite antenna for AM. Includes beau- 
tiful French -gray case with chrome -finished tapered feet, 4 x 13 x 8'. 
Ideal for use with 18, 20 or 30 watt KNIGHT-KIT amplifiers. Ready 
for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. 
Model Y -787. FM -AM Tuner Kit. Net only $49.95 

Latest Time -Saving Printed Circuit Design 
Flywheel Tuning Automatic Frequency Control 
2.5 µv FM Sensitivity True High Fidelity Response 
Beautiful Custom -Styled "Space Saver" Case 

knight -kit 18 -Watt Complete Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit 
Model Y -186 

$3995 
Only $3.99 down 

The Last Word In Custom HI -Fl Styling 
Full 18 Watts with Superb HI -FI Specifications 
8 Inputs for Every Desired Signal Source 
Printed Circuit Switch and Printed Circuit Boards 
Full Equalization for All Record Types 

Here is a custom -styled, easy -to-build complete Hi -Fi amplifier at a 
price that defies comparison. Delivers full 18 watts output with wide - 
range, flat frequency response for true hi -fi reproducticn. Features 8 
inputs for every possible signal source, including NARTB equalized 
tape head input. At full 18 watts output, distortion is only 0.5 %; 
uses new RCA 6973 hi -fi output tubes. Frequency response is ± 1 db, 
2030,000 cps; tape head and magnetic cartridge sensitivity, 5 micro- 
v)lts for 18 watts output; hum and noise level better than 60 db 
below 18 watts. Output taps for 4, 8 or 16 ohm speakers. Controls: 
Input and Record Equalization; Bass Boost and Attenuate; Treble 
Boost and Attenuate; Volume. Simplest assembly is made possible 
through the use of an exclusive printed circuit switch and two 
printed circuit boards -most of the kit wiring is already done for 
you. With custom -styled French-gray ``space- saver" case on tapered 
feet finished in chrome, 4 x 13 x 8'. Complete with case, tubes, 
al parts, and step -by -step instructions. for easy, error -free assembly. 
Shpg. wt., 15 lbs. 
Model Y -786. 18 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only. ....$39.9 

EASY TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET ALLIED KNIGHT -KITS 
may b-u purchased under our Easy Payment Plan. Your order need 
total only $45.00 or more -only 10% down, small monthly payments 
therea - ter. No red tape -fast handling assured. 

t 

0 Fegiatered Trade -Mark of Alied Radio Corporat 

1 

ion 

ORDER FROM ALLIED RADIO 100 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO 80, ILL. 
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knight -kit 30 -Watt Complete Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit 
Model Y -762 

Full Equalization, f' /, db of Recommended Accuracy 
Printed Circuit Switches Printed Circuit Boards 
8 Inputs For Every Possible Signal Source 
Full 30 Watts Output Custom -Styled Beauty 

Only $7.69 down 

Comparable to the best in Hi -Fi -at far less cost! Deluxe features 
include: Linear -deluxe Williamson -type circuit for flawless response; 
equalization for all records within 3/ db of recommended accuracy; 
2 exclusive new printed circuit switches in preamp section (no com- 
plex wiring to do); 3 printed circuit boards for time -saving, error -free 
assembly; separate, continuously variable Level and Loudness con- 
trols; use of premium 12AY7 tube for low noise and hum; DC on all 
filaments of preamp tubes; exclusive A -AB-B speaker selector switch 
(use speakers of mixed impedances without mismatch). 8 inputs: 
Tape Head direct; G.E. and Pickering cartridges; Ceramic cartridge; 
Microphone; Auxiliary; Tape Preamp; Tuner (with separate Level 
Set control). Power amplifier response, ± 34 db, 15- 100,000 cps at 
full 30 watt level; distortion -harmonic, 0.55% at 30 watts -IM, 
0.74% at 20 watts. Separate Bass and Treble controls; rumble filter 
switch; variable damping. Output, 8 and 16 ohms. With smart 
French -gray cabinet, 4 x 15 x 15'. Ready for easy, money-saving 
assembly. Shpg. wt., 32 lbs. 
Model Y-762. 30 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only $76.95 

knight -kit High Fidelity FM Tuner Kit 
Model Y -751 

x3895 
0_0.89 down 

Here is top value in creative engineering, impressive hi -fi performance 
and distinctive design -a tuner you'll be proud to build and own. 
Covers the full FM band, 88 to 108 mc. Features Automatic Fre- 
quency Control (with disabling feature) to "lock -in" stations and 
prevent drift; Inertia Flywheel Tuning for velvet -smooth, accurate 
station selection; pre -adjusted RF coils; pre -aligned IF's; caacode 
broad -band RF amplifier; drift -compensated oscillator; neon bulb 
pointer. All critical wiring is already done for you in the form of a 
printed circuit board -assembly is simple. Sensitivity is 4 microvolts 
for 20 db of quieting across entire band; output, 2 volts at 1000 
microvolts input; IF bandwidth, 200 kc; response, 20- 20,000 cps. with 
only 0.6% distortion. Output jacks for amplifier and tape recorder; 
cathode follower output. Ideal for use with the KNIGHT -KIT ampli- 
fiers, or any amplifier with phono-tuner switch. Features custom - 
styled case in French -gray, with tapered chrome -finished feet, 4 x 13 
x 8'. Includes all parts, tubes and step -by -step instructions for easy 
assembly. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. 
Model Y -751. Hi -Fi FM Tuner Kit. Net only $38.95 

Authentic High Fidelity FM Response 
Flywheel Tuning Automatic Frequency Control 
Printed Circuit Pre -Adjusted Coils and IF's 
4 Microvolt Sensitivity Guaranteed 

knight -kit Deluxe 3 -Way Speaker System Kit 

Model Y 931 Pre- Finished "Quik- Craft" Corner Enclosure 

Famous 
nigigned and 

Speaker `Y (\..J¡) Famous Knight 12" 3 -Way Speaker 
Easy to Assemble -Top Hi -Fi Quality 
Choice of Enclosure Finishes Only $8.95 down 

3-Way 
Speaker 

Deluxe quality high fidelity speaker system at a 
money -saving low price. Easy to assemble -all 
you need is a screwdriver. System includes 
KNIGHT "Quik- Craft" corner -type folded -horn 
enclosure kit, and the famous -value KNIGHT 
3-Way 12 -inch speaker. Just assemble the en- 
closure no finishing required -all surfaces are 
finished in hand -rubbed Korina blonde, mahogany 
or walnut. The speaker is the new 3 -way type: 
12' woofer cone for bass (full 13 pound woofer 
magnet), conical radiator for mid- frequencies, 
built -in compression -type tweeter (with wired 

level control and calibrated dial) for highest frequencies. Unex- 
celled enclosure efficiency and superb speaker performance combine 
to cover the whole spectrum of audible sound for true hi -fi response 
from 35 to 15,000 cps, ± 3 db. Kit includes 12' 3 -Way speaker, 
prefinished enclosure panels, grille cloth, hardware and instructions. 
Specify Karina blonde, mahogany or walnut when ordering. Shpg. wt., 
44 lbs. 
Model Y- 937. 3-Way Speaker System Kit. Net only $89.50 

knight -kit 10 -Watt Hi -Fi 

Y-753 
Amplifier Kit 

s2350 
Low -cost, authentic 
hi -fi amplifier. Re- 
sponse, ± 1 db, 30- 

$2.35 down 20,000 cps. Input for 
crystal phono or 

tuner; chrome - plated chassis is 
punched for preamp kit below, 
to permit use of magnetic 
phono. Only 0.5 volt drives am- 
plifier to full output. Separate 
bass and treble controls. Only 
1% harmonic distortion. 
Matches S-ohm speaker. 7 x 13 
x 6'. With all parts, tubes and 
instructions. Shpg. wt., 13 lbs. 
Model Y-753. Net only..$23.30 
Y -235. Preamp Kit 

$ 
3.10 

Y -757. Metal Cover 3.95 

ALLIED RADI a«eu?4 aleeet, úc Cieeriewee /t 
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THE VERY FINEST MUSICAL QUALITY -SO EASY TO BUILD knight -kits MONEY -SAVING HI -FI EVERYONE CAN AFFORD 

ì 

So Easy To Build 
Anyone can build 
KNIGHT -KIT Hi -Fi. 
No experience re- 
quired to get top 
results I 

1! 

knight -kit High Fidelity Preamplifier Kit 
Model Y -754 

$3995 
Only $3.99 down 

Sensational Hi -Fi design at amazing low cost. Provides precise record 
equalization guaranteed within db of recommended accuracy! - 
more accurate than all but the most expensive factory-built preamps. 
Includes exclusive new KNIGHT -KIT printed circuit switches for easy, 
error -free assembly; 2 printed circuit boards eliminate all other wir- 
ing, except for power supply and control leads -so easy to build. 
Has built -in power supply; includes premium 12AY7 and ECC82 
tubes. Frequency response, ± 0.5 db, 10- 50,000 cps. Has 8 inputs: 
Tape Head; G.E. Phono; Pickering Phono; Ceramic; Microphone; 
Auxiliary; Tape Preamp; Tuner. Level adjustment for tuner input. 
Includes separate Bass and Treble controls; separate Level and 
Loudness controls; Rumble Filter switch; DC on all tube filaments; 
cathode follower output; 2 extra AC outlets. You get every advanced 
hi -fi feature in this easy -to-build preamplifier at the lowest possible 
cost. Includes beautiful custom -styled French -gray case, with 
tapered chrome - finished legs, 4 x 13 x 8'. With all parts, tubes, step - 
by -step instructions; ready for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 12% lbs. 
Model Y -754. Hi -Fi Preamp Kit. Net only $39.95 

Exclusive Printed Circuit Switches and Boards 
Equalization ± +/, db of Recommended Accuracy 
8 Inputs Including Tape Head Self- Powered 
DC on All Tube Filaments Custom -Styled 

knight -kit 20 -Watt Hi -Fi 

Y -150 
Amplifier Kit 

$3575 
True 
Compl 

hi -fi 
ete 

for 
with 

less! 
full 

set of controls and 
$3.57 down built -in preamplifier. 

Response, ± 1 db, 
20- 20,000 cps; distortion 1% at 
20 watts. Inputs for magnetic 
phono, microphone, crystal 
phono or recorder, and tuner. 
Compensation positions for 78 
and LP records. Separate bass 
and treble controls. Output im- 
pedances, 4, 8, 16 and 500 ohms. 
Chrome -plated chassis. 7 x 13 x 
8W. Ready for easy assembly. 
Shpg. wt., 20 lbs. 
Model Y-750. Net only.. $35.75 
Y -750. Metal Cover $4.15 

knight -kit 25 -Watt Hi -Fi Basic Amplifier Kit 
Model Y -755 

s4450 
Hi -Fi Response, ± 0.5 db, 10 to 120,000 cps 
Only 0.15% Distortion at 30 Watts Output 
Printed Circuit Wiring Board Chrome -Plated Chassis 
Williamson -Type Circuit with Over 25 Watts Output 

Only $4.45 down 

Here's superb Hi -Ft performance at less than half the cost of a com- 
parable commercially -assembled unit. Williamson -type linear -deluxe 
circuit delivers over 25 watts of virtually undistorted reproduction. 
Ideal for use with the KNIGHT -KIT preamp at left. Includes printed 
circuit board for simplified, error -free assembly. Remarkable hi -fi 
response, ± 0.5 db, 10- 120,000 cps at 20 watts. Harmonic distortion, 
0.15% at 30 watts; IM, 0.4 %. at 20 watts. Hum level, 85 db below 
25 watts output. Output impedances, 4, 8 and 16 ohms; output 
tubes, 2 -5881. Includes balance control for precise matching of the 
output tubes; variable damping control for maximum performance 
with any speaker system- prevents low -frequency distortion from 
overdamping or underdamping. Very attractive black and chrome 
styling, 6% x 14 x 9'. An outstanding engineering achievement in a 
basic hi -fi amplifier, delivering performance equal to the finest com- 
mercially assembled units. Includes all parts and tubes; with step - 
by -step instructions, ready for easy assembly. Shpg wt., 25 lbs. 
Model Y- 755. 25 -Watt Amplifier Kit. Net only $44.50 
Y -759. Metal Cover for above; black finish. 5 lbs. Net .... $4.25 

knight -kit 2 -Way Hi -Fi Speaker System Kit 

Model Y -789 

$4995 
Only $4.99 down 

BIG SAVINGS -assemble your own quality KNIGHT - 
KIT 2 -way speaker system -it's quick and easy! The 
cabinet is pre - finished in full- grained, high luster blonde 
or mahogany -you just assemble 7 pieces, mount the 
speaker components and enjoy rich, thrilling hi -fi sound -at incomparably low cost. Special Jensen -engineered 
baffle features "ducted port" construction to bring out 
the full beauty of bass notes, perfectly matching the 
Jensen woofer and compression tweeter; genuine L-pad 
control is rear -mounted to permit adjustment of tweeter 
for best tonal balance. Impedance, 16 ohms. The as- 
sembled unit delivers a frequency response of 45 to 
14,000 cps. Enclosure measures 26 x 19 x 14'. Beauti- 
fully styled to blend in any room. Kit includes Jensen 
12' woofer, Jensen compression -type tweeter, pre- 
finished wood parts (with grille cloth installed), acoustic 
material, glue, hardware and step -by -step instructions. 
Absolutely no furniture finishing required. Specify blonde 
or mahogany finish when ordering. Shpg. wt., 33 lbs. 
Model Y- 789. 2-Way Speaker System Kit. 
Net only $49.95 

Easy to Assemble- Pre -Finished Enclosure 
High Fidelity Response, 45 to 14,000 cps 
12- Woofer and Horn -Type Tweeter 

A Wonderful Money- Saving Speaker Value 

Tweeter 
with Controls 

knight -kit HIFI IS AVAILABLE ON EASY TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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AND HOBBYISTS 

knight -kit 2- Transistor Pocket 
Radio Receiver Kit 

Model Y -262 

$1465 

Loud, Clear Local Reception 
Newest Printed Circuit Board 
Built -In Loop Antenna 
Complete Kit -Nothing Else To Buy 

It's fun to build this pocket -size two -transistor radio 
-and you'll enjoy its crystal -clear local broadcast - 
band reception wherever you go! Fits in your pocket, 
or with its button -down flap, can be worn from your 
belt. Completely self -contained with built -in ferrite 
loopstick antenna -no external antenna needed. Ex- 
tremely efficient reflex type 2- transistor circuit actu- 
ally does the work of 3 transistors! Printed circuit 
board reduces building time to about one hour. Has 
air- dielectric variable capacitor for easy, accurate 
station tuning. Operates for months and months on 
long -life alkaline battery supplied. Sensitive minia- 
ture earpiece provides crystal -clear tone. Handsome 
tan carrying case, plastic- impregnated, is styled to 
resemble leather; only 4x3 %x1 % ". Kit includes all 
parts, transistors, earpiece, battery and case. Shpg. 
wt., 1% lbs. 
Model Y -262. Net only $14.65 

1 

knight -kit "Trans- Midge" 
Transistor Receiver Kit 

Model Y -167 Tiny, cigarette- pack -size one- 
transistor radio kit- fascinat- 
ing to build -so low- priced. 
This novel miniature receiver 
will provide endless listening 

pleasure the moment assembly is completed. 
Covers the local AM broadcast band with 
exceptional sensitivity and selectivity. Spe- 
cial features include: Efficient, slug -tuned 
coil for excellent station separation; external 
knob for easy station tuning; low -drain 
transistor operating for months from single 
penlight cell supplied; hinged -back, red 
plastic case. Kit includes all parts, transis- 
tor, battery, compact case and easy- to-fol- 
low instructions for quick assembly. (Ex- 
ternal antenna and headphones required.) 
Shpg. wt., 8 oz. 
Model Y -767. Net only $2.45 
J- 149. 4000 Ohm Headphones. 1 lb $2.15 
C -100. Antenna Kit. 1% lbs. $1.03 

'245 

knight -kit 5- Transistor Superhet 
Personal Portable Radio Kit 

Model Y -166 Styled to Equal the Finest 

$299 
Push -Pull Audio Drives 3'/," Speaker 
Printed Circuit for Easy Building 
200 Hour Battery Playing Life 

Beautiful, easy -to-build transistorized personal portable 
with every ultra- modern design feature: 5 Texas Instrument 
Co. transistors; latest printed circuit chassis for easy, error - 
free assembly; bigger- than -average 3jß" speaker; class B 
push -pull audio output; built -in high -gain ferrite loopstick 
antenna; plus phone jack output for private listening. Pro- 
vides sensitive reception of the AM broadcast band with ex- 
ceptional tone quality. Ultra -smart high -impact ivory plastic 
case has handsome gold trim with ebony accents; includes 
pull -out handle; only 7 x3 %x1 % ". With all parts, transis- 
tors, 9 volt transistor radio battery, carrying case and in- 
structions anyone can easily follow. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. 
Modal Y -766. Net only $29.95 

knight -kit 10- Circuit 
Transistor Lab Kit 

Moden Y -299 

'15" 
Sensational experimenters' 
transistor kit-an electronic 
marvel! Perfect for experi- 
menter, student or hobbyist. 
Assemble basic parts once, 

then complete project after project (10 in 
all), by simply plugging leads into proper 
jacks on printed circuit board -no wiring 
changes needed. You learn how transis- 
tors operate by "plugging in" to make any 
one of the following circuits; AM radio for 
strong headphone reception; 2 -stage audio 
amplifier; wireless broadcaster; code prac- 
tice oscillator; electronic timer; electrqppic 
switch; electronic flasher; photoelectrtlhic 
relay; voice- operated relay; capacity -oper- 
ated relay. Includes all parts, 2 transistors, 
battery, headphones, circuit leads, relay, 
photocell, special guide cards for each proj- 
ect, explanation of each circuit. 3 lbs. 
Model Y -299. Net only $15.75 

"10-In-One" Electronic Lab Kit 

s 1 /65 Famous experimenters' kit. 
1 L Builds any of 10 fascinating 

projects, including broad- 
cast receiver, wireless phono oscillator. 
code practice oscillator, signal tracer, 
relays, etc. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. 
Model Y -265. Net only $12.65 

"6-In -One" Electronic Lab Kit 
s$45 A favorite with beginners. 

After basic wiring is com- 
pleted, you make circuit 

changes without soldering. Builds any 
of six favorite projects, including radio, 
wireless broadcaster, etc. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs. 
Model Y -770. Net only.. $8.45 

Crystal Set Hobby Kit 
$215 Entertaining, educational. 

Delivers clear headphone 
reception of local broadcast 

stations. With all parts, ready for easy 
assembly. (Antenna and headphones 
required.) Shpg. wt., 1 lb. 
Model Y -261. Net only $2.15 

1- Transistor Radio Kit 
Offers excellent AM local 
broadcast headphone re- 
ception. Printed circuit 

board for easy assembly. Operates from 
single penlight cell for months. Com- 
plete with all parts, transistor and pen- 
light cell. (Antenna and headphones re- 
quired.) Shpg. wt., 1 lb. 
Model Y -765. Net only $3.95 

Wireless Broadcaster Kit 

$950 Play music or make an- 
nouncements through your 
radio set -no connection to 

set required! Loads of fun-easy to 
build. Works up to 50 feet from set. 
Shpg. wt.. 3 lbs. 
Model Y -705. Net only $9.50 

ORDER FROM 100 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO 80, ILL. 
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WIDEST CHOICE OF QUALITY HOBBYIST KITS 

interruption of ligh, 
beam triggers relay, 

which in turn sounds 
chime or bell, 

turns on lights, etc, 

knight -kit Photoelectronic 
Relay Kit 

Advanced -design, ultra- sensi- 
tive photoelectronic relay - 
build it yourself and save! 
Dozens of uses: for automatic 
control of lights, door an- 

nouncer, burglar alarm, counting devices, 
etc. Provides dependable operation up to 
250 feet with white light, up to 125 feet 
with "unseen" light (red filter) from Light 
Source Kit listed below. Selectable opera- 
tion, with "trip" for burglar alarm to pro- 
vide continuous ringing of alarm; and 
"auto" if relay is to operate each time 
beam is broken (for chimes, counting de- 
vices, turning on lights at darkness). Has 
SPST relay operated from thyratron; 6.3 v. 
terminals provide power for accessories. For 
105 -120 v. 50-60 cy. AC use. 6 lbs. 
Model Y -702. Relay Kit. Net only ..$13.50 
Model Y -703. Light Source Kit. With bulb 
and red filter. Shpg. wt., 3% lbs. Net. $6.75 

Model Y -102 

$1350 

"Ranger II" Superhet 
Receiver Kit 

$I. 725 Popular Broadcast band re- 
cei built and enjoyed by 
thousands. Features built - 

in antenna, automatic volume control, 
ball- bearing tuning condenser, PM dy- 
namic speaker. Handsome plastic cabi- 
net. Easy to assemble. AC or DC opera- 
tion. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs. 
Model Y- 735.Net only $17.25 

knight- kit"Ocean Hopper" 
All -Wave Radio Kit 

Model Y -740 This top -performing regener- 

$1195 
ative receiver puts a world of 
listening pleasure at your fin- 
ger -tips. Tuning range (using 

coils listed below) is virtually world -wide; 
covers 155 kc to 35 mc, including every 
type of radio transmission: AM broadcast, 
marine. aircraft, distress channels, direc- 
tion- finding, Amateur, frequency standard. 
foreign broadcast, and police. With band - 
spread tuning. For use with headphones or 
3-4 ohm PM speaker. Kit is supplied with 
standard broadcast band coil and all tubes 
and parts. (Less extra coils, headphones, 
speaker and cabinet.) Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. 
Model Y -740. Net only $11.95 
Y -746. Cabinet for above. 13 lbs. Net $2.90 
Extra coils available: Long Wave Coil 
(155 -470 kc), Net 79c. Short Wave (1.65- 
4.1 mc; 2.9 -7.3 mc; 7 -17.5 me and 15.5- 
35 me), Each 65c. 

knight -kit 2 -Way Intercom System Kit 
Model Y -295 

$14'5 
Low Cost -Easy to Assemble 
High Gain -Clear Tone 
Handsome Metal Cabinets 
Includes 50 -Foot Cable 

Easy to build at lowest cost -ideal for home, office, shop 
or school. Consists of Master unit and Remote unit. Re- 
mote unit may be left "open" for answering calls from 
a distance, for "baby sitting ", etc. Remote also may be 
set for "private" operation- cannot be "listened -in" on, 
but it can be called and can originate calls. Master unit 
includes high -gain 2 -stage amplifier, combination volume 
control and on-off switch, plus pilot light. Each unit has 
45 PM dynamic speaker. System responds to even a whis- 
per. Handsome Antique white cabinets, each 4%x6 34x4 
With all parts, tubes and 50-ft. cable (up to 200 -ft. may 
be added). For 110 -120 v., AC or DC. 8 lbs. 
Model Y -295. Master and one Remote. Net only.. $14.75 
Y -296. Extra Remote Station Kit. 3 lbs. $3.75 

Phono Amplifier Kit 
$945 Build it yourself -and save! 

Ideal for use in a portable 
phonograph -just add rec- 

ord player and 3-4 ohm speaker. 1% 
watts output. Inverse feedback circuit. 
Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs. 
Model Y -790. Net only.. $9.45 

Electronic Photoflash Kit 

$2850 
Ideal for color or black and 
white photography. 
1 /700th -of -a- second flash; 

50 watt /second output. Synchronizes 
with any camera with X or O shutter. 
(Less battery.) Shpg. wt., 4 lbs. 
Model Y -244. Net only $28.50 

knight -kit "Space- Spanner" 
Bandswitching World -Wide Radio Kit 

Model Y -243 Broadcast or Short Wave Reception 

1595 
Sensitive Regenerative Circuit 
Convenient Bandspread Tuning 
Built -In Loudspeaker 

Imagine the thrill of hearing overseas broadcasts on a 
precision receiver you've built yourself -and then, at 
the flip of a switch, being able to tune to your favorite 
local broadcast station! Bandswitch selects exciting 
short wave, including foreign broadcasts, amateur 
calls, aircraft, police and marine radio on the 6.5 to 
17 mc range, as well as standard 540 -1700 kc broad- 
casts. Features highly sensitive regenerative circuit. 
Includes built-in 4" PM speaker and beam -power 
tube for strong volume and clear tone. Headphone 
connectors are available for private listening; switch 
cuts out speaker. Controls: Bandspread, Main Tun- 
ing, Antenna Trimmer, Bandswitch, Regeneration, 
Volume. 7x10x6 ". Easy to build from step -by -step 
instruction manual. For 110 -120 v., 50-60 cy. AC or 
DC. (Less cabinet.) Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. 
Model Y -243. Net only $15.95 
Y -247. Cabinet for above. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Net.$2.90 

Code Practice Oscillator Kit 
Ideal for beginners learning 
the code. Transistorized cir- 
cuit. Operates for months 

from single penlight cell supplied. Clear, 
crisp 500 cycle tone. Jacks for head- 
phones; screw terminals for key. 1 lb. 
Model Y -239. Net only........$3.95 

Phono Oscillator Kit 
"Broadcasts" recorded 
music through any standard 
radio set up to 50 feet away. 
No direct connection to set 

required. Easy to build -fun to use. 
Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. 
Model Y -760. Net. only $5.85 

$585 

FUN TO BUILD . INSTRUCTIVE . . LATEST CIRCUITS FOR TOP PERFORMANCE 

14.1.11 111.111r 

FINEST ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN EASY -TO -BUILD MONEY- SAVING KIT FORM 
www.americanradiohistory.com
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13Qtfek- ALLIED knight -kit TEST INSTRUMENTS 

knight -kit Low -Cost Tube Tester Kit 
Model Y -143 

$2975 
With 16 Filament Voltages 
600 Latest Tube Types Listed 
Easy -to -Read 4%" Meter 
Tests Series -String TV Tubes 

Expertly designed for complete, up-to -date coverage 
of tube types. Tests series- string TV tubes; tests 4, 
5, 6 and 7 pin large, regular and miniature types, 
octals, loctals, 9 -pin miniatures and pilot lamps. Tests 
for open, short, leakage, heater continuity and per- 
formance (by amount of cathode emission). Big 4M" 
square meter has clear "GOOD-7-REPLACE" scale. 
With line -voltage indicator and line- adjust control. 
Choice of 16 filament voltages from 0.63 to 117 volts 
to check virtually all receiving tubes; blank socket for 
future type tubes. Universal -type selector switches 
permit selection of any combination of pin connec- 
tions. Single -unit, pre -assembled 10 -lever function 
switch simplifies and speeds assembly. Up-to -date 
illuminated roll chart lists over 600 tube types. Counter 
model case, 5 x 14 x 10 ". Easy to build. 14 lbs. 
Model Y -143. Net only $29.75 
Y -142. Portable Case model. 15 lbs. Net $34J5 
Y -141. Picture Tube Adapter. 1 lb. Net $ 4.25 

knight -kit RF Signal Generator Kit 
Model Y -145 Build this wide -range, ex- 
s 1975 tremely gl 

erator -save 
stable 

two -tRF 

sihinards gen- 
the 

cost of a comparable wired 
instrument! Large, semi -circular dial is 
clearly calibrated; range is covered in 5 
separate bands for close accuracy in setting 
individual frequencies. Ideal for aligning 
RF and IF stages in radio and TV sets and 
for troubleshooting audio equipment. De- 
livers output on fundamentals from 160 kc 
all the way out to 112 mc; useful harmonics 
to 224 mc. Has built -in 400 -cycle sine -wave 
audio oscillator for modulating RF; audio 
is also available externally. Features high - 
stability Colpitts circuit. Convenient jack 
for external modulation. Maximum audio 
output 10 volts; RF output over 0.1 volt on 
all ranges. Step and continuous -type atten- 
uator controls. Supplied with precision - 
wound coils that require no adjustment. 
7 x 10 x 5 ". Shpg. wt., 11 lbs. 
Model Y -145. Net only $19J5 

knight -kit 1000 Ohms /Volt VOM Kit 

Model Y -128 Exceptional accuracy and ver- 

$1 95 satility at g ost. 
1J Ideal for service 

amazin 
shoplow , lacb or 

Amateur use. Large 4M ", 400 
microamp meter with separate scales for AC 
and DC voltage and current, decibels and 
resistance. Uses 1% precision resistors; has 
3- position function switch and 12- position 
range switch. 38 ranges include: AC, DC and 
output volts, 0- 1- 5- 10-50- 500 -5000 (1000 
ohms /volt sensitivity); Resistance, 0 -1000- 
100,000 ohms and 0-1 meg (center scale 
readings of 60, 150 and 1500 ohms); Cur- 
rent, AC or DC, 0-1- 10-100 ma and 0-1 
amp; Decibels, -20 to +69 in 6 ranges. 
Precision resistors are used as shunts and 
multipliers to assure exceptional accuracy 
of measurements. With all parts, battery, 
test leads and black bakelite case with con- 
venient carrying handle, 6% x 53/4' x 3 % ". 
A great value in an easy -to -build quality 
instrument. Shpg. wt.. 2Mj lbs. 
Model Y -128. Net only $16.95 

knight -kit Vacuum Tube Voltmeter Kit 
Model Y -125 200 µa Movement, 4'/' Meter 

$2495 

Includes AC, Peak -to -Peak 
Balanced- Bridge, Push -Pull Circuit 
1% Film -Type Resistors 

Top buy in an extremely stable, highly accurate VTVM. Easy to 
assemble- entire chassis is printed circuit board. Perfect for radio -TV 
service work, lab and Amateur use. Features low- leakage type 
switches; 1% film -type precision resistors; balanced- bridge, push -pull 
circuit (switch to any range without readjusting zero set); zero center 
scale and direct -reading db scale; polarity reversing switch. Ranges: 
Input Resistance, 11 megs; DC and AC rms, 0-1.5-5- 15-50- 150 -500- 
1500; AC Peak -to -Peak, 0 -4-14- 40 -140 -1400 -4000; Response, 30 cycles 
to 3 mc; Ohms, 0- 1000- 10K -100K and 0 -1 -10- 100 -1000 mega; db, 
-10 to +5. Includes all parts, tubes, battery, test leads and portable 
case, 7% z 5% x 4-W. Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs. 
Model Y -123. Net only $24.95 

Y -126. Hi Voltage Probe; extends DC to 50,000 v. $ 4.75 
Y -127. Hi- Frequency Probe: extends AC to 250 mc. $ 3.4S 

Transistor Checker Kit 
$850 Checks gain ratio of all types 

of transistors; checks germa- 
nium and silicon diodes; 

checks for continuity and shorts. A valu- 
able instrument at very low cost. Easy 
to assemble. Shpg. wt., 2A lbs. 
Model Y -149. Net only.. $8.50 

Flyback Checker Kit 
'1950 

Checks condition of all 
`J types of horizontal output 

transformers and deflection 
yokes, as well as TV linearity and width 
coils. 4W meter; widest range in its 
field. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs. 
Model Y -118. Net only $19.50 

Sweep Generator Kit 

'4375 
Extreme linearity on a par 
with costly lab instrumenta; 
fundamentals to 250 mc; 

output flat within 1 db; electronic 
blanking. Easy, money -saving assem- 
bly. Shpg. wt., 16 lbs. 
Model Y -123. Net only $43.75 

6V -12V Battery Eliminator Kit 

'32" 
High current rating; contin- 
uously variable filtered out- 
put; delivers 15 amps at 6 

volts, 10 amps at 12 volts. May be used 
as battery charger. Two meters provide 
simultaneous current and voltage read- 
ings. Shpg. wt.. 18 lbs. 
Model Y -129. Net only ..$32.95 

Capacitor Checker Kit 
'1250 Teets capacitors while in the 

circuit! Has widest range - 
20 mint to 2000 mfd. Ex- 

clusive circuit for cancelling lead capa- 
city. "Magic Eye" indicator. Save 60% 
over factory -wired units. 5 lbs. 
Model Y -119. Net only. $12.50 

ORDER FROM ALLIED RADI 100 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO 80, ILL. 
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knight -kit High -Gain Signal Tracer Kit 

Model Y -135 A remarkable value in an 
easy -to -build instrument 
which permits visual and 
aural signal tracing of RF, IF, 

video and audio circuits. Has highest gain 
in its price class. Traces signal from antenna 
to speaker. Reproduces signal at plate or 
grid connection of any stage. Identifies and 
isolates "dead" stages. Features: usable 
gain of 91,000; "magic eye" with calibrated 
attenuators for signal presence indication 
and stage -by -stage gain measurements; 
built -in 4" PM speaker; combination 2- 
position probe, one for RF (6 mmf. input), 
the other for audio. Provides noise test; 
built -in watt -meter calibrated from 25 to 
1000 watts; provision for external scope or 
VTVM. Binding posts provide output trans- 
former and speaker substitution test, plus 
external 280 volts B+. With all parts, 
tubes and probe. 7x 10x5 ". 12 lbs. 
Model Y -135. Net only $26.50 

0 0 ©6 
0 ß 6 q. 

00 

knight -kit 5" Wide -Band Oscilloscope Kit 
Model Y -144 

Only 56.90 down 

Equals or betters the performance of commercially 
wired scopes cos.ing far more. Two printed circtii, 
boards and laced wiring harness assure wiring accu- 
racy and cut assembly time. Ideal for lab use, cola: 
TV servicing ana high frequency applications. Wide 
sweep range -15 to 600,000 cps. Vertical response; 
± 3 db, 5 cps to 5 mc; only 1 db down at 3.58 me colo- 
burst. High vertical sensitivity of .025 rms v /inch. 
Input capacity, 20 mmf. Outstanding features: cath- 
ode follower inputs; 2nd anode provides 1400 volts 
high -intensity trace; push -pull amplifiers; positive and 
negative locking; frequency -compensated attenuator; 
Z-axis input; one volt P -P calibrating voltage; astig- 
matism control; retrace blanking circuit; DC position- 
ing control. Includes CRT. 14% x 9% x 16 ". 40 lbs. 
Model Y -144. Net only $69.00 
Y -148. Demodulator Probe. Net $ 3.45 
Y -147. Low Capacity Probe. 12 mmf. Net $ 3.45 

5 mc Width for Color TV 
Horizontal Sweep to 600 kc 
25 my /inch Sensitivity 
Z -Axis Input 
Printed Circuit Construction 

1 

ADVANCED -DESIGN INSTRUMENTS FOR SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL AND RESEARCH USE 

IN EASIEST -TO- BUILD, MONEY -SAVING KIT FORM 

knight -kit 20,000 Ohms /Volt VOM Kit 

Model Y140 

$2950 
Outstanding quality and per- 
formance at money -saving 
low price. Features 1% pre- 
cision multipliers; 4, %" meter 

accurate within 2% of full scale deflection; 
50 microamp sensitivity for 20,000 ohms/ 
volt input resistance on DC; front panel 
"Zero adjust "; single switch to select func- 
tion and range. 32 ranges: AC, DC and out- 
put volts, 0- 2.5- 1x-50- 250 -1000 -5000; Re- 
sistance, 0- 2000 -200,000 ohms and 0-20 
meg.; DC ma, 0- 0.1 -10 -100; DC amps, 
0 -1 -10; Decibels, - 30 to + 63 in six ranges. 
Moisture-resistant. film -type .resistors for 
extreme accuracy. Carefully engineered cir- 
cuit design achieves high sensitivity and 
extremely versatile application. Kit includes 
all parts, battery, test leads and black 
bakelite case with highly legible white 
markings; size 68,4 x 53 x 3 % ". Easy to as- 
semble. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. 
Model Y -140. Net only.. $29.50 

Voltage Calibrator Kit 

'1275 
Permits .se of any scope as 
precision peak -to-peak AC 
voltmeter. Puts a true 

square -wave voltage on acope screen. 
Selects any voltage between .01 and 
100 volts; feeds external signal direct 
to scope for instant comparison. Shpg. 
wt., 5 Ilia. 
Model Y -136. Net only $12J5 

knight -kit 5" General- Purpose Scope Kit 
Model Y -146 Phantastron Linear Sweep 

'' /` 

200 
25 my /inch Sensitivity 

4 Printed Circuit Board 

Only $4.2 0 down 
Retrace Blanking Circuit 

Feature for feature the world's best oscilloscope kit value. A stand- 
out in its class with all these fine features: Printed Circuit wiring 
board and laced harness for quick, error -free assembly. Phantastron 
Sweep Circuit for high linearity of sweep from 15 to 150,000 cps. 
Bo Millivolts Per Inch Sensitivity -3 times that of similarly priced 
scope kits. Calibration Voltage -1 volt peak- to-peak square wave, 
fully regulated. Vertical Amplifier- frequency response ± 3 db, 
3 cps to 1.5 mc (± 6 db to 2.5 mc). Includes: Directly coupled 
positioning controls; retrace blanking circuit; frequency-compen- 
sated vertical input attenuator; positive and negative internal 
sync; high 2nd -anode voltage for high -intensity trace; input capac- 
ity, 45 mmf. Kit includes CRT. 9jß x 13% x 17 % ". 26 lbs. 
Model Y -146. Net only $42.00 

Resistance Substitution Box 
Easily determ -nes resistor values required in a circuit. 
Makes available 36 standard 1 -watt resistance values in 
2 ranges between 15 ohms and 10 megohms, with 10% 
accuracy. Slide switch selects range; 18- position switch 
for value selection. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. 
Model Y -139. Net only $ 5.95 

Capacitance Substitution Box 
Makes it easy :o find capacitor values needed in a circuit. 

95 Provides 18 standard values from .0001 mfd to .22 mfd. 
± 20 %. All values are 600 volt, except .15 and .22, 

which are 400 volt. 18- position selector switch. Shpg. 
wt., 2 Be. 
Model Y -138. Net only $ 5.95 

Audio Generator Kit 

x3150 
ExceLent design; range, 20 
cps to 1 mc; less than .25% 
distortion; 600 ohm output. 

Ideal for hi -fi testing; offers the flat re- 
sponse of a lab standard. Shpg. wt., 
16 lbs. 
Model Y -137. Net. only $31.50 

R/C Tester Kit 
Measures capacitance ami 
resistance. Balanced -bridge 
circuit; indicates power fac- 

tor; tests capacitors at rated voltage. 
Large, easy -to-read dial and "magic 
eye." Shpg. wt., 10 lbs. 
Model Y -124. Net only $19.50 

Take advantage of the most liberal Easy Pay plan in electronics On Knight -Kit orders totaling $45 Cr 
more -just 10% down, small monthly payments thereafter. lcw carrying charges -no "red tape. 
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knight -Kit All -Band Amateur Receiver Kit 
Model Y -726 

$10450 
Only $10.45 down 

Tunes 540 kc to 31 me 
Built -In Q- Multiplier 
Constant Running HF Oscillator 
Worthy of the Advanced Ham Operator 
Printed Circuit Bandswitch 
Printed Circuit Board 1.5 Av Sensitivity 

A sensational communications receiver value with all the 
selectivity, sensitivity and features of high -priced com- 
mercial units. Uses printed circuitry throughout, includ- 
ing the exclusive new KNIGHT -KIT printed circuit band - 
switch, for remarkably easy assembly. Covers 540 kc to 
31 me in 4 ranges; calibrated, electrical bandspread on 
80-10 meter Ham bands; slug -tuned Hi-Q coils; contin- 
uous, VR -tube- regulated B+ applied to HF oscillator 
lets you switch from standby to receive with no drift; 
built -in Q- multiplier peaks desired signal or nulls inter- 
ference; delayed AVC; provision for crystal calibrator 
(below). Sensitivity, L5 microvolts for 10 db signal-to- 
noise ratio. Selectivity: variable from 300 cps to 4.5 kc 
at 6 db down. Exalted BFO injection. Controls: Main 
tuning, bandspread, band selector, Q- multiplier selec- 
tivity, Q- multiplier tune, null-off -peak, BFO pitch, RF 
gain, AF gain, BFO -MVC -AVC -ANL, off -stby-rec-cal, 
antenna trimmer, and phone jack. Cold- rolled g' steel 
chassis. Handsome metal cabinet, 10 x 10 x 16%'. (Less 
phones, 8 -ohm loudspeaker and S- meter.) 23 lbs. 
Model Y -726. Amateur Receiver Kit. Net $104.50 
Y -727. S -Meter Kit for above. 1 lb. Net $9.50 

knight -kit 100 Kc Crystal Calibrator Kit 

Model Y -256 

$1050 
Crystal frequency standard at very low 
cost. Gives marker every 100 kc up to 
32 mc. A "must" for marking band edges. 
Mounting flanges for installation in or 
back of receiver cabinet. Size only 1%x 

13x3". Requires 6.3 v. at 0.15 amp and 150 -300 v. 
DC at 3-6 ma. Trimmer for zero-beating with WWV; 
On-Off switch. Complete with tube, crystal, all parts 
and easy -to-follow instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. 
Model Y -256. 100 Kc Crystal Calibrator Kit. 
Net only $10.50 

knight -kits FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 

knight -kit 50 -Watt CW Transmitter Kit 

Model Y -255 

$3895 
Only $3.89 down 

There's exceptional value in this very 
popular bandswitching transmitter kit. 
Compact and versatile, it's the perfect 
low -power rig for the beginning novice 
as well as the seasoned veteran. Has 
bandswitching coverage of 80, 40, 20, 

15 and 10 meters. Rated at 50 watts -actually operates at up to 60 watts 
on 80 and 40 meters. Oscillator is efficient 6AG7; final is reliable 807. 
Crisp, clean, cathode keying of oscillator and final. Built -in pi coupler 
permits use with random length antennas. Has highly effective TVI sup- 
pression. Other features not usually found in transmitter kits at this 
low price include: Ceramic -insulated final tank capacitor; pre -assembled 
switches; pre -wound parasitic chokes; ceramic coil forms; coax connector; 
crystal and VFO socket on front panel; power take -off jack for accessory 
equipment. Meter reads either plate or grid current of final. Takes crys- 
tal or VFO without circuit changes. Cabinet interior and chassis are 
copper -finished. Size, 8% x 103.E x 8%". With tubes and all parts for 
easy assembly. (Less crystal and key.) Shpg. wt., 19 lbs. 
Model Y -255. 50 -Watt Transmitter Kit. Net only $38.95 

Ideal for the Novice 
Pi Antenna Coupler 
Bandswitching- 
80 to 10 Meters 

Model Y -725 

'2850 
Only $2.85 down 

knight -kit Self- Powered VFO Kit 
Complete with built -in power supply! Careful design and 
voltage regulation assure high stability. Excellent oscillator 
keying characteristics for fast break -in without clicks or 
chirps. Full TVI suppression. Has plenty of bandspread; 
separate calibrated scales for 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 
meters; vernier drive- mechanism. 2- chassis construction 
keeps heat from frequency determining circuits. Output 
cable plugs into crystal socket of transmitter. Output: 40v 
on 80, 20v on 40. With Spot -Off- Transmit switch for spot 
frequency tuning. Extra switch contacts for operating re- 
lays and other equipment. Attractive metal cabinet, 8% x 
6 x 6 ". Ready for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs. 
Model Y -725. VFO Kit. Net only $23.50 

Model Y -253 

$585 

knight -kit Amateur RF "Z" Bridge Kit 
Measures standing wave ratio (SWR) and impedanceof 
antenna systems; ideal for adjusting antenna systems for 
optimum results. Measures impedances from 20 to 400 
ohms up to 100 me; SWR to 150 mc. Any VOM may be used 
for null indicator. With coax input and output connectors. 
Meters both input and bridge voltage. Calibrated dial gives 
direct impedance reading; includes 1% precision resistor 
for precise calibration adjustment. With all parts and 
handy plasticized SWR chart (less meter). 2% x 3 x 435 ". 
Shpg. wt., 1% lbs. 
Model Y -253. "Z" Bridge Kit. Net only $5.85 

r 

L 

ORDER BLANK ALLIED RADIO 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. RE, 1N N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
Ship me the following KNIGHT -KITS: 

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, IL 

411. 

1 ®e-"'----' 
%-2G12 37ti 

Quantity Description Model No. Price 

enclosed. (For parcel post, include postage- express is shipped co lect). 
My Down Payment in the amount of $ is enclosed. Send Time Payment form. 

Name 

Address 

City. Zone State 
ALL PRICES NET F. O. B. CHICAGO 

NMI 

FREE 
404 -PAGE 

ALLIED 
CATALOG 

See the 1958 ALLIED 
404 -Page Catalog for 
complete listings of 

more than 50 KNIGHT -KITS, covering HI -Fi, 
Hobby, Test Instrument and Amateur Kits. The 
1958 ALLIED Catalog is your complete Buying 
Guide to the world's largest stocks of every- 
thing in Electronics. 
O Send FREE 404 -Page 1958 ALLIED Catalog. 
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Transistor 
Superregenerator 

and, F_ I bands 

Palm -of- the -hand receiver covers 
AM and FM up to and past 108 mc. 

By I. QUEEN 
EDITORIAL ASSOCIATE 

TRANSISTOR superregenerators 
are not news any more. For exam- 
ple, Bohr's 30 -mc set was shown 
and described in the May 1956 

issue of RADIO- ELECTRONICS. But here 
is a superregenerator that does have 
new features. It can do several things 
not possible with previous receivers of 
this type. 

It extends the frequency range up 
into the vhf band with the aid of RCA's 
new 2N384 transistor which easily 
breaks the 100 -mc barrier. This set 
picks up all local FM broadcasters on 
a 2 -foot antenna! With other coils you 
can hear the 10- and 6 -meter ham bands, 
cover the satellite frequencies and other 
interesting services. It responds to both 
FM and AM. 

The circuit is designed for easy 
assembly and operation. It uses a 
single battery to supply all needs of 
the superregenerative detector and the 
audio stage. The tank coil is untapped. 
You will know what a help this is when 
you decide to add additional coils for 
other bands. 

A special diode network makes for 
greater audio gain. It appears that 
this rectifier feeds back energy so that 
the superregenerator also amplifies at 
audio frequencies. If you are skeptical 
about the gain due to the diode, just 
try removing it (readjusting the cir- 
cuit if necessary to retain super - 
regeneration) . Actually, the volume 
from this two- transistor set is better 
than that from a four -transistor broad- 
cast tuner. Sensitivity is high, as it 
should be from this type of circuit. 

In Fig. 1, transistor V1 is the super - 
regenerative detector. It oscillates due 
to feedback through C3. Since a single 
battery supply is desired, it is shunted 
by voltage- dividing network R2, R3. 

RADIO 

Front panel of the miniature 
unit. 

GATT 

UNUSED SHIELD LEAD FROM VI CI 

Rear view shows how components are 
mounted. 

Thus correct potentials are applied to 
emitter and collector. Rl is the super - 
regeneration control. It should be ad- 
justed for the usual hiss that indicates 
superregeneration. For greatest gain, 
Rl may be backed off slightly but the 
hiss must remain. 

When V1 oscillates, a negative volt- 
age charges C2 and in time the tran- 
sistor is blocked. As this capacitor 
discharges, conduction is resumed. The 
blocking frequency is not critical and 
may be about 100 kc. The periodic 
blocking is a necessary feature of super - 
regeneration and results in the hiss 
background. When a signal appears, the 
hiss is reduced. A very strong station 
will nearly eliminate the hiss entirely. 
Diode D must be polarized as shown, 
otherwise volume will be considerably 
reduced. 

The rf choke in the emitter lead 
blocks the vhf signal. It is wound with 

No. 26 enameled wire on a 1/s -inch 
form (which is then removed). A total 
of 24 turns is used. 

Tuning is taken care of by a tiny 
capacitor made by E. F. Johnson. It 
has a maximum capacitance of 14.2 
µµf. This unit produces no noise during 
rotation. Coil L is three turns of heavy 
wire on a 1/2 -inch diameter. It is wound 
eight turns to the inch (cut from a 
B & W Miniductor 3002). Note from 
the photo that this coil is held in place 
by screws on a terminal strip. The 
other three terminals of the strip are 
for the active elements of Vl. 

The detector output appears across 
R4 and is fed across the input of V2. 
Note that this must be an n -p-n tran- 
sistor. Amplified output is present at 
J2 for an earpiece. This jack is a 
normally closed -circuit type modified as 
shown in Fig. 2. The change makes it 
normally open- circuited. Inserting an 

MARCH, 1958 loY 
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RADIO 

ELIMINATE AT FREQUENCIES BELOW 80 MC 

C3 5 f 

VI 

JI 
TUNING 

RI 

SUPERREGEN 
CONTROL 

BATT 

J2 

V2 

VI 

444,4. 

"TAPE 

RECORDER 

MANUAL" 
VOL. 1 

Looking for unbiased facts 
about various makes of tape recorders? 
This is the book that shows you the 
"inside story " - no sales pitches -just 
down -to -earth descriptions and illustra- 
tions of all mechanical and electrical 
features and how they work. 

Sams "Tape Recorder Manual ", Vol. 
I, covers tape recorders and players 
produced in 1956 and 1957 by the fol- 
lowing manufacturers: Ampex, Bell - 
Sound, Columbia Records, Ekotape, 
Ellamac, Magnecord, Silvertone, V -M 
and Wilcox -Gay. 

Presents complete authoritative data 
on each model: exclusive "exploded" 
views of all mechanical parts; details of 
each adjustment and control; complete 
operating instructions; photographs of 
all external and internal parts; com- 
plete wiring diagrams and replacement 
parts lists. Includes tips on how to avoid 
and cure troubles such as wow, flutter, 
failure to erase and others. Shows you 
how to disassemble and assemble each 
recorder and how to check for source 
of trouble. A valuable book for every- 
one interested in tape recorder design, 
operation and servicing. 148 pages; 81/2 
x 11"; profusely illustrated. 

PRICE $295 
ONLY 

SEE THIS AUTHORITATIVE BOOK 
AT YOUR SAMS DISTRIBUTOR OR 

MAIL COUPON TO HOWARD W. SAMS 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept.2CC8 
2201 E. 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Ind. 
Send me Sams "Tape Recorder Manual" Vol. 1, for 
10 days FREE examination. In 10 days I will pay for 
the book, plus small delivery cost, or return postpaid. 
We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon, 
same return privilege. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone.... State 
(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) 

108 

SEE TEXT 

INTERNAL SHIELD NOT USED IN THIS CKT 

RI -pot, 5,000 ohms 
R2 -2,700 ohms 
R3- I8,000 ohms 
R4- 270 ohms 
All resistors + /2 -woff 10/ unless noted 
BATT -9 volts (Eveready 226 or equivalent) 
CI -.0022 µf (see text) 
C2 -.005 µf 
C3-.S puf 
C4-air variable, 2.3 -14.2 µµf (E. F. Johnson I5M11, 

or equivalent) 
D -I N68 JI- antenna jack and plug (Lafayette MS303) 
J2- miniature jack (modified, see text) 
L-see text 
RFC -see text 
VI -2N384 
V2 -2N 169 
Plastic base, 21/2 s 3% inches 
Battery holder 
Knobs 
Miscellaneous hardware 

Fig. 1- Circuit of 2- transistor receiver. 
earpiece plug closes the battery circuit 
for reception. 

Collector voltage is 9, far below the 
maximum allowed for the 2N384. It is 
supplied by a 9 -volt battery which fits 
into a battery holder meant for a size -C 
dry cell. Vl's three leads are held by 
screws of the terminal strip. Its fourth 
lead (to the metal envelope) is not 
used in this circuit. See Fig. 1 for 
basing diagram. 

With the parts and values described, 
the tank should cover from about 80 to 
110 mc. In cutting down L from the 
complete Miniductor, trim it gradually 
so you won't take off too many turns. 
You may have to experiment with 
values of Cl and C3 to assure super - 
regeneration (hiss) throughout the FM 
band. The longer the antenna, the more 
difficult it is for superregeneration to 
take place; so don't use too long an 
antenna (at least not on these very 
high frequencies). I find that 2 feet 
of wire is ample. 
Using the receiver 

After you have located the band and 
have the set operating properly, connect 
the 2 -foot antenna and listen. As you 
tune across an FM station, hiss will 
drop down (even during intervals when 
the station does not modulate). If you 
don't have sufficient superregeneration 
the station may sound distorted and 
garbled. On the other hand, with too 
much some gain and volume will be lost. 
While the 2N384 works well at 110 mc, 
this frequency is quite high and it is 
possible that the superregenerative hiss 
may not be obtained throughout the 

entire band with a single adjustment 
of R1. 

Of course this receiver is also satis- 
factory for receiving the sound channel 
of a TV transmitter. It is only neces- 
sary to wind the proper ceil for the 
desired channel. The video channel 
sounds like a rough buzz. 

Since tank coil L is held by the screw 
terminals of a bakelite terminal strip, 
it is easy to change coils. You don't 
have to worry about center taps either. 
For any frequency below 80 mc, remove 
Cl. For easy removal of this capacitor, 
I tie down its leads by screws of the 
terminal strip. Also, at these lower 
frequencies it becomes easier for V1 to 
superregenerate. 

The 10 -meter band coil requires 10 
turns cut down from a Miniductor 
3003. They have a 1/2 -inch diameter and 
are wound 16 turns to the inch. This 
particular tank also requires a 10 -µµf 
capacitor which is soldered directly 
across the coil leads. Results on this 
band are amazing except perhaps for 
those who have worked a superregen 
set before. Coast -to -coast coverage is 
easy when conditions are right. The 
antenna should be 2 or 3 feet long. 

A 6 -meter coil requires five turns 
made from the same Miniductor men- 
tioned in the previous paragraph. 
Results on this band have been less 
spectacular, but this is probably due 

Fig. 2- Modifying nor- 
mally closed miniature 
phone jack for use with 
superregenerator: a -un- 
modified jack, upper two 
contacts touch; b -after 
slight bending, upper 
contacts do not touch. 
Upon inserting jack, they 
make contact. 

e 

to poor conditions during tests because 
my big communications set also showed 
poor results on this band. The 6 -meter 
coil has no shunting capacitor. Inci- 
dentally, this same coil also brings in 
the sound channel of TV channel 2, 
which is just above the ham band. 

The satellite frequency (40 mc) is 
between the mentioned ham bands. At 
the time of writing, there was no radio 
transmission from any satellite and no 
tests were made. However, don't dismiss 
this simple receiver as useless for the 
purpose. The superregenerator, when 
properly adjusted and operated, is 
actually a high -gain receiver. West 
Coast hams are picked up daily here in 
the East on 30 mc. The other satellite 
frequency, 108 mc, is also within reach 
of this set. 

In assembling this superregenerator, 
I recommend that you first try one of 
the lower- frequency bands like 10 
meters. Once you get it going here, 
then wind the higher- frequency coils 
like the FM unit. Don't forget that Cl 
is not needed for any band below the 
FM region. When inserting the battery, 
watch the polarity to avoid transistor 
damage. Don't solder near the tran- 
sistors or their leads. It is safer to 
remove them until you are finished. END 
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RADIO- CONTROL RECEIVER 

Extremely sensitive, 

this superregenerative 

unit operates on the 

27.255 -mc Citizens band 

By CHARLES DEWEY 

R3 NOT VISIBLE 
CI RIO V3 R8 C9 RII 

RADIO 

R4 

PARTS 
LIST 

HERE is a practical, highly sensi- 
tive, all- transistor remote -con- 
trol receiver that a non - 
engineer can build and adjust. 

Reliability and sensitivity are excellent 
and the entire circuit is powered by a 
single 8 -volt mercury battery. 

Initially, this receiver may be con- 
sidered expensive, but in the long run 
it is more economical than a vacuum - 
tube receiver. Contrasted to the A -bat- 
teries, high -voltage B- batteries and 
short -lived gas triodes, transistors do 
not wear out or break. To illustrate 
this point, I know one fellow who buys 
gas triodes for his radio -control re- 
ceivers 12 at a time from the local 
electronics store. 

This is a four -transistor receiver. 
Three transistors comprise an audio 
type pulse amplifier that operates the 
control relay. Pulses to operate the 
relay originate by simply pushing the 
carrier onoff button of a conven- 
tional radio -control transmitter. The 
mode of operation, which I will ex- 
plain, is very simple; yet, as far as I 
know, this is the first time it has been 
applied to radio control. 

The fourth transistor is a high 
frequency surface- barrier type in a 
superregenerative signal- detecting cir- 
cuit. This transistor is the most ex- 
pensive item in the receiver. 

The circuit 
A superregenerative detector goes 

in and out of carrier- frequency oscil- 
lation over 10,000 times a second. This 

MARCH, 1958 

C6 C4 R6 V2 R5 C7 R9 C8 RI2 

The experimental breadboard layout. Components can be 
fitted into a much smaller space. 

SUPERREGEN 
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AMPUTUDE 
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CARRIER CARRIER 
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QUENCH FREQ ¡ RECTIFIED QUENCH 
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R9 
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TO NEXT AMPL 

R 4.7K 

CARRIER CARRIER 
OFF ON 

TIME 

PULSE COUPLED 

TO V2 BY C6 

C 

Fig. 1- Here's how the carrier 
causes a pulse to key the relay. 

rate of carrier -frequency oscillation 
and decay is called quench frequency. 

When a carrier is received, the 
quench frequency increases but, at the 
same time, the quench amplitude 
decreases. Fig. 1 -a shows this more 
clearly. Of course, the percentage 
change is exaggerated. 

In conventional vacuum -tube cir- 
cuits, the slight change of quench - 
frequency conditions is further ampli- 
fied by the trigger action of the gas 
triode. But even then, the relay- 

-8V 

operating signal is rather small. The 
relay must operate with an approx- 
imate 30% change in coil current. 
Normally, a reliable high -quality relay 
requires a 2 -to -1 current change. How- 
ever, by reducing the armature move- 
ment and increasing the armature -to- 
coil air gap, relatively satisfactory 
operation has been achieved with the 
vacuum -tube circuit. 

My transistor radio- control receiver 
operates on a somewhat different prin- 
ciple. Referring to Fig. 1 again, we see 
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t Model TD -55 - TUBE TESTER ... Total 
Price $26.95 - Terms: $6.95 after 10 day 
trial, then $5.00 per month for 4 months. 

7Model TW -11 - TUBE TESTER ... Total 
Price $47.50 - Terms: $11.50 after 10 

L._day trial, then $6.00 per month for 6 
months. 

Model TV-12 - TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
TUBE TESTIER ... Total Price $72.50 - 
Terms: $22.50 after 10 day trial, then 
$10.00 per month for 5 months. 

Model TV -40 - PICTURE TUBE TESTER 
... Total Price $15.85 - Terms: $3.85 
after 10 doy trial, then $4.00 per month 
for 3 months. 

nU 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER 

NO C. O. D. - - - -- - - - - - - 
Superior's New Model TD -55 TuEgE T EMISSION TYPE 

' The Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman, who has delayed purchasing a higher priced 

FORl 

Tube Tester. 

1 
The Professional Serviceman, who needs an extra Tube Tester for outside calls. 
The busy TV Service Organization, which needs extra Tube Testers for its field men. 

Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: I. Simplification of all switching and controls. 
2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsolete tubes (26, 27, 57, 59, etc.) and providing sockets 
and circuits for efficiently testing the new Novel and Sub -Minar types. 

The Model TD -55 provides a supersensitive method 
You can't insert a tube in wrong socket of checking for shorts and leakages up to 5 Meg - 
It is impossible to insert the tube in the wrong ohms between any and all of the terminals. 
socket when using the new Model TD -55. Separate Elemental switches are numbered in strict ac- 
sockets are used, one for each type of tube base. cordance with R.M.A. Specifications. 
If the tube fits in the socket it can be tested. 

The 4 position fast- action snap switches are all 
"Free- point" element switching system numbered in exact accordance with the standard 
The Model TD -55 incorporates a newly designed R.M.A. numbering system. Thus, if 
element selector switch system which reduces the 
possibility of obsolescence to an absolute minimum. 7 of a tube is under test, button 
Checks for shorts and leakages between all 

the element terminating in pin No. 595 No. 7 is used for that test. 
NET elements Complete with carrying case 

M M M M M o M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M 
Superior's 

New Mordel 
11 TUBE TESTER 

Tests all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal Lockin, NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front panel for plug - 
Hearing Aid, Thyratron, Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, ging in either phones or external amplifier detects 

microphonic tubes or noise due to faulty elements 
and loose internal connections. 

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE 
SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW- CURRENT TUBES 
Previously, on emission -type tube testers, it has 
been standard practice to use one scale for all 
tubes. As a result, the calibration for low- current 
types has been restricted to a 

small portion tion of the scale. The iVk 

extra scale used here greatly sim- 
Free -moving built -in roll chart provides complete plifies testing of low- current types. NET 

data for all tubes. Printed in large easy -to -read type. Housed in hand -rubbed oak cabinet 

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL 

Novels, Sub -minars, Proximity Fuse Types, etc. 
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action Switches 

for individual element testing. All elements are 
numbered according to pin- number in the RMA 
base numbering system. 

Model TW-I I does not use combination type 
sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each 
type of tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a 
tube by inserting it in the wrong socket. 

Superior's 
New Model TBEU TESTER 

SAFETY BUTTON -protects both the tube under 
test and the instrument meter against damage due 
to overload or other form of improper switching. 

EXTRA FEATURE 
Model TV -12 Also Tests Transistors! 

A transistor can be safely and adequately tested 
only under dynamic conditions. The Model TV -12 
will test all transistors in that 
approved manner, and 

special 
"tr is 

read directly on a special "trans 
sistor only meter scale. 

oak b t NET 

TRANS -CONDUCTANCE 

* Employs improved TRANS- CONDUCTANCE 
circuit. 
An in -phase signal is impressed on the input section 
of a tube and the resultant plate current change is 
measured. This provides the most suitable method 
of simulating the manner in which tubes actually 
operate in Radio & TV receivers. amplifiers and 
other circuits. Amplification factor, plate resistance 
and cathode emission are all correlated in one 
meter reading. 
* NEW LINE VOLTAGE ADJUSTING SYSTEM. 
A tapped transformer makes it possible to compen- 
sate for line voltage variations to a tolerance of 
better than 2 %. Housed in hand-rubbed oa cabinet 

Superior's New 

Model TV -40 PICTURE TUBE TESTER 
NOT A GADGET -NOT A MAKE -SHIFT ADAPTER, BUT A WIRED PICTURE TUBE 

TESTER WITH A METER FOR MEASURING DEGREE OF EMISSION -AT ONLY $15.85 

Tests ALL magnetically deflected tubes ... in the set ... out of the set 
. in the carton! ! 

Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes EASY TO USE! Simply insert line cord into any IIO 

from 7 inch to 3C inch types. volt A.C. outlet, then attach tester socket to tube 
Tests for quality by the well established emission base (Ion trap need not be on 0 method. All readings on "Good -Bad" scale. tube). Throw switch up for quality Vx 

Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up to test read direct on Good -Bad 

5 megohms. scale. Throw switch down for all NET 
Test for open elements. leakage tests. Only 

USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT PAGE 
We invite you to try before you buy any of the NO INTEREST OR FINANCE 
models described on this and the following page. 
If after a 10 day trial you are completely satis- 
fied and decide to keep the Tester, you need 
send us only the down payment and agree to pay 
the balance due at the monthly indicated rate. 

CHARGES ADDED! 
If not completely satisfied, you are privileged to 
return the Tester to us, cancelling any further 
obligation. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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D TRY F DR Io AYS 
before you buy! 

then if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free, 
monthly payments. See coupon below. E N Imo - to - Imo - - NM NM 

dellsNew VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
WITH NEW 6" FULL -VIEW METER 

Compare it to any peak -to -peak V. T. V. M. made by any other manufacturer at any price! 

Model 77 completely wired and calibrated with Model 77 uses a selenium -rectified power sup - 
all accessories (including even portable carry- ply resulting in less heat and thus reducing 
ing case) sells for only $42.50. possibility of damage or value changes of deli- 

cate components. 
Model 77 employs a sensitive six inch meter. 
Extra large meter scale enables us to print all 
calibrations in large easy -to -read type. 

Model 77 uses new improved SICO printed 
circuitry. 

Model 77 meter is virtually burn -out proof. 
The sensitive 400 microampere meter is isolated 
from the measuring circuit by a balanced push - 
pull amplifier. 

Model 77 employs a 12AU7 as D.C. amplifier Model 77 uses selected l': zero temperature 
and two 9006's as peak -to -peak voltage recti- coefficient resistors as multipliers. This assures 
fiers to assure maximum stability. unchanging accurate readings on all ranges. 

AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model 77 is lndis- SPECIFICATIONS 
pensable in Ri -Fi Amplifier servicing and a must 
for Black and White and color TV Receiver servic- 
ing where circuit loading cannot be tolerated. 
AS AN AC VOLTMETER: Measures RMS values if 
sine wave, and peak -to -peak value if complex wave. 
Pedestal voltages that determine the "black" level 
in TV receivers are easily read. 
AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because of Its 
wide range of measurement leaky capacitors show 
up glaringly. Because of its sensitivity and low 
loading. intermittents are easily found, isolated 
and repaired. 

DC VOLTS -0 to 3/15/75/150/300/75011,500 
volts at 11 megohms input resistance. AC 
VOLTS (RMS) -0 to 3/15/75/150/300 /750/ 
1,500 volts. AC VOLTS (Peak to Peak) -0 to 
8/40/200/400/800 /2,000 volts. ELECTRONIC 
OHMMETER - 0 to 1,000 ohms /10,000 ohms/ 
100,000 ohms /1 megohm /10 megohms /100 
megohms /1,000 megohms. DECIBELS -10 
db to -I- 18 db, -I- 10 db to .-- 38 db. -4- 30 db to 
-- 58 db. All based on 0 db = .006 watts (6 mw) 
Into a 500 ohm line (1.73v). ZERO CENTER 
METER - For discriminator alignment with full 
'scale range of 0 to 1.5/7.5/37.5/75 /150/375/750 
volts at 11 megohms input resistance. 

Model 77 comes complete with operating instructions, probe and test leads. Use it on $4250 the bench - use it on calls. A streamlined carrying case, included at no extra charge, 
accommodates the tester, instruction book, probe and leads. Operates on 110 -120 volt 
60 cycle. Only NET 

SupeModel 
76 ALL PURPOSE BRIDGE 

'T,5 CONDENSER BRIDGE ' 
A s 

RESISTANCE BRIDGE ' A5 SIGNAI TRACER ' V TV ANTENNA TESTER 
Specifications 

CAPACITY BRIDGE SECTION 
4 Ranges: .00001 Microfarad to .005 Microfarad; .001 
Microfarad to .5 Microfarad; .1 Microfarad to 50 
Microfarads; 20 Microfarads to 1000 Microfarads. 
Will also measure the power factor of all condensers 
from .1 to 1000 Microfar ids. 

l/ RESISTANCE BRIDGE SECTION 
2 R 100 ohms to 50,000 h 10,000 ohms t 

with the Model 76, you can make stage gain meas- 
urements, locate signal loss in R.F. and Audio stages, 
localize faulty stages, locate distortion and hum, etc. 

TV ANTENNA TESTER SECTION 
Loss of sync., snow and instability are only a few of 
the faults which may be due to a break in the an- 
tenna, so why not check the TV antenna first? Locates 

Ranges: o ms o ohms; o ms o a break in any TV antenna and 

$2695 5 megohms. measures the location of the break 
in feet from the set terminals. 

SIGNAL TRACER SECTION Complete with R.F. and A.F. probes 
With the use of the R.F. and A.F. Probes included and test leads NET - tat-- t- t- t- t- t- miemm-- t- t -t --t- tit -ar -- tat- t--- t- -t -t -a 

Superior's New GENOMETER Model TV -50 

7 Signal Generators in One! 
R.F. Signal Generator for A.M. Audio Frequency Generator Color Dot Pattern Generator 
R.F. Signal Generator for F.M. Bar Generator Marker Generator 

Cross Hatch Generator 
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: 100 Kilocycles to 60 Mega- 
cycles on fundamentals and from 60 Megacycles to 
180 Megacycles on powerful harmonics 
VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR: Pro- 
vides a variable 300 cycle to 20,000 cycle peaked 
wave audio signal. 
BAR GENERATOR: Pattern consists of 4 to 16 hori- 
zontal bars or 7 to 20 vertical bars. 
CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: The pattern consists of 
non -shifting horizontal and vertical lines interlaced 
to provide a stable cross -hatch effect. 

DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR COLOR TV): The 
Dot Pattern projected on any color TV Receiver tube 
by the Model TV -50 will enable you to adjust for 
proper color convergence. 
MARKER GENERATOR: The following markers are 
provided: 189 Kc., 262.5 Kc., 456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 
Kc., 

3579 4.5 
2000 Kc -, 

4750 
2500 Kc., 3579 Kc., 4.5 Mc., 5 Mc., Q 
10.7 Mc., (3579 Kc. is the color _Tif 

burst frequency.) 
Complete with shielded leads . . . NE? 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 
Dept. D -440, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

Please send me the units checked on approval. If 
completely satisfied, I will pay on terms specified 
with no interest or finance charges. Otherwise, I 
will return after a 10 day trial, positively cancelling 
all further obligations. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone. State 
All prices net, F.O.R., N.Y.C. 

Model TD -55 . ..Total Price $26.95 
seas within 10 days. Balance $5.00 
monthly for 4 months. 
Model TW -I1 ..Total Price $47.50 
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 6 months. 
Model TV -12.. Total Price $72.50 
$22.50 within 10 days. Balance $10.00 
monthly for 5 months. 

0 Model TV -40 . Total Price 915.85 
$3.85 within 10 days. Balance $4.00 
monthly for 3 months. 
Model 77 Total Price $42.50 
$12.50 within IO days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 5 months. 

Model 76 Total Price $26.95 
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00 
monthly for 4 months. 
Model TV- 50.... Total Price $47.50 
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 6 months. 

AA A RCH 1 958 

7 

r- Model 77 VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
. Total Price $42.50 - Terms: $12.50 

after 10 day trial, then $6.00 per month 
for 5 months. 

Model 76 - ALL PURPOSE BRIDGE ... 
Total Price $26.45 - Terms: $6.95 after 
10 day trial, then $5.00 per month for 4 
months. 

Model TV -50 - GENOMETER . . Total 
Price $47.50 - Terms: $11.50 after 10 
day trial, then $6.00 per month for 6 
months. 
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VA= 

TELECOUPLERS 

STOCK & DISPLAY BOTH! 

COLORGOElPLERS 

let your Customers choose! 
Only AMPHENOL provides a choice in fine TV set couplers. Color - 
Couplers and Tele- Couplers are different in design and price 
range, but alike in superb performance. Stock and display both 
for maximum sales! 

TELECOUPLER has an improved distributed line parameter 
of bifilar coiled transmission lines which isolate the signals 
and distribute them equally to each set with near perfect 
impedance matching. Telecouplers are available as 2 set model 
114 -088 and 3 & 4 set model 114 -090; suggested list prices 
are $3.75 and $5.75 respectively. 

COLORCOUPLER employs balanced resistive networks to 
accomplish excellent impedance matching, flat signal re- 
sponse, low loss and effective isolation. Colorcouplers can 
be mounted vertically or horizontally and have built -in twin 
lead strain relief. Available as 114 -097 (2 set), 114 -098 (3 set) 
and 114 -099 (4 set) models; suggested list prices are $2.95, 
$3.95 and $4.95 respectively. 

For sales action over your counter and for assured customer 
satisfaction through reliable performance, buy both of AMPHENOL'S 

couplers -Telecoupler and Colorcoupler! 

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
chicago 50, illinois 

RADIO 

that the quench frequency is rectified 
and converted to a positive -to- ground 
do signal. (The cathode of the diode 
goes to the junction of C5 and C6.) 
When a carrier signal is received, the 
amplitude of the quench decreases and 
so does the amplitude of the positive 
dc signal output from the 1N34 -A 
diode. The do output remains at a de- 
creased level as long as the carrier is 
received. 

However, coupling capacitor C6 
passes a signal to the following stage 
only during the time it is charging or 
discharging as a result of a change in 
the rectifier output. When a carrier is 
received, the positive level decreases, 
passing a negative pulse to the follow- 
ing amplifier. (An electrode going less 
positive is equivalent to a negative -go- 
ing signal in its effect on a coupling 
capacitor. ) 

This negative pulse is amplified by 
three stages of transistor amplification, 
producing a pulse across the relay al- 
most equal to the entire battery volt- 
age. The change in coil current 
amounts to several hundred percent 
with even an exceedingly weak carrier 
signal. 

However, relay action is only mo- 
mentary. If the transmitter is held in 
the on position, the relay will remain 
closed only for several tenths of a sec- 
ond and then will return to its open 
position. Each time the carrier control 
button is pushed to orb, the relay closes 
as long as the button is pushed up 
to about Ys second, depending to some 
extent upon the signal strength. 

The majority of model control oper- 
ations actuate from pulses, rather than 
continuous signals, anyway. This cir- 
cuit, therefore, is compatible with most 
radio -control equipment. 

Circuit details 
Fig. 2 is the complete circuit of this 

unit. The detector is very simple and 
oscillates easily at 27.255 mc, since the 
SB103/2N346 has a minimum -rated 
oscillating frequency of 60 mc. The 
SB103/2N346, incidentally, is now 
manufactured by both Philco and 
Sprague. 

L1 is a Barker -Williamson Miniduc- 
tor section with a feedback tap to the 
emitter. The emitter coupling capaci- 
tor value of .01 µf is necessary for 
proper superregenerative operation. 
Superregeneration is controlled and 
varied by changing the base bias of 
transistor V 1. 

Temperature and frequency stability 
are very good and the setting of R3 
seems to produce no noticeable detun- 
ing. effect. Once the receiver is tuned 
to the carrier, we have never had to 
retune or readjust the circuit. Chang- 
ing the antenna, however, will necessi- 
tate readjustment of Cl. Short an- 
tennas may be connected directly to 
V 1's collector. Progressively longer an- 
tennas must be connected to points on 
the coil closer to the end, forming the 
junction with C3. 
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An Argonne AR -109 transformer 
couples the quench voltage to a 
1N34 -A diode. Any changes in the dc 
output level are coupled to V2 by ca- 
pacitor C6. All the coupling capacitors 
have as large a value as possible to 
preserve adequate low- frequency re- 
sponse. Although the coupling capac- 
itors are operated somewhat past their 
voltage rating, I have had no trouble 
with them. 

Low -frequency response is further 
improved by omitting emitter bias re- 
sistors and the necessary bypass capac- 
itors. The bias circuit used provides 
good stabilization with very few com- 
ponents. The values specified will hold 
good for transistors with reasonably 
low values of I,.,,. Philco 2N47 transis- 
tors, the type used, are no longer 
available. However, Philco is now pro- 
ducing a 2N207 which is a direct re- 
placement for the 2N47. I have also 
used CK721 transistors with good re- 
sults. 

The collector -to- ground voltage 
should be -3 to -6 for the first two 
stages and -7 volts minimum for the 
last stage. These voltages are meas- 
ured with no signal being received. If 
any readings are outside of these tol- 
erances, change the value of R5, R8 or 
R11 until the collector voltage is cor- 
rect. Increasing the value of any of 
these resistors will increase the collec- 

ANT SBI03/2N346 
SUPERREGEN SET 

VI REGENERATION CONTROL 

R4 IOK 
AMPL 

R3 

SEE 
TEXT 

quency from the pulse signal. Other- 
wise, the quench signal would overload 
the amplifier stages. Using three ca- 
pacitors distributed among the stages 
gives a sharper attenuation character- 
istic than would using one large 
capacitor. 

Construction 
Two receivers of this'type have been 

built. Unfortunately, the one with corn- 
pact packaging was not available for 
photographs. The photograph shows 
my pegboard model which was used for 
checking experimental changes and 
modifications. 

Nevertheless, the photograph does 
show the type and size of some of the 
components used. The experimental 
model used a variable, air -dielectric 
tuning capacitor. A compact receiver, 
of course, must use a midget trimmer. 
A 3 -36 -µµf Bud MT -833 trimmer (or its 
equivalent) is satisfactory. 

All components should be solidly 
mounted, particularly where the super - 
regenerative detector is concerned. A 
perforated bakelite board makes a 
good chassis. Printed- circuit eyelets 
can be riveted into the holes and the 
leads pulled through and soldered to 
the eyelets for a very sturdy assembly. 

The regeneration control is mounted 
by drilling a large hole in the bakelite 

2N207(3) 
AMPL AMPL 

TO CONTROLLED CNT 

T N34-A R5 

Z=2K D t10006 

+ 6V 
CS I/6V 

R7 

-3.6 V 

IOOK 

V2 

R6 
4.7 K 

4.7K 

C7t 

IIOpf 
3V 

RIO 

-3.6 V 

R8 

100K 
V3 

C8 1/6V t R9 
4.7K 

4.7K 

CA -I- 

13Vpf RII 

-7V MIN 

L. 

270K 

V4 

c I/6V RI2 
4.7K 

8V BATT 

1 t 
C4T 00/6 V -- POS GND 

RED LINE 

IC 

3É 

TRANSISTORS 

RI -2,200 ohms 
R2 -I,000 ohms 
R3 -pot, 5,000 ohms (Lafayette VC -28 or equivalent) 
R4- 10,000 ohms (two 4,700 -ohm resistors in series) 
R5, 8- 100,000 ohms 
R6, 7, 9, 10, 12 -4,700 ohms 
RI I- 270,000 ohms 
All resistors V2 watt, 10% 
CI -3-36 µµt, trimmer (Bud MT -833 or equivalent) 
C2 -.01 µf, subminiature ceramic (Lafayette C -612 

or equivalent) 
C3 -.002 sf, ceramic 
C4, 6-100 µf, 6 volts, electrolytic 
C5, 8, 10-1 µf, 6 volts, electrolytic 

Fig. 2- Circuit of 
tor voltage of its associated transistor, 
or vice versa. 

The relay may be any unit with at 
least a 4,000 -ohm coil that will pull in 
reliably with 7 volts applied across the 
coil. The one I used is the Jewel relay 
sold by Lafayette. It has a 5,000 -ohm 
coil. Another suitable relay is the tiny 
Advance type SO1C 4,000D. 

Capacitor C5 filters the rectified 
quench -frequency ripple at the 1N34 -A 
output. Additional capacitors C8 and 
C10 further suppress any quench fre- 

MARCH, I958 

120. 0 

UK 
1.4 MA 
PULL -IN 

C7, 9 -110 O. 3 volts, electrolytic 
D- I N 34 -A 
L -I I turns, tape at 5 turns (Barker & Williamson 

No. 3003 Miniductor or equivalent) 
RY- relay, 5,000 -ohm coil (Lafayette F -260 or 

equivalent) 
T- driver transformer: primary, 10,000 ohms; second - 

VIarSB 00 
2,000 (Argonne AR -109 or equivalent) 

V2, 3, 4 -2N207 
Chassis, perforated board (Lafayette MS -305 

cut as required) 
Knob for regeneration control 
Miscellaneous hardware 

the miniature unit. 
board. Insert the control and let the 
shaft stick straight up for its full 
length and attach a small knob. This 
method reduces hand -capacitance ef- 
fects to a minimum. 

Connect the battery and check the 
voltages against those shown on the 
diagram. Be sure battery polarity is 
correct. A wrong connection could 
damage the transistors. 

Next, connect phones across the 
secondary of transformer T. These 
leads are coded green and yellow. Now 
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SUPERB DYNETIC FIDELITY WITH THE = 
PROFESSIONAL 

P H O N O C A R T R I D G E 

. performance 
surpasses 
any other 
separate 
cartridge! 

The unique moving- magnet Dynetic Principle pro- 
vides exceptional freedom from distortion and ex- 
treme linearity of response. It has the same wide 
response range (20- 20,000 cps, ± 2 db) as the fa- 
mous Studio Dynetic arm and cartridge combination. 
There is no magnetic attraction to steel turntables 
and external hum pickup is virtually eliminated. The 
Professional Dynetic has high needle compliance 
(3 x 10-6 centimeters per dyne) and tracks at 3 -6 
grams, depending on the tone arm used. It is easily 
installed in transcription and high fidelity record 
changer tone arms. 

Ask for a demonstration of the Professional 
Dynetic at your hi -fi dealer's -and you'll hear hi -fi 
reproduction you never dreamed possible with a 
separate cartridge. 

THE PROFESSIONAL DYNETIC 
Model M5d (1 -mil Diamond) $27.50 net 
Model M6s (3 -mil Sapphire) 515.00 net 

-r co 

P H O N O R E P R O D U C E R 

,f 
The remarkable tone arm and cartridge combination 
that prevents scratches. Records can be played hun- 
dreds of times without sign of wear. Acclaimed by audio 
authorities in many published articles. Widely used by 
hi -fi perfectionists . FM Radio Stations .. Profes- 
sional Recording Studios. $79.50 net. 

'Ir-1, . .r..r,c3ard of Qual+cl, I 

SHURE BROTHERS INCORPORATED 
222 HARTREN AVEN JE EVANSTON. ILL. NOS SA. 
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SPECIALLY PRICED DURING MARCH! 

UNIVERSAL 
,. TEST KIT 

No. 9290X 

Here's your chance to get two 
useful service aids at a never -again 

low price. It's timed to help 

you get set for your spring TV 
servicing requirements... 
good this month only! 

CONSISTS OF 
No. 9250 TEST No. 9270 

SOCKET ADAPTER TUBE 
KIT CHECKER 

Four adapters for Pocket -size series 
7.8.9 pin miniature filament tube 

receiving tubes checker and 
and CRT continuity tester 

top -of -the -set for speedy TV 
testing. servicing. 

REGULAR DEALER NET $9.50 

SPECIAL this MONTH 

tosa only $7.45 
Send Postcard for Your FREE G -C Catalog! 

Total value of these G -C service aids 

is $14.75... but they're specially 
priced this month only to show you how 

G -C products help you do a better 
and more profitable servicing job. 
Buy now and save! 

See Your G -C Jobber Now! 

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO. 
DIVISION OF TEXTRON Inc. LOS ANGELES ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

Servicemen, Technicians, Industry and Hi -Fi Owners 

Do you like the quality and the economy of buying 
kits, but lack the time to assemble and wire them? 
Dale Kit Builders make this astounding offer. 

You buy the kit of your choice, and have it sent to us. We will 
assemble, wire and test any test equipment or hi -fi kit on the market 
today. All kit construction guaranteed. 

Compare our prices with those of companies offering kit and 
wired instruments, see the savings. Just add 1/3 to the cost of your 
kit, and that is our fee, with a $10 minimum fee. 

Ship all kits to us prepaid, we will acknowledge receipt of all kits, 
and give you an estimate as to when it will be ready. All constructed kits 
will be returned C.O.D. 

No partially assembled or wired kits will be accepted. 

DALE ELECTRONIC KIT BUILDERS 4Uniondalle,rN.Y.t 
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rotate the REGENERATION CONTROL R3 
until a typical superregeneration hiss- 
ing or frying sound is heard. The 
sound will not be very loud. Bring a 
signal generator lead near the coil or 
place a remote -control transmitter 
nearby and tune the receiver to 27.255 
mc. Listen for the modulated tone 
from the generator or turn the trans- 
mitter carrier on and off. When the 
receiver is tuned to the carrier, the 
superregenerative sound will stop when 
the carrier is on. Adjust regeneration 
until the tuning is sharpest. 

During this procedure, the relay can 
be expected to do quite a bit of erratic 
operating. Just disregard it at this 
phase and listen to the phones. Any 
fast operation of the regeneration con- 
trol will actuate the relay. The ear- 
phones act as microphones and just 
bumping them against the table can 
induce a pulse that will also operate 
the relay. 

Next, attach a length of flexible in- 
sulated antenna lead -1 or 2 feet 
should do. Attach it to coil L1 as close 
to the collector end as possible and 
still secure good superregeneration. In 
all likelihood, this will result in a di- 
rect connection to the collector end. 

Readjust tuning and regeneration 
for optimum performance. C1's capac- 
itance will have to be decreased some- 
what to compensate for the additional 
loading of the antenna. 

Remove the phones and the receiver 
is ready for operation. When the 
transmitter is close by, the relay may 
operate both when the carrier is turned 
on and when it is interrupted. This is 
because the R- C- coupled circuits and 
overloaded amplifiers pull a trick 
called double differentiation. This will' 
not occur, even when the transmitter 
and receiver are side by side, if the 
transmit button is held down for only 
about 1/10 or 2/10 second. This is 
plenty of time to operate any solenoids 
or escapements. It takes approximately 
1/10 second to say the word one. 

To give some idea of this receiver's 
sensitivity, we can trigger the receiver 
when it is inside a concrete building at 
a distance of 1/5 mile with the trans- 
mitter's antenna collapsed to its short- 
est length. I tested the receiver under 
these conditions for two days without 
a single failure to operate or any ne- 
cessity for touching up the adjust- 
ments. There was every indication it 
would keep this up until the batteries 
ran down. 

Incidentally, the battery I use is a 
Mallory TR- 136 -R, good for 1,000 milli - 
amp hours. However, it weighs 3 ounces, 
which may be too much for the model - 
airplane folk. These people can try us- 
ing six RM -400 -R cells in series for a 
really small power pack. 

During the last year and a half I 
have built five types of all- transistor 
remote -control receivers, including a 
superhet. If there is sufficient reader 
interest, possibly we can describe some 
of these other receivers in future is- 
sues. END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula Founded 1927 

Dept. 143 -E 

(R.N. Apr. 58) 

Please send me your course outline and FREE illustrated Booklet 
Your Future in the New World of Electronics" . . . describing 

opportunities and CREI home study courses in Electronic Engineer- 
ing Technology. 

CHECK 
L Radar, Servo and Computer Engineering Technology 
E Electronic Engineering Technology 

FIELD OF 
r 

Broadcast (AM, FM, TV) Engineering Technology 

INTEREST 
L Television Engineering Technology 
E Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology 

3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C. 

132E2 

Name. 

Street 

City 
Check: f Home Study 

Age 

Zone State 
L Residence School Ll Korean Veteron 

To help us answer your request intelligently, 
please give the following information: 

EMPLOYED 
BY 

TYPE OF 
PRESENT WORK 

EDUCATION: 

YEARS HIGH SCHOOL 

YEARS COLLEGE 

ELECTRONICS 
EXPERIENCE 

IN WHAT BRANCH OF ELECTRONICS 
ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED? 

4 

This is a brand new edition of the book 
which has launched thousands of men on 
good -paying careers in radio -TV- electronics. 

It brings you completely up to date - 
answers important questions on newest 
career developments in electronics, including 
Radar, Guided Missiles, Servomechanisms, 
Computers, as well as Aeronautical Elec- 
tronics, Broadcasting (AM, FM, TV), 
Military, Navy and CAA Electronics, Com- 
munications and Electronics Manufacturing. 

This book, "Your Future in the New 
World of Electronics," also shows you how 
CREI Home Study leads the way to greater 
earnings in the booming electronics world. 

However, CREI does not promise you a 
"snap." With accredited technical school 
curricula such as CREI offers, you must 
study to convert your ambition into tech- 
nical knowledge which you can sell in the 
fabulous field of Electronics. 

Since its rounding in 1927, CREI has 
provided thotsands of professional elec- 
tronics men with technical educations. 
During World War II, CREI trained thou- 
sands for the Armed Services. Leading firms 
recommend CREI training for their own 
personnel. Am3ng them: United Air Lines, 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Trans- 
Canada Airlines, Douglas Aircraft Co., 
The Martin Co., Columbia Broadcasting 
System, All- American Cables and Radio, 
Inc., Gates Radio Co., Canadair, Ltd., 
Federal Electric Corp., and U. S. Informa- 
tion Agency (voice of America). 

CREI courses are prepared by recog- 
nized experts, in a practical, easily under- 
stood manner and constantly revised to 
meet the new electronic challenges of our 
time. You get the benefit of time -tested 
study assignments under the personal super- 
vision of a CREI staff instructor. Your 
studies are accomplished on your own time, 
during hours selected by you, and controlled 
by your own will power. This complete 
training is the reason that graduates find 
their CREI diplomas keys -to- success in even 
the most advanced of electronic applica- 
tions. CREI alumni hold top positions in 
America's leading firms. 

At your service is the CREI Placement 
Bureau, which helps to find positions for 
advanced students, and graduates, although 
CREI does not guarantee jobs. Now is the 
time of decision for you. Luck will not propel 

The data that launched thousands 
of careers is yours FREE 

TELLS how you can be successful in 

ELECTRONICS... including: 
Television ... Broadcasting ... Guided Missiles ... Radar ... 
Instrumentation ... Computers ... Automation . . . Astro- 
nautics . . . Servomechanisms . . . Aeronautical Electronics 
. . . Telemetering ... Communications ... Manufacturing 

Send for your Free Copy today! 

you forward unless it finds you trained. 
Contacts won't budge you an inch unless 
you have the skill to back them up. The 
answer is: Technical Training ... and will- 
ingness to learn. Together they will bring 
you increased earnings in the new Age of 
Electronics. Fill out the postcard below 
completely and mail it now. We'll promptly 
send you your free copy of "Your Future 
in the New World of Electronics." The rest 
-your future --is up to you! 
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Industry Calls For 
CREI Training 
By Name .. . 

so SHOULD YOU! 

Here you see an actual help wanted 
ad from the San Francisco Examiner, 
one of many which specify "CREI or 
equal" training. This shows that 
industry approves CREI training, 
even insists on it. 

CREI ALSO OFFERS RESIDENCE TRAINING 
at the same high technical level in 
Washington, D. C. Classes start at 
regular intervals. Qualified residence 
school graduates earn degree, "Asso- 
ciate in Applied Science." Check 
coupon if you prefer residence study. 

VETERANS: If eligible for training 
under the new G.I. Bill of Rights, 
check the coupon for full information. 

FREE BOOKLET ! MAIL THIS POSTAGE - FRErPOSTCARD TODAY 
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Train for a secure career 
-not just another job! 

Success ahead for trained men 
only in 

Electronics 
including Guided Missiles ... Radar ... Instrumentation .. . 

Computers ... Automation ... Astronautics... Servomechanisms 

... Aeronautical Electronics ... Telemetering ... Television 

... Manufacturing . . . Communications ... Broadcasting 

Stop Dreaming! Start Planning! 

START YOUR CREI CAREER TRAINING 

AT HOME TO INSURE MORE INCOME! 

What would a $10 or $20 a week raise mean to 
you? Only one $10 -a -week raise will repay your 
investment in CREI training, and leave you a 
substantial profit the very first year! Your in- 
creases in pay thereafter are all pure profit, and 
you'll be prepared for many more promotions 
and pay raises in the future years of your life! 

WHAT YOU DO N O W- today, tomorrow, next week -will 
decide your success in the electronics field. Every day counts 
because the well -trained technicians are the ones who get the 
"plums" when promotions are handed out. How can you be 

sure to step ahead of competition, to earn more money, to get 
the position that carries more responsibility -and the pay that 
goes with it? The answer is contained in a CREI booklet 
called "Your Future in the New World of Electronics." 

ERA OF ELECTRONICS 

This is the era of guided missiles, automation, astronautics, 
instrumentation. This is the era of defense orders and a manu- 
facturing industry which last year alone sold billions of dollars 
worth of electronic equipment, which will top ten billion 
dollars (without military) this year. This is the era of electronic 
development, research, design, production, testing, inspection, 
manufacture, broadcasting, telecasting and servicing. This is 

the era of electronic careers -well -paid, interesting, and secure. 

PRACTICAL COURSES 

Your work is under the supervision of a regular staff instructor 
who knows and teaches what industry needs. Training is 

accomplished on your own time, during hours chosen by you. 

KEY TO SUCCESS -As a graduate you'll find your CREI diploma 
the key to success in the entire field of electronics. At your service 

is the CREI Placement Bureau which helps to find positions 
for advanced students and graduates. No short cuts are 

promised; no jobs are guaranteed -but requests for CREI- 
trained personnel come in regularly. 

COLLEGE DEGREE NOT ESSENTIAL -This is professional train- 
ing, not for beginners, but you don't have to be a college 
graduate to benefit from CREI's famed courses. You do have 
to be willing to study at home. You can do it while holding 
down a full -time job. Thousands have. If you have had some 
electronics experience, CREI has a course for you. 

CREI's professional guidance is recognized all over the 
world. Since 1927 CREI has trained practical electronic engi- 
neers and engineering technicians; you find them in radio and 
television stations; you find them in electronics planning and 

manufacture; you find them every- 
where and, generally, near the top. 
Leading firms recommend CREI train- 
ing for their own personnel (among them 
are United Air Lines, Canadian Broad- 
casting Corp., Douglas Aircraft Co., 
The Martin Co., and All- America Cable 
& Radio, Inc.). 

1st Class 

Permit No. 288 -R 

Sec. 34.9 P.L.R. 

Washington, D. C. 

BUSINESS REPLY CARD 
No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed in the United States 

3c Postage Will Be Paid By 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

3224 16th Street, N.W. 

Washington 10, D. C. 

THIS CAN BE 

YOUR BIG YEAR! 
Write today for this FREE BOOK- 
LET. Tuition is reasonable, terms 
are easy, information is free. If 
you have the equivalent of a high 
school education, and are good 
at mathematics, and have some 
electronic experience, fill out 
the postage -paid reply card 
completely, and mail today 
to Capitol Radio Engineer- 
ing Institute, 3224 -16th St., 
N.W., Washington 10, D. C. 

val 

Available to Veterans Under GI Bill! 
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HUMLESS 
PREAMP 
HEATER 
SUPPLY 

Ac heater supply operates at 150,000 cycles 

By LEONARD E. GEISLER, AES* 

Side view of supply. 
Short direct wiring 
prevents parasitic 

oscillations. 

THE majority of hi -fi preamps have 
dc heater supplies to avoid the 
problems created by hum. This 
heater supply is humless, inexpen- 

sive and easy to build. It does not 
require the usual extra- high -voltage 
filament winding normally found with 
bridge rectifiers, but obtains its power 
from the amplifier's B -plus line. This 

. feature makes it a snap for the man 
who has more hum than he wants, but 
little cash to lay out for a rectifier and 
filter network. . A good close look at the circuit (Fig. 
1) shows its simplicity. It is a modifica- 
tion of one of the high- frequency 
exciter -lamp bias oscillators used in 
16 -mm movie projectors. It is quite 
capable of putting out 6.3 volts of 150,- 
000 -cycle ac at over 300 ma, with an 
input power demand of about 60-35 
ma at 250 -350 volts. 

How it works 
When the power is turned on, the 

rush of voltage to the tube causes 
*Chief engineer, Japan Electronic Trading Co., 
Tokyo. Japan 

MARCH, 1958 

Bottom view 
showing gener- 
al parts place- 

ment. 

magnetic fluctuations in the windings 
and dust core of the oscillator coil. Due 
to the heavily distributed capacitance 
of the windings in the primary, a condi- 
tion of resonance is set up at a f re- 

RI-47,000 ohms, I watt 
R2- 100,000 ohms, I/2 watt 
CI -.05 pf, paper 
C2 -.02 pf, paper 
C3-100 ppf, ceramic 
L- linearity or width coil, 0.5-5 mh or 0.2 -3 mh 

(J. W. Miller 6313, 6318 or equivalent) 
V- 6V6 -GT 
Tube socket, octal 
Shielded wire 
No. 20 enameled wire (IS feet) 
Spaghetti 

Fig. 1- Circuit of the humless heater 
supply. 

TO e+ 

INSULATION 

36 TURNS 

36 TURNS 

START 

RADIO 

WINDING DIRECTION 

START 
TO PLATE FINISH 

CENTER TAP 

CENTER TAP 

Fig. 2 -Coil winding details. Note that 
outside end of primary is connected to 

B plus. 

quency around 150,000 cycles. The 
secondary winding picks up these 
fluctuations and since the number of 
secondary turns is far less than the 
primary turns, they are transformed 
from high to low voltage- high- current 
versions of the primary fluctuations or 
alternations. A portion of the developed 
voltage is fed back, in the proper phase, 
to the tube's grid to sustain oscillation 
which continues until the power is 
turned off. As the B supply is usually 
pretty well filtered, no ac modulation 
appears in the high- frequency output 
of the heater oscillator. Since the 
vacuum tube is operating class C, 
efficiency is approximately 70 %/r . This 
compares more than favorably with 
the large internal losses of a bridge 
rectifier in heater supply service, not 
counting losses ir the filter network. 

Construction details 
Start construction by obtaining a 

TV width or linearity coil; suitable 
types are indicated in the parts list. 
Wrap a strip of heavy paper or elec- 
trical cambric, about 3 inches long, 
over the coil winding. (See Fig. 2.) 
Secure this insulation with Duco cement 
or coil dope. While this is drying, 
wire the tube socket. Do not perma- 
nently solder in the 47,000 -ohm screen 
resistor, but tack it in lightly as you 
may want to change it later. 

After checking your wiring for er- 
rors, wind the oscillator coil's secondary. 
Start by securing one end of the No. 20 
wire to the lug from the outer end of 
the primary winding. Wind the sec- 
ondary in the same direction as the 
primary winding. Count your turns 
and form a hairpin loop, several inches 
long, when you get to the 36th turn. 
Twist the pigtail firmly and wind 36 
additional turns. Secure the last turn 
with Scotch electrical tape and cover 
the whole coil with tape. Be sure to 
allow plenty of pigtail length as you 
can always trim off any excess later. 
Wire the coil into the circuit as shown 
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RIDER BOOKS THE EASY, LOW -COST WAY 
TO GREATER ELECTRONIC KNOW -HOW 

NEW RIDER BOOKS 
HOW TO READ SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS, by David 
Mark. Teaching theory and the recognition of 
symbols, this book is ideal for all those people 
beginning a career or are starting hobbies in 
electronics. Covering the symbols and abbrevia- 
tions used in schematic diagrams related to the 
electronics field, this book starts with individual 
components and carries through to receivers and 
similar equipment. Components and circuits are 
identified and explained. Soft cover, 160 pp., 
illus. #208. $3.50. 
REPAIRING HI -FI SYSTEMS, by David Fidelman- 
This book deals with finding the troubles and 
repairing faults in hi -fi equipment with no test 
instruments- simple equipment -and elaborate 
equipment. Typical troubles are analyzed and 
repaired through a system of logical steps. Soft 
cover, approx. 170 pp., illus. #205, $3.90. 
STEREOPHONIC SOUND, by Norman H. Crow - 
burst - World- famous audio authority Norman 
H. Crowhurst's new book is the first true assess -. 
ment of this exciting new medium for realistic 
sound. It covers the theory of stereophonic sound, 
the differences it can make in reproduction, what 
goes into making it successful, and what is needed 
to bring out the best in systems available or likely 
to be available. 128 pp., illus. #209, $2.25. 
VACUUM TUBE RECTIFIERS, by Dr. Alex. Schure- 
The latest addition to the famous Rider Elec- 
tronic Technology Series is an encyclopedia on 
rectifiers. It includes over 25 illustrations dia- 
gramming the function of rectifiers and establish- 
ing their relationship within the circuits. Tables 
show comparisons of the products of the major 
manufacturers. The text on each device is sup- 
plemented by examples. #166-21, $1.50. 

COMING SOON 
BASICS OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS, by John S. 
Murphy - Written by John S. Murphy, an out- 
standing personality in the computer field, this 
three volume "Picture- Text" course covers the 
fascinating and ever -expanding field of electronic 
digital computers. With its many branches of 
programming, maintenance, design, sales, esti- 
rpating customer -requirements, etc., the techni- 
cian or the electronics hobbyist will find it of 
great value. Coming soon. 

FAMOUS RIDER "picture- book" 

RIDER'S NEW BASIC SCIENCE SERIES -A highly 
interesting, yet rigorously accurate series of 
books, each one covering a separate area of 
physics. Coverage of each subject is modern and 
illustrations make each topic crystal clear. 
ENERGY, by Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. -The long 
awaited reprint of this classic exposition on the 
subject of energy by the eminent English physi- 
cist has been modernized. specially edited and 
illustrated. #200, soft cover, 64 pp. illus. $1.25. 
HEAT, by Alexander Limn- While it is a classi- 
cal study of the subject, it progresses to the mod- 
ern concepts of basic thermodynamics and their 
applications to heat engines such as turboprops, 
ramjets and rockets. #200.2, soft cover, 112 pp., 
illus., $1.50. 
SOUND, by Alexander Efron- Covers the physical 
nature of sound and the characteristics of hear- 
ing with all the ramifications of acoustics, music 
instruments and the human voice. #200 -5, soft 
cover, 80 pp., illus., $1.25. 

COMING SOON 
CONDUCTANCE CURVE DESIGN MANUAL, by Keats 
A. Pullen, Jr., Ph. D.- An original technique 
for designing electronic circuits based on con- 
ductance curves. Gm, rp and are replotted 
as necessary so as to enable design using small 
signal parameters to predict large signal per- 
formance - greatly shortening design time and 
minimizing problems arising from approxima- 
tion. Circuit reliability can be improved and dis- 
tortion reduced at the same time by using the 
tables and curves in the manual. Engineers, en- 
gineering students and lab technicians can now 
select the proper tubes and their associated corn - 
ponents to suit the needs of almost any type of 
circuit with greater reliability than ever before. 
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL CIRCUITS, by Sidney Platt 
-Control circuits are responsible for the rigid 
regulation and control of countless industrial 
processes. They constitute the core of industrial 
electronics. This book covers those control appli- 
cations most frequently encountered in industrial 
electronics. The uses of industrial control circuits 
are discussed and described in detail, showing 
how basic electronics is applied to these circuits. 

COURSES 
BASIC TELEVISION, by Dr. Alex. Schure -The 
whole world of black and white television is be- 
fore you for only $10.00. 
You can master the basics of television easily, 
rapidly and thoroughly with this 5- volume "learn 
by pictures" training course. 
Here's how this easy, illustrated course works. 
Every page covers one complete idea! There's at 
least one big illustration on that same page to 
explain it! You build a thorough, step -by -step 
knowledge at your own pace - as fast as you 
yourself want to go. 
BASIC TELEVISION uses the same methods 
that have proven so successful in the famous 
Rider picture books on electricity and electronics. 
All that is assumed is that you have a knowledge 
of radio. Every phase of television is made in- 
stantly clear- explained in plain English sup- 
ported by carefully prepared, large and exciting 
drawings that make every idea crystal clear. 
#198, soft cover, 5 volumes, $10.00 per set; 
#198-H, cloth bound in a single binding, $11.50. 

INCREASE YOUR 

BASIC ELECTRICITY, BASIC ELECTRONICS, BASIC 
SYNCHROS á SERVOMECHANISMS, by Van Val - 
kenburgh, Nooger Neville, Inc. - The fabulous 
picture -text books that teach faster and easier! 
The theory, principles, and practice of electricity. 
electronics, and synchros and servos are here 
presented in a manner that permits a rapid grasp 
of the fundamentals of these vitally important 
subjects. Over 2,000 specially prepared illustra- 
tions present, explain, and make every topic dis- 
cussed picture- clear. 
Basic Electricity, #169, soft cover, 6 vols., 624 
pp., per set $10.00. #16911. cloth bound in single 
binding $11.50. 

Basic Electronics, #170, soft cover, 5 vols., 550 
pp., per set $10.00. #170H, cloth bound in single 
binding $11.50. 

Basic Synchros and Servomechanisms, #180, soft 
cover, 2 vols., 270 pp., per set $5.50. #18011, 
cloth bound in single binding $6.95. 

KNOW -HOW WITH THESE RIDER BOOKS 
TV PICTURE TUBE- CHASSIS GUIDE, by Rider Lab 
Staff - #204, soft cover, 68 pp. $1.35. 

HOW TO INSTALL á SERVICE INTERCOMMUNICA- 
TION SYSTEMS, by Jack Darr- #189, soft cover, 
152 pp., $3.00. 

GETTING STARTED IN AMATEUR RADIO, by Julius 
Berens W2PIK - #199, 136 pp., $2.40. 
HI -FI LOUDSPEAKERS á ENCLOSURES, by Abra- 
ham D. Cohen - #176, MARCO cover, 360 pp., 
$4.60. #17611, cloth bound, $5.50. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTORS, by Leonard 
Krugman - #16Q, soft cover, 144 pp., $2.70. 
HOW TO SELECT AND USE YOUR TAPE RECORDER, 
by David Mark- #179, 148 pp., $2.95. 
REPAIRING TELEVISION RECEIVERS, by Cyrus 
Glickstein- #191, soft cover, 212 pp., $4.40. 

RIDER 
BOOKS 

FREE! Handsome genuine 
leather, gold- stamped book- 
mark, if you write today for 
FREECatalog RE3 

SERVICING TV VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL OUTPUT 
SYSTEMS, by Harry Thomas- #150, soft cover, 
176 pp., $2.40. 

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY SERIES 
edited by Alex. Sehure, Ph.d., Ed.D. 
#166, RC & RL Time Constant, $.90. #166 -2, 
FM Limitera & Detectors $.90. #166 -3, Fre- 
quency Modulation, $ -90. t166 -4, Crystal Oscil- 
lators, $1.25. #166 -5. A -M Detectors, $1.25. 
#166 -6, Limiters & Clippers, $1.25. #166 -7, 
Multivibrators, $.90, #166 -8, R -F Transmission 
Lines, $1.25. #166 -9, Amplitude Modulation, 
$1.25. #166 -10, Blocking Oscillators, $1.25. 
#166 -11, Wave Propagation, $1.25. #166 -12, 
Superheterodyne Converters & I -F Amplifiers, 
$.90. #166 -13, L -C Oscillators, $1.25. #166 -14, 
Antennas, $1.50. #166 -15, Inverse Feedback. 
5.90. #166-16, Resonant Circuits, $1.25. #166-18. 
D -C Circuit Analysis, $1.35. 

Buy these and many other RIDER BOOKS at your elec. 
-tronies parts jobber. book store or department store book 
department. Look for the Rider Bookseller. 

If your favorite store does not sell the Rider books you 
want, order direct. Add state, city tax where applicable. 
Canadian prices 5% higher. 

I' JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. 
116 West 14th Street, New York 11, N.Y. 

In Conodo 
Charles W. Pointon, Ltd. 

6 Alcina Ana.. Toronto, Ontario 
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in the diagram. Tack in the secondary 
ends lightly before you finish the oscil- 
lator. You may wind the coil the wrong 
way and have to reverse the leads to 
make the circuit oscillate properly. 

Now connect the completed oscillator 
to a reasonably well filtered point on 
the B -plus line from the power supply. 
Be sure the power supply can carry the 
extra current without going up in a 
cloud of smoke! Use a 300 -ma pilot 
lamp or a wornout 300 -ma 6 -volt tube 
as a dummy load for testing. Fire up 
the rig and see if your oscillator puts 
out. If nothing happens, try twiddling 
the tuning slug in and out of the coil 
for a peak. If it still doesn't perk, 
reverse the secondary's leads. Check the 
voltage output with a vom, or prefer- 
ably a vtvm. Tune the slug for max- 
imum output. If you can't wring 6.3 
volts ac out of the oscillator, shunt a 
500,000 -ohm potentiometer across the 
screen resistor and gradually increase 
the screen voltage until you get about 
7 to 7.5 volts output. Check the screen 
resistance value and insert a permanent 
resistor with a value within 10% of 
the ohmmeter reading. If you are a 
little on the low side and the screen 
voltage is a little too high, you can 
tune out the excess voltage with the 
coil slug and set the voltage right on 
the nose. 

Solder all connections and wire the 
output of the oscillator to your pre - 
amp's heater leads. Retune the oscil- 
lator, if necessary, to correct for any 
losses which may occur. You will not 
necessarily need shielded wire to pre- 
vent radiation from the heater leads 
but it would be a good idea. If by 
chance you have a 12,6 -volt 150 -ma tube 
in the preamp, don't worry. You can 
tune the oscillator to the required volt- 
age with the greatest of ease. I'd sug- 
gest you mount the oscillator on your 
main power supply chassis. No partic- 
ular rf shielding is necessary, if you 
exercise a reasonable amount of care 
in making good grounds when wiring. 
However, to insure peace of mind you 
can shield the thing with a few scraps 
of aluminum or copper screening. If 
more than 12 volts output is desired, 
wind on about one -third to one -half 
more turns on the secondary. Remember 
that your power supply can take only 
so much drain ! If it won't take it, use 
almost any power supply -one from an 
old receiver will be excellent. To those 
of you who are worried about rf pickup 
from the heaters: this unit oscillates 
at such a high frequency that any 
pickup will fall considerably above the 
normal hearing range. The same is 
true of heterodynes with those 20,000 - 
cycle ultrasonics which most people 
can't hear but claim add so much some - 
thing -or -other to their hi -fi records. I 
have yet to find an amplifier of com- 
mercial design that will pass these 
frequencies (over 50,000 cycles). If you 
can't sleep nights anyway, shunt the 
plate of the preamp tube with a 50-200 - 
ppf capacitor and rest assured you've 
done your duty. END 
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Use Delco Radio 
Service Parts! 

Available everywhere through 
Electronic Distributors 

associated with ... 

SPEAKERS 

Part No. '270804- output transformer 
used in the mew Delco Portable Car Radio. 

Your Delco Radio Electronic Parts Distributor carries 
the complete linee giving you fast, dependable service on the items 
you'll need for Delco Radio and other radio service work. Delco Radio also 
provides: 

Wide selection of special application parts Effective warranty program 
Complete technical training program Dealer identification signs 

Get the facts today on this truly profitable dealer setup, and grow with General 
Motors! 

GM u-Ms 
PAM I 
SB LES 

LIMITED MOTORS SYSTEM 

TUNER PARTS 

DELCO RADIO 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA 

TUBES 

IRON CORES 

MARCH, 1958 

TRANSISTORS 

COILS 

RESISTORS 

VIBRATORS 

CAPACITORS 

CONTROLS 
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WORDS 

Tell Why You Like 
Tobe Service Capacitors 

Your 25 words can win the Ford Ranch Wagon 

'T 

And Here Are the TSC* Features to Help You Win No 
substandard materials can possibly enter the manufac- 
ture of TOBE SERVICE CAPACITORS, because everything is 
quality- checked beforehand Highest grade dielectric 
materials prevent voltage breakdown in service TSC's 
are designed for high -temperature operation - will not 
dry out or deteriorate in service Copperweld leads 
soldered directly to foil insure you against opens 
Moisture -tight seals guard against shorts Pigtail leads 
will not pull out or break off No danger of hot soldering 
iron opening internal connection or melting sealing com- 
pound TSC's will maintain specified capacity over entire 
operating temperature range TSC's receive 100% 
quality -control inspection prior to shipment Continuous 
production -line testing automatically rejects "duds" 
Maintenance of large inventories on complete line means 
faster delivery to your TOBE DISTRIBUTOR and you. 

obe Service Capacitors 

-1 

i R 
TOBE 

C A P A C I T O R S 

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, Dept. C 

2900 Columbia Avenue, Indianapolis 5, Indiana 

"I prefer Tobe Service Capacitors in my work because 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY AUN r: -STATE 
I enclose a Tobe bontop 

TAPE RECORDER WHINE 
A high -pitched whine, resembling 

flyback transformer singing, in tape 
recorders is often due to the recording - 
or erase -head pressure pad vibrating 
on its holder because of friction with 
the moving tape. To eliminate or min- 
imize this condition, first determine 
which pad is at fault by applying a 
little pressure with some small object 
to each pad in turn while the recorder 
is running. Then carefully dope the 
back of the offending pad with service 
cement or a quick- drying thermoplastic 
adhesive and press lightly in place 
until the cement has set.- Warren J. 
Smith 

SENTINEL 1U1101 
The set came in with a complaint 

of intermittent appearance of retrace 
lines. The owner said the picture and 
raster shrank a little at the top and 
bottom whenever this happened. 

During the first day's monitoring at 
the shop the set acted normally. I then 
hooked it up to a variable transformer 
and raised the input voltage to 125. 

12BH7-A 
¶ Rf ose a OUTPUT 

VI6 

10 

.033 

21 16 

OK 

5.6K C77T.I 

The retrace line appeared. Lowering 
the input to about 115 volts returned 
the set to normal. 

Parts replacement revealed that 
capacitor C77 (0.1 µf) as the offender. 
It broke down under higher voltage 
pulses due to higher line voltage. The 
capacitor was replaced with a molded 
unit rated at 1.6 kv. A little exag- 
gerated -but it worked! The partial 
schematic shows C77's position in the 
retrace blanking circuit. -James A. 
McRoberts 

FAST REPAIR JOB 
This service call involved one of 

those "fix -it- immediately" customers 
you run across now and then. I fol- 
lowed the signal right up to the grid 
of the 6V6 audio output tube but there 
was no signal on the plate. The tube 
checked good in the checker and a new 
tube substituted for the suspected one 
also failed to work. That left only one 
possibility: a bad tube socket. And I 
don't carry spare sockets in my tool- 
box. What a situation ! 
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TECH NOTES (Continued) 

Playing one last, desperate , 

I asked the customer for a piece of 
household aluminum foil. I wadded up 
a small piece, pushed it in the grid 
socket hole, put the tube back in, sat 
back holding my breath and waited. 
As the filament came up to brightness, 
sound blasted from the speaker. Some- 
time later, when the set came in for 
a major repair, I replaced the defec- 
tive socket just to be on the safe side. 
-John A. Comstock 

.. WIN THIS 
FORD 

TOO MUCH PUSH 
When his Emerson TV, model 1176, 

stopped playing late one night, the 
owner decided to have a go at repairing 
it. Peeking through the perforated 
Masonite back he could see five or six 
tubes that were not lighted. Removing 
the back, he pulled the tubes and hur- 

ried over to the nearest drugstore, 
where he found the 12BY7 burned out. 

To his great disappointment, how- 
ever, when he replaced the tubes and 
turned the set on, he saw the new 
12BY7 flare up like a flash bulb. 

I was called to look at the set the 
next day. I put a new 12BY7 in, 
watched carefully and, as soon as I saw 
all of the tubes light up with their 
characteristic glow, I cleaned up, pre- 
sented my bill and left. 

Three weeks later I received another 
call from the same customer. This time 
I found a dead 12AX4. Replacing the 
damper tube failed to complete the cir- 
cuit. All of the tubes checked normally. 
I then substituted tube for tube and, 
when that failed to produce the desired 
result, I put all new tubes in. Still this 
string of tubes remained dead and dis- 
gustingly cold. With a small vom, I 
checked from the ground through each 
tube socket, removing one tube at a 
time. There was a cheerful continuity 
until I came to the 12BY7 socket. I got 
the same reading on both sides whether 
the tube was in or out! Of course, the 
resistance reading was a little differ - 
ent-12 ohms on one side, 2.5 on the 
other. 

Removing the cabinet (after a dozen 
or so screws are removed, speaker un- 
soldered, and the controls loosened from 
their supports, the cabinet can be jug- 
gled off the chassis by one man) , I 
checked the printed circuitry very care- 
fully. Everything seemed fine and I 
was beginning to look like a dunce be- 
fore the lady of the house and her two 
friendly little boys. 

Finally I sat back on my heels and 
stared fixedly at the chassis. This al- 
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RANCH WAGON 
Or one of 49 other valuable prizes 

Here's all you do ... In 25 words or less, tell us why you 
prefer TOBE SERVICE CAPACITORS. 

Then, send your entry to us with the top from any TOBE 

capacitor carton, or the plastic box some TOBE capacitors 
are packed in. 

That's all there is to it. Enter as many times as you wish, 
providing each entry is accompanied by a TOBE carton top 
or the plastic box. Use entry blank below. Additional 
entry blanks can be obtained from your TOBE DISTRIBUTOR. 

Contest Closes May 30 

Contest is open to all service -men over 21 years of age 
residing in the continental United States. Employees of 
the TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION and their advertis- 
ing agency are excluded. All entries become the property 
of TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION. Decisions of the 
judges are final. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be 
awarded. Contest closes May 30, 1958. Winners will be 
announced June 30th. 

C A P A C I T O R S 

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, Dept. C 

2900 Columbia Avenue, Indianapolis 5, Indiana 

"I prefer Tobe Service Capacitors in my work because 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY _ZONE STATE 
I endose a Tobe horton 

man 
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Consistently dependable power 
Next time an auto -radio vibrator replacement is called for, 
try Radiart. There's a complete line for all 6 -volt and 12 -volt 
applications. And no waiting for the type you want, because 
your local Radiart Distributor maintains a full stock for your 
convenience. Ask him for your free copy of the Radiart Vi- 
brator Replacement Guide, or write to Dept. S -1, The Radiart 
Corporation, Indianapolis 5, Indiana. 

RiAlp 
TOe7 Vibrators 

Old Hands at Dependability 

TECHNOTES (Continued) 

ways helps. I concentrated on the 12- 
BY7 socket and my glare turned to a 
worried, inquisitive look. Something 
was wrong with that socket. The tube 
happened to be out and all of the nine 
little holes seemed to twinkle at me, 
that is, all but two. I crawled closer. 
Sure enough, two of the holes were 
plumb empty! I didn't have to check - 
they were the holes that received the 
No. 4 and No. 5 pins of the 12BY7. The 
small tabs of metal that had held the 
grippers were still in place and I could 
see that occasionally a tube with its 
pins bent a little outward might just 
touch enough to cause the tube to light. 
Of course, if contact was made by pin 
4 or pin 5 alone, the tube would flare 
up and burn out. 

Apparently the first time someone 
changed the 12BY7, the small grippers 
were pushed right down out of the 
socket. I wonder who did this. Eugene 
W. Klemm 

SYLVANIA 21T201 
This set had distortion on the right - 

hand side of the raster, typified by 
waves (on both picture and raster) 
with some lack of height and width. 
The right -hand side was also com- 
pressed in comparison with the left 
side of the picture and raster. 

B -boost voltage was above the lower 
FLYBACK TRANS 

RFC 
3 

5 
RFC 

260V 1.047 

6AX4- GT 
DAMPER 

WIDTH CONT 

TO HORIZ 

DEFL COILS 

B BOOST 560 -625V R424 680n 

limit quoted by the manufacturer -570 
volts for the nominal low of 560. Resist- 
ance checks did not disclose any trouble 
until the resistor (R424) across the 
width coil was disconnected and tested. 
It had increased from its normal value 
of 680 ohms to about 1,100 ohms. Re- 
placing the resistor cured the trouble. 

The symptom caused by the increased 
value of the resistor was due to self - 
excited oscillation of the width coil 
during the last quarter of the hori- 
zontal sweep. The energy extracted by 
this ringing also lowered the B- boost. 
-James A. McRoberts END 

1 

1` 
"How do you like my pillow- speaker ?" 
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Technicians' 

i\ews 

PAY TV PROTECTS TECHS 
Teleglobe Inc. of New York City has 

proposed a new system of toll TV, 
which, the company claims, is the only 
one which will not jeopardize the free 
access of technicians to TV sets for 
servicing. All other systems, they point 
out, call for attachments to the receiver 
proper. This would tend to put servic- 
ing into the hands of the installing 
companies, since neither a service or- 
ganization nor the toll TV company 
would care to guarantee a set worked 
on by others. 

The Teleglobe system would broad- 
cast the picture in the usual manner. 
Sound, however, would be sent over 
lines leased from the telephone com- 
panies, and would be reproduced with 
a small amplifier- speaker unit entirely 
independent from the set and leased to 
subscribers to the system. Music would 
be piped over the system when no pay 
programs were being broadcast. Thus 
the subscriber's TV set would not be 
interfered with in any way and could 
be serviced by the local technician in 
the usual manner. 

MORE SERVICING BUSINESS 
Total TV -radio production dipped 

in 1957. With other trends in the nation, 
it would appear, that the total volume 
in the coming year will again be below 
last year's. Since fewer sets are being 
sold, the older sets will be kept in oper- 
ation. From this standpoint, more tubes 
and other replacement components will 
be needed to keep these sets running, 
according to a release from the National 
Alliance of Television & Electronic 
Service Associations (NATESA). And 
of course, there will be more service 
calls. 

On the dark side, the release con- 
tinued, the professional service industry 
can expect an increasing invasion by 
incompetents who have been laid off 
from factory and other nonservice jobs. 
This invasion is being encouraged by 
many marginal trade schools and cer- 
tain book publishers who use any means 
to sell texts and courses. 

Overall, NATESA feels that a great 
opportunity is being presented by ex- 
isting conditions, and a realistic at- 
titude toward the professional service 
industry on the part of other elements 
of the electronics industry could result 
in mutual benefits. The big question in 
the minds of the professional service 
people is whether they or the unethical 
and unequipped opportunists with whom 
they cannot compete will render the 
actual service. Support by set and 
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The extra values are 
"on the house" 

Want more capacitor for your dollar? Here's how: 
Cornell -Dubilier has originated a "preferred -type" program on twist - 
prong electrolytics. Now, a relatively few types fill over 94% of all 
replacement requirements. You need less - to do more. Fewer types 
means improved production efficiency, lowered costs - savings to you. 
How is it done? Instead of producing hundreds of types with odd and 
critical capacitance and voltage ratings, eaeh "preferred type" carries 
the highest value and rating called for in each category. In most cases 
you get more capacitor at lower cost - plus added safety factor, im- 
proved performance and "call- back" protection. It's on the house! 
To get more capacitor for your dollar, ask your C -D Distributor about 
Preferred Type Twist -Prong Electrolytics or write Cornell -Dubilier 
Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, New Jersey. 

CORNELL- DUBILIER 
CAPACITDRS Consistently Dependable 
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another 

MALLORY 
service -engineered 

product 

THE STRONG SILENT TYPE 

FOR TOP PERFORMANCE 
Mallory Gold Label Vibrators set a new standard of 

quality and performance. They're the quietest, most 
dependable vibrator you can find anywhere for 

replacement service. Gold Label Vibrators use the 
exclusive Mallory buttonless contact design that 

insures quick, positive starting- provides far 
longer life -keeps output constant. 

Let Mallory's 27 years of vibrator pioneering 
and leadership be your standard 

of quality, to help build your 
service reputation. 

ÀR,<,,i><ri'Y 
Have you tried the new 

Mallory Highlander Vibrator? 

For economy jobs, get per- 
formance second only to the 
Mallory Gold Label. Buy 
them in the handy 10 -pack 
carton. Write for your copy 
of the latest edition of the 
Mallory Vibrator Guide. 

P 

P. R. MALLORY L CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

Capacitors Controls 
Vibrators Switches 
Resistors Filters 
Power Supplies Rectifiers 
Mercury and Zinc- Carbon 

Batteries 

TECHNICIANS' NEWS (Continued) 

component manufacturers and parts 
jobbers of the professional service peo- 
ple will pay dividends for all. 

HELP WANTED 
The Director of Communications of 

the Trust Territory of the Pacific 
Islands is looking for three radio opera- 
tors and one technician. If interested 
in duty on tropical islands, write to 
the Director of Communications, Trust 
Territory Government, Truk, Eastern 
Caroline Islands. Include a Standard 
Form 57 obtained from your local Civil 
Service office. 

In his letter, the director says: "For 
your information, we have fairly mod- 
ern conveniences, weekly mail service 
and a freighter that brings supplies 
and surface mail about once every six 
or eight weeks. Communities of Ameri- 
cans vary in size. I have begun my 
sixth year here ... other communica- 
tions people have been here four and 
five years." 

There are no tropical Dorothy La- 
mours, but grass skirts or lavalavas 
are worn outside the district centers. 
Fishing is the best. Some islands have 
deer and dove for hunting. No snakes, 
but the Palaus do have crocodiles. No 
TV and only one broadcast station, 
located on Majuro, Marshall Islands 
and operated by the Government. 

LETTER TO TIME 
The Associated Radio & Television 

Servicemen's, (ARTS) chairman, 
Howard J. Wolfson, in a letter to the 
managing editor of Time Magazine 
said: "Since the `U. S. Repairman' 
article appeared in your October issue 
you have no doubt received many 
accolades and a few `brickbats.' This 
letter carries neither. It is written to 
suggest to you that there are two sides 
of a coin and that your writer see both. 

"To do this, I enclose a reprint of an 
article which appeared in the May, 
1957, issue of RADIO- ELECTRONICS, en- 
titled `Customers We Could Do With- 
out.' These are but samples. Were you 
to sit in a meeting of servicemen and 
listen to their experiences with the 
public, you might be a little surprised 
if not amazed at what you would hear." 

Among the types of customers dis- 
cussed in the article Mr. Wolfson 
referred to is the one who calls six 
service dealers and gives the job to the 
first to arrive. Then there's the one 
who doesn't want to pay for the job 
after it's finished. The ones who want 
a lifetime guarantee are also featured, 
with a few lesser varieties well known 
to the TV technician. 

TV TECHS SPEND MILLIONS 
The independent television service 

industry, according to a statement from 
NATESA, spent more than $2 million 
last year for service data alone. This 
does not include other literature, test 
equipment, tools or replacement parts. 

The $2 million figure is an inten- 
tionally conservative estimate, being 
based on the report of a single publisher 
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TECHNICIANS' NEWS (Continued) 

of electronic books and service data 
who grossed over $4 million during the 
past year. 

The National Alliance of Television 
& Electronic Service Associations 
(NATESA) compares this sum -spent 
on service data alone in a single year - 
to the $150,000 the EIA (Electronic 
Industries Association, formerly 
RETMA) has spent in five years. 

NATESA points out that the inde- 
pendent service industry is also a big 
buyer of replacement components, test 
instruments and tools. They consider 
the service industry a highly indis- 
pensable adjunct to other phases and 
a good customer besides. 

ELECTION IN NEW YORK 
The Western New York Electronics 

Guild has elected its officers for 1958. 
They took office at an installation dinner 
held at McVan's in Buffalo, N. Y. 

William Harrington was re- elected 
president. Fred Ditondo became vice 
president. Other new officers are Clar- 
ence Thielke, treasurer; Elmore L. 
Bement, secretary, and Michael Squiti- 
eri, sergeant -at -arms. 

Lester Marschall and James Archi- 
bald were elected to the executive 
committee. END 

WORLD -WIDE TELEVISION 

ORBIT OF 
SATELLITES 

RELAY 
FROM 

. EARTH SIGNALS 
(RELAYS) 
BETWEEN 

SATELL ITES 

The above two diagrams refer to 
Hugo Gernsback's editorial on page 33. 
The top diagram shows how signals 
originating from earth are transmitted 
to a system of four earth satellities 
orbiting equidistance from each other. 
In such a system, television programs 
originating from a point in the US 
can be seen simultaneously at practical- 
ly any point on earth 24 hours a day. 
The upper illustration shows a plan 
view looking down on the earth from 
space. The bottom view, a perspective 
of the four satellities as they gravitate 
around the earth about 1,000 miles up. 
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watch out for 
shrinking 
capacitance 

insist on 
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Capacitors Controls 
Vibrators Switches 
Resistors Fitters 

1 Power Supplies Rectifiers 
Mercury and Zinc -Corbon 

Batteries 

Ever notice how some capacitors 
fail before their time? In just a 
few weeks, especially in a high 
ripple circuit, they begin to 
develop hum. 

This is due to loss of capacitance, 
and it's a common ailment of 
capacitors with plain foil cathodes. 
You'll never have this trouble 
with Mallory FP's and popular 
Mallory tubular electrolytics .. . 
because they have etched cathode 
construction. It's a standard 
feature of Mallory electrolytics 
that insures against "missing 
microfarads." 

See your local Mallory distributor 
for full facts on why etched 
cathode is important to you - 
and to your customers! 

P. R. MALLORY 8. CO. Inc. 

ALLOR 
P. R. MALLORY i CO. Inc., IND ANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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Any 
Set - 
Any 
Tube 

UNIVERSAL 

1100 
by the LEADER 

fehfnetilLet, 

Lowest 
!'ost- 

p%Pperrrés O/1//f 

Designed by engi- 
neers for quality, 

low cost, small size. 
Attractively pack- 

aged for quick, easy 
selling... consistently 

profitable. 

a COMPANY 
eime4,cweltr 

3100 N. ELSTON AVE. CHICAGO 18, ILL. 

rh /ermo-Iower TV 
rob. 8 n 

' 
d,gn It 

.r,gnal and an.yoe. II i* 
loll, prere,ted by U. S. 

Parent No 2,757,316. 

M.n.l. te.,Pnn.nr S.... IM 

GET MORE WORK STEREO LAYS 
OUT OF YOUR AN EGG 
OSCILLOSCOPE! 

Learn to service 
ANY radio or TV 

easier and 
faster! 

Here, in an en- 
larged 2nd edition, is 
THE book that really 
shows you how to use 

oscilloscopes on every job! 
Clearly as A.B.C. MODERN 

OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR USES tells you 
exactly when, where and how. You learn to locate 
either AM or FM radio or television troubles in 
a jiffy. Even tough realignment jobs are made 
easy. No involved mathematics! Every detail is 
clearly explained -from making connections to 
adjusting circuit components and setting the oscil- 
loscope controls. And you learn to analyze pat- 
term fast and RIGHT! 

'SCOPES IN COLOR TV! 
Includes latest data on use of 'scopes in color 

TV, industrial electronics, teaching . . . even in 
atomic energy work. Over 400 pages and more 
than 400 clear pictures. Dozens of pattern photos 
make things doubly clear. 

PRACTICE 10 DAYS FREE! 
r 

L 

Dept. RE38. RINEHART & Co.. Inc. 
232 Madison Ave.. New York 16, N. Y. 
Send two. 2nd edition of MODERN OSCILLO- 
SCOPES ANI) THEIR USES tor 1S -day examination. 
Ir I like book. I will then seul $6.50 Iplus pistage) 
In full payment. or return Ixwk pn:t paid and owe you 
nothing. 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone, State 
OUTSIDE U.S. A. - )'rite $7.00, cash with order only 
Mont.) back If you return book in 10 days. 

Stereo can be wonderful but it just 
doesn't come naturally by the use of two 
of everything in sound. Unfortunately, 
this is what too many are realizing after 
substantial investments in this glamour 
child of high fidelity. 

Stereo actually requires still higher 
fidelity than single channel systems due 
to the highly critical timing sequences 
which must be maintained until the sepa- 
rate signals reach each of the listeners' 
ears. Probably the most difficult problem 
in this regard is in the speaker system 
which now must reproduce and radiate 
these signals in the exact sequence re- 
quired. 

If this requirement is not met, and we 
have a virtual dissection of the input 
signals combined with random phasing 
and haphazard blending topped off by 
highly directive radiation, "stereo will 
most surely lay an egg," regardless of the 
cost involved. 

With the use of a pair of Karlson En- 
closures and a couple of good wide range 
speakers, all these complicated require- 
ments are automatically realized and you 
can have the very best in stereo at the 
most modest prices. 

These enclosures are designed for 8, 
12, 15 inch speakers and are available in 
kit, unfinished, and finished form at prices 
you can afford ranging from $18.60 to 
$174.00. Special models are also available 
for obtaining more optimum phasing with 
large multiple speaker systems. 
Write to Karlson Associates, Inc., Dept. 
RE9, 1610 Neck Road, Brooklyn 29, New 
York for free catalog. 

try 

This 
VP one 

HANDY IRON TIP 
I find that a small notch filed in the 

tip of my soldering iron makes it easier 
to use. For instance, when soldering 
wires, the tip hooks over the wire and 
the iron can be held steadier. And since 
part of the tip surrounds the wire, the 
larger surface area imparts more heat 
to the work. 

If your hand is a little unsteady, 
you will find the notched tip handy for 
all sorts of delicate soldering jobs. - 
John A. Comstock 

DIAL -CORD RESTRINGING 
It's no cinch to restring a dial mech- 

anism because the dial cord has a - 

tendency to slip off the various pulleys 

as restringing progresses. This can be 
prevented by tacking the cord in place 
on each pulley with a small gob of 
modeling clay until the tension spring 
has been fastened. This holds the cord 
securely and is easy to remove once the 
dial has been restrung. John A. Com- 
stock 

SERIES -CONNECTING 
VOLTAGE-REGULATING 

TRANSFORMERS 
In some electronic work, we need un- 

usually constant line -voltage regulation. 
A constant -voltage transformer will 
hold the secondary voltage within 
± 1 %/% when the primary voltage varies 
as much as 30!7,. This is adequate for 
most applications. 

However, when still better regulation 
is required, one constant -voltage trans- 
former can be used to drive a second 
constant -voltage transformer. With this 
arrangement, the voltage is held to a 

small fraction of 1'S for line -voltage 
variations as great as 30',4. 

The waveform from a simple regu- 
lating transformer is not a true sine 
wave. It is a sine wave with a flattened 
top. For power applications this makes 
no difference. However, if this nonsinu- 
soidal wave is used for scope line sweep, 
the horizontal deflection becomes non- 
linear. To obtain a linear sweep from 
a regulated source voltage, an auto type 
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Proved by use in all branches of the Army, Navy and Air Force 

UNIVERSITY 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

CERTIFIED BY 
FÇDA* FOR 

CIVIL DEFENSE 

*Federal Civil Defense Administration 

For latest 
Product Catalog 
containing full 
technical data 
write to: 
Desk J -1 
University Loudspeakers, Inc. 
80 South Kensico Avenue 
White Plains, N. Y. 

SPECIFY THE BEST... SPEC11Y UNIVERSITY 

ILISTE N auwetsí`y seuxaS 6e0A, 
University products or proteged by U.S. Patents: 163,616; 2,494,134; 2.532.413; 2.532,414; 2,538,026; 2,545961; 
2,546,343; 2,546,344; 2,550,359; 2.641,329; 2,690.231; 2,746,558; 2,751,996; 2,755,343;. and other patents pending. 
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TRY THIS ONE (Continued) 

constant -voltage transformer should be 
used. This type of transformer has a 
primary, a resonant- circuit winding, 
and a compensating coil with a har- 
monic neutralizer. This holds the out- 
put waveform to less than 3% harmonic 
distortion. 

When two transformers are used in 
series, the first may be a simple regu- 
lating transformer, followed by an auto 
type regulating transformer. This ar- 
rangement is suitable for the most ex- 
acting applications -the line voltage is 
held very constant and the waveform 
is also very good. Robert G. Middleton 

PROTECT IF SLUGS 
Radio experimenters and radio serv- 

ice technicians would be lost without 
their screwdrivers, but there are times 
when screwdrivers should never be 
used. We technicians sometimes run 
across radios having badly out -of -line 

VZO COLORITE 

4 rotor or lied od agile a 
dear /dome y briny Coairadr 

and Coaieol Yafir 

Y,20,0 
COLOR 

ROYAL 

TRIO COLOR ANTENNAS FEATURE THE 

Zí28 gila l Ch Z'Om 
element sySIem 

FOR 

high forward gain 
dáa?ee. Clearer Ridarer ìyá ,fiynal -to - Noise Zatie 

flat frequency response 
Toproaed Contrast ox Ned f. While 

Relied Reprendiee of Me Color firm/ ad 

highest front -to -back ratio 
for freedom from Co-eá kvrel kertierenee 

N's'Oe vxf 4wr r 
128 

i GM IGOSVILLI, ILLINOIS 

Export Sales Div., Scheel I l Bonet Inc., 
5909 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, U.S.A. 

Cable Address: HARSCHEEL 

if transformers, and when an alignment 
job is under way it is sometimes found 
that one or more of the slugs have such 
gouged -out slots that it is difficult, or 
impossible, to turn the slugs. What has 
happened is that someone not familiar 
with if transformers has used a small 

steel -bladed screwdriver instead of the 
correct fiber or plastic alignment tool, 
and the ill- fitting steel screwdriver blade 
has gradually gouged out the apertures 
in the tops of the powdered -iron slugs 
so that an alignment tool will no longer 
fit. It doesn't take long for an ill- fitting 
steel screwdriver to ruin the slot in an 
if slug, especially when the slug doesn't 
turn easily! 

Referring to the photo, the slug at 
the left had to be removed and replaced 
with a new one because the correct 
alignment tool would not budge it. Close 
to the slug is the steel screwdriver that 
did the damage. The slug at the right 
is brand -new, and the correct alignment 
tool is shown near it. -Art Trauffer 

FASTER INSTALLATION 
To facilitate chassis deliveries, when 

the picture tube is carried separately 
from the chassis, spray a light coat of 
some nonmetallic paint over the ion 
trap before pulling the set off the 
bench. This makes relocating the ion 
trap much quicker when replacing the 
set in its cabinet. Frank A. Salerno 

SALVAGING RF AMMETERS 
Since the war there have been many 

rf ammeters on the surplus market at 
relatively lowcost. Most of these excel- 
lent meters have scale values beyond 
the range usable with the average ama- 
teur transmitter. The thermocouples 
can be removed, leaving movements 
which need only new scales and proper 
shunts or series resistors to become 

FIX OLD 

RADIOS 

IN A 

JIFFY! 
Fix 'em 

good as new . . . 

without lost 
time or 

needless testing 
Often, it takes more time than it worth to fix old 

radios . . but NOT when you own this 31,¢- pound, 744 - 
page RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK! Just 
look up the old make and model. Handbook tells exactly 
what is likely to be wrong -shows exactly how to fix it. 
No wasted tine. No needless testing. Gives common trou- 
ble symptoms for over 4,800 old home receiver models, 
auto radios and record changers by 202 manufacturers. 
Includes hundreds of pages of old tube and component 
data no longer available from any other source. 

CUT SERVICE TIME IN HALF! 
Even beginners can repair old sets which might 

otherwise be thrown away because service data 
is lacking ! Handbook more than pays for itself 
first time you use it! Covers old sets made by 
Airline, Apex, Arvin, Atwater Kent, Belmont, 
Bosch, Brunswick, Clarion, Crosley, Emerson, 
Fada, G -E, Kolster, Majestic, Motorola, Philco, 
Pilot, RCA, Silvertone, Sparton, Stromberg and 
dozens more. The only service guide of its kind. 

10 DAY FREE EXAMINATION 
r Dept. RE -38, RINEHART & CO., Inc. 

232 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 
Send RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK for 

10 -day examination. If I decide to keep book. I will 
then send $6.95 plus postage. Otherwise, I mull re- 
turn book promptly and owe you nothing. 
(SAVE! Send $6.95 with order and we pay postage. 
Some 10 -day return privilege with money refunded ) 

Name 
Address 
city. zone. State 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Price $7.45 cash with order only 
Money back if you return book in 10 days. 

-I 

J 

Qualify + Economy = 
No Noise 

VOLUME CONTROL 
and 

CONTACT RESTORER 
with Perma -Film 

CLEANS 
LUBRICATES 
PROTECTS 

Not A Carbon 
Tet Solution 

Ai Your 
Nearest Distributor 

2 Oz. Bote, $.100 Net to Setlrvicemen 
Also a ailable in S oz. 

- - - -- Beware of 

Ñ t toSSCrvi emen $2.25 
bottles and quart cans. 
Imitations! - - - -- 

The Original, Dependable 
NO -NOISE 

TUNER -TONIC 
With Perma -Film 

Economical, a little does a lot! 
Cleans, lubricates. restores all tun- 
ers, including water type 
Won't change or affect capacities, 
inductance or resistance 
Won't harm insulations or precious 
metals nor attack plastics 
Eliminates all noise, oxidation and 
girt indefinitely 
Use for TV, radio and F11í 
Non- toxic, non-inflammable 
Insures trouble -free performance 

"i70o IS6^ 

rritl PBRMIPIì1 

cous 
RIISTa,I 

wseu< 
6 oz. Aerosol Can $325 , Net to Servicemen 

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 
813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City 4, N.J. 
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KNOWN MILLIAMETER RF AMMETER MOVEMENT 

5K +.5 -3V 
l l 

fig.l 
RF AMMETER MOVEMENT KNOWN VOLTMETER 

Nrf 
SHUNT 

BATT OR PWR T 
SOURCE SUITABLE 
FOR SCALE RANGE 

T+ 

SCALE 
MULTIPLYING 
RESISTOR 

Fig.2 

useful as milliameters or voltmeters. 
The movements are usually fairly sensi- 
tive (0 -1 ma) and the basic range can 
easily be determined by putting them 
in series with the shop multimeter or 
a low -range milliameter and running 
a small current through them. In most 
cases, a dry cell in series with a 5,000 - 
ohm variable resistor will provide a 
satisfactory current range. See Fig. 1. 
The same circuit can be used to cal- 
ibrate the meter to read currents, find- 
ing the proper shunt resistance by 
cut -and -try. 

Fig. 2 shows the proper hookup for 
calibrating the movement as a volt- 
meter. While the value of the series 
resistance can be computed once the 
internal resistance of the movement is 
known, it is easier to find it empirically 
as shown. Suitable scales for both volt- 
age and current meters can be pur- 
chased from some parts supply house, 
or may be made. A good material for 
home -made scales is the white enameled 
aluminum house -siding widely used to- 
day. If it is washed to remove grease, 
it takes both pencil and India ink well 
and can give a real commercial look 
to the meters. -Wm. Bruce Cameron, 
W8IVJ 

PROTECTING FIXED -BIAS 
TUBES 

Many recent hi -fi power amplifiers 
use fixed bias. Should the bias supply 
fail, the expensive output tubes will 
be damaged. A slow -blow fuse placed 
in series with the B -plus lead to the 
output tubes will save those imported 
low- distortion types. For 50- or 60 -watt 
amplifiers a 1/4 -amp unit is satisfactory. 
For lower -power amplifiers try Y8 amp. 
-Joseph A. Fiederer END 

"I don't have a 76 tube, Al. How about 
two 38's ?" 
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a quarter -century 

of PRECISION 
is now yours...in 

P 

know -how 

A 
quality test 
instruments 
in kit form 
...the only line of test instrument 
kits engineered and produced 
under the auspices of a major 
test equipment manufacturer... 
and conveniently available directly 
from your local electronic 
parts distributor. 

Model G -30 
RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
160 Kc to 240 Mc in 8 bands 

. 120 Mc fundamental output 
Net Price: $28.50 

Model G- 30 -PC: 
Same as Model G -30 but 
with pre -calibrated front end. 

Net Price: $35.50 

Model C -20 
RESISTANCE -CAPACITY -RATIO BRIDGE KIT 

10 mmfd to 2000 mfd 
y, ohm to 200 megohms 

Net Price: $20.95 

Available and 
on display at 

leading electronic 
parts distributors. 

1011. Write for 
free descriptive 

bulletin. 

P 

Model V -70 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT 
wide -range peak -to -peak. 

Net Price: $31.50 

Model B -10 
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT 
less than 0.3% ripple 
no external filter adaptors required 

Net Price: $41.95 

Model S -50 
5,, CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 

push -pull vertical and 
horizontal amplifiers. 

Net Price: $49.50 

f 
Model T -60 TUBE CHECKER KIT 

*full free -point lever selector system 
Net Price: $38.75 

Matching, hinged, removable cover; 
Net Price: $3.95 

Model Z-80 
RF -AF SIGNAL TRACER KIT 

High gain RF & AF Amplifier 
Visual and Audible Indicator 

Net Price: $29.50 

Model M -40 
HIGH-NSITIVITY V041 
20,000 

SE 
ohms /volt DC 

KIT 

10,000 ohms /volt AC 
Net Price: ;31.50 

L___O,ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 
70 -31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L. I., N. Y. 

A DIVISION OF PRECLSR2%T Apparatus Company, Inc. 
Export: 458 Broadway, New York 13, U.S.A. Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10 
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ENGINEERED 

to be listened to 

the new imported 

NORELCO® 
'CONTINENTAL-' 
world's 
most 
advanced 
all -in -one 
portable 

TAPE RECORDER 

Above is a technician's -eye view of the new 
Norelco 'Contirental.' It is a reassuring 
picture to tape -ecorder mechanics -many 
are even calling the 'Continental the most 
advanced machine of its type. But most of 
the readers of his magazine are not tape 
recorder mechanics -they are seekers of 
good sound. It is to these that we say -the 
specifications of the 'Continental are great 
...but that's beside the point! We won't 
even tell you about them here-because we 
first want you t) listen to the solnd! Go to 
your dealer and ask for a demcnstration. 
Then just listen. The Norelco 'Ccntinental' 
will convince you with sound - not with 
cycle and decibel figures. 

Engineered by Philips of the Nether- 
lands, world pioneers in electronics 

Precision -crafted by Dutch master 
technicians 

Styled by the Continent's top d.signers 
Three speeds 171/2, 334 and VA ins)... 

twin tracks...push -button controlled 
Special narrow -gap (0.0002 in.) head 

for extended frequency response 
Built -in, wide -Lange Norelco sp.aker 
Also plays through external hi- i set 

For the mane and address o_ your 
nearest Norelco dealer, write to 

130 

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC. 
High Fidelity Products Division 
230 DUFFY AVE., HICKSVILLE, L.I.,N.' 

Patents 

DC TRANSISTOR INVERTER 
Patent No. 2,798,160 

George Bruck. William R. Harter and Irvin M. Wilbur, 
Cincinnati, Ohio (Assigned to Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati) 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of two similar 
transistor amplifiers. Either channel conducts 
when fed with a positive signal and blocks if 
its signal is negative. In each amplifier the out- 
put is in phase with the input. Thus when either 
amplifier 1 or amplifier 2 begins to conduct, 
regeneration (through the respective capacitor) 
soon brings it to full conduction. Since points A 
and B are out of phase, a positive signal to one 
channel corresponds to a negative signal to the 
other. 

When power is switched on, one channel (say 
amplifier 1) starts to conduct before the other. 
Also, Cl and C2 charge. In a short time, there- 
fore, A goes positive and amplifier 1 is con- 
ducting fully. B, being negative, keeps amplifier 
2 blocked. Cl discharges through amplifier 1 to 
maintain conduction, but as the charge falls 

TO RECTIFIER 

Fit.2 
the amplifier begins to pass less current. A goes A practical circuit is drawn in Fig. 2. Each 
more negative, while B grows more positive. channel uses a pair of transistors, directly 
Soon amplifier 1 is blocked and 2 conducts fully. coupled. The square wave is rectified by a net - 
It is clear that a square wave is being generated work of rectifiers, then filtered. Up to 97% 
and fed to the transformer T. efficiency is claimed for a circuit like this. 

2 -STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
Patent No. 2,802,070 

Harold L. Fishbine and Curtis Sewell, Jr., 
Los Alamos, N.M., (Assigned to USA as represented by US Atomic Energy Commission) 

VI 6AK5 (2) 

+ '-_L 

4.7K 
115 4.7K R6 

This amplifier uses two tubes in series to 
conserve plate current. The total B- voltage need 
not be unduly high since each 6AK5 tube re- 
quires only 120 plate volts for a mu of 5,000. 
V1, the input tube, is coupled through C4 to 
the second stage V2. A portion of the output 
is then fed back to the cathode of V1 as 
negative feedback. 

Both control grids are stabilized by voltage 

1.5 MEG 

OUTPUT 
r 

NEG BIAS 

dividers ; Rl, R2 for Vl ; and R6, R7 for V2. 
The V2 screen is fed via filter network Cl, C2, 
R4. 

The overall gain of the amplifier is given 
R3 + R5 

approximately by . C3 is a compensat- 
R3 

ing capacitor for high- frequency feedback. It 
is adjusted for maximum bandwidth. 

VOLTAGE -DIVIDER CALIBRATOR 
Henry Siegel and Herbert 

This is a convenient setup for determining 
the total required resistance as well as the 
correct tapping points for accurate voltage 
dividers. A standard resistor (RI) and a 
standard voltage divider (R3) are needed. The 

H. Adise, Great Neck, N.Y. 
power sources are I, a constant current, and E, 
a constant voltage. 

Rl is set to the value of total resistance de- 
sired and dual switch S1 to its upper position. 
R3 is adjusted to the top tap. Then I is ad- 
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,70° TV CONVERSION KIT - 
NOW .. . Anyone with even a limited knowledge 
of TV -can Convert any Size, any Make TV RE- 
CEIVER to operate 21" or any 70° Picture Tube. 
COMPLETE SET OF ESSENTIAL PARTS includes 
matched net of Todd 70° COSINE DEFLECTION 
YOKE and TODD HV FLYBACK TRANSFORMER, 
FOCALIZER, 20KV FILTER, DRIVE TRIMMER, 
LINEARITY COIL, CONDENSERS, RESISTORS. 

$Your 

Lint Price $33.50 

price...13'9 nel. CONVERSION MANUAL with 
Step -by -Step Instructions Si Diagrams. 

Similar Kit for 24 ", 27" or any 900 CRT $1 5.98 

PULSE KEYED AGC KIT 
Finest, most accurate and the easiest Kit to install 
in any make TV RECEIVER. Improves performance and insures steady picture on all channels. 

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS $4.59 
Including 6A1J6 tube & Instructions 

ç TV PLASTIC OPEN MASKS \ 
Used in conjunction with safety glass 

17 "- Rectangular 151/4" x 181/2" ..........$1.49 
21 "- Rectangular 18" x 221/2" 2.38 
24 "- Rectangular 21" x 26" 4.93 
27 "- Rectangular 21" x 26" 4.93 

On 17" and 21" specify type number of CRT used 

TV SAFETY GLASS in HANDY SIZES 
131/4" x 161/2 "...$2.48 n18" x 221/1 "...$5.16 
16" z 20" 2.94 I81 /2" x 23 "... 5.32 
16" x 22" 3.97 21" x 26" 5.87 

*Available in new tinted grey 5Oe extra 

1##630 TECHMASTER\ 
COMPLETE 1958 LINE AT SPECIAL PRICES 

eZeitirz /Yew 
Video Theatre ... Hi -Fi Sets 

Catalog Mailed on request 

BROOKS 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y. 

HERE'S HOW TO 

GET YOUR START 
IN RADIO ELECTRONICS 

More experts got 
their basic training 
from this big book 

than any other 
of its type! 

No matter what part of 
radio -TV- electronic servic- 
ing work you plan to 
enter, this is the kind of 
Basic training you needl 
And it's written so you 
can really understand it. Ghirardi's RADIO 
PHYSICS COURSE is 
the oldest hook of its kind 

and still a best seller 
because it is no amazingly 
clear and complete. Thou- 
sands now in electronics 
got their start from this 
book -and they'll recom- 
mend it to you today. 

RADIO PHYSICS 
COURSE 

by A. A. Ghirardi 
Complete, basic train- 

ing for beginners 

Starts with Basic Electricity (over 300 pages) 
then takes you step by step through the entire 
radio -electronics field. Covers principles, theories 
and practices that are basic to even the most mod- 
ern equipment. 972 pages; 508 pictures, 856 help- 
ful self -review test questions. Price only $6.50. 

STUDY 10 DAYS FREE!--- - 
DEPT. RE 38, RINEHART Si CO., INC. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 18. N.Y. 

Send Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS COURSE home - training book for 10 days free examination. I will then either return book promptly or send you $6.50 plus 
Postage in fun payment. 

1(Send 
$ 

oney -back guarant e), 
we pay postage. Same 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone, State 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -$7.00 cash only Money back if book is returned In 10 davo. 
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PATENTS (Continued) 

justed for null reading at M, at which time 
the voltages across Rl and R3 are equal to E. 

Now throw Si to the position shown and 
R3 to its lowest tap. Also set R2 to the lowest 
tap and adjust its resistance (between the tap 
and ground) for null. Repeat the same process 
for each of the other taps on both R2 and 

Si-a r ó 

I 
ADJUSTABLE 

SOURCE OF 

CONSTANT 

CURRENT 

RI 

E. 

4 

° ISI-b 63 

E 

R3. The final step is to switch R2, R3 to their upper tapa (the first variable resistance section 
from the top) and adjust the upper resistance 
section of R2 for null. 

When complete, each tap of R2 delivers the 
correct voltage percentage of the total E. I, 
being a constant current, does not vary with 
changes in R2. Voltage output frorp R3 is 
correct at each tap since there is no loading, 
which might change the voltage, at the null 
setting. 

The total resistance of R2 must equal RI 
since both have been compared with R3 with 
the same current I flowing through each. 

SERIES -CONNECTED 
PUSH -PULL STAGE 

Patent No. 2,802,907 
Arnold P. G. Peterson, Newton, and 
Donald R. Sinclair, Concord, Mass. 

(Assigned to General Radio Co., 
Cambridge, Mass.) 

The push -pull output transformer of an audio 
amplifier is usually very expensive. The halves 
of its center -tapped primary must be tightly 
coupled and this requires special design such 
as bifilar winding. This circuit requires no 
special transformer yet is capable of hi -fi 

reproduction. The transformer primary has a 
single winding for both output tubes and is 
connected across the plate and cathode of V3. 

VI, the inverter, feeds out -of -phase signals 
to V2 and V3. These output tubes are in 
series so they divide the total B- voltage. Note 
that the screen of V3 must have a dropping 
resistor (RI) because the B- potential is so high. 
However, the screen of V2 may be supplied 
through choke CH which acts as a dropping re- 
sistor. 

The audio outputs from V2 and V3 are out 
of phase. At a given instant, when current 
through V2 is increasing (upward through the 
primary of T), the current through V3 must be 
decreasing (downward through T). These are 
additive effects similar to those present in a 
conventional push -pull stage used in audio 
amplifiers. END 

"OUTPERFORMS THEM ALL" 

NEW: 
ATLAS "King Cobra -Jector" 

CJ -44 

I. J. Saltzman, Globe 
Sound Service, 
Jamaica, N. Y., experi- 
enced commercial 
sound engineer, says: 
"On side by side com- 
parison test, the CJ -44 
outperforms them all." 

Shown 
with 
GB -1 
Universal 
Mounting 
Bracket 

Complete with 
"Acousti- Match" 

Built -in Driver Unit 

List $72.50 
NET $43.50 

A wide -angle, all- purpose, all- weather 
Public Address Speaker, complete with 
integral high -power super- efficient 
"Acousti- Matched" driver unit. 
"Acoustic- Matched" means "Controlled 
Response" within the frequency limits 
most useful in P. A. and high level music 
reproduction. "Controlled Response" 
offers conversion efficiency never before 
obtainable in high -powered speakers. 
"Controlled Response" results in smooth 
reproduction - free from peaks which so 
often create and sustain acoustic feed- 
back. 

The CJ -44 conserves costly amplifier output 
power - fewer speakers do a complete 
job. The speaker horn is easily rotated 
for horizontal or vertical dispersion 
patterns. 
The CJ -44 is the only high -powered P. A. 
speaker that can be equipped with the 
new Atlas Universal Mounting Bracket, 
permitting quick and secure directional 
adjustment on both planes. Simple to 
make a horizontal or vertical adjustment 
as a final "touch -up" to the installation. 
The CJ -44 is designed for the "tough jobs." 
No gimmicks, no fluffs, no wild claims - just a reliable super- efficient speaker 
for all applications. 

Input Power: 30 watts constant 
50 watts peak 

Input Impedance: 16 ohms 
Response: 

Dimensions] 

Net Weight: 

150 -9,000 cps 

Bell 23" x 13 ", 
Over -all length 19" 
16 lbs. 

Write for free Catalog 57. 

ATLAS 
SOUND CORP. 
cow St., Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 

Atlas Radio Ltd., Toronto, Canada 
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f 
Pisilnetive 

Styling 
H aving heard so much about the magic 
of stereophonic sound . you wander 
into your local audio dealer. The Hi -Fi 
expert eyes you up and down and decides 
that you're not a member of the top in- 
come group. Courteously, he ushers you 
into the listening room. 

''Here, try this unit ", pointing to a 
smartly designed rig. "From here on out 
you're the skipper," he adds. Instantly 
you're completely surrounded by "living 
sound." The thrilling effect and realism 
of 3- dimensional sound has your imagina- 
tion seating you in a third row center 
seat at Carnegie Hall. There's a broad 
smile of appreciation on your face. 

You suddenly find yourself manipulating 
the various controls and filters to see "how 
she handles." You hear the wide range ... 
the flexibility and ease of operation. You 
examine the unit closely and see the many 
inputs, outputs, and the well -engineered 
chassis design. 

You ask for a "spec" sheet which you 
read carefully. You notice response curves, 
power output, balance controls, etc. They 
meet the most critical standards of the 
perfectionist. 

"I is wonderful" you remark, "but too 
rich for my blood!" The expert shows 
you the price tag which somehow brings 
the color back to your cheeks. "Here, look 
at these step -by -step instructions and these 
clear pictorials ... it's a cinch to BUILD 
one of these units in your spare time . 
parts and performance are guaranteed. 
What's more should you have any difficulty 
the company has a complete factory serv- 
ice to help you." 

"It's a sale" you announce, reaching for 
your money. 

"By the way" interrupts the clerk "did 
you notice that your ARKAY unit is the 
only high fidelity component to win the 
1958 GOLD MEDAL AWARD of the 
FASHION FOUNDATION of AMERICA 
for outstanding design? You not only 
bought the best engineered, easiest to build 
hi -fi unit but also the exclusive PLUS of 
DISTINCTIVE STYLING!" 

Why not see the wide 
array of award winning 
ARKAY high fidelity and 
stereophonic components 
at your dealer. Hear it 

See it . . . compare 
it and you will agree 
ARKAY'S THE BEST 
BUY in HI -Fl. 

FREE! Big, New 1958 
catalogue of Arkay Audio, 
Hi -Fi, Stereo & TV kits 
& Wired. Ask your dealer 
or write: 

120 CEDAR STREET 

NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 

At Your Dealer Insist on Hearing the 
Fabulous "LIVING SOUND" STEREO 

Mexico Office: San Juan De Letran, 24 
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radio- electronic 

Circuits 

RADIATION 
Several hundred volts are required to 

operate Geiger -Muller tubes. The dia- 
gram shows a circuit that delivers 500 
volts from a 1.5 -volt battery. 

Transistor V1 (most p -n -p amplifier 
transistors can be used) is used as a 
grounded - emitter blocking oscillator. 
Its base and collector are transformer - 
coupled. The blocking transformer has 
a high -voltage winding, across which a 

SEE TEXT 
0C222 rl 

T 42 

+ 
r s 

)1 )1 - 
"P-1003 

+ 

GM 

4.7MEG 

COUNTER 
ing resistor. Negative pulses appear at 
the collector and are applied to the 
base of the following transistor. 

The indicator is an earphone of a 
few hundred ohms connected between 
the collector and -1.5 volts. A crystal 
speaker or phones may be used by 
coupling to the output through trans- 
former T2. A pushbutton switch places 
a miniature neon lamp across the sec- 

V2 

100K 

0C221(2) 
V3 

50 

+ 
008 282K 

470k 

ICHECK 

470 K 

NEON 

SEE TEXT 
T2 

OE/91 o< (D) / 
XTAL SPKR 

100 -volt potential appears. This volt- 
age is applied to a multiplier- rectifier, 
which delivers 500 volts dc to the 
Geiger -Muller tube and uses ordinary 
100 -volt rectifiers. 

Pulses from the G -M tube are applied 
to a two -transistor amplifier. Any 
p -n -p audio output transistor can be 
used. The positive -pulse output of the 
tube is connected to the base of the first 
transistor through a 4.7- megohm limit - 

MODULATI 
When connected to your receiver, this 

modulation meter lets you give accurate 
reports when asked for comments on 
modulation percentage. The meter was 
described originally by M. W. Kirby in 
The Short Wave Magazine (London, 
England) . 

The 6AC7 is a linear audio amplifier 
feeding the 6C4 meter amplifier, which 
is normally biased close to cutoff. The 
input to the 6AC7 is taken from the 
receiver's detector output. The 6AC7 

8AC7 

SHIELD 

oC---'vvK i 
AF INPUT 

PHONE 

ondary of transformer T1 to check the 
battery discharge. T1 can be wound on 
a ferrite pot or core of small dimen- 
sions. The collector winding has 100 
turns; the base winding 40 turns and 
the high -voltage winding 1,000 turns. 
T2 is wound on a similar core, with 200 
turns in the collector winding and 1,500 
turns in the speaker winding. This 
circuit originally appeared in Funk - 
schau, Munich. -A. V. J. Martin. 

ON METER 
drives the 6C4 out of cutoff and its plate 
current, as shown on the meter, is an 
indication of audio power on an in- 
coming carrier. 

Connect' the modulation meter to 200 
volts B -plus from the receiver or other 
convenient source. Connect the audio 
input lead immediately after the set's 
detector and ahead of tone controls, 
limiters or other circuits that may 
distort the signal. If the highs are lost, 
the meter will read falsely on signals 

8C4 

.1 

8+ 
3 0V 

VI 8 

ó 200V 

ISK/2W 

5K WW 

V2 

6.3V 

2 7 
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RADIO- ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (Continued) 

where modulation power is concentrated 
in the lower audio frequencies. Shield 
the audio input circuit and the 100,000 - 
ohm isolating resistor to prevent hum 
pickup in meter and receiver circuits. 

Tune in a station of known modula- 
tion depth. Carefully center the carrier 
and adjust the receiver's rf gain control 
so the S -meter reads S8 or some value 
that will be used as a reference when 
measuring modulation percentage. Ad- 
just R2 so the meter reads full scale 
when Rl is set for minimum resistance. 
Set the meter pointer to zero with its 
adjustment screw. Advance Rl until 
the meter pointer just kicks to full scale 
on a 100% modulated signal. 

` Now, the meter reading is in direct 
proportion to the percentage of modula- 
tion. A reading of 0.5 ma indicates 
50%, 0.75 ma is '75% and so on. These 
measurements are accurate only when 
the receiver's rf gain is adjusted so the 
signal is S8 on its S- meter. 

The normally open pushbutton switch 
disables the circuit so the meter won't 
be damaged by tuning in a station that 
would drive the S -meter above the pre- 
determined reference level. 

RECEIVING US SATELLITES 
The diagram illustrates a simple and 

economical system that many tech- 
nicians here in Southern Florida will 
use to track soon- to -be- launched US 
satellites. It uses a conventional FM 
tuner or receiver and a communications 
receiver tunable to 10.7 mc. 

Wrap a five- or six -turn gimmick of 
insulated hookup wire around the plate 
lead of the last if amplifier or limiter 
in the FM set and connect it to the 
center conductor of a length of RG- 
59/U or RG -58/U coaxial cable. Ground 

COMMUNICATIONS RCVR TUNED TO 10.7 MC 

RG-58 /U COAX 

.Dl,l, 2ooV 

UND ON FM CHASSIS 

p.7 MC 

I I 

00 

TO FM DET 
DR LIM 

Bt 
the cable shield to the FM chassis 
through a .01 -µf capacitor. Connect the 
other end of the coax to the antenna 
terminals of the communications re- 
ceiver. Carefully tune the FM set to 
108 mc and the communications receiver 
to 10.7 mc and you are in business. 
The gain of the 10.7 -mc if strip plus 
that of the communications receiver 
make this a very sensitive system. 

In closing, let me add that Mr. 
G. Graham's Vanguard 108 (RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, January, 1958) offers the 
constructor a fine plan for a Minitrack 
station. He is to be congratulated for 
the effort he put into the design of the 
converter. Frank J. Lutz, Jr. END 

- 
, 

I LEARN 

...watch for new 
catalog No. 5811 

it's terrific! 

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP. 
4421 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 

"COMPARE IT 
WITH MERIT" 

MARCH, 1958 

TRAIN QUICKLY! OLDEST, BEST 
EQUIPPED SCHOOL of ITS KIND in U.S. 
Veterans and Non -Veterans -Get practical training 
in top opportunity fields. Prepare now for a better job 
and a real future. Advanced education or previous 
experience not needed. Employment service to 
graduates. 

Enroll NOW -Pay Later 
Finance Plan and Easy Payment Plan. Also Part 
Time Employment help for students. Training in 
Refrigeration and Electric Appliances can be included. 

FREE BOOK Clip coupon for Big Free Illus- 
trated Book. No obligation and 

No Salesman IIi11 Call. Act NOW. 
B. W. Cooke. Jr.. President OPERATED 

NOT FOR PROFIT COYN E 500 S. Paulina. Chicago 
Dept. 38 -5C 

I, B. W. COOKE, Jr., Pres. 
COYNE Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III. Dept. 38 -5C 

Send FREE BOOK and full details on: 
TELEVISION -RADIO 
ELECTRICITY -ELECTRONICS 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

`CITY STATE 

COMING 

March 13 

A New Magazine for 
Electronics, Radio, 

Television Ham and 
High- Fidelity Enthusiasts 

IN THE FIRST ISSUE 
NEW ION FUEL FOR 
ROCKETS 

ELECTRONICS IN THE 
NEWS 

ALL ABOUT WIRE- 
TAPPING 

RADIO CONTROL FOR 
MODEL PLANES, 
BOATS, CARS 
ABC'S OF ELEC- 
TRONICS 

STEREO 
TAPES AND 

ELECTRONIC CAREERS 

SPECIAL HOW-TO-BUILD-IT 
SECTION 

Detailed, illustrated features on 
constructing these interesting, 

useful projects 

GARAGE DOOR OPENER 

WIRE- TAPPING DEVICES 

NOVICE TRANSMITTER 

STEREO SPEAKER 

ELECTRIC EYE FLOODLIGHT SYSTEM 

CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR 

D.C. CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC TRAINS 

AT YOUR 
FAVORITE 

NEWSSTAND 

MARCH 13 

25c 

ELECTRONICS 
ILLUSTRATED 

A FAWCETT PUBLICATION 

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE 
67 West 44th Street New York 36, N.Y. 
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1100 Yokes 
DY -26A, DY -27A 

had replacements for RCA 

in chassis KCS -107, 108F, 109 

113 series 

Exact Replacement 
for MAGNAVOX 

HO-279 

Replaces 

360632 -1 

in 350 series 

Exact Replacement 
Flybacks for PHILCO 

HO -276 

H0 -277, HO -278 

used in 171 models -with 
resistors and capacitors attached. 

Exact Replacement for 
AIRLINE, FIRESTONE 
WELLS -GARDNER 

HO -273 used in 19 models 

Exact Replacement 
Flyback for MOTOROLA 

HO -281 

used in 154 

models 

to 
make 
your job 
easier 
Typical of the new 
Stancor units are 
these recent additions: 

Exact Replacement 
Vertical Outputs for RCA 

VO -103 replaces 103093, 972151 -1 

VO -106 replaces 102146, 972725 -1 

VO -101 replaces 103266, 972725 -2 

900 Yoke 
for EMERSON 

DY -25A 

exact replacement 
for Emerson 708288 

FREE 
The Stancor TV 
Guide, listing the full 
line of Stancor exact 
replacement trans- 
formers for radio -TV 
and other applica- 
tions is available free 
from any Stancor dis- 
tributor, or by writing 
direct to Chicago 
Standard. 

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 
3509 Addison Street Chicago 18, Illinois 

Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc. 431 Greenwich Street New York 13, N. Y. 

RED CROSS 
IS ON THE JOB WHEN IT COUNTS 

CONVERT TO COLOR TV 
COLORDAPTOR-.A simple 10 -tube circuit awl 
rotating color ssio ! converts racy -size black -awl 
white TV, direct clrw or projection. to receive com- 
patible color TV. COLORDAPTOR is simply 
attached to TV set, does not affect normal opera- 
tion and can be built from parts experimenters 
have on hand. 
Complete specifications including theory of opera 
lion, complete simplified construction 
plans, schematic and sample color 51 9 J C 
Alters 7 
Essential parta kit containing all special 
parts - coils, delay line, crystal, color 
filters - 
Up 

to 16 
" 519.95 17 "" and 520.95 sets- larger - 

All other COLORDAPTOR parts, kits. 
motors, etc. available. Write for informa- 
tion and prices. 
COLORDAPTOR,1798 Santa Cruz, Menlo Park, Calif. 
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INVALUABLE ! 
ELEMENTS of MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING 
ky N. M. Haynes -Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc. 

the book that brings you up -to -date on tape record- 
ing. Complete history, theory, design. 992 Pages, 
265 Illustrations, Pt" 9 ". Only 97.95 at better 
book stores or get your autographed copy directly 
from author. Remit with order please. Book mailed 
same day. Order from: 

ELEMENTS OF 
MAGNFTIC 

TAPE RECOPa1NG 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 398 Broadway, New York 13. N. Y. 

GOVT. SURPLUS JAN 
PORTABLE BATTERY TUBE usa. Mfg. by R.C.A. 

TUNG -SOL, SYLVANIA 
EACH ONE IND. BOXED BRAND[ NEW 

3FOR$100 SÓF 20035000 
DEALERS INOUIRIES INVITED 

P KS RADIO SUPPLY 
194 GENESEE ST., BUFFALO 3, H.Y. 

II 

technical 

Literature 

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or 
periodicals are available to you on request 
direct to the manufacturers, whose addresses are 
listed at the end of each item. Use your letter - 
head-do not use postcards. To facilitate identi- 
fication, mention the issue and page of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE 
GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID 
AFTER SIX MONTHS. 

ANTENNA CATALOG No. A -58. More 
than 100 styles of vhf, uhf, color and 
do- it- yourself antennas are described 
in the pamphlet's 28 illustrated pages. 
Horizontal directivity patterns are 
shown for the most of the antennas. - 
Telco Electronics Mfg. Co., Div. of 
G. C.- Textron Inc., 400 S. Wyman St., 
Rockford, Ill. 

AR -2 SPEAKER SYSTEM is presented in a 
4 -page illustrated folder. Technical 
data, including frequency response and 
harmonic distortion charts, are offered. 
-Acoustic Research Inc., 24 Thorndike 
St., Cambridge 41, Mass. 

LINE- VOLTAGE REGULATOR 1570 -A is 
detailed in a 4 -page descriptive catalog. 
The unit automatically keeps its output 
voltage constant within an accuracy of 
0.25x/,.- General Radio Co., 275 Massa- 
chusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. 

AUDIO ACCESSORIES. including molded 
cable assembles, right -angle and 
straight phone and phono plugs, are 
described in Catalog S -580. Specifica- 
tions and illustrations are given with 
each type. -Switchcraft Inc., 1328 N. 
Halsted St.,-Chicago 22, Ill. 

USE OF CHEMICALS in electronics is 
outlined in a 28 -page technical bulletin. 
Oxide cleaners, cements, resin sprays 
and varnishes are among the items dis- 
cussed in the bulletin entitled Electronic 
Chemicals -General Cement Mfg. Co., 
Div. of Textron Inc., 400 S. Wyman St., 
Rockford, Ill. $1. 

MANUFACTURING THE GERMANIUM AL- 
LOYED JUNCTION TRANSISTOR, with 
the help of 15 photos and a flow chart, 
shows the step -by -step operations in 
the production of this type of transistor. 
-General Transistor Corp., 91 -27 138th 
Place, Jamaica, N. Y. 

MOTEL TV BULLETINS. MP -97 is com- 
prised of system layouts, TV outlet 
connections and a list of this manu- 
facturer's installations. SF -97 shows a 
complete system layout which can be 
used in 90% of the motels in the United 
States. -Blonder- Tongue Laboratories 
Inc., 9 -25 Ailing St., Newark 2, N. J. 

TOGGLE AND TRIGGER SWITCHES are 
shown in Cata log sheet 10 0-1 which in- 
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-INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPESl-- 
OPTICS LAMPS 

TUBES PARTS 

Former "Top- Secret" Infra - 
Red Viewers For Seeing In 

Total Darkness Now Avail- 

able For Civilian Applications! 

Bell & Howell - 
uses IP25 -A Image tube. 
Priced from $50 to $99.95. 

Army 
Model M -2 

IMAGE TUBE POWER SUPPLY 
SNOOPERSCOPE PART }f1450 -A. 

Power -pack for 1 I_' 5. 1 P25 -A tubes 
(will also supply CV -147 tubes). In- 
put 6 volts d.c. at only 0.33 ampere. 
Output 4.250 volts d.c. and additional 
focusing voltages. Operates from sin - 

Govt.toftst 
dry 

$92,00. 
lantern 

EWa CONDITION. Complete. Complette. 
ready to turn on. only $7.93 ppd. 

INFRARED LIGHT SOURCE 
SNOOPERSCOPE PART fí1364 -A. 

Input 6-a'olt.s. 5 amperes. 53/4" double 

of 
Projects 

Invisible radiation (free b e of f visi- 
ble light) illuminates for Infra -red 
viewing or photography up to distance 
of 400 feet. STK. jfL -5459. BRAND 
NEW, only $5.95 ppd. 

Cash with order -merchandise guaranteed 
Write today for FREE CATALOG 

Contains detailed description, price list, and wide 
uses of units. Also large selection of other infra -red 
parts available at our amazing low prices. 

WHEAL Electric & Equipment Co. 
4736 Olive St., Dept. RE -3, St. Louis 8. Mo. 

OPPORTUNITY ADLETS 
Rates -50c per word (including name, address and 
initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accom- 
pany all ads except those placed by accredited agen 
cies. Discount, 10% for 12 consecutive issues. Mis- 
leading or objectionable ads not accepted. Cony for 
May issue most reach us before March 15, 1958. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

NL\NI i'ACTUIIEIIS SURPLUS Build your own elec 
Ironic gan from these basic units: 60 note triple 
ducked Aloft keying mechanisms, octave wired isolating 
resistor to each palladium contact. Three types available: 
Great 16', 8', 4' dimensions 5" wide, 21/2" high, 36" long; 
Swell 8', 4', 21/2' dimensions 2W' wide, 31/2" high, 36" 
long; Single Manual 16', 8', 4' including 12 pedal bass 
notes dimensions 4" wide, 3" high, 36" long; keying mech- 
anisms. $10 each. Tone generators. 5 octaves each, sold 
only in sets of 12 units; notes C through B. These units 
consist of 3 nine pin tube sockets. one 5K wire wound 
tuning control, not less than 18 condensers, 400 and 600 
Colt, 18 resistors, 2 five pin plugs, all Darts mounted in 
generator chassis. Each set $12. C.O.D. orders not ac- 
cepted. No schematics or photos available. DHNSHALL 
ORGAN INC., Brattleboro, Vermont. 

DISCOUNTS to 50% Cameras, HiFi, Proj., Tape Re- 
antlers. Individual quotations only. No catalogs. LONG 
ISLAND AUDIO-CAMERA EXCHANGE, 3 Bay 26th 
Street, Brooklyn 14 -R, N.Y. 

I?. S. NAVY'S latest excellent publications, BASIC 
ELECTRICITY, 684 pages, $2.25; BASIC ELEC- 
TRONICS, 728 pages, $2.25. FOSTER'S Box 703, Silver 
Spring. Md. 

HIGH- FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED. AMPRITE 
Speaker Service. 70 Vesey St., New York 7. N.Y. 
BA 7 -2580. 

CASH PAID! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want 
unused, clean transmitting, special purpose, receiving, 
TV types, magnetrons, klystrons, broadcast, etc. Also 
want military & commercial lab test and communications 
gear. We swap too, for tubes or choice equipment. Send 
specific details in first letter. For a fair deal write, wire 
or telephone: BARMY. 512 Broadway. New York 12. 
N.Y. %VAlker 5 -7000. 

RECORDERS, Hi -Fi, Tapes. Free Wholesale Catalogue. 
CARSTON, 215 -T East 88th St., New York 28. N.Y. 

Ampex. Concertone, Crown, Ferrograph, Presto, Tand - 
berg, Pentron, Bell, Sherwood. Reh- O -Kut, Dynakit. 
Others. Trades. BOYNTON STUDIO, LORE Pennsyl- 
vania, Yonkers, N. Y. 

PROFESSIONAL Electronic Projects -Organs. Timers. 
Intercoms. Counters, etc. $1 each. List Free. PARKS. 
Box 946 Redwood City, Calif. 

"HYPNOTIZE . One word . . . One fingersnap," 
on stage. Satisfaction -or refund . $2. "SELF -IIYP- 
NOSIS. Limb -by -limb Technique." $2. HYPNOM.ASTER, 
846 -S5 Sunnyside, Chicago 40, III. 

DIAGRAMS! Repair Information! Radios-Amplifiers- 
recorders $1. Televisions $1.50. Give make. model. chas- 
sis. TV MILTIE. I3ox 101EA, Hicksville, N.Y. 

LABORATORY QUALITY equipment and Military Sur- 
plus Electronics bought, sold. -ENGINEERING ASSO- 
CIATES, 434 Patterson Road, Dayton 9. Ohio. 

PRECISION RESISTORS, carbon deposited, guaranteed 
accuracy l', 1/2 Watt -.03. 1 Watt -.05, 2 Watt -.08. 
CAGAN SALES, Box 1152 Rochester 3, N. Y. 

DIAGRAMS FOIL REPAIRING RADIOS $1. Television 
$2. Give make, Model. DIAGRAM SERVICE, Box 672 - 
11E. Hartford 1, Conn. 

EXCEPTIONAL SAVINGS on Hi -Fi, speakers, com- 
ponents, amplifiers & tuners. tape recorders, etc. Write 
for individual quotations on your specific needs; no 
catalogs. CLASSIFIED HI -FI EXCHANGE, RE, 2375 
East 65 St., Brooklyn 34, N. Y. 
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you can 
hear the 

quality of 
a 

When you install a Quam 
speaker, listen to it carefully. 

Your ears will tell you 
why Quam Speakers 

have earned the reputation 
of "'the Quality Line.' 

No other replacement 
speaker offers you all these 

important quality 
features: patented Adjust -a- 

Cone® suspension, U- shaped 
pot, heavier magnetic 

structures, 4 threaded holes 
in coil pot, transformer 

brackets, universal 
mounting brackets, factory 

packaging, listing in 
Howard Sams' Photofacts. 

For happier customers, 

QUAM- NICHOLS 

COMPANY 
236 East Marquette Road 

Chicago 37, Illinois 

ask IF QUAM,i29uagy Qa,pc spealcannrieás 

ALL MAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS AND 
TESTING equipment repaired. HAZELTON INSTRU- 
MENT Co.. 128 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 

1500 PERSONALIZED %" x 1%" Labels $1. Your 3 line 
name Or address printed with blue ink on fine quality 
white gummed paper. Money back guarantee, HAMIL- 
TON -WARD. Dept. 1111. Westfield, Mass. 

TELEVISION Timer Repairs. DAN'S TELEVISION 
LABORATORY. 606 Sunrise Highway, Babylon. N.Y. 

"R'INEMAKING; flow to malte Beer, Ale." Illustrated. 
$2. EATON BOOKS, Box 1242 -T, Santa Rosa, Calif. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Details free. RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATION, Box 610 -RE, Omaha, Nebraska. 

$200 to $300 weekly possible! Most TV failures due to 
tubes. Be your own boss! Operate from home. Start 
spare time. Complete business plan $2. ELECTRONIC 
ENTERPRISES, Box 279 -RE, Lexington, Ky. 

"BOLOBAM. Defensive quick- knocltout street -fighting 
tricks." Swiftly learned. $2. Gaucho, 846 -55 Sunny - 
side, Chicago 40. Ill. 

See picture. Hear sound, on this TV Signal Tracer. 
Quick, Simple, Easy, from old TV chassis. Complete 
instructions $3. G. GLASSCOCK, 375 No. Holmes. 
Memphis, Tenn. 

TRADE -IN TV -ship anywhere 10 inch $9, 12 inch $12. 
etc. Write JUSTIS BROS.. Newporte, Del. 

RUBBER STAMPS, Bargain Prices. Free Catalog. 
MANHATTAN SUPPLY, 520 Fifth Ave., New York 36, 

1000 Post paid business cards $3.32, Service tags $3.95. 
MEEEIIAN. 35844 Sherbone, Mount Clemens, Miet1. 

SCOPE IMI'ROVEMF,NT! Calibration screen, graph - 
lined clear pla..Oc. 5 "x6" sheet, $1 postpaid. 3 for $2. 
NEAVIN PRODUCTS, Mariposa, Calif. 

BOOK 200 Electric Stunts $1. TACKSON, 26278 Aras - 
tradero, Los Altos, Calif. 

WANTED: EXPERIENCED TOPGRADE ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN in color- BW -TV- radio -HI -Fl-tape 
-disc maintenance- repair. Sales, shop management ex- 
perience with souse advanced education desired. Re- 
muneration above average. Paid vacation, life- hospital- 
ization insurance. Write giving qualifications and re- 
quirements. WIMPLE'S established 1923 -P.O. Box 
750 -Midland, Texas. 
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LEKTRON BUYS A MILLION PARTS FOR THIS 

GIANT ic SALE! 
OF OUR FOUR MOST POPULAR POLY -PAU KITS 

CERAMIC CONDENSERS 100 for $1 200 for $1.0 I 

PRECISION RESISTORS 40 for $ I 80 for $1.01 
DISC CONDENSERS 30 for $ I 60 for $1.01 
GERMANIUM DIODES 6 for $ I 12 for $ I.0I 

_YOUR CHOICE OF ANY POLY -PAK LISTED BELOW 
FREE WITH EVERY $10 ORDER ! FREE 

40 HI -Q CONDENSER ni 
Finest porcelain $ 

S. 

types. Reg. $8. 'P 
2 MIKE TRANSFORM- 
ERS. 200 ohms to hi 

Impedance grid. Encased. 
leads. Wt. 1 Ib. tYi 
Reg. $8. 

ITV TUNER. 
ovens 

540 
to 1500 kcs for transis- 
for circuits. Reg. $5. $1 

MOTOR Permanent 
magnet magnet 11/2 to 3 VDC to 
operate. 3.000 rpm. S1 
Wt. 1 oz. 

HI P. IMPEDANCE 
Magneic. Arm. 

cartridge. stand. $1 
Reg. $9. 

Ve dery Root Root. et Rtype: 
for tape, coil winding. $1 Reg. $6. 

20 MINI NEON BULBS. 
Type NE -2 with axial 

leads. Hundreds of $1 
uses! 

O to 60 MINUTE TIM- 
ER. For photo, shop 

use. Sounds alarm at GY7 
end of cycle. Wt. 2 lbs. 

CRYSTAL MIKE. Post- 
ge 

s 
tamp size! Cris ; 

100 to 8.000 cps. $i 
Reg. $5. 

SOCK- 
ETS with 

TRANSISTOR 

plate. 
8 RAYTHEON CK -705 
DIODES. Similar 1N34. 

W /leads. $1 
Reg. $5. 

40 MOLDED CONDEN- 
SERS. Black Beauties, 

porcelain, etc. .0001 to .1 
mf to 1000 V. Oils $1 
incl. Reg. $6. 

8ry sPOPULAR 
DIODES. 

cons. Some worth $10. $1 
80 COILS A CHOKES. 
RE, IF, ANT., large va- 

riety. Incl. slug -tuned. Q$1 
Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $15. 

3 LBS. HARDWARE. 
Approx. 2000 pes. asstd. 

screws, brackets, etc. $1 
Reg. $8. 

PARTS. DioOs 
CIRCUIT 

carbon. 
precision resistors; chokes; 
molded, ceramic cond.; $1 
boardl. Reg. $15. 
150 RESISTORS! i /a. 1 

W. 40 values: 5 ohms 
to 10 meas. 5r-r, too. S1 
Reg. $15. 

2 TRANSISTOR TRANS. 
FORMERS. UTC "ounc- 
lvpe. mterstag x 

Color 
I 
I 

p tlos 
e; 

u1 n- 
known. Color coded $1 
leads. Reg. $10. 

WORLD'S SMALLEST 
RADIO KIT. 21/2 x ln- 

ea," tun- 
er. r- diode, all diode, dl- $ 

dons. Reg. $3.50. 
SEVEN 25-FT. ROLLS 
WIRE. td. colors, 

stranding, insulation. :218 
to 24. Wt. 2 lbs. $1 Reg. $3.75. 

60 TUBULAR CONDEN. 
SERS. Paper, molded, oil. .0002 to .25 mf; to 

1000 V. Wt. 2 lbs. $1 Reg. $12. 
80 INSULATED RESTS. 
TORS! Many 1 & 5r5. 

10 ohms to 10 mega. 30 gi lord. Reg. $16. 
15-PC TWIST DRILL 
SET. 1/16 1h59 si" 

84th; In graduated 
plastic holders. Reg. $4. 

LOOK! FAMOUS 

ALL TRANSISTOR 

RADI014." told 
VEST POCKET 

READY TO PLAY! 
Including Batteries, Phone 

Lektron scoops the field with the "hottest" pocket 
transistor radio since the advent of the transistor! 

Designed and built by Regency, one of America's great 
names. Uses an exclusive circuit with RF. DET and AMP 
stages. SMALLER THAN A PACK OF CIGARETTES! -only 
3 x 2 x 1 ". NO EXTERNAL ANTENNA OR GROUND or 
any hanging wires. Amazing sensitivity, volume and 
selectivity! Attractively designed two -tone styrene case. 
Variable tuning covers 540 to 1500 kcs. READY TO PLAY 
when you receive it. 1000-hour batteries and ultra- sensi- 
tive phone included in this fabulously low price! Gift 
packed. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Wt. 1 oz. 

3 -Tube AC /DC Amplifier RCA 12" SPEAKER 
Fully wired. reg. $5. Built to RCA quality i-i Sep. vol., tone controls. standards. Range, 50 

Lowest price $2.99 to 10.000 cps. Heavy 

Al- evert oleo magnet, 3 -4 
Tubes, $1.91 extra. ohm v.c. Reg. $8. 

(ONE- CENT -SALE KITS NOT 
INCLUDED IN THIS OFFER) 

2 SUB -MINI SOLE- 
NOIDS. 1 x za x 5a 

Change elec. energy to me- 
chanical. 12 VDC p 300 
ma actuates plunger. $1 
Wt. 2 oz. Reg. $5. 

40 TUBE SOCKETS. I 
to 14 prong. Bakelite, 

ceramic, mica. Shielded 
types. too. Wt. 2 lbs. $1 Reg. $8. 

40 SUB -MINI RESIS- 
TORS. Only 1 4,+ long. 

20 values: 15 ohms to 10 

Reg. gs.. 
Color- coded. $1 

4 OUTPUT TRANS- 
FORMERS. 5OL6. 35L6. 

6176. 50B4 to aq ohm e. 
Wt. 1 lb. $1 
Reg. $6.50. 

8 -PC NUTDRIVER SET. 
Plastic handle. 3!16, 

'7/32. 1 /q. 5/16. 11'32. 
a /a. 7/16" steel socket 
wrenches In plastic case. $1 
wt. 1 lb. Reg. $3. 

100 RADIO PARTS. 
Surprise tmt. Reg. 

value over $15. $1 Wt. 3 lbs. 
80 TERMINAL STRIPS, 
BOARDS. Wide varlet 

solder lug, binding, etc. $1 
Wt. 1 Ib. 

SO PLUGS A RECEPTA- 
CLES. Audio, power. 

chassis- panel & spkr. $1 types, Wt. 2 lbs. 
70 MICA CONDENSERS. 
Silver, Sri, incl. 30 

values: .00001 to .01 mf. 
to 1000 l'. Wt. I lb. $1 
Reg. $5. 

40 POWER RESISTORS. 
WW. candohm, vitreous. 

a 
n 

d- coated. 15 values: 5 
to 50 W. 35 to 11000 $1 
ohms. Wt. 2 lbs. 

FREE! GIANT 12 -PAGE 
BARGAIN CATALOG! 

HI -FI TWEETER 
'.fetal -rased. com Freq. re- 
sponse, 3.000 to 16,0011 
cps. Max. rating, 20 W. 
2719 x 27/2" /flat surface 
mtg. bracket. Elsewhere 
$5.95 to $12. Two type : 

8 ohm. (7 18 ohm $ 99 Impedance. Each 

15 VOLUME CONTROLS. 
Singles & duals to I 

meg. 10 
$10. 
Wt. lb. $1 

10 "POLY" BOXES. 
Clear plastic, hinged, 

w.snap locks. Asstd. S1 
sizes. Reg. $2.50. 

60 ASSORTED KNOBS. 
Bakelite, plastic: includ- 

ing set -screw types. $1 
Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $9. 10 ELECTROLYTICS. 

Asstd. can, tubular types 
to 500 mf. Wt. 3 lbs. $1 Reg. $14. 

20 ROTARY SWITCHES. 
Asstd. gangs. insulation, 

contacts. Wide variety! 
$1 Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $18. 

3 VARI- LOOPSTICKS, 
adjustable. For tran- 

sistor circuits. 
$1 560 -1500 kcs. 

8 FERRI- LOOPSTICK 
CORES. Asstd. flat & 

tubular, 5 to 7" long. $1 HI -Q. Wt. 17/2 lbs. 
TWO WORLD'S SMALL- 
EST VARIABLES. Seoopl 

µ O.365. 11/2" 5 1. $1 w/1" shafts. 
1 MINI- METER. 1a ,4" 
round. 0 -6 amps, AC. 

Chrome face. $1 
Reg. $3. 

CIA 
75 -PC. RESISTOR SPE- 

C! All typea, sstd. 
Power, carbon, translator, 
precision. 3f1 .lues. $ 
Worth $15. Wt. I lb. 

85 -PC. CONDENSER 
SPECIAL! All types, 

asstd. Molded, oil, ceramic, paper, mica, variable, discs. 
Reg. $15. $1 
Wt. 2 lbs. 

POCKET 
MULTI- TESTER 

blak exll t s 
case. 100 /ohm -' 
V. Zero adj. O. 
15/150/1000 At 
& DC V: 0 /1S0 me: 1/ /100,- 
000 ohms. w /test leads and 
battery . . . in orig. $6.99 
pack. $13 vaiuel 

HOWCheck items wanted. Return entire ad 
w /check or MO including sufficient postage; 
excess returned. C.O.D. orders, 25°/e down. 

TO Rated, net 30 days. Print name, address, 
amount money enclosed, in margin. (Can - 

ORDER ada postage: 45c 1st lb., 28c ea. add'I. lb.) 
Export Orders Invited 

LEKTRON 
131 EVERETT AVE. CHELSEA 50, MASS. 

Want the best in technical books? 
See G/L book 

r 
E- L- E- C- T- R- O -N -I -C 

COMPUTERS 
Instruction in Analog and Digital computers, 
Automation, Computer language, Robots and 
Electronics. Low priced courses for beginners 
and advanced experimenters. Courses start 
of $12.50. Study a few hours per week. Time 
payments available. 

EBEX school, 
1015 Atkin Ave., Salt Lake City 6, Utah 

Send free catalog 
Send info on digital computer kits 

D Send info on robot construction 

Name 

Addreçs 
L 
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ENGINEERING 
Prepare for lm- B.S. DEGREE limited opportu- 
nities of the IN 27 MONTHS Electronic Agel 
Tarn your B.S. DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS in Aero- 
nautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical or Mechanical Engi- 
neering; in 36 MONTHS in Mathematics. Chemistry, 
Physics. Intensive, specialized courses. Comprehensive 
training in electronics, television. advanced radio theory 
and design, math, nuclear physics and elec. eng. Engi- 
neering Science preparatory courses. Low rate. Graduates 
in demand. Spacious campus; 20 bldgs., dorms, gym, 
playing field. Earn part of your expenses in Fort Wayne. 
G. I. approved. Enter March, June, Sept., I)ev., Catalog. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1738 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 
Please send me free information on B.S. ENGINEERING 
DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS as checked. 

Electronics Chemical Aeronautical 
Civil Mechanical Electrical 

B.S. DEGREE IN 36 MO. in: Math. Chem. Physics 
Name 

Address 

TECHNICAL LITERATURE (Continued) 

eludes dimensions and electrical data 
of these UL- approved units. -Sargent 
Electric Corp., Div. of Pyramid Instru- 
ment Corp., 630 Merrick Rd., Lynbrook, 
N. Y. 

COMMUNICATIONS TOWER CATALOG 
presents detailed information on a 
line of heavy -duty communications and 
amateur towers. Specifications and en- 
gineering data as well as details of de- 
sign, installation and suitability are in- 
cluded. -Rohn Mfg. Co., Dept. RE, 116 
Limestone, Bellevue, Peoria, Ill. 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS and factory assem- 
bled enclosures are offered in an illus- 
trated 4 -page brochure. Each model is 
shown in an actual room setting. De- 
sign details of each cabinet are covered 
and complete specifications for the 
speaker components are listed. -Uni- 
versity Loudspeakers Inc., 80 S. Kensico 
Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 

HOW NOT TO USE TRANSISTORS is a 
4 -page pamphlet of real mad cartoons 
that show how to shorten a transistor's 
life. It can be valuable reading. -Gen- 
eral Transistor Corp., 91 -27 138th Place, 
Jamaica, N. Y. 

TELEVISION CABINET BUILDING, wall 
installations and modernization using 
this firm's prefinished front -panel as- 
semblies is detailed in a carefully illus- 
trated 8 -page booklet. Construction of 
cabinets for 21 -, 24- and 27 -inch picture 
tubes is covered. Also shown are pic- 
ture -tube cradles and yoke and focus - 
coil shelves. -Brooks Radio & TV Corp., 
84 Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y. Free to 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS readers. 

REPLACEMENT GUIDE lists crystal di- 
odes, their uses and this manufacturer's 
replacement types on a 2 -color wall 
chart.- Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 
Semiconductor Div., 100 Sylvan Rd., 
Woburn, Mass. 

EIA STANDARDS. RS -199, Solid Dielec- 
tric Transmission. Lines, a revision of 
TR -143; RS -202, EIA -NEMA Stand- 
ards for Recommended Practice for 
Preparation of Outline Drawings of 
Electron Tubes and Bases, a revision 
of ET- 102- B. -EIA, Engineering Dept. 
650 Salmon Tower, 11 W. 42 St., New 
York 36, N. Y. RS -199, $1.20; RS -202, 
$1.20. END 

CORRECTIONS 
There is an error in the article "Tran- 

sistors Sensitize Relay Circuits," by 
Edwin Bohr. In the last paragraph of 
page 112 the text states, "It should 
be no more than 50 or 75 ma." This 
should have been 50 or 75 esa. 

Our thanks to Mr. Larry Seligman 
of Rockville Centre, N. Y., for report- 
ing the error. 

In the article "3- Transistor Regenera- 
tive Receiver," which appeared on page 
100 of the February, 1958, issue the 
polarity of the battery is incorrect. The 
positive end should go to the transistors' 
emitters and the negative end to switch 
Sl. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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new 

Devices 

TRANSISTOR RADIO KIT, 
Knight Trans- Midge. Uses 1 

transistor. Slug -tuned coil for 
high sensitivity and good sepa- 

ration of stations. Impact- resist- 
ant case. Powered by standard 
penlight battery. -Allied Radio 
Corp., 100 N. Western Ave.. 
Chicago 80, Ill. 
LINEAR AMATEUR AMPLI- 
FIER, Viking Thunaerbolt. For 

all amateur bands from 3.5-30 
mc. Delivers over 2,000 watts 
PEP input (peak envelope 
power). - E. F. Johnson Co., 
Waseca, Minn. 
HI -FI FM TUNER, model 311 -C. 
Sensitivity, 2 vv for 20 db of 
quieting. 2 -mc wide -band detec- 
tors. 2 limiting stages and 80 db 
rejection of spurious cross- 

modulation response. Maximum 
audio output is 4 volts. Low - 
impedance output permits use 
of connecting cables up to 70 
feet long. -H. H. Scott, Dept. P, 
111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, 
Mass. 
FM PREAMP, Range Extender. 
Effectively extends the recep- 
tion range of hi -fi FM tuners. 
Indoor or antenna -mast mount- 
ing models in 24- or 117 -volt 
units. Frequency response flat 

within 1 db across a 20 -mc band- 
width (88 -108 mc). Minimum 
gain of 25 db and maximum un- 
distorted output of 0.5 volt rms. 
-Jerrold Electronics Corp., 
23rd & Chestnut Sts., Philadel- 
phia 3, Pa. 

VARIABLE -GAIN AC PREAMP, 
model 110. All- transistor and 
powered by flashlight cells. In- 

r 

tö 

put impedance over 1 megohm. 
Continuously adjustable gain to 
50 db. Response from 10- 500,000 
cycles. 0.5rß maximum distor- 
tion. - Burr -Brown Research 
Corp., Box 6.4.3, Tucson, Ariz. 

POWER AMPLIFIER, model 200. 
60 watts on continuous sine - 
wave input and 160 watts on 
peaks. Distortion inaudible and 
almost un measurable. Variable 
damping and preset balance con- 
trol. 4 -, 8 -, and 16 -ohm outputs. 
-Fisher Radio Corp., 21 -21 
44th Dr.. Long Island City 1, 
N. Y. 

NEW! EMC Model 206P 
Dynamic Mutual 

Conductance 
Tube Tester rqf 

The lowest priced mutual 
conductance tube checker on 

market. Checks tubes for 
microhmo value and gas con- 

tent. Completely flexible 
switching. Your best buy in 

a quality tube tester. 

Hand Rubbed 

Carrying Case S83.50 

30 -WATT AMPLIFIER, Knight 
KN- 5.30. Frequency response is 
within 0.5 db from 20- 40,000 
cycles at full rated output. Har- 
monic distortion 0.5Ç at mid - 
frequencies and never exceeds 
1.5% between 30 and 20,000 
cycles. IM less than 2% at full 
output. Speaker- selector switch. 
Rumble and scratch filters. 

Loudness control. 12 combina- 
tions of equalization for mag- 
netic or ceramic cartridges. Dc 
on preamp tube heaters. - 
Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. 
Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill. 

PRECISION TURNTABLE, 
Starlight 80. Continuously vari- 
able speed control from 16-84 
rpm. Center drive. Built -in il- 
luminated stroboscope. Auto- 
matically retracting 45 -rpm cen- 
ter hub. Wow and flutter less 

than 0.25%. Rumble 40 db below 
standard NAB level.- Metzner 
Engineering Corp., 1041 N. Syc- 
amore Ave., Hollywood 38, 
Calif. 

NEW? 
EMC Model 108 

Handi Tester 

The only appliance and auto bat- 
tery tester in its price class to 
use a D'Arsonval, instead of an 
iron vane type meter. You get 
exclusive advantages of maxi- 
mum accuracy, maximum scale 
length, and minimum battery re- 
placement cost ... yet, pay no 
more than for competitive makes. 

Comes complete with test 
leads and instruction man- 
ual. 

Wired $15.95 
In Kit Form $12.95 

40 

r 

s NEW! 
EMC Model 905.6A 
Battery Eliminator, 

Charger, and 
Vibrator Checker 

with EMC's New Test Equip- 

ment ... in advance design and 

precision constructon features 

found only in higher priced in- 

struments. It pays to save more 
and service better with the 

complete EMC line. 

MARCH, 1958 

NEW' EMC Model 301 
Speed' Tube Tester 

A MUST for auto radio ser- 
vice. Features continuously 
variable voltage output - In 

either 6 or 12 volt operation. 
Checks all 6 or 12 volt 
vibrators. 

Wired $67.90 
In Kit Form $44.90 

Precision crafted for check- 
ing tubes in seconds. Only 
2 settings to make. Checks 
for shorts, leakages, and 
quality. Over 375 tubes now 
listed, including 074 tube. 
New listings available. 
Checks and rejuvenates pic- 
ture tubes with Model PTA, 
Picture Tube Adaptor (only 
S4.50). 

Model 301P (illustrated). 
with 41/2' plastic front 
meter in oak carrying case, 
$47.50; Kit, $33.20. 

NEW! EMC Model 601 
Wide Band Oscilloscope 
For Color And Mono- 
chrome TV 

Exclusive features: full 5 mc 
band -width for color TV ser 
vicing - push-pull vertical 
amplifier, .02 volt per inch 
sensitivity -5 U P I - 5" 
scope tube - 60 cycle phas- 
ing control -DC positioning 
controls eliminates over- 
shooting and bounce- built- 
In peak to peak calibration 
reference -2 -step compen- 
sated attenuator input - 
multi-vibrator sweep, from 
15 cycles to over 75 kilo- 
cycles. $117.90, wired and 
tested. 

RE -3 
Yes, I want to see for myself, send me - 
FREE - a detailed catalog of the COMPLETE 
EMC LINE OF PRECISION TEST EQUIPMENT. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE 

EMC ELECTRONIC 
MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION 

625 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
Export Dept. - 370 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 
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NEW DEVICES (Continued) 

TAPE. No. 400. Fortified double - 
play. 7 -inch reel holds 2,400 feet 
of tape. Mylar polyester base 

withstands a 3 -lb. pull without 
distortion. -ORRadio Industries 
Inc., Shamrock Circle, Opelika, 
Ala. 

TAPE - RECORDING HEADS, 
monoral and stereophonic re- 
cord, playback, record -playback 
and erase models. Built -in tape 

441 

fir- 
guide keeps tape in proper 
position, eliminating external 
tape guides. -Crest Electronics 
Corp., Chelsea, Mich. 

STEREO PLAYBACK KIT con- 
verts all Revere and Wollensak 
tape recorders to stereo play- 
back units. The kit consists of 
an in -line stereophonic magnetic 
tape head which replaces the 
standard monaural head. -Shure 
Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, Ill. 

STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT. 
Dual- channel 40 -watt amplifier 
series 320 (right) and dual FM- 
AM tuner (left) series 333. Am- 
plifier's frequency response 

within 0.5 db from 20- 20,000 
cycles. Power response constant 
at 20 watts per section, from 
20- 20,000 cycles within 1 db. 
Variable equalization, loudness, 
bass and treble controls. 1 low - 
level and 2 high -level inputs for 
each channel. Output 4, 8 and 
16 ohms, and tape- recorder mon- 
itoring. Tuner has 2 -µv FM sen- 
sitivity for 20 -db quieting. Fre- 
quency response (FM) 20 -20; 
000 cycles within 1 db. Afc for 
drift -free operation. -Madison 
Fielding Corp., 5 Lorimer St., 
Brooklyn 6, N. Y. 

SOLDERING TIPS, Hexacon 
Xtradur. Multi- coated for extra - 
long life. Made in 40 stock sizes 
(some illustrated) and many 
special sizes. -Hexacon Electric 

of ,e ® 
O 

®, M® 

PAW nr,IflMAMA, I°i, .M. MAPAS 

Co., 186 W. Clay Ave., Roselle 
Park, N.J. 
SAFE -T -PROBE detects shock 

hazard in all electrically oper- 
ated equipment. Circuit -checks 
shorts and dangerous leakage 
current between exposed metal 
surfaces of appliance and both 
sides of ac line simultaneously. -K -G Electronics Corp., 2738 
N. Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, 
Ill. 
WIRE STRIPPER, Proto model 
299. 5 -inch tool has thumb -oper- 
ated gauge and strips all com- 
monly used 14 -24 -gauge insu- 

lated wire. Hardened cutting 
edges. - Proto Tool Co., 2209 
Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
SCREW- HOLDING DRIVER 
holds screw firmly in place un- 
til threads take hold. Useful in 
hard to reach places and for 
removing screws from difficult 

corners. -H. J. J. Co., 268 Mar- 
low Dr., Oakland, Calif. 
PARABOLIC ANTENNA for 
communications purposes has 
19 -foot reflector. Dipole or horn 
type feeds. Reflector made in 4 

sections for easy transportation. 
-Technical Appliance Corp., 
Sherburne, N. Y. 

REPLACEMENT TRANSFORM- 
ERS, vertical outputs. A -2826 
replaces RCA 79143; A -2829, 
Philco 32 -8704; A -2852, Philco 
32 -8712; A -2853, Zenith 95 -1361; 
A -2854, Admiral 79B43 -1; A- 
2855, Admiral 79B43 -5; A -3856, 
G -E RTO -121, and A -2857, G -E 
RTO- 126. -Merit Coil & Trans- 
former Corp., 4427 N. Clark St., 
Chicago 40, Ill. 

VARIABLE TRANSFORMER, 
model VT1R5. 1.5 -amp rating. 

Heavily plated rhodium brush 
track, internal stop, ceramic hub 
and direct - reading calibrated 
dial. Input 120 volts; output 
0 -132 volts or 0 -120 volts. - 
Ohmite Mfg. Co., 3668 Howard 
St., Skokie, Ill. 

FLYBACK REPLACEMENTS. 
FLY -135 replaces Motorola 24K- 

-DX -16 Super Deluxe TV KIT 7°° °- pating all 
21 ". 

or 
" 
90 

24 and 27o" 
er 
PICTURE TUBES 

NEW IN DESIGN - Mounts Horizontally, Vertically or Sideways. 

* Produces a Superior 16 -Tube Chassis with 30 -Tube performance. 
* Latest advanced Intercarrier Circuitry and Multi- section Tubes. 
* Standard Cascode Tuner for Selectivity and Fine Definition. 
* 5 Microvolts Video Sensitivity (20 volts peak to peak at CRT grid). 
* Fast Action AGC for Drift Free, Steady and Clear Pictures. 
* 3 Hi -gain Video I.F. Stages for excellent Contrast and Details. 
* AGC Level and Area Control, for adjusting reception to signal area. 
* All Video and I.F. Coils factory pre -aligned and tuned. 
* Horizontal Sweep Circuit is the famous RCA Synchroguide Network. 
* Large 250 ma Power Transformer -not a hot chassis. 
* Large 12" Concert -tone Speaker. 

¡ 
COMPLETE with LIFE -SIZE step -by -step Building Instructions(Iess tubes & CRT) $6997 

COMPLETE with SET of WESTINGHOUSE TUBES COMPLETE with SET of WESTINGHOUSE TUBES A 

\91tn5U4nd 6J6 and 6BQ7 included Hin the Tuner. (less CET).. $79.97 I & WESTINGHOUSE 21" 70° or 90° Aluminized CRT 

BUILD 
YOUR 
OWN 

9.97 

TV CABINET ANY TV CHASSIS 
Comparable to the type That Top Mfrs. 
use on their higher priced TV Sets. 

CABINET KIT with 90% of the lob done, includes- 
FRONT SECTION complete as pictured in Solid Mahogany, Walnut or Blond Korina. 

TOP, SIDES, BACK with CRT CUP, MASK, SAFETY GLASS, ETC. and Easy -to- follow Instructions. 

Front, Top and Sides supplied in a beautiful Piano Finish or in Natural (unfinished) for your own color application. Knob panel un- 

drilled for drilled on receipt of your template). For matching Ma-di ,pecify type of (ItT used. Same price for Mahogany. Walnut or Blond. 

21" CABINET KIT 26"H, 25 °W. 22"D $24.95 I 24" or 27" CABINET KIT 30'H, 261/2"W 22"D $3247 
(Also available for 17" CRT) Maximum Shipping weight 36 Lbs. 

FRONT SECTION for WALL INSTALLATIONS Includes Mask, 21" ... $17.45 I 24" or 27" ... $22.97 
Safety Glass, Decals and Illustrated Instructions. 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y. COrtandó2359 
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BUILD 16 RADIO 
CIRCUITS AT HOME 
with the New Deluxe 1958 

PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU -KIT" 

A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE 

Now Also Includes 

* TRANSMITTER 

* SIGNAL TRACER 

* SIGNAL INJECTOR 

* CODE OSCILLATOR 

only 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary 

* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed 

* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV 

* School Inquiries Invited 

* Attractively Gift Packed 

NO NEED TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 
The "Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock -bottom price. Our 

Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making use of the most modern methods of home 
training. You will learn radio theory, construction practice and servicing. 

You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder in a professional manner; 
how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of punched metal chassis as well as the latest 
development of Printed Circuit chassis. 

You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with RF and AF amplifiers 
and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn and practice code using the Progressive Code 
Oscillator. You will learn and practice trouble- shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal 
Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester & the accompanying instructional material. 

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio Amateur Licenses. 
You will build 16 Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn 
how to operate them. You will receive an excellent background for Television. 

Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is the product of many 
years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu -Kit" will provide you with a basic education in Electronics 
and Radio, worth many times the complete price of $22.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the 
price of the entire Kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background in radio or science. Whether you are interested in Radio & Electronics 

because you want an interesting hobby, a well paying business or a job with a future, you will find the "Edu -Kit" 
a worth -while investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully used the "Edu -Kit" in more 
than 79 countries of the world. The "Edu -Kit" has been carefully designed, step by step, so that you cannot 
make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit" allows you to teach yourself at your own rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, and is universally accepted 

as the standard in the field of electronics traning. The "'Edu -Kit' uses the modern educational principle of 
"Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble -shooting -all in a 
closely integrated program designed to provide an easily -learned, thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn the function, theory and 
wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast 
stations, learn theory, practice testing and trouble- shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more 
advanced theory and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will find yourself 
constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a professional Radio Technician. 

Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are sixteen Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, and Signal 
Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional "breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed 
by means of professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current. 

A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE -NOTHING ELSE TO BUY 
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 16 different radio and electronics circuits, each 

guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper. 
dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, coils, hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruction Manuals, 
wire, solder, etc. 

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, special tube sockets, 
hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a 
self -powered Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive 
Code Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License training. You will 
also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. There is nothing else to buy. 
Everything is yours fo keep. 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

At no increase in price, the "Edu -Kit" now includes 
Printed Circuitry. You build a Printed Circuit Signal 
Injector, a unique servicing instrument that can detect 
many Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary new 
technique of radio construction is now becoming popula 
in commercial radio and TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated chassis on which 
has been deposited a conducting material which takes 
the place of wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 

Printed Circuitry forms the very basis of Automation 
Electronics. 

MARCH, 1958 

Reg. U.S. 
Paf. Off. 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS 

SO- DERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 
TESTER INSTRUCTION 

MANUAL HIGH FIDELITY 
GUIDE QUIZZES TELEVI- 
SION BOOK RADIO 
TROUBLE-SHOOTING BOOK 

MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO - 
TV CLUB: CONSULTATION 
SERVICE FCC AMATEUR 
LICENSE TRAINING PRINT- 
ED CIRCUITRY PLIERS - 
CUTTERS ALIGNMENT 
TOOL CERTIFICATE OF 
MERIT VALUABLE DIS- 
COUNT CARD WRENCH 

SET 

SERVICING LESSONS 
You will learn trouble -shooting 

and servicing in a progressive 
manner. You will practice repairs 
on the sets that you construct. You 
will learn symptoms and causes of 
troubles in home. portable and car 
radios. You will learn how to use 
the professional Signal Tracer, the 
unique Signal Injector and the dy- 
namic Radio & Electronics Tester. 
While you are learning in this 
practical way, you will be able to 
do many a repair job for your 
friends and neighbors, and charge 
fees which will far exceod the 
pr tee of the "Edu- Kit." Our Con- 
sultation Service will help you 
with any technical problems you 
may have. 

J. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar PI.. 
Waterbury. Conn., writes: "I have 
repaired several sets for my 
(mends. and made money. The 
"Edu -Kit" paid for itself. I was 
ready to spend $210 for a Course, 
bui I found your ad and sent for 
your Kit." 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
Ben Valerio, P .0. Box 21, 

Magna. Utah: "The Edu -K,ts are 
wonderful. Here 1 ani sending 
you the questions and also the 
answer: for them. I have been in 
Radio or the last seven years. but 
like to work with Radio Kits. and 
like to build Radio Testing Equip- 
ment. I enjoyed every minute 
worked with the different kits: the 
Signal Tracer works fine. Also 
like to let you know that I feel 
proud of becoming a member of 
your Radio -TV Club." 

Robert L. Shoff. 1534 Mon- 
roe Aue., Huntington. W. Va.: 
"Thought 1 would drop you a few 
lines to say that I received my 
Edu -Kit, and was really amazed 
that such a bargain can be had at 
such a low price. I have already 
started repairing radios and phon- 
ographs. My friends were really 
surprised to see me get into the 
swing cf it so quickly. The Trou- 
bleshooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit is really swell, and finds 
the trouble. if there is any to be 
found." 

- - -- UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE - - - -- 
ORDER DIRECT FROM AD 

RECEIVE FREE BONUS RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7.00 

Send "Edu -Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of $22.95. 
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $22.95 plus postage. 
Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu- Kit." 

Name 

Address 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC. 
497 Union Ave., Dept. 138G, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. 
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NEW DEVICES (Continued) 

736488, 24K739283, 24K739284, 
24K741937 and 24K741938; FLY - 
126 replaces Admiral 79D65 -1, 
2.- Thordarson -Meissner Mfg. 
Co., 7th & Belmont Aves., Mt. 
Carmel, Ill. 
SUBMINIATURE ELECTRO- 
LYTICS, type EC. Aluminum - 
foil types for transistor and ,µ ? i 

'440 
low -B applications. Ratings from 
3 -75 volts and capacitances 
from 1.0 -250 pf.- Cornell -Dub- 
ilier Electric Co., S. Plainfield, 
N. J. 
SILICON RECTIFIERS handle 
200 -amp rectified do output with 
peak inverse ratings of 100 -400 
volts. Designed to withstand 

severe shock and vibration. Has 
aluminum airfoil type heat ex- 
changer. - International Recti- 
fier Corp., 1521 E. Grand Ave., 
El Segundo, Calif. 
VTVM KIT, model V -70. Has 7 
dc and rms ac ranges up to 1,500 

volts; 7 peak -to -peak ranges up 
to 4,000 volts; 7 ohmmeter 
ranges up to 1,000 megohms. 5- 
inch meter. -Paco Electronics 
Co. Inc., Div. of Precision Appa- 
ratus Co. Inc., 70 -31 84th St., 
Glendale 27, N. Y. 
PRINTED -CIRCUIT VTVM, 
model 904. 7 do scales to 1,500 
volts. 7 ac rms scales to 1,500 

volts. 7 ac peak -to -peak ranges 
to 4,000 volts. Ohms measured 
from 0.2 to over 1 billion. In- 
put impedance of do is 11 meg- 
ohms. Meter movement can be 
tilted to eye level. -Precise De- 
velopment Corp., 2 Neil Court, 
Oceanside, N. Y. 

AUTOMATIC TUBE TESTER, 
model 117T -110A. Prepunched 
computer - type cards set up 

tester for the tube to be checked. 
Insertion of card automatically 
sets up all tube -pin and test - 
voltage connections. Large, 
clearly marked meter shows tube 

condition. -RCA, Electronic 
Tube Div., Harrison, N. J. 
MINIATURE SIGNAL INJECT- 
OR, the Mosquito. Transistor 

_ - s 
unit for direct and inductive 
coupling to all magnetic sensi- 
tive pickups without direct con- 
nection with leads. Produces 
signals from 2,000 cycles to 
high radio frequencies in har- 
monics. -Don Bosco Electronics 
Co., 1099 S. Orange Ave., New- 
ark 6, N. J. 
SIGNAL AND SWEEP GENER- 

il Q ' .1 

# 
O. 

4 00 clrue _ 

TOWARD THE ULTIMATE IN TV RECEPTION 

DERO 

POPULAR 

WITH 

SERVICEMEN 

PROVEN 

19 "2 
The NEW Switch -in -Base 

DUO -JUVENATOR 
FOR USE IN PARALLEL S. SERIES CIRCUITS 

Latest engineering 
marvel eliminates 
all loose leads and 
hanging switches. 
Trouble -free switch. 
ing all the time. 

Cures over 95 °o 
of all CRT 
failures. 
Small, compact 
one -piece 
construction 

lll _. 

TEII- IINR 

ATOR, model SG -161. Rack 
mounting. Covers 900 -2,100 mc. 
Provides accurate signals for 
radar and communications re- 
ceiver measurements. - Van 
Norman Industries Inc., Elec- 
tronic Div., 186 Granite St., 
Manchester, N. H. 
TV SWEEP AND MARKER 
GENERATOR, model 615. Deliv- 
ers .025 -volt rtns marker. Fre- 

quency ranges: 2.5 -5.5 mc; 
19-50 mc; 54 -108 mc and strong 
harmonic- 108 -216 mc. Variable 
sweep width: 0-15 mc. Built -in 
4 -5 -mc crystal provides simul- 
taneous sound and picture mark- 
ers.- Hickok Electrical Instru- 
ment Co., 10531 Dupont Ave., 
Cleveland 8. Ohio. 

BAND -PASS FILTER, model 
BFP. Incorporates a multistage 

hi -Q filter and two hi -Q bridged 
T- traps. Total attenuation in 
excess of 80 db on the trap 

pl. iifa =MO afaNI EMI I RIM Bl=Inil 
WILL YOUR REPLACEMENT 

BURN OUT AGAIN?' 
Not if you use - 
The NEW SENCORE1 

'FUSE-SAFE''I 
CIRCUIT TESTER i 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

MODEL 
RPS-2 
LIST 

$2.95 

TELE -LINK 
2 -SET COUPLER 

MATCHED TRANSFORMERS 
for PEAK PERFORMANCE 

on 2 TV SETS 
from ONE ANTENNA 

JOBBERS -WRITE FOR DETAILS 

Look for 
this display! 

140 

134 NASSAU RD. ROOSEVELT, L. I., N. Y. 
This colorful. small spar 
counter merchandiser identified 
DrRO's quality and -mmnce.. 
inn -your quaranter of salit. 
faction. Look for it! 

ISave costly call bocks 
by testing the circuit 

before replacing 
fuse, fuse resistor or 

circuit breaker. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

;`y SERVICE stNCOet INSTRUMENTS CORP. 1 
171 OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL. 

LCut out this od now for further information 

; 'LI-, 

3rt -' =moi 
Individual scale for 
each value fuse re- 
sistor - no inter- 
pretation, just reoc 
in red or green area * Measures line carrent 
and up to 1100 watts of 
power at 115 volts using 
line cord and socket. * Two convenient current 
ranges - 0 to 2 amps and 
0 to 10 amps. Test leads 
clip in place of fuse or fuse 
resistor. * 5 ohm, 10 watt resistor prevents TV circuit) 
damage and simulates operating conditions. I As Recommended by Leading Manufacturers 

MODEL PS -3 
AC -DC or both as needed for Fuse Resistor Circuits 
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NEW DEVICES (Continued) 

frequencies. Provides high dis- 
crimination between wanted 
and unwanted channels. -Benco 
Television Associates Ltd., 27 
Taber Rd., Rexdale, Ontario, 
Canada. 

FM TUNER, model 560. Sensi- 
tivity 3 Iry for 20 -db quieting. 

Frequency response 20- 20,000 
cycles with 0.5 db. Circuit has 
a grounded -grid rf amplifier, 
2 if stages, 1 limiter stage and 
a Foster -Seeley discriminator. 
2 outputs. -J. W. Miller Co., 
5917 S. Main St., Los Angeles 
3, Calif. 

MARINE LEVEL RECORDER, 
model SL -4M. For making fre- 
quency response, sound, noise 
and vibration measurements. 

Moistureproof, anodized metal 
case. Plexiglass hinged door 
on front panel protects record- 
ing mechanism. -Sound Appa- 
ratus Co., Stirling, N. J. 

SILICON SOLAR -BATTERY 
CELLS approximately 1 inch in 
diameter, cone -mounted or un- 

1 
mounted. Mounted cells have 
black ph.:nolic housings with 
glass window. Mounting studs 
serve as electrical output ter- 
minals. Unmounted cells have 
6 -inch cclor -coded leads. -In- 
ternational Rectifier Corp., 1521 
E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, 
Calif. 
MUSIC KINDER SWITCH 
automatically shuts off entire 
hi -fi syste.n after last record. At 
end of last record, relay is 

triggered and system cuts off. 
Manual position is also present. 
At this setting, automatic fea- 
ture is inoperative. - C -B -C 
Electronic, Co., Inc., 2601 N. 
Howard :.t., Philadelphia 33, 
Pa. 
EXTENDED - RANGE SPEAK- 
ER, Ultra 12. 12 -inch unit 
covers 20 -- 25,000 cycles. Cone 
resonance is at 20 cycles. Flux 

density, 18,000 gauss. Bradford 
Audio Corp., 27 E. 38th St., 
New York 16, N. Y. 

EXTENDED -RANGE HI -FI 
SPEAKER, Wigo ER85. 8%-inch 
unit. Response: 40- 15,000 cycles. It 
Cone resonance: 70 cycles. Im- 
pedance: 16 ohms. 10,000 -gauss 
flux density. Handles 15 watts. 
-United Audio Products, 202 -4 
E. 19 St., New York 3, N.Y. 

SPEAKER SYSTEM, model H. 
Non -horn non -corner design. 

100 -cycle low -end limit. For use 
as the second or third channel 
of a stereophonic system. - 
Klipsch & Assoc., Hope, Ark. 
CRT CHECKER, Check N' Tell. 
Tests picture tubes for heater 

continuity, low emission, open 
control grid, control- grid -to- 
cathode short, heater -cathode 

4. 4' 
short, open cathode and focus 
grid leakage. -Circuit Manu- 
facturing Co. Inc., 923 Shade - 
land Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa. 

VOLT - OHM - MILLIAMMETER, 
model 630 -PL. 6 voltage scales, 
0- 5,000 volts ac and dc. 4 re- 
sistance ranges, 0 -100 meg- 
ohms. Ac response, 5- 500,000 

cycles. Polarity reversing switch. 
Unbreakable meter face. -Trip- 
lett Electrical Instrument Co., 
Harmon Rd., Bluffton, Ohio. 

All specifications given 
on these pages are from 

manufacturers' data. 

tfost- íf.r, , ,.,.,! 

1958 

Televisión 

at SUPREME 1958 TV Manual 
AMAZIIP G BARGAIN 

The new 1958 TV manual is the 
scoop of the :ear. Covers all im- 
portant sets of every make in one 
giant volume. Your price for this 
mammoth manual is only $3. This 
super -value defies all competition. 
Other annual volumes at only $3 
each. Factory service material sim- 
plifies repairs. Includes all data 
needed for quicker TV servicing. 
Practically tells you how to find 
each fault ani make the repair. 
More pages, more diagrams, more 
service data per dollar of cost. 

TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE 
Let this new course' het ) you in TV servicing. 

Amazing bargain, complete, only $3, full price 
for all lessons. Giant in size, mammoth in scope, 
topics just like a $200.00 correspondence course. 
Lessons on picture faults, circuits, adjustments, 
short -cuts, UHF, alignment facts, hints, it 
antenna problems, troubh -shooting, test 
enuitnnent. picture analyst:., Special. only 

Companion RADIO COURSE, Introdut:tion to TV 
Here is your rumpiete radio training in 21 easy -to- follow less ins. Covers 

a 50 fundamentals, fault finding, use of test equipment. Everythin o in radio. 
introduction to TV. Self -test questions. New edition. S nee ioi!, only.... 
17 RADIO VOLUMES -' RADIO DIAGRAMS 

Here is your eimplete source of all 
needed RADIO diagrams and service data. 
Covers everything Prim the most recent 1957 
radios to pre -war o d- timers: home radios, 
auto sets, combinations. changers, III -FI, 
FM, and portables. sensational values. Only 
$2 for most volumes. Every manual has 
extra large schemalics, all needed align- 
ment facts. parts lists, voltage values, 
trimmers, dial strin,:ing. and helpful hints. 
Volumes are large n size. 81/2x11 inches, 
about 190 pages. See coupon at right for 
a complete list of t less radio manuals. 

rem 
MARCH, 1958 

tions 

COVERS ALL POPULAR SETS 
Here is >our service data for faster, easier 

TV repairs. Lowest priced. Best by compari- 
son. Supreme TV manuals have all needed 
service material on every popular TV set. Help- 
ful, practical, factory -prepared data that will 
really make TV servicing and adjustment easy 
for you. Benefit and save with these amazing 
values in service manuals. Only $3 per large 
volume. The choice of wise servicemen. 

SIMPLIFIES TV REPAIRS 
These giant TV manuals have complete cir- 

cuits, needed alignment facts, curves, service 
hints, all factory production changes. voltage 
charts, waveforms, and double -page schematics. 
Here are your authentic service instructions to 
help you do expert work quicker; and priced at 
only $3 per large yearly manual. Repair any 
TV model ever made by having in your shop alI 
13 volumes as listed in coupon. Your special 
price for all, only $36. Or try the new 1958 
TV manual to see what an amazing bargain you 
get for $3. Semi no -risk trial coupon today. 

The repair of any tele- 
vision set is really simple 
with Supreme TV service 
manuals. Every set is cov- 
ered in a practical manner 
that will simplify trouble- 
shooting and repair. This is 
the help you need to find 
toughest faults in a jiffy. 
Each $3 TV volume covers 
a whole year of service ma- 
terial. New Television Serv- 
icing Course will aid you 
in learning TV. Be wise, 
buy Supreme Manuals only 
once each year instead of 
spending dollars every week. 

NO -RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON 
SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 1760 Balsam Rd., Highland Park, ILL. 
O Radio Servicing Course. 

complete. 21 les.sons..$2.50 
957 Radio Manual. $2.50 
956 Radio Diagrams, $2.50 
955 Radio Manual, only $2 
954 These annual 
958 ) RADIO volumes 
952 specially priced 

at only 
Dach... S2.50 

951 
950 
949\ 

1947 J\ 
THIS GROUP 

ONLY 1946 

1942)) 
1941 %f 
1940 
1939 EACH 
1926 -1938 Manual, $2.50 
Radio & TV Master Index, 25C a Address* 

L'usb today TV manuals checked H below, and 
Radio manuals at left. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

New 1958 Television Servicing Manual, only. .$3. 
Additional 1957 TV, $3. Early 1957 TV, $3. 
1956 Television Manual, $3. Early 1955 TV, 93. 
Additional 1955 TV, $3. 1954 TV Manual, $3. 
1953 Television Manual, $3. 1952 TV, $3. 
1951 Television Manual, $3. 1950 TV, $3. 
1949 TV Manual, $3. 1948 TV Manual, $3. 
New Television Servicing Course, complete. ...$3. 

I am enclosing $ Send postpaid. 
Send C.O.D. I am enclosing $ deposit. 

Name: 
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ONE DOLLAR buys 
As much as SIS worth - Everything Brand New 
and sold to you with a money back guarantee. 

DEDUCT l0% OF s10 OR OVER 

Plus a FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE 
100 - ASSORTED FUSES puvul:vr $1 
100 - ASSORTED 1/2 WATT RESISTORS.. $1 
70 - ASSORTED 1 WATT RESISTORS $1 
35 - ASSORTED 2 WATT RESISTORS $1 
10 - 6' ELECTRIC LINE CORDS with pugs S1 
5 - TV CHEATER CORDS ',ill) both plugs $1 
4 - 50' SPOOLS HOOK -UP WIRE 4 colors, $1 
30 - STRIPS ASST. SPAGHETTI best sizes $1 
100' -TWIN LEAD -IN WIRE 3002 heavyduty $1 
3 - RATCHET GUYWIRE ANCHORS $1 
50' - FLAT 4- CONDUCT. WIRE. many purposes $1 
1 - $7 INDOOR TV ANTENNA hi -gale 3 section 51 

20 - TV CARTWHEEL CONDENSERS 10k- 500v, 51 
20 - ASST. TV KNOBS, ESCUTCHEONS. Efe 51 
15 - ASSORTED ROTARY SWITCHES $15 worth $1 
100' - FINEST NYLON DIAL CORD hest size , 51 
200 - SELF TAPPING SCREWS = y Va" $1 
50 - ASST. TUBULAR CONDENSERS $1 
35 - ASST. RADIO KNOBS and push -on.. , $1 
100 - KNOB SPRINGS la,I:vd si20 :Iv' n 
100 - ASSORTED KNOB SET -SCREWS $1 
25 - ASSORTED CLOCK RADIO KNOBS $1 
400 - ASST. H'DWARE, screws, nuts, rivets, etc., $1 
50 - ASST. SOCKETS octal, nova] and miniature, SI 
50 - ASST. MICA CONDENSERS =ome In 5% 51 
50 - ASST. CERAMIC CONDENSERS $1 
10 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS less switch $1 
5 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS with switch, $1 
20 - ASST. PILOT LIGHTS pol. I r types $1 
10 - PILOT LIGHT SKTS. i..00net type, wired 51 
50 - ASST. TERMINAL STRIPS I. 2. :i. 1 lug 51 
10 - ASST. RADIO ELECTRO. CONDENSERS $1 
5 - ASST. TV ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. . $1 
15 - ASST. TV COILS peaking, width, etc $1 
25 -ASST. MICA TRIMMER CONDENSERS $1 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .02 -400v, $1 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .001 -60ov $1 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .047 -e00v ...... $1 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .01- 400v.. ..... $1 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 40/40 -450v Si 3- ELECTROLYTIC COND. 40/10/10 -450v, S1 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 80 -45ov $1 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 50/30 -150v S1 
5 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 100/50 - 50/25v $1 
3 -ELECTROLYTIC COND. 20 /16/2o -45ov SI 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 50/25/10 -150v Si 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .015 -1600v $1 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .006 -1600v $1 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .03- 2000v. Sl 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .005- 3000v,., 51 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .001 -6000v 51 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .005 -6000v 51 
35 - MICA COND. 20-100 mmr & 15 -250 mmf $1 
35 - MICA COND. 20 -470 mmf & 15 -1000 mmf 51 
35 - MICA COND. 20-680 mmf & 15 -l0x mmf.. $1 35- CERAMIC COND.2o -25 mmt. & 15 -47 mmr 51 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 -68 mmf & 15 -1500 mmf,$1 
35 - CERAMIC COND.'r0 -250 mmf & 15 -680 .2.t,$1 
50 - 100!.' V2 WATT RESISTORS 5% $1 
75 - 680E 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 10% Sl 
75 - 470K12 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
50 - 3.3'.2 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
50 - 15K12 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% Sl 
50 - 470Kí1 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
25 - 2.211 2 WATT RESISTORS 5% $1 
25 - 229 2 WATT RESISTORS 10% ..$1 
25 - 100K!2 2 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
10 - ASST. WIREWOUND RES. 5. 10, 20 watts 51 
3 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 50L6 type, $1 
3 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS. a1:6 or eve 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 4056 kc $1 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 10.7 me FM Si 
4 -OVAL LOOP ANTENNAS :..,t hi -gain types 51 
3 - LOOPSTICK ANT, t. rrite adjustable $1 
12 - RADIO OSCILLATOR COILS 456 ]cc ..... , ,$1 
3 -',2 MEG VOLUME CONTROLS with switeb $1 
5- 50K VOLUME CONTROLS u'ss switch $1 
3 - VARIABLE CONDENSERS 4220/162 mmfd 51 
10 - SURE GRIP ALLIGATOR CLIPS $1 
1 - GOLD GRILLE CLOTH 14 "x14" or 12 "x18" $1 
1 - 5" PM SPEAKER :d .-25 magnet $1 
5 -SETS SPEAKER PLUGS, wired $1 
10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS and PIN JACKS 51 
2 - $2.50 SAPPHIRE NEEDLES 4000 playtngs 51 
5 - DIODE CRYSTALS s -IS21 2 -1N23 1- 1x04 51 
1 - TV VERT. OUTPUT TRANS. 10 to 
5 - TV CRT. SOCKETS ,"ilh 18 "r leads, 51 
5 - HI -VOLT. ANODE LEADS with 18,, lcads 51 
1 - TV SYNCHROGUIDE TRANSFORMER 2205121 $1 
1 - TV SYNCHROLOC TRANSFORMER 208T8 $1 
1 - TV RATIO DETECTOR TRANS. 4.5 me Sl 
5 - ASST. VHF TUNER STRIPS oscillator $1 
5 - ASST. VHF TUNER STRIPS antenn $1 
1 - SET TV KNOBS ,- tandard type Incl. decals $1 
1 - LB SPOOL ROSIN CORE SOLDER 40 /60 $1 
6 - SPIN TIGHT SOCKET SET 3/16" to 7/16 " 51 
3 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS 5 7 , 12" . $1 
HANDY WAY TO ORDER- Simply tear out advertisement 
and pencil mark items wanted, enclose with money order 
or check. You will receive a new copy Of this ad for 
re-orders. 
ON SMALL ORDERS- Include stamps for postage, excess 
will be refunded. Larger orders shipped express collect. 

BROOKS RADIO &TV CORP. 
84 Vesey St. Dept. A, New York 7 N.Y. 
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Business 
and 

Thomas Allinson 
was appointed pres- 
ident and chief op- 
erating executive 
of the new Day - 
strom- Weston Co. 
The new group com- 
prises the Weston 
Instruments Div., Newark, N. J.; Day - 
strom Systems Div., La Jolla, Calif., 
and Daystrom- Weston Industrial Div., 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Allinson will con- 
tinue as vice president of Daystrom, 
Inc., Murray, Hill, N. J. Earl R. Mellen, 
former president of Weston, will be 
chairman of the new group. Other 
executives include: Wilbert H. Stein - 
kamp, vice president, sales and market- 
ing; Roswell W. Gilbert, vice president, 
research and development; Henry W. 
Strong, comptroller, and John H. Miller, 
vice president and technical advisor to 
the president. 

Douglas Thatcher was appointed sales 
manager of the newly organized Inter- 
national Div. of Centralab, Milwaukee, 

Wis., in a reorganization of sales struc- 
ture announced by Walter Peek, general 
sales manager. Bruce Vinkemulder, 
former Distributor Div. sales manager, 
was promoted to assistant general sales 
manager. Gerry Mills, assistant dis- 
tributor sales manager, now assumes 
responsibility for the division's sales. 
John Prutton becomes sales manager 
of the Ceramic Capacitor Div., and 
John LeFeber continues in charge of 
piezoelectric ceramics sales and assumes 
new responsibility for semiconductor 
product sales. Joe Fothergill continues 
as sales assistant for semiconductor 
products and will assist LeFeber in 
the sale of piezoelectric ceramics and 

special capacitors. Photo shows LeFeber, 
Thatcher, Vinkemulder and Prutton 
(left to right) discussing the national 
sales picture. 

A. A. Ward, ex- 
ecutive vice presi- 
dent and director 
of Altec Companies, 
Anaheim, Calif., 
was elected presi- 
dent of the firm. 

OFFICIAL 
ORDER BOOK 
for every TV -Radio 
service call 

ttO.K! O.K! We'll turn back 
to earth and get your 
JENSEN NEEDLES." 

CONVENIENT! 
EASY TO USE! 

Simplify your 
record -keeping 
with these conven- 
ient triplicate 
forms. They serve 
as order form, invoice and office 
record, with spaces for complete infor- 
mation on every job. Separate listings 
for receiving tubes, picture tubes, 
parts, serial numbers, labor and tax 
charges, etc. 75c a book, $6.50 for 

money- saving dust -proof box of 10. 

In stock of your distributor 

OFFICIAL ORDER BOOK 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO. INC. 

180 North Worker Drive Chicago 6, Illinois 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued) 

W.D. Renner wa 
appointed vice pres - 

ident in charge of 
special services for 
Howard W. Sams 
& Co., Inc., Indiana- 

, polis, Ind. One of 
the original 12 whc 

formed the nucleus of the company 
when it was established in 1946, Renner 
has since served in executive sales and 
engineering positions. 

Percy L. Spencer 
was elected senior 
vice president of 
Raytheon Manufac- 
turing Co., Wal- 
tham, Mass. He 
headed the com- 
pany's Microwave 
and Power Tube Div. since World War 
II and was elected a director in 1955. 

Charles Golen- 
paul, vice president 
heading the Dis- 
tributor Div. of 
Aerovox Corp., New 
Bedford, Mass., has 
been elected an 
honorary life mem- 

ber of the New England Chapter of The 
Representatives. 

Joseph B. Cejka (left) joined Gabriel 
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, as general sales 
manager for Electronics. He had been 
a vice president of Brach Manufactur- 
ing Co. for 8 years prior to joining 

Gabriel. Robert T. Hood (right) was 
elected treasurer and controller of Ga- 
briel. Formerly treasurer of the com- 
pany, he joined the firm in 1955 as plant 
manager of the Ward Products Div. 

Joshua Ginsparg, (left) superintend- 
ent of Assembly Dept. for Shure Bros., 
Evanston, Ill., was promoted to chief 

industrial engineer. Fabian Fornall was 
appointed factory superintendent of the 
company. He has been with Shure Bros. 
for 17 years, most recently as super- 
intendent of shops and toolroom. 

Edward Wagon- 
er, named sales 
assistant of the 
Variable Resistor 
Div. of Centralab, 
Milwaukee, Wis., 
comes from NBC 
in Detroit. 

NEW! IMPROVED! I 
SENCORE I 

TRC4 

TRANSISTOR 
CHECKER I 

I 

Exact replacements for most models 
of G. E., RCA, Philco, Motorola, 
Westinghouse and many others. 

In stock at leading parts jobbers everywhere. 

COLMAN TOOL d MACHINE CO. 
P. O. Box 7026 -Amarillo, 

Canadian Representative: Texas 

Wm. Cohen ltd., 7000 Park Ave., Montreal, Canada 

MARCH, 1958 

A r Amena $ newest, 

most popular test 

instruments 

IFNOW CHECKS: 
* Transistors 
for opens, shorts, 

II leakage and cur. 
Il rent gain. In 

IIdudes new 

if gain test on 
II power, transistors. 
1* Crystal Diodes 

(checks forward to reverse 
current ratio on all 
diodes. 
* Selenium Rectifiers 
checks forward and re. 

Iverse currents. 

IIControls are accurately 
set for each transistor 

I 
1 

SI: 

aPt 

E TO / ERAT 

O NLy E 

Oepfer Ne'795 
Cannt 

beosolete. 

Aooroved 
by rè 

1 ° marufodurers, q4 

by referring to replaceable set -up chart on rear. 
ITest leads or socket provides for fast hook -up. I 

See your ports dislribu °or. I 
I 4 aENC byg SERVICE I 

INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
171 OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL. I 

Cur our this ad now for further information 

RAD -TEL TUBE CO. 

Transformer ' fh1 

PRICE 

Spectacular. I 

All Power Transformers 117V 
60C 5V Rect. & 6.3V Fil. 

Part No. H.V. Sec. All C.T. Price 
Lots of 3 

DEDUCT 

5% 

Lets of i o 

DEDUC T 

1 
O 

ó 
Lots may 

be 
assorted) 

454 696 $3.20 

488 440 $2.20 

490 156 No C.T. $2.20 

508 686 $4.20 

509 640 $3.00 

451 700/412 $3.20 

#451 has 

2 -5V Sec. only 

E.M. SPEAKERS E.M. 

Part No. Dia. Field Y.C. Price 

345 5" 600 3.2 79¢ 

330 5" 1300 3.2 79¢ 

331 5" x 7" 600 3.2 89¢ 

346 6" 1700 3 98¢ 

343 6 "x9" 1100 5.3 $1.09 

99¢ 344 7" 1075 3 

333 12" 700 10 $1.99 

332 12" 800 3.2 $1.99 

334 12" 1100 5.1 $2.05 

SPECIAL WITH THIS AD 
ASST. OF 3 DEDUCT 1/3 

MARCH SPECIALI- 
FILTER CHOKES 

RAD -TEL ASSORTMENT 

300 1 to 65 Henrys 
300 to 10 MA. 

Our Asst. of 6 

ALL RAD -TEL TUBES 

Guaranteed 1 Full Year! 

Not Affil. With Any Other 
Tube Mail Order Co. 

Rad Write Dept. RE -3 

of Tubes & Parta. Tel for FREE Catalog 

Subject to prior 
Tu BE CO. sale. No C.O.D.'s, 

please, on this sale. 
Allow for postage. 

55 CHAMBERS STREET NEWARK 5. N.J. 
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STAN-BURN 
CATHODE RAY TUBE SPECIALS 

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE 
G.E. Type 

STAN 
BURN G.E. Type 

STAN 
BURN 

$15.80 10131,4 ..$10.00 24.75 17LP4 ..$18.00 
19.10 12LP4A 

12QP4 .. 
13.95 
11,50 

37.00......19AP4A 
28.35...... 21/CP4A 

24.00 
18.95 

20.35 
20.75 

12ÚP4 .. 
14CP4 -. 

15.00 
13.75 

33.60 
36.00 

°O('P4B3 
31AP4 -. 

21.95 
25.00 

33.75 
I5DP4 _. 
16AP4 .. 

14.50 
18.50 

29.75 
34.65 

31EP4A 
31EP413 

20.15 
23.25 

32.20 
33.75 

16DP4A 
16GP4 .. 

15.25 
18.75 

30.90 
37.00 

21FP4 .- 
2151P4 

21.15 
26.25 

23.50 16KP4 . 15.75 29.75 3lYP4 .. 22.00 
28.x0 IRKP4i1r 18.75 34.85 21YP4A 25.00 
31.50 16LP4A 16.25 28.30 21ZP4 .. 21.00 1 

31.50 16WP4 16.25 33.60 217.134. 24.00 
23.50 177RP4 15.75 100.00 34AP413 .. 56.00 
28.40 17BP4B 18.75 (6 mos. guar) 
30.75 17CP4 .. 20.53 48.40 4CP4A 38.00 
33.90 17GP4 21.50 50.00 24DP4A 39.00 

ALUMINIZED -INQUIRE FOR ANY TUBE TYPE NOT 
LISTED. STAN -BURN CRT TUBES RCA LI('ENSED- 
MFD. BY LINCOLN. All orders of 6 or more STAN. 
HUHN ( -RT fie ,uhiert to additional 1 ne a discount. 
PRICES Sl'ltil.:("r T() ('R\NGE WITHOUT NoT1('f_. 

/ 

.WHY I RECORD PLAYERS TAPE 

PAY AMPLIFIERS SPEAKERS 

MORE? TUBES 
R. N PARTS a Etc 

TOP brand nationally adv. merchandise in this and 
(her Radio 6 TV mans. is yours at low. low cost. 

Send us your list. Give Mfr's narne and Model No. of 
item. Write for "57" catalogs to Dept. RE -3 today. 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE 
QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY 

AT THE LOW STAN -BURN PRICE 
Here Is top value condoned with supt,l, 111 -FI per- 
formance. The new STAN -BAIRN MARK VIII High Fidelity Phono System featuring the DeWald 12 watt 
amplifier with frequency response of 30- 20.000 cps 
and distortion less than i at full rated output. 
Included also in this excellent system is the Collaro 
4 speed record changer supplied complete with the 
new GE VRII series magnetic. variable reluctance 
cartridge with dual sapphire styli, a bass reflex speaker 
cabinet finished In either blonde or mahogany with 
luxurious grille cloth to match. Cabinet measures 20" 
wide x 163 deep x 23" high footed base included. 
Completing the system Is the new STAN -BURN SELEC- 
TRONIC 12" coaxial speaker to give you live perform 
anee realism right in your own living room. 

Only $97.49- F.O.B. -N.Y. 
ABOVE WITH AM /FM TUNER ADD $47.30 
ABOVE WITH DIAMOND LP NEEDLE ADD $8.00 
TUNER ONLY $47.50 
AMPLIFIER ONLY $32.50 

HI -FI DIAMOND NEEDLES -1 Yr. Guar. 
Illamond needles reduce record we.Ir and needle nol <, 
thus retaining full frequency response and tonal qua'. hies of yls for. a longer period of time. our 

needle $7.95 SINGLE 
DIAMOND SAPP dual needle..... . 8.95 

Shipment PPD. (specify cartridge make) 

RECORD CHANGERS 
COLLARO RC -456 4 speed changer $33.81 
GARRARD RC -88 4 speed changer 53.41 
GARRARD RC -98 4 speed changer 66.15 

FREE wood 
o 

ting base, record wiping cloth 
and 45 RPM spindle with all orders for 

Collard and Garrard changers, with this ad. 

VM 4 SPEED HI-Fl CHANGER -Model 1210 
with !toilette or Asfafic flip -over 
cartridge $22.95 
MONARCH Model UA8U 4 SPEED AUTO. 
INTERMIX CHANGER less crystal 
cartridge $19.95 
RONETTE (phono fluid) cartridge flip -over 
type $2.98 
SONOTONE cartridge, flip -over $2.98 
45 RPM SPINDLE for V.M. or Monarch 51.98 
WOOD MOUNTING BASE for V.M. or 
Monarch $3.95 
MOUNTING BOARD unfinished for V.M 
or Monarch $1.50 
NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC HI -FI VARIABLE 
RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE. Replaces discon- 
tinued RPX050 type. Full range reproduction 
20. 20,000 cycles. Four gram tracking force 
for minimum record and stylus wear. 
4G050 -Dual Sapphire needles $8.77 
4G052- Diamond, Sapphire needles...518.99 

KITS We stock the following nufsee 

reference pages 
Ilne of kits -se 

DYNACO 
FICO see pages 31.32 ARKAY see page 132 
QUALITY see page 146 ELECTROVOICE 
PRECISE Inside Back Cover 
BOGEN CABINART 
GROMMES TECHMASTER 
All domestic orders will be shipped prepaid. Send u 
your list. Order by Mfr. and Model No. of item. 

r $20 WORTH OF ELECTRONIC PARTS IN GRAB -BAG 
consisting of: Porcelain sockets. cods, speaker, transf. 
resin, cond. ONLY $1.98 (plus 500 postage) 

YOU NAME IT -WE HAVE IT 
Complete line of T.V. 6, Radio receiving tubes, coils, 
transf., controls, antennas & a -No Mini- 
mum Order- DEALER DISCOUNTS!sThousands of sat- 
isfied Hi -Fi enthusiasts and dealers will vouch that 
STAN -BURN GIVES THE BEST DEAL POSSIBLE! 

EXPORT INQUIRIES AND OFFERS INVITED. 
Terms: 20% with order. Balance C.O.D. All prices 
F.O.B. NEW YORK Warehouse. 

Write for our latest price list and Ni -Fi Catalog 
RE -3. All Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. I 

STAN -BURN 
558 CONEY ISLAND 

ELECTRONICS CO. 

AVE. B'KLYN 18, N. Y. 
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BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued) 

James D. Grady, Jr. (left) has been 
named manager of the newly formed 
Instrumentation Tape Div. of ORRadio 
Industries, Opelike, Ala. Robert D. 

Browning is manager of the Audio 
Products Div., also recently established 
by the company. Grady had been assist- 
ant production manager, and Browning 
comes to the firm from RCA Victor. 

Obituary 
Basil M. Goldsmith, material control 

manager of the Industrial Tube Div. 
of Allen B. Du Mont Labs., Clifton, 
N. J., recently at the age of 49. 

Business 
TV and radio retail sales for the first 

11 months of 1957 reached 5,636,881 
TV sets and 7,689,841 radios (exclusive 
of automobile sets). This compares 
with 5,847,590 TV sets and 6,680,127 
radios sold in the 1956 period. 

TV set production for the first 11 
months of 1957 was 5,825,804 compared 
with 6,760,045 in 1956. Total radio pro- 
duction for the 1957 period was 13,634,- 
402 compared to 12,266,591 in January 
through November, 1956. 

Manufacturers' sales of TV picture 
tubes for January through November, 
1957, totaled 9,076,982 units and receiv- 
ing tube sales equaled 428,688,000 units. 
During the first 11 months of 1956 
10,191,545 picture tubes and 429,846,000 
receiving tubes were sold. 

Factory sales of transistors jumped 
to 29,965,000 units during the first 11 
months of 1957 from 11,232,000 sold 
during the 1956 period. 

Military electronics spending during 
the first quarter of the fiscal year 1958 
increased to $926,000,000 compared to 
$637,000,000 for the similar quarter in 
fiscal 1957. This was the highest first 
quarter to date. However, it was below 
the $1,055,000 spent by the military for 
electronics in the fourth quarter of 1957. 

David Bogen Co., Paramus, N. J., re- 
cently produced its one -millionth ampli- 

fier, a DB130. Photo shows Irving Olson 
(left), president, Olson Radio Ware- 
house Inc., Akron, Ohio, congratulating 
Lester H. Bogen, president of David 
Bogen Co. as Mortimer Sumberg, dis- 

CATALOG OF 
P o 4eo Zutei ey 'Kcti 

"DIRECT FROM FACTORY" 

F 
TV KITS 
INSTRUMENT KITS 

HI -FI KITS, SPEAKERS 

HI -FI CABINETS 
(Largest 

Selection) 

Electronic PHOTOFLASH Kits 
PAY AS YOU WIRE with Transvision "SPLIT-KITS." A few 

dollars gets you started. Each Kit is split into a 

few packages. You can order one at a time as you wire. 

RECORDS 
RCA CBS 

All Labels 

at BIGGEST 

DISCOUNT! 

TRANSVISION, INC., New Rochelle, N.Y. E 

Rush FREE Catalog of KITS, HI -FI Equipment 
Cabinets, Records. etc 

Nome 

Address 

City Slate 

SPRAY: DROP, 
the NEW 

QUIETROLE pray- Pack 

Now QUIETROLE of- 
fers you both types 
of containers. Either 
way assures you of 
the some unfailing re- 
sults that QUIETROLE 
is known for. 

Make your next pur- 
chase QUIETROLE, get 
both and learn the dif- 
ference between qual- 
ity and poor substitutes. OUIETROLE is the 
original product of its kind, it is a FIRST of 
the Industry and you can depend on it to end 
your noisy control and switch troubles. 

or the 

QUIETROLE 
Bottle with the 

Ca 
Eye Dropper 

p 

manufactured by 

:QUIETROLE 
COMPANY 

Spartanburg, South Carolina 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued) 

tributor sales manager looks on. The 
company also announced the largest ad- 
vertising campaign in its history to 
celebrate its 25th anniversary. Con- 
sumer, hi -fi and trade publications, in- 
cluding RADIO -ELECTRONICS, will be 
used. 

Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Indiana- 
polis, Ind., designed a self- service ca- 
pacitor display rack for distributors. 

Oxford Components Inc., Chicago, is 
now packaging its rear -seat hi -fi speak- 

w°.,°m 
Hot nlsll Ilo,,. 

er kits in multicolored display cartons. 
JFD Electronics Corp., Brooklyn, 

N.Y., is now merchandising its Fireball 

Junior -Helix and Super -Helix Color - 
tennas as complete installation kits in 
colorful cartons. 

Amperex Electronics Corp., Hicks- 
ville, N.Y., is offering its distributors a 

WR uktTrn+hmDnw&l4px,p 

waalYeu SUO MI TOO 
1W tó8f üNEtiRTil[ Mtn 

3- dimensional, 4- color, battery operated, 
Tube -In -Hand motion display. END 

TEfjírtp =ilíbe pe1rfS ago 
In Gernsback Publications 

HUGO GERNSBACK, Founder 
Modern Electrics 1908 
Wireless Association of America 1908 
Electrical Experimenter 1913 
Radio News ._..... 1919 
Science & Invention 1920 
Television 1927 
Rad ioCraft 1929 
Short -Wave Craft 1930 
Television News 1931 

Some larger libraries still have copies of ELECTRICAL 
EXPERIMENTER on flic for interested readers. 

In March, 1924, Science and Invention 
(formerly Electrical Experimenter) 
New Radio Developments, by H. Gernsback. 
Radio Waves Penetrate Tunnel, by L. Port. 
Trans- Continental Radio Control. 
Novel Detector, by L. Fournier. 
Small Portable Receiver, by S. R. Winters. 
How I Would Speak To Mars, by H. Gernsback. 
European Radio Ideas. 
Practical Loop Antenna Construction, by Jack 

Milligram. 
Methods to Stop Regenerative Radiation, by 

A. P. Peck. 
Long Wave Receiver, by Paul Oard. 
What Are Kilocycles? 

MARCH, 1958 

STEREOPHONIC 
TAPE 

HEAD 
CONVERT 

MONAURAL 
RECORDERS TO 

STEREO 
The model TLD -S is easily compensated to 
provide flat response from 30 to over 10,000 
cycles. Unique construction assures precise 
gap alignment, negligible tape oxide ac- 
cumulation, and 50 db crosstalk rejection. 
High quality -ideal for new equipment. 
Write for information and circuits. Net 
price $19.50 

THE NORTRONICS COMPANY 
1017 South 6th Street Minneapolis 4, Minnesota 

SPECIALS! 
LM FREQUENCY METER 
Heterodyne, crystal calibrated, modulated less 
calibration book I25KC to 20,000KC 

Exc 
L` 

1 -208 A standard of voltage freq. and freq. 
deviation for testing, alignment, calibration and 
sensitivity measurement of FM receivers. Freq. 
range 1.9 to 4.5 Mc. and 19 to 45 Mc. Operates 
from either 12 VDC or 110 VAC. 
GOVT. ACQ. COST $1800.00. 

Exc $59.50 
J -38 HIGH SPEED HAND TELEGRAPH KEY. 
with on off switch, adjustable spring tension and 
contact spacing, mounted on Bakelite base. 

Brand new $1.69 
DM -65 HIGH VOLTAGE HIGH CURRENT 12 

volt DC input dynamotor, 440 volt 400 MA 
output, complete with base and Jones Plug. 

Brand New $19.95 
Used Exc. .$14.95 

WRITE FOR NEW BULLETIN 

25% Deposit required with order 

R W ELECTRONICS 
2430 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, Ill. 

Dept. E Phone: CAlumet 5-1281-2-3 

Radio experts solve your 
engineering problems 
Save $ 8..50 on newly revised 
RADIO ENGINEERING LIBRARY 

At your fingertips in ose convenient source- facts, 
standards, practices, data for the whole field of radio 
engineering. Highlights current developments 
in transistors, other semi -conductors, micro- 
wave tubes, pulse techniques, color TV, and 
more. Covers everything from tube and dr- 
cult fundamentals through essentials of ma- 
jor fields of application. 

OVER 4000 PAGES OF PRACTICAL MATERIAL! 

Five fact - packed volumes of 
data, graphs, charts and 
tables give information quick- 
ly. Includes material on 
UHF, frequency modulation, 
instruments and methods for 
measuring high frequency, 
etc. Selected by radio spe- 
cialists as most helpful ma- 
terial for engineers, design- 
ers, and others In communi- 
cation, broadcasting, aircraft 
radio, and related fields, this 
Library is yours at a special 
price on easy terms. 

10 -DAY FREE TRIAL 

Pay as you use on 

EASY TERMS 
3rd Ed.-Fundamen- 
tals of Vacuum Tube- 
(Eastman); 3rd Ed. 
-Electronic & Radio 
Eng'g. ITernlan) ; 

2nd Ed.-Communi- 
cation Eng'g. (Ever- 
itt); 2nd Ed.-High 
Freq. Measurements 
IHundl; 4th Ed.- 
Radio F.ng'g. Hndbk. 

McGraw -Hill Book Co., Dept. RE -3 
327 W. 41 St., New York 36, N. Y. 
Send for 10 days' FREE trial, the Radio Engineer- 
ing Library. In 10 days 1 will send (check one) 

$49.50; or $7.50 in 10 days and $7.010 a 
month until $49.50 is paid -a savings of $8.50 over 
regular price of $58. Otherwise I will return books 
postpaid. 

Name 

IIome Address 

City & State 

Employed by 
For price and terms outside USA. RE -3 

write McGraw -Hill Int'l., N.Y.C. 
gam 

TELEVISION 

AT HEALDS YOU LEARN 
BY DOING IN MODERN 

ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES 

HEALD 
ENGINEERING COLLEGE 

Established 1863 

Van Ness at Post, RE 

San Francisco, Calif. 

Never before in American history has the 
need been so great for Trained Engineers 
and Technicians. No other type of training 
can compare with actual shop practice you 
get at Healds under expert instructors. 

Bachelor of Science Degree, 27 Months 
Television Technician including Calor TV (12 Months) 
Electronics Technician (12 Months) 
Industrial Electronics Technician (12 Months) 
Electronics Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Architecture (B.S. Degree) 

Heald College ranks FIRST Wes+ of the 
Mississippi in "Who's Who in America" 

Approved for Veterans 
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES 

Write for Catalog and Registratüon Application. 
New Term Starting Soon. 

Address 

City 

State 

J 
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Which one can prove her 

QUALITY? 
Most brands of twin lead look alike! Also, the 

price brands make the same claims of quality 
brands. it 

and performance as the top quality 

What Reason ... What Proof 
Can you give your customer that he is getting 

something better when he pays a little more 

for twin lead? 

PERMALINE 
Your Customer has the reason 

So GOOD that it's 

GUARANTEED 
up to 25 YEARS! 

DISTINCTIVE 
APPEARANCE 

HIGH MOLECULAR 
WT. POLYETHELENE 

e OF RESEARCH 

DEVELOPED 
AFTER YEARS 

See your Jobber ... 
Ask him about Permoline - and ask to see 
the Laboratory Report on weathering studies 
of Polyethelene. 
Once you "Try" COLUMBIA .. you'll want 
to always "Buy" Columbia ... Because only, 
but only COLUMBIA gives you a complete 
guarantee for .25 YEARS. 

yAVAILABLE ( 
AT ALL LEADING DISTRIBUTORS 

p 4P .. ¡2 

WIRE & SUPPLY CO. 
2850 IRVING PK. RD., CHICAGO 18 

101N SER VE 

LMB "SAL-MET" 
LMB Presents The New 

FREE 1957 CATALOG covering the full precision 
engineered line of original box chassis as manu- 
factured by LMB including new Miniature, new 
Jiffy. new T.F., new Utility Boxes. Eleven different 
types, 160 different . shapes and sizes. A ready refer- 
ence for engineers, experimenters or anyone using 
metal boxes. Send for your FREE CATALOG nowt 
"SAL -MET" Non- corrosive Flux -solders copper to 
aluminum. aluminum to aluminum, any metal to 
any metal using conventional solder and regular 
soldering methods. Send for both LMB and "SAL - 
MET" Catalogs. 

LMB, 1011 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 15, Cal. 
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New Tubes 

& Semi- 
conductors 

Among this month's releases are two 
transistors, an improved color image 
orthicon and a subminiature twin 
triode. 

2N404 
A germanium -alloy junction tran- 

sistor of the p -n -p type featuring ex- 
cellent stability and uniformity of 
characteristics. It is specifically de- 
signed for use in switching circuits of 
compact, medium -speed military and 

industrial electronic computers. The 
unit is made by RCA. 

Maximum ratings for switching serv- 
ice use are: 

Vc0 - 25 
VCR - 24 
VEB - 12 
Io (ma) - 100 

100 Is 
Po ((mw) (at 25 °C) 120 

(at 55 °C) 35 
(at 71 °C) 10 

2N496 
A hermetically sealed p -n -p, silicon 

surface alloy transistor intended for 
high -speed switching applications. The 
maximum frequency of oscillation is 
typically about 25 mc. This transistor, 

COLLECTOR 

ACTUAL SIZE (APPROX) 

2N496 

made by Philco, was originally known 
as the T1276. It is the electrical equiva- 
lent of the 2N355. 

Tentative maximum ratings of the 
unit are: 
VCB or Vela - 10 
Io (ma) - 50 
Ptotel (mw) (at 25 °C) 150 
Junction temperature t °C) 140 
Storage temperature ( C) - 65 to 140 

6136 
A premium version of the 6AU6, this 

tube is intended for use as an if or rf 

G3 
Is 

GI 

02 

HIFI AMP. KIT 
Complete 6 tube -10 watt 
amplifier Push -pull 
beam power output, 
built -in pre-amp. 5 posi- 
tion selector switch, 3 
position record equaliza- 
tion, LP, RIAA, Eur. Re- 
sponse I/2 db. 20-20,000 
cps. Output 10 watts at 
less than 2% IM. Low 

noise level and harmonic 
distortion. ;28.50 
Every kit complete with 
28 page folly illustrated 
instruction and assembly 
manual Cover and legs 

HI -FI AM -FM TUNER KIT 
Advanced 7 tube circuit 
plus Rectifier for full 
sensitivity and selectiv- 
ity. Distortion less than 
1%. Sensitivity is 5 'iv 
for 30 db quieting on 
FM, 25 us AM. Armstrong 
FM Circuit with limiter. 
Foster -Seeley Discrimi- 
nator. 20- 20,000 cps re- 
sponse. Full AFC control - no drift. Easy assem- 
bly. $26.95 *, 
Write for FREE catalog 
and name of nearest 
dealer carrying these re. 

optional. A mñrkable units 
Add 10 percent for new federal tax 

QUALITY -ELECTRONICS 
319 Church St. Dept RE-3Ne, York 13, N. Y. 

ORDER by MAIL and SAVE! 

TV PICTURE TUBES 
108P4 .-..$ 7.95 
12LP4 .... 8.95 
14B/CP4.. 9.95 
I6DP4 .... 14.95 
16EP4 .... 15.90 
I6GP4 .... 15.90 
I6KP4 .... 10.95 
I6LP4 .... 10.95 
16R P4 .... 10.95 
16WP4 .... 15.20 
I6TP4 .... 10.95 
I7AVP4 .. 15.20 

17BP4 ....510.95 
17CP4 .... 17.00 
17GP4 .... 17.60 
17HP4 .... 13.60 
I7LP4 .... 13.60 
17QP4 .... 11.95 
17TP4 .... 19.30 
19AP4 .... 19.30 
20CP4 .... 13.90 
20HP4 .... 17.95 
21AP4 .... 22.10 
2I A LP4 .. 20.95 

2IAMP4 $19.95 
2IATP4 .. 20.95 
2I A U P4 .. 20.95 
21EP4 .... 14.95 
21FP4 .... 15.95 
2I W P4 _... 17.30 
21YP4 .... 15.95 
21ZP4 .... 14.95 
24CP4 .... 23.95 
240P4 .... 26.95 
27 E P4 .... 39.95 
27 R P4 .... 39.95 

27 " -0 month guarantee -all others 1 year. Alumin- 
ized Tubes $5.00 more than above prices. These prices 
are determined to Include the return of an acceptable 
similar tube under vacuum. 

ALL PRICES FOB CHICAGO. ILLINOIS. De- 
posit required, when old tube Is not re- 
turned, refundable at time of return. 25% 
required on COD shipments. Old tubes must 
be returned prepaid. We ship anywhere. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST. 

-PICTURE TUBE OUTLET- 
3032 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 18, III. 

Dickens 2 -2048 

April Issue of Radio -Electronics 
Will Be On Sale 

March 25th 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
CONVERTERS 

POLICE FIRE COMMERCIAL 

Precision -Stability 
Sensitivity 

Easy Installation 

$32.50 
A compact converter supplied with commercial tol- 

erance crystals, self contained automatic noise lim- 
iter. Also models with squelch. Ideal for mobile or 
homo use. 

TUNERS 
Enjoy FM Programs 
While You Drive. 

FM BROADCAST 
30-50 MC 

108.176 MC 

from $22.50 
WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

KUHN ELECTRONICS 
20 GLENWOOD CINCINNATI 17, OHIO 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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NEW TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS (Conf'd) 

amplifier in high -gain wide -band cir- 
cuits of vhf communications receivers. 
Sample 6136's are tested at the end of 
1 hour, 100 hours and 500 hours to 
insure that they are within the estab- 
lished characteristics limits. 

Maximum ratings of this RCA tube 
in class -Al amplifier service are: 
V 330 
Vg, (pos bias value) 0 
Vg. 165 
vg, o 
P, (watts) 3.3 
Peak heater -cathode voltage 

(htr neg with respect to cath) 100 
(htr pos with respect to cath) 100 

Color image orthicon 
The RCA 7037 color image orthicon 

is an improved type that has much 
higher sensitivity and outperforms pre- 
vious models. The tube's higher sen- 
sitivity to red, green and blue permits 
reducing the lighting level or lens aper- 

Il"'""".m 
ture. Its increased ratio of blue to red 
sensitivity gives better balance between 
color channels with incandescent light- 
ing. 

The 7037 can be used in place of the 
6474 in color TV cameras. No change 
in color filters is necessary because of 
the close similarity in the spectral re- 
sponse of the two types. 

6111 
A subminiature medium -mu twin 

triode with flexible leads. It is designed 
for use in oscillator and amplifier 

Kl2 

4 

5 KTl 

H 

GT2 7 t GTI 

PT2 t l PTI 

applications at fi equencies up through 
the vhf region. It is made by RCA. 

Maximum ratings as a Class Al am- 
plifier are: 
V 165 
Vg, (pos bias value) 0 

(neg bias value) 55 
P (watts) 1.1 
Peak heater -cathode voltage 

(htr neg with respect to cath) 200 
(htr pos with respect to cath) 200 

Max grid- circuit resistance for 
cathode -bias operation (megohms) 1.2 

Other types 
A versatile subminiature silicon - 

junction diode, the 1N658 has been 
announced by Radio Receptor Co. Inc. 
The unit is designed for computer, com- 
munications, military, and moderate - 
power applications. Forward voltage 
drop is under 1 volt at 100 nia. Peak 
inverse rating is 120 volts. It will 
handle an average rectified current of 
200 ma and has a power dissipation 
rating of 200 mw. END 
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Admiral - 
rated by servicemen as the 

most foolproof and trouble -free 

of all changers! 
Admiral 

built into more phonos aid 
combinations than any other 

changer in the world! 

Admiral 
4 -Speed Record Changer 

Beige and Coral 
with Goldei trim 
(Base Oot ono!) 

PLAYS ALL FOUR SPEEDS -331/2, 45, and 78 plus "talking book" 
162/3 r.p.m. Has neutral position. Changes 12 to 14 records; intermixes 
those of same speed. Automatic 2 -way shut -off otter last record. Returns 
tone arm to rest, stops turntable motor completely. NOTE: Can be wired 
to shut -off radio or amplifier chassis. 

HEAVY DUTY MOTOR - powerful 4 -pole constant speed motor oper- 
ates without hum, rumble or "wows" (as little as 0.15%). Maintains even 
speed even if line voltage varies. 

RUBBER TURNTABLE MAT -cushions records, prevents slippage. 
FEATHERWEIGHT TONE ARM -new resonance -free design. Less 

than 1/3 oz. pressrre. Positive tracking, no "skip" or "jump" on loud passages. 
CERAMIC PICK -UP CARTRIDGE -twin lever hi -fl cartridge changes 

with flick of the finger from LP to 78 r.p.m. needle. Impervious to heat 
and humidity. High lateral compliance minimizes we or, eliminates hum cnd 
distortion. Smooth even response (± 3 db) over ti-e full high-fidelity f-e- 
quency range (30- 15,000 c.p.s.). 

DIAMOND LP STYLUS- separate LP diamond and 78 r.p m, sapphire 
needles for finest sound reproduction, long record life. 

ATTACHED 40" SHIELDED AMPLIFIER CABLE- eliminates pickup 
of unwanted noise. Cable has phono tip plug for quick easy connection 
into standard input phono -tip jack. 

SIX FOOT HOUSE CORD ATTACHED. 

See your Local Parts Jobber or Write for Illustrated Specification Sheet. 

Admiral® l SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION 
3800 West Cortland Street 

Chicago 47, Illinois 
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1 vSES. 

t t 
Two combination tools that make 

your servicing work easier ... faster! 
No. 1 ... " insulated blade screw 

driver with IA" nut driver. Pocket clip handle. 

No. 2 ... genuine Phillips No. 1 point 
driver with 1/4 " nut driver. Pocket clip handle. 

Look for them on this 
handsome VACO 
Display Card at your 
favorite Parts Jobber. 

VACO PRODUCTS CO. 317 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, III. 
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Toronto 10, Ontario 

TAPE RECORDERS 
HI FI COMPONENTS 
Tapes- Accessories 
UNUSUAL VALUES 

Send for Free Catalog 

DRESSNER 
69 -02 RE; 174 St. 
Flushing 65. N.Y. 

MERI TAPE 

Low Cost. High 
Y Record. 

boxes Toracan . cans, 

NEW SPEED 
T V SERVICING SYSTEM 

FIND TUBE - CURE TROUBLE 
with H. G. Cisin's NEW 

TV TUBE LOCATOR 
Just off the press, Vol. 2 has copyrighted 

Trouble indicating Tube Location Guides for 
Over 5000 TV models of the 45 leading makes. 
1957, 1956, 1955 Models. 
Vol. 2 Only $1.50 Postpaid 

TV TUBE LOCATOR -Vol. 1 contains simi 
lar location Guides for over 3000 TV models 
from 1947 to 1954. 
Vol. 1 Only $1 Postpaid 

These two volumes are a "Must" for every 
TV service bench. A storehouse of TV tube 
servicing information. 

Each TV TUBE LOCATOR volume shows 
not only location and type of all tubes, but 
also actually indicates the exact location 
of the particular tube or tubes which must 
be replaced. Picture tube types are given 
on all guides and where series string heaters 
are used, this fact is noted. 

SPECIAL FEATURE: Over 135 common TV 
troubles listed. Explicit directions for locat- 
ing the tubes causing each fault. 
Guaranteed Money Back in 5 Days if Not Satisfied! 

ABSOLUTELY FREE with each order for both 
LOCATOR volumes: Your choice Clain's 'TV 0. 
00010 TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDE" (sells for 

shows direct replacements of set & pis 
"ABC OF COLOR TV", (sells for $1). 

OCT s NOW -Send $2.50, get 3 books at cost of 
only- two, or all four for only $3. 

RUSH COUPON NOW! 

h 

H. G. CISIN, CONSULTING ENGINEER 
Amagansett, L.I., N.Y. Dept. E -47 
Enclosed find $ RUSH following: 

Vol. 1 Vol. 2 Subst Gde. Color Bk 
Send all 4 books postpaid. 

Include FREE book with both volumes. 
Name 
Address 
City Zone State 
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TAPE RECORDERS 
WHOLESALE PRICES 

HI -FI COMPONENTS 
NATIONAL BRANDS 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CARSTON 215 -TD E. 88 ST. 
NEW YORK 28. N.Y. 

SAVE 1/2 - PAY PART -BY -PART - HAVE FUN 

Assembling the SCHOBER 

ELECTRONIC 
ORGAN in KIT form 

Now you can afford a real, full concert organ, just 
like those made by the foremost organ manufac- 
turers. Because over r/z the cost is saved when you 
assemble it yourself. And it's REALLY EASY: only 
24 separate units, all with printed circuits, and 
detailed -to- the -smallest -step instructions. In addi- 
tion, you purchase each of the 24 kits when you are 
ready for it - and can afford it. 
You'll get a real kick out of putting the Schober 
Electronic Organ` together - and then sitting down 
and pulling the stops for Strings, Trumpets, Clar- 
inets, Diapasons, Flutes, etc. Electronic Percussion 
optional; chimes available. 

Compact CONSOLE 
One of the many exclusive features of this excep- 
tional organ is the handsome console, in a wide 
variety of finishes. It is equally at home in a tradi- 
tional or modern setting, and takes little more space 
than a spinet piano. 

Complete descriptive booklet and price list are 
available on request. And, if you wish to hear the 
glorious pipe organ tone of the Schober Electronic 
Organ, a 10" long- playing demonstration recording is 
available for $2. This is refundable when you order. 
Write today and see what a fine instrument you can 
get at such a great saving. 

2248 -B Broadway, New York 24, N. Y. 

'Designed by Richard H. Dorf 

ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK, First Edi- 
tion. CBS -Hytron, Technical Informa- 
tion, 100 Endicott St., Danvers, Mass. 
Loose -leaf binding, 6t /2 x 9 inches. $7.50. 

When a busy engineer or technician 
needs detailed tube or transistor data, 
he needs it in a hurry. That is the 
reason for this handy manual. It is 
bound with 16 heavy metal rings to 
withstand hard use. The handbook 
gives full operating data, pin connec- 
tions, etc. without need for turning the 
page. Tube sections list separately 
voltage amplifiers, converters, diodes, 
picture tubes, uhf types, phototubes, 
etc. Seldom -used tubes are listed apart 
from the more common types. Tran- 
sistors and diodes receive the same 
detailed data under suitable headings. 

Although essentially a tube and 
semiconductor handbook, related infor- 
mation is available. Included are use 
of tube testers, handling of kinescope 
tubes, resistance- coupling charts, color 
codes, symbols, etc. IQ 
ELEMENTS OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
RECORDING, by N. M. Haynes. Pren- 
tice -Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 
6 %2 x 8 inches, 392 pages. $7.95. 

The author is well known to older 
readers of this magazine from the mid - 
30's, when under the acrostic penname 
A. C. Shaney he conducted a Sound 
Engineering department in RADIO - 
CRAFT. He is one of the pioneers of 
magnetic recording and is now engi- 
neering vice president of the Amplifier 
Corporation of America. With this 
background he may be expected to have 
written a monumental work, and in- 
deed has produced what musicologist 
Edward Tatnall Canby has called 
"almost a `constitution' for the world 
of magnetic tape." The reader is likely 
to find more information on tape re- 
cording within the covers of this book 
than in any other work or collection 
of works on the subject he may have. 

The book is divided into four sec- 
tions. The first deals with theory and 
fundamentals; the second with prin- 
ciples and processes (recording, play-. 
back, erasing) ; the third with appa- 
ratus, operation and maintenance, and 
the fourth with circuitry. FS 
BASIC ELECTRICITY, by Rufus P. 
Turner. Rinehart & Co., Inc., 232 Mad- 
ison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 534 x 9 
inches, 396 pages. $6.50. 

This comprehensive volume is written 
for beginners. A wide field is covered 
for readers not ready to specialize in 
any particular branch of electricity. 
Each topic is clearly discussed: basic 
theory, transformers, motors, automa- 
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BOOKS (Continued) 

tion, radio, industrial controls, etc. 
The first chapters show what elec- 

tricity is and what it does. From 
elementary charges, the book proceeds 
to practical do circuits based on Ohm's 
and Kirchhoff's laws. Numerical exer- 
cises are worked out to give the reader 
confidence in circuit calculations. As 
the student's interest and knowledge 
grows, he advances to ac, polyphase 
lines, tubes and transistors. Other 
chapters cover electrical wiring, illumi- 
nation, telephone fundamentals, and 
even the International Code appears. 
The final chapters are an introduction 
to electronics and measurements, in- 
cluding radio, phototubes and thyra- 
trons and the oscilloscope. -IQ 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL 
ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE, Vol. 
XII, 1956. National Electronics Con- 
ference, Inc., 84 East Randolph St., 
Chicago, Ill. 6 x 9 inches, 1095 pages. $5. 

This latest volume contains nearly 
120 papers covering a wide variety of 
advanced topics. Among the main sec- 
tions are: instrumentation, measure- 
ments, network theory, solid state 
studies and automation. Many are 
specialized articles of interest to 
scientists and physicists. 

ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS, by 
John D. Ryder. McGraw -Hill Book Co., 
Inc., 330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N.Y. 
6 x 9 inches, 666 pages. $9.50 

This book is for senior college 
students and engineers who are con- 
cerned with the industrial and con- 
trol aspects of electronics. Here they 
will find design data and operating 
characteristics of tubes and transis- 
tors; amplifier, oscillator and switch- 
ing circuits; servomechanisms. The 
author presents a wide variety of 
topics aided by mathematical analy- 
sis. 

Theory is coupled with application. 
Welding systems, rf heating, motor 
control, etc., are shown as examples 
of circuit theory in action. 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS, Prin- 
ciples and Applications, edited by T. 
E. Iva11. Philosophical Library, New 
York. 172 pages. $10. 

A nonmathematical treatment de- 
signed to give the reader a broad back- 
ground picture of the principles and ap- 
plications of digital and analog com- 
puters. Covers the fundamentals of 
basic circuitry and stresses the appli- 
cations of computers to automation. 
Prepared especially for readers with a 
knowledge of basic electricity and elect- 
ronics but also suited to business execu- 
tives interested in applications or de- 
velopmental work. 

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV System Plan- 
ning, by Morris A. Mayers and Rodney 
D. Chipp. John F. Rider Publisher 
Inc., 116 W. 14 St., New York 11, N.Y., 
81/z x 11 inches, 250 pages. $10. 

In this single volume, the applica- 
tions, workings and equipment used in 
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MMMMM 
NOW ... Check Vibrators 

In ANY Tube Checker 

I 
ADAPTORS i 

L IN 

1 Checks Both Three 

and Four Prong 

SENCORE 
VIRR° 

P, 

AApt aR 
MODEL 

VB-2 

1 Vibra 

I Merely plug into 

tors 

any tube 
checker. Set for 6AX4 

1 (or 6SN7) for 6 Volt Vibra- 
Itors and 12AX4 (or 12SN7) 

for 12 Volt Vibrators. 

1 
Two lamps viewed through 
top of adaptor indicate 

1 
whether or not Vibrator 
needs replacing. Rugged - Made of steel. I Replaceable but unbreakable ##51 indicating 
Lamps. Operates easily with Sencore LC2 Leakage I Checker. Complete instructions 

screened on 
front. 

At leading 
distributors 

IMANUFACTURED BY 
everywhere 

GIANT NEW 1958 B -A 

. FREE 
CAlA 10_G 

RADIO.,...Tu 
ELECTRONICS 

ONLY $275 
DEALER NET 

I 
I 

SERVICE 
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

1171 OFFICIAL RD. ADDISON, ILL. i Cut out this ad for further Information 

POPULAR 
SENCORE 

PRODUCTS 

Transom lí 
Tester 
Leakage 
Checker 
Filament 
lester 
Handy 38 
vibra- Daptor 

Your Red Cross 

ON THE JOB 

COMPLETE 
GUIDE Tb 

EVERYTHIN 
IN RADIO5TV, 
ELECTRONICS 

100ls OF 
BRAND NEW 

ITEMS LISTED 
HERE FOR THE 

VERY FIRST 
TIME 

INCLUDES 23 PAGES 

OF AMAZ?NG 
BARGAINS. NOT FOUND 

IN ANY OTHER CATALOG 

© , ` - Toonr! for 'Olt -- -- t 

Actuator I 

Mechanism$24.50 
EASY TO INSTALL. SAFE, RELIABLE 

WRITE for interesting free information TODAY 
P. E. HAWKINS CO. 

631 PROSPECT DEPT. R E KANSAS CITY 24, MO. 

GARAGE DOOR 
OPENER 

BURSTEIN -APPLEBEE CO. Deaf. S. ' 
1012 -14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo. 

CI Send Free 1958 E -A Catalog Na. 581. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

TEST CONDENSERS IN THE SET! 

`yFCk 
qP test 

seleni 

rloRs UI Um Rectfiersr 

MFR 

11/ORkHG 

CA PA CI TE S T 
Quickly. Accurately Checks: 

PAPER, CERAMIC, 
MICA CA4'ACITORS 
ELECTROLYTICS 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
CONTINU'TY 
AC /DC VOLTAGES 
FLASHBULBS 

NOT A KIT SATISFACTION 
alfre C postpaid 

GUARANTEED ft' $995 dir. net 
complete, 

RETURN WITHIN ready o 
FOR REFUND operate 

OR RE t 
TEN DAYS 

CAPACITEST 2, with thousands already it use, Is an improved, compact checker that does a giant Job to sav n time and money. It tests Selenium Rectifiers! It will check condensers at ISivolts, which IE approximately the .working voltage In a radio or TV set. Meters will not give Ms type f heck since the applied voltage is 20 Volts or less. Avoid all -backs b- using ('APAC'ITEST. Accurately. quickly shows open. shorted or intermittent crpaeitors and leaky electrolytic's. 
Compact: 4 "x4°x2 "- Lightweight for bench or tool kit. 

FREE 
SET OF LEADS ...ith 
eoch CAPACITEST 2 
for limited time. 

Order direct from mfr, Send $3 
deposit with COD s. Save PP A 
COD fees. Send $3.95 and we'll 
pay postage. 

The Ba r j a y Co. 145 West 40 Street New York 18, N.Y. 
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COYNE 
COYNE 

QUALITY 
I N NG 

ST, 
AY SO W E 

COST 

TERYC!JPN Lo 

Only from famous COYNE do you get this 
modern up -to-the minute TV Home Training. 
Easy to follow instructions -fully illustrated 
with 2150 photos and diagrams. Not an old 
Radio Course with Television tacked on. In- 
cludes UHF and COLOR TV. Personal guid- 
ance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job Guides to 
help you EARN MONEY QUICKLY IN A 
TV -RADIO SALES AND SERVICE BUSI- 
NESS -part time or full time. COSTS 
MUCH LESS -pay only for training -no costly 
"put together kits." 
SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOK 
SEND COUPON BELOW for Free Book 
and full details including EASY PAY- 
MENT PLAN. NO COST OR OBLIGA- 
TION-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 

TRAINS YOU 

IN SPARE TIME 

AT HOME 

B. V.00rOkE,Jri, COYN E FOUNDED 1899 

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED NOT FOR PROFIT 
500 S. Paulina, Dept. 38 -HS, Chicago 12, Illinois 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
Television Home Training Div. 
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill., Dept. 38 -H5 

Send FREE BOOK and details of your Television 
Home Training offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
J 

QUOTATION 
from 

De ,audio League Report* 

"We are now using the AR -1W as our reference 

speaker. 

°As a result of extensive listening and labora= 

tory tests, we are of the opinion that the AR -1W 

is one of the outstanding low- frequency repro- 
ducers available to -day. It may well be the most 

outstanding. At any rate, we do not specifically 
know of any other speaker system which is truly 
comparable to it from the standpoint of extended 

low frequency response, flatness of response, 

and most of all, low distortion." 

*Authorized quotation #55. For the corn. 
plete technical and subjective report on 
the AR -1 consult Vol. I, No. 11 of the 
independent consumer periodical THE 
AUDIO LEAGUE REPORT, Mount Vernon, 
N. Y. 

Prices for Acoustic Research speaker systems, 
complete with cabinets, lAR -1 and AR -21 are 

$89.00 to $194.00. Size is "bookshelf." Litera- 
ture is available from your local sound equip - 

nient dealer. or on request from: 

Dept. E 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC. 
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass. 

93 ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS 
e , for your favorite projects! 

Like to have fun with electronics? Enjoy build- 
ing electronic garage door openers, treasure 
locaters, burglar alarms, baby sitters and the 
like? Here's the book that goes along with you. 
Rufus P. Turner shows you 93 different circuits 
(many transistorized) to help you in your con- 
struction projects and electronic doodling. Cir- 
cuits for amplifiers, oscillators, power supplies, 
communications equipment, control and photo - 

electronic devices! Use them as is. Change them. 
Group them together. Make them springboards 
for your own ideas -but have fun with them. 
Turner has tested every one of them -and they 
all work -debugged! This is a book you'll thumb 
through every time you have a brainstorm. Run 
down to your distributor and get a copy while 
they're still in stock and you'll see what we 
mean. Better still -buy two so you won't feel 
lost if the first one wears out. 

See Your Distributor -Or Mail This Coupon Today 
Gernsback Library, Inc., Dept. 38 
154 West 14th St. No. 69 Electronic Hobbyists' Handbook 
New York Il, N. Y. 

67 63 61 

60 53 51 

44 43 

My remittance of $ is 
enclosed. Please send me the 
books checked, postpaid. 

Name 

Street 

City Zone _State 
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please print 

electronic 
hobbyists' 
handbook 

ELECTRONIC 

HOBBYISTS' 

HANDBOOK 

By Rufus P. Turner. 160 
pages. 114 illustrations. 
Paper cover. Gernsback 
Library Book No. 69. 

$2.50 

Other G/L Books 
No. 67- Elements of Tape 

Recorder Circuits -$2.90 
No. 63- Transistor Circuits -$2.75 
No. 61- Transistor Techniques 

-$1.50 
No. 60 -Rapid TV Repair -$2.90 
No. 53 -Radio Control 

Handbook -$2.25 
No. 51- Transistors- Theory and 

Practice -$2.00 
No. 44 -Basic Radio Course 

-$2.25 
No. 43 -Model Control By 

Radio -$1.00 

BOOKS (Continued) 

closed -circuit TV are carefully pre- 
sented. The text is divided into three 
parts. The first section shows how 
closed- circuit TV has been used in 
business for sales meetings, manage- 
ment training, fund raising, education, 
and industrial purposes such as produc- 
tion supervision. 

The second section goes into the 
theoretical background. It shows how 
the technical end of a closed- circuit 
system is handled. Topics such as color 
production, transmission and distribu- 
tion are covered. The last part details 
the equipment used in a closed- circuit 
system. Scanning standards, optics, 
lighting, switching and special effects 
are among the subjects discussed. 
REPAIRING HI -FI SYSTEMS, by 
David Fidelman. John F. Rider Pub- 
lisher, Inc., 116 West 14 St., New York 
11, N. Y. 5 V2 x 8%2 inches, 203 pages. 
$3.90. 

This book introduces the radio tech- 
nician to hi -fi repair and adjustment. 
It describes typical equipment needed 
for this work, such as distortion an- 
alyzers, wow meters, audio voltmeters 
and oscilloscopes. Very little theory 
appears, the author concentrating on 
techniques for testing, locating defects 
and servicing. 

Amplifiers, pickups, tuners, record 
players and tape machines are dis- 
cussed. The final chapter shows how 
simpler defects can often be located 
and cleared up without any test instru- 
ments.-IQ 
ELEMENTS OF TAPE RECORDER 
CIRCUITS, by Herman Burstein and 
Henry C. Pollak. Gernsback Library 
Inc., 154 W. 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. 
8 % x 5 1/2 inches, 223 pages. $2.90. 

Written for the technician and 
audiophile with an elementary knowl- 
edge of electronics and audio, this book 
shows clearly just what makes a tape 
recorder work. Such information is 
vital if you are to select a recorder to 
suit your own needs and even more 
important if you are to repair one 
properly. 

Starting with an overall picture of 
what goes into a tape recording sys- 
tem, the text continues through a dis- 
cussion of the characteristics of a high - 
quality recorder, equalization circuits, 
record -level indicators and minimizing 
hum and noise. Overall, an excellent 
way to build up your tape recorder 
know -how. -LS 
FREQUENCY MODULATION RE- 
CEIVERS, by J. D. Jones. Philosophi- 
cal Library, Inc., 15 E. 40 St., New York 
16, N. Y. 5 %2 x 81/2 inches, 114 pages. $6. 

A good description of the principles 
and design theory of FM receivers, with 
numerical calculations by a British au- 
thor. Each portion of the receiver -rf, 
converter, if, detector -is discussed sep- 
arately. Calculations are worked out 
for gain, drift, impedance matching, 
tank design, etc. FM engineers and 
technicians need this book. Listeners 
who understand math and circuit theory 
will find it helpful and useful. END 
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SCHOOL 
DIRECTORY 

ENGINEERING DEGREES 

v 

PACIFIC 
INTERNATIONAL 

E.E. 
Option Electronics 

Earned through 
HOME STUDY 
Residence Classes Also 

Available 
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL 

UNIVERSITY 
(Operating a Col allege of 

Engineering cane at present) 
5719 -M, Santa Monica Blvd., 

Hollywood 38, Calif. 

ELECTRONICS 
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOBS 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
RADIO SERVICING AUTOMATION 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
BLACK & WHITE -COLOR 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND SURVIVORS 
OF VETERANS 

BUILDING AIR CONDITIONED 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
1425 EUTAW PLACE. BALTIMORE 17. MD. 

Be a ',key'. man. Learn how to send 
and receive messages in International 
Monte code. Communicate with opera- 
tors around the globe. Learn at home quickly through famous Candler System. 
Used by best operators. Qualify for 
Amateur or Commercial License. Write 
for FREE BOOK. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept. 3 -C, Boxt12S, Denverl .Colo..['. S.A. 

college grads get 
ahead faster! 

have higher incomes . advance more rapidly. 
Grasp your chance for a better life. Share rewards await- 
ing college men. Important firms visit campus regularly 
to employ Tri -State College graduates. Start any quarter. 
Approved for Vets. 

Bachelor of Science Degree in 27 months 

Complete Radio Engineering courses (TV, UHF. FM, 
Electronics). Also Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, Chemi- 
cal, Aeronautical Engineering in 36 months a B.S. in 
Business Administration (General Business. Accounting, 
Motor Transport Management Majors). Superior stu- 
dents faster. More professional class hours. Small 
classes. Enrollment limited. Beautiful campus. Well - 
equipped labs, Prep courses. Enter Mar., June, Sept., 
Jan. Earnest, capable students (whose time and budget 
require accelerated courses and modest costs) are in- 

vited to write Jean McCarthy, Director of 
Admissions for Catalog and "Your Career 
in Engineering and Corn merge." 

ELECTRICAL 

SCHOOL 
Established 1935 

VA Approved. Electricity, Radio, Television. 
Correspondence Courses. Faculty and Man- 
agement, all members of The Institute of 
Radio Engineers (IRE). Write today for 
full information. 

E -I ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
Bellwood, III. 

GET INTO 

ELECTRONICS 
v.T.l. tr:,inlag Inarls to 

nr technicl.n,technician,. ield engineers, specinl- 
isls in communications. guided mis- 
siles, computers. radar and automation. 
Basic and advanced courses in theory 
tnd laboratory. Assoc. degree in else 

s runks in 29 mos. B.S. in electronic 
engineering obtainable. ECPD ac- 

credited, G.I. approved. Graduates n 
l branches of electronics with major 
meanies. Start September, February. 

Doors, campus. High School graduate 
or equivalent. Catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 

Dept. C Valparaiso, Indiana 

ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING DEGREE 

IN 27 MONTHS 

P 
r e unlim- 

ited oppor- 
tunities In 

Gelectronics! .S. degree In 27 months. mathematics. electrical engi- 
ering. 

TV, advanced radio theory and design. Modern 
l ms. Low tuition, earn board. Also Aero., Chemical, Civil, 
l; lectrleai. Mech. Engineering. B.S. degree in 36 mo. in 
"lath., Chem., Physics. Also prep courses. G.I. app'. 20 
t lags., dorms, gym. Enter March. June, Sept., Dec. 
( Mai 0{.! Keeping Pace With Progress. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1536 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2. Ind. 

Prepare for Big Pay Jobs orYour Own Business 
-TRAIN AT HOME IN SPARE TIME! 

Earn While You Learn 
Good paying jobs are waiting for men 
who know RADIO -TELEVISION. 
Learn at home, get valuable, interest- 
ing actual practical experience with 
kits and equipment we send. Earn ex- 
tra cash servicing sets while learning. 
No previous experience needed. Rush 
coupon for big book and SampleLesson 
.. free! Nosalesman wi Il eal1.27thyeaarr. 

Sprayberry Academy of Radio -Television I 

Dept. 20 -E, 1512 Jarvis Ave.,Chicago 26,111. 
Rush Catalog and sarrele lesson... no obligation. 

2438 College Avenue. Angola, Indigna 

MARCH, 1958 

Name. 

Address 

Town State -j 

2 YEARS 

OF STUDY 

can give you these 

ADVANTAGES 

Associate In Applied Science 
degree 

Preparation for a career as an 
engineering technician In 

ELECTRONICS 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
METALLURGY 
COMPUTERS 
AIR CONDITIONING 

or you can continue without 
loss of credit to a 4 -year 
Bachelor of Science degree 
In Mechanical or Electrical 
Engineering 

in Milwaukee 

THE 

ENGINEERING 

TECHNICIAN 
j 

FREE 
folder answers your 
questions about 
the Engineering 
Technician, who he 
is, what he does, and 
how to become one. 
SEND TODAY 

MILWAUKEE 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
1025 N. Milwaukee St., Dept. RE -358, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Please send free folder 

"The Engineering Technician;" 
Booklet "Your Career in Engineering." 

(please print) 

I'm interested in. 
(name of course) 

Name_ Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
Eligible for vets. educational benefits 

yes no. 

Discharge date 
MS -94 $ 
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HQ for the 5 TOP NAMES in 
TV & RECEIVING TYPE 

TUBES 
AT SENSIBLE PRICES! 

Individually boxed. First quality only. Brand New 
WRITE FOR LATEST TUBE CATALOG FREE! 

eceiving, 
, 

tramitting, special purpose tubes, diodes, 
traRnsistors etc. 

ns 

2 -COLOR TUBE CARTONS 

Keeps your tube stock neat. New 
safety partition prevents tube 
breakage. Distinctively litho- 
graphed in glossy red and black. 
The most distinctive tube carton 
available today. Minimum quan- 
tity: 300 f any o ne size Write 
for case lot prices. Packed 1000 
to case. F.O.B. N.Y.C. 
Size 
Miniature 
GT 
Large GT 
Large G 

For Tube Per 100 
6AU6, etc. 51.00 
BSN7. etc. - - -- 1.23 
1B3. etc 1.00 
SU4G, etc. . - -- 2.00 

WHITE GLOSSY BOXES 
Completely blank. No printing or 
color. Otherwise as above. 
Same high quality, e same low 
prices. Specify "WHITE" When 

2 
ordering. When color is not stated, 

color cartons will be shipped. 

6 Foot Line Cords. Extra -heavy zip card 
w /plug, 25c each 5 for $1.00 
FTB Miniature Choke -2 Hys. @ 130 Ma. 
2%" high, Ii4;" wide, 1" deep. Henn.- 
Sealed. Brand new. Price: 40e ea 10 
for $3.00. 100 for $25.00 
PL -55, 50c: PL-68. 60e: PL -259A (83 -ISP), 50e . 

Tool- Kit -23 piece imported tool Idt with wrap 
cloth, $8.50. 
807 -W Sylvania Jan Boxed 807W-Interchange- 
able with 007- Ilteg. $L2.85) -only $1.25 each. 
807 Jan Boxed @ $1.10 each. 
RCA Power Xmfr 9100 VCT @ 250 Ma -6.4 volt, 
@ 8 amp. -5v. @ 3 MOPS. with 125 volt bias wind- 
ing. Primary: 115 volts -60 cycles with taps. 
$6.95. (Brand new) 
813 Porcelain Tube Sockets -New surplus. 75c ea. 
813 Jan Boxed, $8.25. 
872A Porcelain Tube Socket w /bayonet bash. 
SLIM. 872 -.A Jan Boxed. 90c. 

Dumont Model 274A -5" scope-excellent condi- 
tion, $65.00. Dumont 208 -B scope, $95.00. 

GEIGER COUNTERS- RCA ... Brand New. Job - 

ber -boxed close out prices -WRITE for price - 
different models. 
National Company Power Xmfr -Brand new, exam 
replacement for NC- 240 -Also NC- 101 -X, etc., 
$5.95. 
Prop -Pitch Motor -55 lbs. uncrated. New or lily 
new, $28.00 each. F.O.B. N.Y.C. Via express 0. 
truck. 
28 volt -10 amp Xmtr -Pri: 115 vac /60 v $4.50. 
3 for $10.00. , Heavy -Duty S.P. -6 position R.F. Tap Switch 
w /Knob, ceramic insulation, $1.00. 
Eldico Hi -Pass TVI Filter- printed circuit. 7ác 
ea.; 6 for $4.00. 
RCA or Hytron Jan Boxed 837 tubes @ $1.25 each 
10 for $10.00. 811A, $3.50. 
Assorted Table, Desk, and Floor Ham Racks and 
Cabinets. tome in for a real buy or write. 
T- 126 /ARC 5 -100 to 146 Mc. Xmtr w /tube.. 
New /like new, $13.95. 
T -23 /ARC 5 -1o(1 to 146 Mc. Xmtr w /tubes. 
New /like new. $14.95. 
New! 11 /2" Square 0.1 Ma. Meters -Brand New. 
$3.95. 
BC 457A (4 -5.3 Mes.). Excellent $4.95. Now 
$5.95. DID -7 Modulator $9.95. 
BC 458A 15.3 -7 Mes.). Excellent $4.95. Neu 
$5.95. 
Glas -Line -Non Metallic Guy -Line @ $2.89 per 
100 feet. 600 foot roll $17.34. 
Bud 77" Panel Space Relay Racks. Standard 19" 
amateur width -l7" deep. Deluxe grey -crackle 
finish -louvred side panels -top and bottom -back 
door with double lock -brand new in original 
wrappings - complete with hardware - shippc'l 
knocked- down -F.O.B. N.Y. area. An excellent 
buy at $35.110. (Qty. users write for prices.) 

Write for New 1958 Barry's Green Sheet 
New Items Low, Low Prices on Equip- 

ment, Transformers, Tubes. Ham Gear. 
Lab Supplies 30 Pages Chock -Full of 
Real Buys Unique Values in Industrial 
Electronics. 

Write for complete tube list. AU shipments F.0.B 
Our Warehouse. Rated firms (Dun & Brad. turren 
F.3 or better) Net 10 Days. 10 day guar. price o 
mdse. only. 
HOW TO ORDER: Send full remittance and sae, 
C.O.D. collection fee: -Include sufficient stoney to 
postage. -We refund unused amount. -If you desire 
shipment C.O.D., include 25% deposit. -Send wish 
by registered mail. Subject to price variation am 

ock depletion. 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 

We are near Prince St./ BMT Station 
Spring St. /IRT Station 

BARRYELECTR 

CORP. 
NICS 

512 Broadway, Dept. RE -3, N.Y. 12, N.Y. 
Phone: WAlker 5-7000 J 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 

Radio -Electronics does not assume responsibility for any errors appearing in the index below. 

Acoustic Research, Inc 150 
Admiral Corp. 147 
A. L. Products Co. 90 
Alliance Manufacturing Co., Inc 93 
Allied Radio Corp 15 
American Microphone 

(Dept. of Elgin National Watch Co.) 14 
Amperex Electronic Corp. 8 
Amphenol Electronics Corp 112 
Amplifier Corp. of America 134 
Arkay Inc 132 
Atlas Sound Corp 131 

B & K Manufacturing Co 89 
Barjay Co. 149 
Barry Electronics Corp 152 
Bell Telephone Labs 24 
Benco Television Associates Ltd 81 
Book -of- the -Month Club, Inc 13 
Brooks Radio & Television 

Corp. 131, 138, 142 
Burstein -Applebee Co. 149 

CBS -Hytron 20 
Capitol Radio Engineering 

Institute 115 -116 
Carston Studios 148 
Centralab Division of Globe Union 88 
Century Electronics Co., Inc 94 
Chicago Standard Transformer Corp 134 
Cisin (H. G.) 148 
Cleveland Institute of Radio 

Electronics 10 -11 
Colman Tool & Machine Co 143 
Colordaptor 134 
Columbia Record Club 7 
Columbia Wire & Supply Co 146 
Cornell -Dubilier Electric Corp 123 
Coyne Electrical School 23, 133, 150 

Dale Electronic Kit Builders 114 
Delco Radio Div. of General Motors 119 
DeRo Electronics 140 
DeVry Technical Institute 9 
Dressner 148 
Dumont (Allen B.) Labs. Inside Front Cover 

Ebex School 136 
EICO 31, 32 
E. I. S. 81 
EMC 137 
Electro -Sonic Labs 18 
Electro- Voice, Inc Inside Back Cover 
Electronic Chemical Corp 128 
Electronic Instrument Co 31, 32 
Electronic Measurement Corp 137 
Electronic Publishing Co., Inc 142 
Electronics Illustrated 133 
Elgin National Watch Co. 

(Electronics Div.) 14 

Garfield (Oliver) Co 156 
General Cement Manufacturing Co 114 
Gernsback Library, Inc 150 
Grantham School of Electronics 26 

Hawkins (P. E.) Co 149 
Heald Engineering College 145 
Heath Co. 64 -79 

Indiana Technical College 136 

Jensen Industries 142 

Karlson Associates, Inc 126 
Kuhn Electronic Products 146 

LMB 146 
Lafayette Radio 153, 154, 155 
Lansing (James B.) Sound, Inc 83 

Lektron Inc. 136 

Mallory (P. R.) & Co., Inc 124 -125 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc 145 
McNeal Electric & Equipment Co 135 
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp 133 
Mosley Electronics Inc 90 
Moss Electronic Distributing 

Co., Inc. 110 -111 

National Radio Institute 3, 19 
National Schools 5 
Norelco 130 
North American Philips Co., Inc 130 
Northrop Aeronautical Institute 90 
Nortronics Co. 145 

Opportunity Adlets 135 
ORRadio Industries Inc 8 

Paco Electronics Co., Inc 129 
Perma -Power Co. 126 
Picture Tube Outlet 146 
Prentice -Hall, Inc. 98 
Progressive "Edu -Kits" Inc 139 
Pyramid Electric Co 85 

Quality Electronics 146 
Quam -Nichols Co. 135 
Quietrole Co., Inc 144 

RW Electronics 145 
Radiart Corp. 120- 121 -122 
RCA Electron Tube Division Back Cover 
RCA Institutes 17 
Rad -Tel Tube Co 143 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co 12 
Rider (John F.) Inc 118 
Rinehart & Co., Inc 84, 91, 126, 128, 131 
Rockbar Corp. 97 
Rohn Manufacturing Co 16 

Sams (Howard W.) & Co., Inc 27, 96, 108 
Schober Organ Co 148 
Scott (Herman Hosmer) 21 
Service Instruments Corp 140, 143, 149 
Shure Brothers, Inc 113 
Spark Radio Supply 134 
Sprayberry Academy of 

Radio -Television 25 
Stan -Burn Radio & Electronics 144 
Supreme Publications . -._ 141 

Tobe Deutschmann Corp 120 -121 -122 
Transvision, Inc. 144 
Triad Transformer Corp 80 
Trio Manufacturing Co 128 
Tung -Sol Electric Co 6 

University Loudspeakers, Inc 127 
Utah Radio Products Corp 81 

Vaco Products Co 148 
Van Nostrand (D). Co., Inc 30 

Winegard Co. 28 -29 

Zenith Radio Corp ......- 22 

SCHOOL DIRECTORY PAGE 151 

Baltimore Technical Institute 
Candler System Co. 
E-I Electrical School 
Indiana Technical College 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 
Pacific International University 
Sprayberry Academy of Radio -Television 
Tri -State College 
Valparaiso Technical Institute 

BRANCH ADVERTISING OFFICES: Chicago: 600 Waukegan Road. Glenview, Ill., GLenview 4 -6900. Los Angeles: 

Ralph W. Harlmr and .associates, 600 South New Hampshire. Tel. Dunkirk 7 -2328. San Francisco: Ralph W. Harker 
and Associates. 444 Market St. Tel. GArfield 1 -2481. 
FOREIGN AGENTS: Great Britain: Atlas Publishing and Distributing Co.. Ltd.. 18 Bride Lane, London E.C. 4. 

Australia: McGill's Agency. Melbourne. France: Brentano's, Paris 2e. Belgium: Agence et Messageries de la Presse. 

Brussels. Holland: Trilectron, Heemstede. Greece: International Book & News Agency, Athens, So. Africa: Central 

News Agency, Ltd., Johannesburg, Capetown, Durban, Natal: Universal Book Agency, Johannesburg. India: Broad- 
way News Centre. Dadar, Bombay #14. Pakistan: Paradise Book Stall. Karachi 3. 
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FREE 
v.Evexyth ' et xon'es 

LAFAYETTE'S 
1958 CATALOG 
The Complete Catalog Featuring 
"The Best Buys In The Business" 

Send for Lafayette's 1958 Catalog - 
the most complete, up -to- the -minute 
electronic supply catalog crammed 
full of everything in electronics at 
our customary down -to -earth money- 
saving prices. 

Depend on LAFAYETTE for all of 
your needs . . . complete stocks - 
immediate shipment -personal tech- 
nical assistance -proven dependabil- 
ity. 

LEADERS IN HI -FI 

The most complete selection an 
hi -fi componerts and systems -a 
ate delivery at the lowest possibl 
more ou Lafayette encorsed "best 
tams. 

largest stocks of 
ilable far immodi- 
prices, Save even 

uy" complete sys- 

FOR THE NEWEST AND FINEST IN 

Hi -Fi Components and Systems 
Exclusive Lafayette Transistor Kits 
Largest Supplies of Transistors and 
Miniature Components 
Tape Recorders and Stereophonic 
Equipment 
Public Address Components and Systems 
Radio and TV Tubes, Parts and Antennas 
Industrial Electronic Supplies and 
Equipment 
Binoculars, Telescopes and Microscopes 
Amateur Receivers and Transmitters 

FEATURING 

The most extensive line of Lafayette's own kits - 
providing the greatest value in easy -to -build kits at 
the lowest prices. In addition to hi-fi amplifier, pre- 
amplifier -and stereo tuner kits, Lafayette makes avail- 
able the largest selection of transistor kits anywhere. 

CONTAINS HUNDREDS OF EXCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE ITEMS 
NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY OTHER CATALOG OR FROM 
ANY OTHER SOURCE - SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW! 

A "must" for the economy -minded hi -fi enthusiast, 
experimenter, hobbyist, engineer, technician, stu- 
dent, serviceman and dealer. 

CUT OUT 
AND MAIL 

TODAY 

165 -08 LIBERTY AVE. JAMAICA 33,11.Y. 
JAnaica 3 -4600 w.D FRIDAY'InII 11:45 P.M 

CIMr 1.1.11... 

NEW YORK, N.Y. BOSTON, Mass. BRO!N%, N.Y. NEWARK, N.1. PLAINFIELD N.I. 

100 6th Ave. 110 Federal St.7 542 E.Fordham Rd. 24 Central Ave 139 W. be Stt. 

REctor 2-8600 HUbbard2-i850 FOrilham 18813 6iArket 2-1661 PLainfield 64118 
.N. THURSDAY ape,. MOND, THURSDAY WIDNIfD\ OW THURSDAY 

ir .IS .M. r,11 .IS ..M .,II 45 rM ril IRS rM Id! f IS .M. 

MARCH, U958 

E 

The World's Greatest Electronics, Radio, T.Y. and Hi -Fi Center ---- - - - - -- --- ---- -- -- - -- 
send for the world's leading electronic, 
radio, t.r., industrial, and hi -fi guide 

LAFAYETTE RADIO, DEPT. J C 

P.O_ BOX 511, JAMAICA 31, N. Y. 

Send FREE LAFAYETTE Catalog 305 

Name 

Address 

City Zone. State 

-=1 ------------- =IN - Maw -- J 
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tsi P,IlC STEREO TUNER KIT 
THE MOST FLEXIBLE 

TUNER EVER DESIGNED 

Use It as a Binaural - Stereophonic FM -AM tuner 
Use It as a Dual -Monaural FM -AM tuner 
Use It as a straight Monaural FM or AM tuner 

11 Tubes + Tuning Eye + Selenium Rectifier 12 Tuned Circuits 
Dual Double -Tuned Transformer Coupled Limiters. 
Separately Tuned FM and AM Sections Dual Cathode Follower Output 

Armstrong Circuit with FM /AFC and AFC Defeat 
More than a year of research, planning and engineering went into the making of the Lafayette 
Stereo Tuner. Its unique flexibility permits the reception of binaural broadcasting (simultaneous 
transmission on both FM and AM), the independent operation of both the FM and AM sections 
at the same time, and the ordinary reception of either FM or AM. The AM and FM sections are 
separately tuned, each with o separate 3 -gang tuning condenser, separate flywheel tuning and 
separate volume control for proper balancing when used for binaural programs. Simplified 
accurate knife -edge tuning is provided by magic eye which operates independently on FM and 
AM. Automatic frequency control "locks in" FM signal permanently. Aside from its unique 
flexibility, this is, above all else, a quality high -fidelity tuner incorporating features found 
exclusively in the highest priced tuners. 

FM specifications include grounded -grid triode low noise front end with triode mixer, double - 
tuned dual limiters with Foster-Seeley discriminator, less than 1% harmonic distortion, fre- 
quency response 20- 20,000 cps ± 1/1 db, full 200 kc bandwidth and sensitivity of 2 microvolts 
for 30 db quieting with full limiting at one microvolt. AM specifications include 3 stages of 
AVC, 10 kc whistle filter, built -in ferrite loop antenna, less than 1% harmonic distortion, sen- 
sitivity of 5 microvolts, 8 kc bandwidth and frequency response 20 -5000 cps ± 3 db. 
The 5 controls of the KT -500 are FM Volume, AM Volume, FM Tuning, AM Tuning and 5- position 
Function Selector Switch. Tastefully styled with gold -brass escutcheon having dark maroon 
background plus matching maroon knobs with gold inserts. The Lafayette Stereo Tuner was 
designed with the builder in mind. Two separate printed circuit boards make construction and 
wiring simple, even for such a complex unit. Complete kit includes all parts and metal cover, 
a step -by -step instruction manual, schematic and pictorial diagrams. Size is 133/4" W x 103 /e' D 
x 41/2" H. Shpg. wt., 18 lbs. 
The new Lafayette Model KT -500 Stereo FM -AM Tuner is a companion piece to the Models 
KT -300 Audio Control Center Kit and KT-400 70 -watt Basic Amplifier Kit and the "Triumvirate', 
of these 3 units form the heart of a top quality stereo hifi system. 

KT -500 Net 74.50 

LAFAYETTE MASTER 
AUDIO CONTROL CENTER with 
BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
e Self -Powered DC On All Filaments 24 Positions of Equalization 

Tape Head Input, High Impedance Dual Cathode Follower Output Stages 
This is not only the finest hi -fl preamp characterized by unmatched features, but it has been 
functionally designed to keep pace with the conversion of your present hi -fi system to binaural 
(Stereophonic) sound. Incorporates on extra channel and dual volume control for binaural 
reproduction. Features include DC on all tube filaments, negative. feedback in every stage, 
dual cathode follower output stages and latest printed circuit construction. Less .than 0.09% 
IM distortion and less than 0.07 harmonic distortion at IV, Hum and noise level better than 
80 db below 3V. Uniformly flat frequency response over entire audible spectrum. 7 inputs for 
every type of phono, tuner or tope. Tasteful styling, brilliantly executed. Size 123/4 x 91 6, x 
33/4 ". Shpg. wt., 101/3 lbs. 
KT -300- Lafayette Master Audio Control Kit Complete with coge and detailed assembly in- 
structions. Net 39.50 
LT -30 -Same as above completely wired and tested with cage and instruction manual. 
Net 59.50 

Conservatively Rated At 70 Watts Inverse Feedback Variable Damping 
Metered Balance And Blas Adjust Controls Available In Kit and Wired Fares 

Here's ultra stability in a 70 watt basic power amplifier employing highest quality components 
conservatively rated to insure performance and long life. Features matched pair KT 88's and 
wire range linear Chicago output transformer, variable damping control, meter for bias and 
balance and gold finish chassis. Frequency response 10- 100,000 cps ± ldb. Hum and noise 
90 db below full output. IM distortion less than I ' /s% at 70 watts, less than 0.3% below 30 
watts. Harmonic distortion less than 2% at 70 watts from 20 to 20,000 cps + I db. Output 
impedance 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Handsome decorative coge perforated for proper ventilation. 
Size 141/3 x 10 x 73/e" including cage and knobs. Shpg. wt., 40 lbs. 

KT -400- Lafayette 70 watt Deluxe Basic Amplifier Kit complete with cage and detailed 
assembly instructions, Net 69.50 
LA -70 -Sams as above completely wired dnd tested with coge and instruction manual. 
Net 94.50 

_j_t_zttgeite.Ractio 165-08 Liberty Ave. 100 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
NEWARK, N..1., 24 Central Ave. BOSTON, MASS., 110 Federal St. 

{/ 
JAMAICA 33, N. Y. BRONX, N. Y., 542 E. Fordham Rd. PLAINFIELD, N. J., 139 West 2nd St. 
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SPECIAL-MONEY-SAVER 
COMBINATION 

PK -225 Turntable, PK -90 12" Tone Arm, New 
GE VRII Series Triple -Play Cartridge Model 
4G -052 with Genuine GE Diamond and Sap - 
phire Styl. SPECIAL! Net 81.50 

M1teg-Sa4,Uu VoJue4 
PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE WITH HYSTERESIS- SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 

The Lafayette Model PK225 is a true hysteresis- synchronous motor and is free from speed variations due to fluctua- 
tions in line voltage, load and temperature. It is the smoothest type known, completely free from "togging" (the minute variations of speed which show up as wow and flutter)' 
ONLY LAFAYETTE'S HYSTERESIS -SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, in its price class, is made to extremely fine toler- 
ances on the order of .00001 inches)! Only Iafayette's motor has 16 cores; o high permeability rotor magnet, ball thrust 3earings, oilite sleeve bearings plus felt oil reservoir, cooling fins as an integral part of the rotor and a hollow rotor core for maximum efficiency and minimum heat. Only Lafayette's motor can be oiled from above, without disas- sembly through a unique oil feed system. Only Lafayette's motor has a self -aligning armature. 
Here's THE turntable -the last word in professional high -fidelity performance! A fine precision instrument in every 
sense. lust look at some of these OUTSTANDING FEATURES:- WOW AND FLUTTER: Less than 0.2% TURN. TABLE: Heavy, diecast aluminum. Lathe- turned for perfect balance and concentricity. 12" diameter -weighs approx. 
4 lbs. snd provides amazingly constant speed; the extra -heavy rim acts just like a flywheel to prevent speed variations 

1 TRLE- HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR:For smooth, low- noise, wow- and flutter -free operation RUM - BLE: <ND NOISE: 50db below average recorded level INTEGRATED SPEED CONTROL: For all 3 speeds - 78, 45 and 331/4 rpm 2 OVERSIZE, HEAVY DUTY IDLERS: Precision -ground; provide positive constant -speed rim dri'e SINGLE BALL THRUST BEARING: Turntable rides smoothly over ball bearing floating on thin film of oil FREE FLOATING, SHOCK -MOUNTED MOTOR RUBBER CUSHION SHOCKMOUNTS AUTO. MATIC IDLER DISENGAGEMENT CORK AND RUBBER MAT STAINLESS STEEL PRECISION SPINDLE POWER REQUIREMENTS: For 105.130 volts, 60 cps AC; draws 16 V.A. ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED: 45 RPM adapter Strope disc SIZE: 21/4" above and 4" below motor board;- 143/4" deep x 121/4" wide SHIPPING WEIGHT: 16 tbs. 
"< Deluxe Woodbase for PK -225 and 12" Tone Arm (Specify Finish). Shpg. wt., 13 lbs Net 14.95 

Deluxe Waodbase for PK -225 and 16" Tone Arm (Specify Finish). Shpg. wt., 15 lbs Net 1 5.95 
LAFAYETTE MODEL PK -225 Net 64.50 

VISCOUS DAMPED TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARMS 

VISCOUS 
DAMPED 

PK -90- 11.95 ARM 

LAFAYETTE MATCHED HIGH -FIDELITY 
PHONO SYSTEM 

NOBODY BUT LAFAYETTE can bring you a phono system of this quality -and at this price. Indeed a Lafayette "best buy" system des gned around 
the new Lafayette LA -69 20 waft amplifier. The performance of this 
phono system surpasses the most critical requirements of musi: lovers at o 
price below that of commercial phonographs. Twenty -four combinations of 
record equalization provide an almost endless variety of tone compensa- 
tion to match varying recording characteristics. In addition to the LA -69 
this system includes the famous Garrard RC -121 4 -speed Record 
Changer featuring full automatic and manual positions and Simple -mix 
operation; the new improved VRII Variable Reluctance GE Triple Play 
Turnover Cartridge Model 4G -052 with genuine GE damond and 
sapphire styli, and the celebrated Lafayette SK -58 12" Coaxial Hi -Fi 
Speaker. All units ore supplied with plugs, jacks arc! prepared 
coded interconnecting cables for quick easy installation, For 1'0.125 volt, 
60 cycle AC. Shpg. wt., 50 lbs. 

HF 
-179- Complete Phono System Net 119.50 

I 

LICENSED 
UNDER CBS 

U. S. PATENT 
NO. 2676806 

I 

VISCOUS 
DAMPED 

17.95 ARM 

New GE VRII 
Diamond -Sapphire Styli 

Gerrard 
RC121 

LA-6/ 

NEW 6 TRANSISTOR 
SUPERHET RECEIVER KIT 

with LATEST NPN -PNF COMPLEMENTARY 
SYMMETRY CIRCUIT 

GE 2N188A AUDIO TRANSISTORS 
IN PUSH -PULL OJTPUT 
100% SUBMINIATURIZED 
NEW 28 PAGE It!STRUCTION MANUAL 

Newly revised Lafayette KT -119A 6 Transistor Superhet Kit yeas latest GE NPN -PNP transistors in a complementary symmetry circuit to provide superior commercial quality with maximum sensitivity, selectivity and stability. Has match td set of 3 IF "s, oscil- lator toll. hi -Q loop and efficient transformer coupling. Effhtent 2%' speaker and earphone jack for private listening. Complete with all parts, t-anafetors, pre-punched chassis and new 28 page detailed instruction book. Size 61.4 z a.l4 :11/2". Bhpg. wt., 
3 lbs. 
KT-119A - Complete Kit -Less Case and Battery Net 29.85 BATTERY - BURGESS 2N6 Net 1.30 
MS -339A - Sturdy, attractive brown leather case with carrying strap for KT -119A 

Net 2.95 
MS -366 - Sensitive matching earphone Net 1.29 

3 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET 
POCKET RADIO KIT 
A TRUE POCK IT SUPERHET 
RECEIVER 

NO EXTERNAL ANTENNA 
NO EXTERNAL GROUND 

A remarkable sensitive, super - selective pocket superhet receiver with astonishing per- formance over the complete broadcast band. Uses 2 high- frm.uency and one audio transistor plus efficient diode detector and features 2 specially matched 1F trans- formers for maximum power transfer. The components are housed in a professional looking belge plastic case. The receiver's appearance enhanced by attractive maroon and silver station dial. Sensitive built -in ferrite antenna eliminates need for external antenna. A designer's dream in a true pocket superhet receiver! Complete with all Parts, transistors battery, case, dial and easy to follow step -by -step instructions. 4% z 2% z 1- 1/16'. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. 
KT -IIO- Complete Kit, lesa earphone +Jet 16.95 
M8.260 -Super Power Dynamic Earphone Net 3.95 

/71 

4dueid4:sed 

GE VRII 
DIAMOND 

and 
SAPPHIRE 

STYLI 

4 -SPEED 
AUTOMATIC 

RECORD CHANGER 

39.50 
with NEW G.E. TURNOVER 

CARTRIDGE VRII and 
GENUINE G.E. DIAMOND 

SAPPHIRE SYTLI 

NOT A CLOSEOUT -NOT A DISCONTINUED Model, this is a nation- 
ally advertised, latest model record changer, with new GE VRII Series Triple 
Play Cartridge with G. E. Genuine diamond and sapphire styli and is priced 
so low that we DARE NOT mention the manufacturer's name. This fully auto- 
matic record changer has exclusive and deluxe features for the finest hi -fi sys- 
tems, such as automatic intermix, muting switch, click filter and automatic 
shut -off after last record. Heavy duty 4 -pole shaded pole motor with heavy 
rim -weighted turntable. 4 speeds, 78, 45, 331/2, 16-2/3 RPM. Negligible wow 
and flutter. We are so confident that you will be happy with this purchase, that if for any reason you do not feel you have received an exceptional value, we 
shall cheerfully refund your purchase price. Size 121/4" x 133/4 ", requiring 11/16" clearance above and 2- 11/16" below motorboard. Shpg wt., 21 lbs. 
PIC-250 RECORD CHANGER (less woodbase) with NEW GE 4G- 

052 Diamond Sapphire Cartridge Net 39.50 
MAHOGANY OR BLONDE WOODBASE CUT TO FIT ABOVE 
PIC-1 1 1-Specify Finish, Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. Net 3.95 

ite 16, 08 Liberty Ave. /aa2i' 
1 MAICA 33; N. Y. 

INCLUDE POSTAGE WITH ORDER 

NEW YORK M.Y. 

100 6th Ave. 

REctor 28600 

BOSTON, Mass. 

110 Federal St. 

HUbbard 2-7850 

BRONX , N.Y. 

542 E.Fordham Rd. 

FOrdham 7-8813 

NEWARK, N.J. 

24 Central Ave. 

MArket 2.1661 

PLAINFIELO, N.J. 

139 W. 2nd St. 

Plainfield 6.4718 
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For Problem -Solving ... Experimentation ... Teaching ... or Just Fun 

BUILD YOUR OWN ELECTRIC 

BRAIN MACHINE FI:114/11 W HOU S! 
Remarkable 400 -Component Construction Kit Enables You to Create Any of 50 

Brain Machines! Build LOGIC MACHINES That Compare, Reason, Test Intel- 

ligence; ARITHMETICAL MACHINES (Binary & Decimal); GAME -PLAYING 

MACHINES ( Tic -Tac -Toe, Nim, etc.) 

Teachers and Scientists: Design Your Own Machines! 

CENIAC" is the only kit and text 
combination that pre- 

sents the basic ideas of cybernetics, 
Boolean algebra, symbolic logic and com- 
puter circuitry for all levels of knowledge 
and intelligence. Sold to all customers 
on a one -week return guarantee; actually 
use it (luring that time, return it if you 
decide not to keep it. 

WITH GENIAC® you build any of 50 electric brain 
machines in a few hours by following the clear -cut, 

step -by -step directions in the basic text provided. Ad- 
vanced students and scientists can design machines for 
special problems. No soldering required, and little wire - 
ing. Change design of your machines in minutes! Build 
Binary Adding Machine Secret Coder & Decoder 
Machine for Arithmetical Carrying Comparing Ma- 
chine Reasoning Machine General Combination 
Locks Games Requiring Logic Machine for a Space 
Ship's Airlock Intelligence Tester Burglar Alarm 

Puzzle Solvers and many others. 

OVER 411 COMPONENTS AND PARTS 

Circuits operate on one flashlight battery, and use 
ingeniously designed parts. 1958 GENIAC® Kit has been 
constructed by the original inventor to provide all the 
advantages of previous electrical brain construction kits 
plus what we have learned in answering the questions 
and examining the new designs created by hundreds of 
users. 

SELF -CONTAINED COURSE IN COMPUTER DESIGN 

Each GENIAC comes as a self- contained course in 
computer design. All instructions are so simple that 
we have records of intelligent twelve -year -olds design- 
ing factoring machines and puzzle -solving circuits - 
while hundreds of schools and industrial training pro- 
grams have incorporated our kits in their curricula. 

YOUR COURSE FOR GENIAC® KIT: ONLY St1.IS POSTPAID 

The coupon will bring your GENIAC® Electric Brain 
Construction Kit and Manuals for only $19.95 postpaid. 
You may return the Kit within 7 days if you are not 
completely satisfied. For schools we offer bulk rates on 
extra texts and parts; for teachers, we offer 10% deduc- 
tion on GENIAC'' if ordered for use in institutions. 
Send for your Kit today! 

SCIENCE KITS, Dept. RE38 
Oliver Garfield Co., 126 Lexington Ave., 

New York 16, N.Y. 

ngeir Y" 7!Y 

1958 GENIAC® KIT CONTAINS (I) a complete 100 -page text, "Minds and 
Machines " -a basic introduction to computers. (2) "How to Construct Elec- 
trical Brains at Home " -a fully illustrated text book on basic computer design 
theory and circuits with specific instructions for building 34 circuits. (3) 
Wiring Diagram Manual. A special booklet with full scale diagrams. (4) Be- 
ginners' Manual -fifteen extra experiments to teach the basic symbols of 
electric circuits. (5) Over 400 components and parts. 

Some Institutions and Firms Now 
Allis- Chalmers 
Remington -Rand 
International Business 

Machines 
Wheeldex Mfe. Co. 
Manuel Missionary 

College 
Walter V. Clarke 

Associates 
Barnard College 
Westinghouse Electric 
Phillips Laboratories 
General Insurance Co. 

of America 

Lafayette Radio 
Rohr Aircraft Co. 

Southwest Missouri 
State College 

Albert Einstein 
Medical College 

Naval Research 
Laboratories 

Board of Education, 
Tecumsah, Nebraska 

Marshfield Public 
Schools 

Using GENIAC® 
Los Angeles Public 

Schools 
Jefferson Union High 

School 
Oklahoma A & M 

Kansas State University 
Duke University 
Coral Gables Senior 

High School 
Courtland Jr. High 

School 
Bell Telephone 

Laboratories 

ORDER 
GENIAC 
ON OUR 
MONEY 
BACK 

Guarantee! 

SCIENCE KITS, Dept. RE38 
Oliver Garfield Co., 126 Lexington Ave., 
New York 16, N. Y. 
1lea.c .,I m 

1 GENIAC a Electric Brain t'onstruetlon Kit and Manuals 
snags IEaat of Mississippi) 
$20.95 ¡Elsewhere In United States) 
$21.95 Outslde the United Staten) 

Returnable in seven days for full refund It not satisfied. I enclose 
ln full payment. 

Name.-- 

Address 

City Zone -State 
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SiZeerelakeDYNAMIC MICROPHONES 

OUT - PERFORM 
ALL OTHERS for 
P.A. and RECORDING! 
new acoustic principle - VARIABLE D acclaimed the 
most significant microphone development in 20 years! 
Because of their durability and uniformity of response, dynamic micro- 
phones are almost universally used by recording studios. Electro -Voice 
dynamic microphones are a triumph of electro- acoustics in the recording, 
P.A. and general purpose fields. One of the many reasons for this is the 
Variable D principle which employs three distinct sound entrances, with 
acoustical filters; achieves flat response an3 excellent back cancellation 
while eliminating boominess caused by close talking -and susceptibility to 
shock. That's why those who want true fidelity, life -like recorded tape 
choose Electro -Voice dynamic microphones. 

ÌItilE 
i,m. , 1 

I 

Your tapes will have a new 
depth of realism when you r 
cord with Eleetro Voice High - 
Fidelity Dynamic Microphones' l 

o ec'c.°«° r . 
See your E -V hi -fi dealer today. Write for 

The ABC's of Microphones," Booklet W.82 

O E -V MODEL 664 
Utilizing the revolutionary Variable D, this high -fidel- 
ity cardioid dynamic brings broadcast quality to tape 
recording and the P.A. and general purpose field. 
Proper placement of microphone stops unwanted 
sounds, gives accurate, natural pick -up of voice and 
music. Unprecedented ruggedness largely eliminates 
possibility of accidental damage. 

Indestructible Acoustalloy diaphragm and precision 
manufacture assure long -life and dependable perform- 
ance. Frequency response: 40 to 15,000 cps. Pressure 
cast case. Chrome finish. 18' cable. Size: 7 -3/16" long, 
17 /s" diameter. Net weight: 1 lb. 10 oz. List price: 
$85.00 (less stand). 

Q E -V MODEL 636 
This model brings style and quality to the recording 
and public address fields. Slim and trim -only 11 /s" in 
diameter x 101 /4" long - it greatly reduces recording 
staging problems. Frequency response: 60 to 15,000 
cps, essentially flat. Adjustable impedance. Gold or 
satin chrome finish. On -off switch standard equipment. 
Net weight: 15 oz. List price Chrome Finish: $72.50 
(less stand). 

© E -V MODEL 623 
Excellent for both speech and music, its small, slim 
size makes it inconspicuous and easy to handle. Swivel 
mounting permits tilting microphone through a 57° 
arc toward the sound source. Acoustalloy diaphragm. 
Frequency response: 60 to 12,000 cps. Satin chrome 
finish. Net weight: 1 lb. List price: $57.00 (less stand). 

0 E -V MODEL 630 
This is similar to Model 623 in performance charac- 
teristics but is traditionally styled. Frequency re- 
sponse: 60 to 11,000 cps. Satin chrome finish. Net 
weight: 1 lb. List price: $52.50. 

giereZtYaccb 
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC. 
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 
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ENTER THE EXCITING RCA "MYSTERY SHOPPER" CONTEST! 

J)A.A 

/A120i 
Here's How: 

8 MGA SPORTS 
ROADSTERS 
24 COLOR - 
TV SETS 
80 HI -FI 
PHONOGRAPHS 
8OTRANSISTOR 
RADIOS 
...and every TV service - dealer 

and technician who enters this 
exciting "contest" receives a 

gift -just for entering! 

' To enter the contest, write a state- 
ment of 50 words or less telling how you 
think RCA's promotion of "National 
Television Servicemen's Week" benefits 
the independent TV service industry. 
The contest is open to all radio- televi- 
sion service dealers and their service 
employees, in the continental U. S., 
Alaska, and Hawaii, without any obliga- 
tion on their part. 

2 Your entry must be made on an 
official entry blank and must be sub- 
mitted in your own name describing 
your own opinions in connection with 
"National Television Servicemen's 
Week" -March 24th to 29th, 1958. You 
may prepare your own entry blank, or 
you can ask your RCA Tube Distributor 
Salesman to help you prepare your . 

entry blank. If your distributor sales- 
man does help you, be sure to have him 
countersign your entry blank -he is 
also eligible for a prize if you win. 
Official entry blanks are available from 
your Authorized RCA Tube Distributor 
and from RCA Electron Tube Division 
advertisements. Only one entry per per- 
son is permitted. 

Mail your entry, using adequate post- 
age to: RCA Electron Tube Division, 
P.O. Box 551, New York 46, N. Y. 

All entries must be postmarked on or 
before midnight, March 15, 1958. No 
general correspondence should be sent 
to this address. 

4. The entries will be judged by Adver- 
tising Distributors of Americ- Inc., an 
impartial, independent contest judging 
organization, on the basis of origináliV, 
sincerity, and aptness of thought. Deci -, 
sion of the judges is final. All entriesybe- 
come the property of Radio Corporation 
of America, and none Will be returned. 
Entry in the contest constitutes permis- 
sion to RCA' to use your name and entry 
in any way it sees fit. 

5- The contestants will be ranked in 
each region, in the order of the merit of 
their entries, as determined by the 
judges as provided above. They will be 
visited in person or phoned, in succes- 
sion, sometime between the period of 
April 1, 1958 and April 30, 1958, by a 
"Mystery Shopper ". The "Mystery 
Shopper" will ask a question about the 
product features of RCA Silverama 
Picture Tubes or RCA Receiving Tubes. 
Thè first service dealer or service tech- 
nician in each region who answers the 
question correctly will be presented with 
the grand award. Tothe next 3 dealers or 
their service employees in each region 

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 

who answer the question correctly will 
be awarded one of the beautiful, new 
RCA Victor color TV sets. An additional 
10 contestants in each region who 
answer the "Mystery Shopper" question 
correctly will receive one of the exqui- 
site RCA Victor High Fidelity Sets. And 
10 additional contestants in each region 
who answer the question correctly will 
receive an RCA Victor Transistor Radio. 
All contestants will receive a token of 
recognition. 

6 The "Mystery Shopper" is the name 
applied to a group of impartial em- 
ployees of Advertising Distributors of 
America, Inc., located throughout the 
nation. The "Mystery Shopper" will 
visit or phone contestants in the guise 
of a consumer, and will not divulge his 
or her identity unless' the contestant 
supplies the correct answes to the ques- 
tion asked by the "Mystery hopper ". 

7 Only one award will be made per 
person. Duplicate awards will be made 
in the event of a tie. This contest is sub- 
ject to state and local regulation. Void 
if taxed, restricted or forbidden by law. 
A list of award winners may be obtained 
after April 30, 1958 by sending a 
stamped, self -addressed envelope to the 
address given above. 

Mail to: 
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION 
P.O. Box 551, New York 46, N. Y. 
Complete this statement in 50 words or less: 

As a service dealer, this is how I think RCA's pro- 
motion of "National Television Servicemen's Week" 
benefits the independent TV service industry: 

C-39 ALL ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMAR : {E;1 ON 

OR BEFORE MIDNIGHT MARCH 15, 1958 

of li'. RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
iiWp Electron Tube ,i)iviäion Harrison, N. J. 

SIGNED 
(Signature of Dealer or Technician) 

FIRM NAME 

ADDRESS 

CI7 ]" ï.ONE 

STATE 

See your Authorized RCA 
Tube Distributor now for 

additional details! 
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